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Introduction

Stephanie Luce, Jennifer Luff, Joseph A. McCartin, and Ruth Milkman

The other America, the America of poverty, is hidden today in a way that it never was before. Its millions are socially invisible to the rest of us.

—Michael Harrington, 1962

Half a century ago, in his best-selling book *The Other America*, Michael Harrington awakened the nation to the persistence of grinding poverty alongside its unprecedented postwar affluence. Harrington revealed an “economic underworld” in urban tenements and remote Appalachian towns, populated largely by the aged, the unemployed, and racial minorities. Chronic unemployment, inadequate housing, racial discrimination, a thin social safety net, and a culture of hopelessness were characteristic features of this “other America.” Harrington’s book helped persuade the federal government to launch the War on Poverty by creating new federal programs like Medicaid, Medicare, and Head Start, institutionalizing what was then a pilot food stamp program, and launching a massive expansion of housing assistance and job training programs.

In Harrington’s America, poverty was strongly associated with unemployment, apart from workers in occupations excluded from federal minimum wage laws and collective bargaining protections, such as farmworkers and domestic workers, or in a few other industries with dirty and dangerous poorly paid jobs, such as mining. African American workers were highly concentrated in these fields. But in 1962, when *The Other America* appeared, unemployment accounted for a far more significant share of poverty. Harrington (1962/1993, 37) highlighted the plight of “old and obsolete workers who are over forty, the married and family men at the wrong place in the economy, the ones with no skill or the wrong skill,” who had been shut out of the labor market entirely. The primary problem for them was not low pay or bad working conditions, but not working at all.
Two decades later, however, Harrington noticed a change. In the original edition of *The Other America*, Harrington never used the phrase “working poor.” But in his afterword to the 1981 edition, entitled “Poverty and the Eighties,” he pointed out that nearly half of all families below the poverty line in 1976 had an employed head of household. “Obviously, these are people with low-paying jobs,” Harrington (1962/1993, 219) wrote, “perched just above the poverty line.” The War on Poverty had made progress—albeit halting and inadequate—toward improving the situation of the “other America.” But by the early 1980s, Harrington hinted, a new problem was growing: the problem of employment that did not eradicate poverty but rather perpetuated it.

Since then, the ranks of the “working poor” have continued to expand. While poverty persists among the populations that Harrington identified fifty years ago—the aged, rural dwellers, and the chronically unemployed—employed workers account for a large and growing share of those living below the official poverty line. Since the mid-1970s, a dramatic polarization of the U.S. labor market has generated many jobs in high-wage, high-skill occupations, but far more in low-wage, low-skill fields (Kalleberg 2011). In the same period, wages, working conditions, benefits, and social supports have steadily deteriorated at the bottom of the labor market, well before the Great Recession of 2007 to 2009 added double-digit unemployment to the increasingly dismal picture. By 2011, as the economy struggled to recover from that crisis, more than one-fourth (28 percent) of the U.S. labor force earned poverty-level wages (Mishel et al. 2012).

The proliferation of the twenty-first-century “working poor” is the result of developments that had already begun when Harrington’s book appeared in 1962, including deindustrialization and technological change, de-unionization, and deregulation. The relentless offshoring of manufacturing, which dates back to the 1950s but accelerated in the late 1970s and 1980s, has eliminated most of the high-wage factory jobs that were the bulwark of midcentury American prosperity. In addition, the proliferation of computer-based technology has automated many of the data management and record-keeping functions that once provided reasonably paid employment for secretaries, bookkeepers, and other office workers and has also mechanized many jobs in those factories that remain inside the United States (Autor 2010).

Today’s working poor are heavily concentrated in the service sector. A worker would need to earn $23,492 a year, or $12 an hour, to meet the 2012 poverty threshold for a family of four.¹ The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) show ninety-five occupations with a median hourly wage below $12, accounting for 38 million workers, or nearly 30 percent of total employment. Table I.1 shows the ten
largest low-wage occupations, which account for over 22 million workers, or 17.2 percent of the total. These occupations are primarily in the retail and restaurant industries. (Of course, not all workers in these occupations earn less than $12 per hour; exactly half of them do).²

Data on new job growth are fairly similar, as table I.2 shows. Twelve of the thirty occupations that the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics expects to grow most through 2020 have a median wage below $12 per hour, accounting for about 4.4 million jobs. Taken together, the data in these two tables suggest that certain occupations must be targeted by policies aiming to improve the circumstances of a significant number of low-wage workers. Those key occupations include retail sales, food preparation, waitstaff, home health aides, personal care aides, and cashiers.

The decline of U.S. labor unions, which reached their membership peak in the 1950s, when they covered about one-third of the private-sector labor force, also contributed greatly to the erosion of pay and working conditions, especially for non-college-educated workers. In the midtwentieth century, strong unions set wage floors and enforced labor standards for their members and indirectly helped improve pay and conditions for non-union workers as well. The systematic erosion of federal protections for
Collective bargaining and sustained resistance to unionization by employers throughout the private sector have contributed to a steep secular decline in wages and fringe benefits across the economy. Loss of the union wage premium—on average, approximately 13 percent—directly reduced the incomes of workers who had previously enjoyed union contracts; simultaneously, union decline removed the indirect boost to non-union workers’ compensation. Defined-benefit pensions and employer-sponsored health insurance, once standard features of unionized jobs, declined in tandem with wages as deunionization swept across the economy. Whereas in the past, unionization disproportionately benefited workers without college degrees, the deunionization of recent years has disproportionately harmed them, turning many formerly sustainable jobs into precarious ones (Mishel and Walters 2003).
Deregulation and the erosion of laws buttressing workplace standards also contributed to the deterioration of working-class jobs. The federal minimum wage is a case in point. Beginning in the late 1970s, Congress failed to pass regular increases, and the legal minimum wage soon began to lag behind increases in the cost of living. By 2012, the federal minimum wage was $7.25 an hour, but had it kept pace with the Consumer Price Index (CPI) since 1968 it would have been $10.52. Furthermore, if it had increased at the same pace as worker productivity in the same period, the minimum wage would have been $21.72 in 2012 (Schmitt 2012).

Whereas the War on Poverty, inspired in part by Harrington’s book, included expanding the coverage of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), which sets maximum working hours and overtime rules (as well as minimum wages), in recent years the coverage and effectiveness of FLSA has declined. In part this reflects the growing shift toward the employment of “independent contractors,” including many workers who are improperly classified as contractors. At the same time, the steady erosion of federal enforcement capacity permitted the spread of outright violation of wage and hour laws, with many employers simply not paying workers the wages legally due to them. “Wage theft” is rampant in a variety of industries, from manufacturing and residential construction to retail, restaurants, and personal services (Bernhardt et al. 2009). In the past half-century, the gap separating workers in the “affluent society” from Harrington’s immiserated poor has widened dramatically.

Demographic shifts have intersected in a complex way with the rise of the working poor. In the early 1960s, African American workers earned on average less than 60 percent of what their white counterparts earned, as Harrington (1993, 62) noted. By 2011, the gap had narrowed somewhat: African American men’s median hourly wage was 74 percent of that of their white counterparts, while for African Americans overall the figure was 83 percent (Mishel et al. 2012). Yet these aggregate figures obscure an internal polarization among African Americans: the growth of the black middle class has widened earnings inequality between low-wage and college-educated black workers, as in the U.S. labor force as a whole. Moreover, deunionization disproportionately affected African Americans, particularly females, who were overrepresented among private-sector union members relative to their share of the labor force and thus suffered disproportionate earnings losses as union density declined (Rosenfeld and Kleykamp 2012).

Today African Americans continue to make up a large share of the working poor, but race is no longer as strong a proxy for poverty as it was in Harrington’s time. He had remarkably little to say about the situation of women workers or female poverty in 1962, but the changes that have taken
place for women workers in the past half-century have been even more dramatic than for African Americans. Owing in part to the growth of female labor force participation and the reduction in job segregation by gender that began in the 1970s, the overall gender gap in pay has been reduced over the past fifty years, although, at 7.6 percent, a slightly greater proportion of female than male workers were in the ranks of the working poor in 2010 (U.S. Department of Labor 2012a). Yet pay disparities between female college graduates and their less-educated counterparts have grown as well, even as female college graduation rates have overtaken those of males. And within many dual-earner households, the economic gains of female workers over the past fifty years have been offset by the economic losses of male workers (Autor 2010, 10–11).

The growth of the immigrant workforce complicates the story still further. Harrington made little mention of foreign-born workers, apart from a brief discussion of California farmworkers, because he was writing during a period of sharp restriction of immigration to the United States. That changed in 1965 when the passage of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Hart-Cellar Act) led to a massive increase in immigration to the United States from Latin America, Asia, and Africa. Undocumented immigration also surged, especially after the passage of the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) in 1986. These changes in immigration policy helped stimulate the growth of a vast new low-wage labor force, not only in agriculture (where undocumented immigrants were initially concentrated after the end of the bracero program in 1964) but increasingly in low-wage jobs throughout the economy. As U.S.-born workers abandoned once-desirable jobs that had deteriorated as a result of deunionization and other types of restructuring, many employers began hiring immigrants, both those with legal status and the undocumented, who were even more susceptible to minimum wage and other FLSA violations than other workers. Although Latino immigrant workers often proved more willing than many native-born workers to engage in labor protest and union organizing, the scale of such activity was limited (Milkman 2006). By 2010, Latinos (including U.S.-born Latinos, immigrants with legal status and the undocumented) were more likely than African Americans, whites, or Asians to be among the working poor (U.S. Department of Labor 2012a). At the same time, inequalities between Latinos with college degrees and those with more limited education expanded, paralleling the situation of African Americans.

For the U.S. population as a whole, income inequality has spiked dramatically since Harrington’s day. In 1968 the bottom 40 percent of U.S. households took home 15.3 percent of the nation’s total income; by 2010 their share had fallen to only 11.8 percent. In sharp contrast, over the same
period the income share of the top 5 percent rose from 17.2 to 21.3 percent. The nation’s poverty rate has soared to a level higher than that in any other OECD country (Mishel et al. 2012). The “other America” of the twenty-first century is different in some respects from what Harrington described half a century ago, and the modest progress that followed the reception of his book has been sharply reversed in recent decades.

Although there is extensive documentation of the ways in which the economic playing field has tilted to increasingly disadvantage low-wage workers, their plight has received limited attention from elected officials. If their rhetoric is any indication, Democrats and Republicans alike believe that the creation of “jobs, jobs, jobs” must be the top priority of national economic policy, with little or no attention to job quality. Each major political party touts its job-creating credentials while blaming the other party for destroying jobs. Republicans assert that the only legitimate way to create new jobs is via the market and regularly deride public policy interventions, from the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 to the minimum wage, as “job killers.”

Democrats all too often fail to challenge the logic of this approach or to promote a theoretically coherent program of their own. As a result, their policies are often haphazard in relation to job creation and job quality. For example, during the Clinton administration, millions of jobs were generated in what was then labeled “the great American jobs machine”—in contrast to Europe. However, the new jobs were disproportionately low-wage jobs, to a much greater extent than in an otherwise comparable period of job growth in the 1960s (Wright and Dwyer 2003). In addition, both the Clinton and Obama administrations have promoted free trade agreements as a solution to job creation, despite research that shows the deleterious impact of free trade on jobs, and in particular on the non-college-educated workers who are increasingly overrepresented among the working poor. Economist Laurie Kletzer (2004) found that 21 percent of workers displaced from manufacturing jobs in the 1990s were high school drop-outs and that they were more likely than other displaced workers to be from racial minority groups.

Instead of promoting a comprehensive jobs program, Democrats have more often sought to gain short-term political advantages over their opponents on the jobs issue. They have directed their energies toward criticizing the policy failures of Republicans, accusing them of aiding and abetting the corporations and private equity firms that profit by laying off workers and shipping jobs overseas, while portraying the Democratic Party as the champion of the middle class. As a result, neither side has focused public attention on the quality of the jobs created in the U.S. economy or fought for a comprehensive set of policies addressing the needs of low-wage workers.
If the working poor have been ignored by mainstream politicians, the Great Recession, the Occupy Wall Street movement, and a wave of grassroots labor protests have increasingly attracted public and media attention to the issues of poverty and low-wage work, creating new opportunities for those who are concerned about the fate of the working poor. However, the substantial research literature that has recently documented the experiences of low-wage workers has also all too often ignored the arena of public policy interventions. Nor have recent political debates shed much light on the ways in which public policies interface with or help to shape the situation of low-wage workers. This is unfortunate, for just as previous public policies helped to create and reproduce the nation’s burgeoning low-wage job market, a new set of policy interventions could improve the lot of the nation’s most exploited and insecure wage-earners. Thus, the time is ripe for a renewed discussion of the policy options—and specifically about policies that can work for low-wage workers.

By contrast, on the ground there has been a burst of experimentation in recent years with innovative interventions and strategies that address the rapid growth of low-wage work. They range from traditional approaches like raising the minimum wage and fostering unionization, to investments in primary and secondary education and job training, to more innovative “living wage” laws and efforts to leverage and secure effective enforcement of labor and employment standards in existing law. Yet systematic empirical analysis of the efficacy of these various efforts has been limited.

Which policy approaches are most effective, and under what conditions have they succeeded? What is the impact of each approach on the most vulnerable populations, such as low-wage immigrants and African Americans? What elements of these efforts might contribute most to a reformulated national approach to the problems facing the working poor? Developing answers to questions like these is essential if we are ever to get beyond the current political polarization and renew the nation’s commitment to ensuring that work provides social and economic security.

The Murphy Institute for Worker Education and Labor Studies of the City University of New York and the Kalmanovitz Initiative for Labor and the Working Poor of Georgetown University collaborated on a conference, organized by this volume’s editors and held at Georgetown in February 2012, to examine public policy interventions and their impact on low-wage workers. Designed with the goal of “bringing the state back in,” the conference featured leading academic researchers in a range of fields, including economics, sociology, history, and law, and put them in a sustained dialogue with practitioners, including government officials, advocates, and organizers, who brought their own experiences and obser-
vations to the table. The essays in this volume reflect the dialogue that took place at the conference.

The conference participants—scholars and practitioners alike—were all aligned with one of Harrington’s essential insights: public policy is consequential, and a crucial resource in the fight against poverty. Each chapter in this volume has a different angle, but they all start from that perspective. Part I, “Low-Wage Work in Historical Perspective,” describes the origins of public policy for low-wage workers and the recent transformations that underlie current conditions. Alice O’Connor’s chapter, “An Economy That Works for Workers,” opens the volume with an analysis that historicizes the assumptions and politics behind today’s social policies. She embeds her analysis in the context of the broader political economy, illuminating just how narrow contemporary debates about low-wage work have become. O’Connor examines key developments in social provision for low-income workers in relation to broader shifts in economic policy and reform politics since the late 1960s, showing how New Deal norms of economic citizenship were eroded by a radically altered public policy atmosphere in which the assumptions of free-market individualism increasingly predominated. Through this approach, she highlights the historical transformations in politics and political economy that have undermined both the material living standards and the longer-range social and political prospects of low-wage workers and the U.S. working class. O’Connor argues that any efforts to advance the interests of low-wage workers are inextricably tied to the pursuit of “fairness, freedom, and political as well as economic democracy” and must therefore begin not with menus of specific policy options but rather with a staking out of the “moral high ground of American democracy.”

The next chapter, “What Can Labor Organizations Do for U.S. Workers When Unions Can’t Do What Unions Used to Do?” by Richard Freeman, explores in detail one of the primary causes of increased working poverty: the decline of unions. Reframing a question that he and James Medoff (1984) famously asked three decades ago in their classic study *What Do Unions Do?* Freeman begins by acknowledging that most experts no longer believe that unions can do much for low-wage workers at this historical juncture. However, he then goes on to contest this conventional wisdom, arguing that the surprisingly energetic mobilization of public-sector unions against legislative efforts to eliminate the right to bargain collectively and the emergence of new opportunities for dissidents to use the Internet and social media to galvanize citizens for change have created an opening for a possible union resurgence. Nevertheless, he suggests, any such resurgence will require unions to move beyond traditional collective bargaining and collaborate with other community actors, while using the new social media
to obtain and disseminate information. In this way, organized labor could help organize workers and citizens on a broader basis and break out of the narrow channels to which it has recently been confined.

Part II, “Workers on the Edge: Marginalized and Disadvantaged,” exposes the challenges faced by workers who are especially disadvantaged in the twenty-first-century U.S. labor market: young workers, especially those of color; immigrants; and employees whose labor is subcontracted. These chapters point to the disparities between the existing policy regime and the current structure of the workplace and workforce. Chapter 3, Peter Edelman and Harry Holzer’s essay “Connecting the Disconnected: Improving Education and Employment Outcomes Among Disadvantaged Youth,” examines a key population that has chronically suffered over the last three decades and was hit hardest by the Great Recession. Edelman and Holzer survey a range of efforts to improve education and employment outcomes among disadvantaged youth, especially young black men, and they argue that programs that offer a combination of skill development and paid work experience, those that incentivize employment by “making work pay,” and those that target the most troubled groups, such as ex-offenders, have often shown strong results at improving employment outcomes for these youth.

In chapter 4, “Mending the Fissured Workplace,” David Weil argues that the nation’s increasingly anachronistic workplace policies are in urgent need of revision. Since the New Deal era, he points out, U.S. workplace policies have been primarily designed around an employment model that presumes a relationship between stable, long-term workers who labor for large firms in markets where competition is limited. That model no longer corresponds to labor market realities: employment has increasingly shifted to smaller business units that seek a more flexible relationship with their workers. These new units typically operate in far more competitive markets than the large-scale firms of the past, and the quality of the jobs they offer tends to be poorer. Employers in this sector have often failed to comply with existing labor regulations, and Weil suggests several ways to address that problem. Drawing on recent innovations in labor standards and health and safety enforcement, he explores policies that can harness existing enforcement tools in new ways, focusing regulatory pressure at higher levels of subcontracting chains to tackle the structures that often drive noncompliance in low-wage jobs.

In chapter 5, “Holding the Line on Workplace Standards: What Works for Immigrant Workers (and What Doesn’t)?,” Jennifer Gordon focuses on the impact of immigration law and highlights the situation of low-wage immigrant workers. She points out that U.S. immigration law and policy are often very different in theory and in practice. Although in theory immigrants have the same rights as other workers, she explains, actual immigration enforcement has had largely negative effects on foreign-born workers.
Gordon sketches the evolution of current policy since the passage of IRCA in 1986, focusing on the failure of employer sanctions and later of efforts to achieve comprehensive immigration reform. She documents the ways in which immigrant workers have organized effectively nonetheless, with the help of worker centers and community-based organizations as well as unions. Comparing the U.S. experience to that of the United Kingdom and the European Union, she argues that ensuring the free mobility of immigrants across borders, though a necessary policy goal, would be insufficient by itself to address the problem facing low-wage immigrant workers. She calls instead for innovative government enforcement of labor standards as well as fuller collaboration among unions, community groups, worker centers, and government agencies to transform low-wage immigrants’ theoretical rights into reality on the ground.

What about existing labor market policy interventions? In part III, the volume turns to assessments of the efficacy of three key programs. In the chapter entitled “Career Ladders in the Low-Wage Labor Market,” Paul Osterman examines the role of job training and career ladders in improving the quality of work in low-wage settings. Drawing on his own fieldwork as well as previously published accounts, he assesses the effectiveness of training programs administered by unions, business associations, nonprofits, and community groups. In addition, he examines the crucial and in some respects untapped role of community colleges in helping workers move up career ladders. Osterman argues that the available evidence demonstrates the effectiveness of career ladder programs in reducing the extent of low-wage employment, suggesting that this is one key tool to help workers climb out of low-wage employment. What is lacking, he suggests, is an adequate level of commitment to such training programs from employers, political leaders, and policymakers.

In chapter 7, “Employment Subsidies to Firms and Workers,” Sarah Hamersma compares the differential impact on labor markets of two types of tax subsidies, one aimed at employers (the Work Opportunity Tax Credit) and the other at workers (the Earned Income Tax Credit). Both programs have low administrative costs and offer the promise of increased employment and income for low-wage workers, but as Hamersma points out, they operate in fundamentally different ways, producing vastly different participation patterns and employment outcomes. The WOTC firm subsidy operates at lower costs, but also furnishes far fewer credits and has a minimal impact on employment; by contrast, the more expensive EITC delivers a far greater impact. Hamersma’s findings highlight the effectiveness of the EITC, in spite of its increasing costs, in protecting low-wage workers.

In her chapter “Living Wages, Minimum Wages, and Low-Wage Workers,” Stephanie Luce offers a review of the literature on minimum wage
policy, showing how economists have slowly improved their research techniques and changed their assessment. Whereas the dominant view a few decades ago was that raising minimum wages leads to job loss, more recent research finds that this negative prediction does not hold in practice. Raising the minimum wage can help large numbers of low-wage workers, although the raises are mostly small and do not lift a worker above poverty. In that context, Luce offers a candid assessment of one of the most prominent forms of worker-oriented public policy activism to have emerged in recent decades. Living wage ordinances have been enacted in over 125 cities and counties around the country since Baltimore passed the first one in 1994. The goals of living wage campaigns have included forging coalitions that build political power, influencing public debate on wages and economic development, laying the groundwork for new union organizing, and strengthening unions’ bargaining power. The impact of living wage laws on directly raising the incomes of low-wage workers has been difficult to measure, however, because, as Luce points out, enforcement is often lax. Nonetheless, her research dispels the myth that living wage laws primarily cover teenagers as well as the myth that their enactment has a negative impact on workers at the bottom of the labor market by encouraging employers to replace them with more skilled workers. In documenting the ways in which living wage ordinances have helped workers, Luce points out that, unlike minimum wage laws, they cover only a tiny portion of the nation’s low-wage workforce.

Finally, part IV looks at “Social Insurance Programs and Low-Wage Work.” Jeffrey B. Wenger’s chapter, “Improving Low-Income Workers’ Access to Unemployment Insurance,” examines the U.S. unemployment insurance (UI) system in the context of changes in work organization, the increased presence of women in the workplace, and growing concern regarding caregiving and the issues associated with sick leave and family leave. Over time, he argues, the UI system has become less effective in meeting the needs of workers. Fewer than half of the nation’s unemployed have applied for benefits in recent years, and denied claims are on the rise. Wenger explores states’ efforts to raise earnings requirements and erect other barriers to UI eligibility while simultaneously reducing benefits, linking those shifts to the decline in the use of UI by low-wage workers. He calls on the federal government to require that states maintain adequate UI reserves and raise the taxable base of income that funds the program, and also to set limits on the mechanisms that states use to disqualify workers from receiving benefits.

Chapter 10, “Can the Affordable Care Act Reverse Three Decades of Declining Health Insurance Coverage for Low-Wage Workers?” looks closely at the crucial and contentious area of health insurance. Using Current Population Survey (CPS) data, John Schmitt reviews trends in health-insurance coverage rates for low-wage workers over time, highlighting the
dramatic increase in the proportion of low-wage workers who lack coverage, a figure that had reached 38 percent by 2010, primarily owing to the steady decline of employer-provided health insurance. Although public insurance coverage for low-wage workers has expanded, the increase has been insufficient to offset the decline in private insurance. The evidence suggests that the Affordable Care Act could have a substantial positive effect on health insurance coverage rates for low-wage workers, although it does not offer a comprehensive solution to the nation’s health care crisis.

Ruth Milkman and Eileen Appelbaum conclude the volume with their chapter on California’s pioneering paid family leave program, which began operating in 2004. It was designed especially to benefit low-wage workers, who seldom have access to employer-provided wage replacement when they need to take time off to care for a new child or a seriously ill family member. California was the first state to develop a paid leave program, and Milkman and Appelbaum collected data on its effectiveness through original surveys of employers and workers. Their chapter analyzes the gap between the promise and the reality of this innovative program, focusing particularly on the needs of low-wage workers.

The chapters collected in this volume address a broad range of specific topics, but taken together they highlight some themes that merit further attention. First, the fluidity of labor markets and “flexible” work can pose methodological challenges; policymakers and scholars, for instance, do not have a consensus definition of what counts as “low-wage work” or agreement on what the primary target of public policy should be. None of the policies discussed here operate in isolation from the others, and low-wage workers may move through different types of policies over time—moving, for example, from job training and gaining access to jobs at one point, to surviving periods of unemployment and underemployment at another.

Second, much of this research shows that public policy is effective only if it is properly enforced. The policy examples analyzed in this volume are often complex and may even require multiple agencies to implement. Workers are not always educated about their rights or about the existence of programs that could benefit them. Policy guidelines are often revised and rewritten in the course of the legislative process. Advocates must not abandon their efforts when a law is passed but must continue to monitor its implementation to ensure the best outcomes for meeting the initial policy goal.

Third, none of the policies analyzed here offers a panacea. Each benefits some group of workers, but each has limitations. To be effective, a new “war on poverty” would have to develop a comprehensive framework defining how each of these policies can best be used and how each inter-
sects with other interventions such as unionization, education, and civic and political engagement.

Taken together, these contributions echo the central point that Michael Harrington advanced so eloquently decades ago. Although these authors show how complex and deeply entrenched the structures of poverty are for low-wage workers today, their analyses also remind us that these structures are not immutable. To the contrary, the structural developments that have worsened the plight of low-wage workers in recent years reflect the policy choices of men and women. It follows that different policy choices could meet Harrington’s challenge and build a different kind of political economy that genuinely works for its workers.

NOTES
1. This assumes that an individual is working forty hours a week for fifty weeks a year (with two weeks of unpaid leave).
2. In twelve occupations in the 2012 OES—including “combined food preparation” and “cashiers”—the seventy-fifty percentile wage is less than $10.64 an hour. Those earning this wage make up about 7 percent of all workers.
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Part I  |  Low-Wage Work in Historical Perspective
Chapter 1 | An Economy That Works for Workers

Alice O’Connor

For the past three decades, the problem of low-wage work has become a central preoccupation among poverty analysts and advocates. While it would be an exaggeration to say they have coalesced around a unified policy agenda, collectively they have produced an impressive body of knowledge about the deteriorating prospects for low-wage workers in our New Gilded Age economy (see, for example, Danziger and Gottschalk 1995; Ehrenreich 2001; Freeman 2007; Greenhouse 2008; Handler and White 1999; Holzer and Nightingale 2007; Munger 2002). As subsequent chapters in this volume show, they also point us to a variety of strategies to empower low-wage workers or otherwise “make work pay” through tax subsidies and other targeted policy interventions, unionization and living wage campaigns, education and training programs, and employee profit-sharing plans.

As most people involved in this work would acknowledge, however, such strategies can only do so much in the face of the seemingly relentless long-range trends—rising income and wealth inequality, declining unionization rates, the global outsourcing of once-better-paying jobs, and now the vastly unequal fallout from the Great Recession—that keep workers from getting a stable foothold in the economy, let alone getting ahead. What workers really need is an economy that is not so steeply stacked against them—one that certainly would look very different from the deeply inequitable and otherwise undemocratic version of capitalism that prevails in the United States today. A discussion about what works for workers, then, must situate strategies to improve the conditions of low-wage workers within a broader strategy of political economic and social policy reform.
In this chapter, I provide some historical grounding for that discussion by examining trends in social policy since the late 1960s, when federal policymakers first began to focus on the needs of a group that would only later be commonly referred to as the “working poor.” At the time that group consisted largely of workers who had been left out of the rights and protections of the New Deal social contract, through racially stratified occupational exemptions among other means; the task of social policy, as liberal and progressive advocates saw it, was to break down or otherwise reform restrictive provisions to make a New Deal for all. Since then, the “working poor” has come to include growing numbers of workers in covered occupations who are nevertheless experiencing deteriorating wage and labor standards, alongside increasingly diminished sources of social support. These trends signal the erosion of the New Deal social contract itself.

My discussion focuses on income support and housing, tracing policy measures that have figured prominently in efforts to improve low-wage workers’ living conditions and that are historically significant for other reasons as well. One reason is that these measures reflect the more general—and growing—tendency in social policy to target individuals and families for compensatory assistance rather than intervening directly to improve, regulate, or prevent the deterioration of market standards and conditions: they deal with the problem of low-wage work by providing relief rather than structural reform, as a problem of inadequate income and assets rather than of labor and employment more broadly conceived. The other is that viewing income and housing policies in tandem underscores the critical importance of a whole host of non-employment social welfare provisions—including subsidies for homeownership—to the well-being of the comparatively privileged segments of the postwar working class and to the relative disadvantage of racially disenfranchised middle- and working-class minorities. Such provisions, and the disparities they generated, would only grow in importance amid post-1970s wage declines. The juxtaposition of income and housing policies also underscores the critical importance of more recent ideological shifts in social politics as social policy has come over the past three decades to focus more heavily on individual ownership rather than on wage-earning as the gateway to economic citizenship. Taken together, then, historical developments in income and housing policy offer insights into the much diminished policy environment facing low-wage workers—past, present, and future—as a consequence of the late-twentieth-century shift in economic policy and reform politics from its moorings in New Deal norms of full employment, wage-earner rights, and collective social provision to a regime built around debt-financed growth, private property ownership, and a public philosophy of free market individualism. In drawing attention to the impact of this broader shift, I aim to expand the focus of policy
agenda-setting for low-wage workers to include the political and economic transformations that have been undermining both the immediate material living standards and the longer-range social and political prospects of the American working class.

Foremost among these transformations has been the global restructuring of capitalism through government and corporate strategies of globalization, deregulation, financialization, and deunionization that have left American workers more exposed to wage-lowering competition from global labor markets as well as to the labor-reducing logic of maximum shareholder value. The fortunes of workers have similarly been undermined by a fundamental shift in American political economy away from its Keynesian commitment to high (if not full) employment, fiscally managed growth, mass purchasing power, and a moderately redistributive welfare state and toward variants of the neoliberal or “free market” economics popularized by economist Milton Friedman (among others), with its emphasis on deregulation, limited government, low taxation, monetarist inflation-fighting, and the “trickle-down” benefits of privately accumulated wealth. Changes in the tax code have only reinforced the shift in priorities from wage-earning to wealth, while contributing to a shocking degree of income and wealth concentration at the very top. As reported in a recent Congressional Research Service (CRS) study, reductions in capital gains and dividend income tax rates since 2001 have only exacerbated the already steepening rise in inequality, while the overall tax code has continued to grow less progressive in its impact, as well as in its design.\textsuperscript{1} The bottom fifth have actually paid more of their income in taxes since the “end of welfare” in 1996, principally reflecting the impact of the admittedly regressive payroll tax (Hungerford 2011, 4; see also Mishel, Bernstein, and Shierholz 2009). More recently, wages have reached historic lows as a share of national income as corporate profits have reached record highs (Aron-Dine and Shapiro 2006).

U.S. social policy has also been significantly transformed since the 1970s as a restructuring and repurposing has left most Americans more insecure and vulnerable to risk and a substantial proportion of the low-wage workforce subject to the discipline of the carceral state as well as to the harsh rules of a deregulated labor market. In the name of promoting marriage and “personal responsibility,” discouraging “dependence,” and ending the “era of big government,” public assistance has been cut back, time-limited, devolved to the state and local levels, and, for working-age people, made contingent on participation in the paid labor force and compliance with a host of behavioral rules (Katz 2001). Wage-earning, though a necessity for more and more people, has actually been devalued in social policy as institutional supports such as the minimum wage, job training, employer-provided health and pension benefits, and fair labor standards have given
way to a reliance on more targeted, individualized, and “hidden” subsidies provided to low-wage workers—and indirectly to low-wage employers—through the tax code. While insisting that more and more people should become “self-sufficient” and provide for their own needs through savings, investment, and participation in the paid labor force, social policy has actually undermined their capacity to do so by accommodating the transition to an economy in which lower wages, fewer benefits, and generally degraded working conditions are accepted as the “new normal.” As other sources of income support have declined, the Earned Income Tax Credit has become the single most important source of public assistance for low-income working-class families and, at significant points, has increased in value. At the same time, as a benefit that has been used as an alternative to higher wages, its growth and its bipartisan popularity signal a structural shift in social policy toward heavier reliance on tax expenditures of all sorts that works far more to the advantage of the affluent than the poor (Katz 2001, 294–98; see also Howard 1997; Mettler 2011).

Meantime, buoyed by the irrational exuberance that fueled credit market expansion, social provision became increasingly financialized in the 1990s and 2000s. There was growing emphasis in both official and non-governmental organization policy circles on a variety of “ownership” and “asset-building” initiatives that hinged on access to deregulated and highly speculative credit markets—turning the wages, the savings, and especially the debt of the lowest wage-earners into risk capital for the profits of giant mortgage originators and Wall Street banks. Low and moderate earners were, in turn, that much more vulnerable to the housing market and global financial collapse of 2008 (Bricker et al. 2012; Kearns 2012). Thus, in the shift to a more market-based social policy, deregulated and globalized labor markets served as instruments of discipline and reform, while deregulated and globalized financial markets became powerful—and regressive—instruments of upward redistribution. The “market turn” in social policy did not, however, translate uniformly into the retreat of the state. The past three decades have witnessed what amounts to a vast reallocation of public resources, especially at the state and local levels, from education, social services, youth employment and training, and a host of other opportunity-building programs to the carceral state. Indeed, it is not an exaggeration to say that, for the growing segment of the population—disproportionately young, minority males—who have been jailed or otherwise caught up in it, the system of mass incarceration has replaced the functions of social welfare in what the Children’s Defense Fund (2007) has dubbed the “cradle to prison pipeline.” The consequences for the low-wage workforce have been devastating and far-reaching, as measured in the lifetime loss of earnings for inmates and their families; the long-term impact of parent incarceration
on children’s economic fortunes and social-psychological well-being; the
drain and spillover effects of high rates of incarceration on low-income
communities of color; and the basic erosion of civil rights and liberties
associated with what criminal law scholar Jonathan Simon (2009) calls
“governing through crime” (see also Alexander 2010; Gottschalk 2006;
Raphael and Stoll 2009; Thompson 2010; Western 2006; Western and
Pettit 2010).

American workers have been considerably disempowered by transfor-
mations in American politics since the 1970s as well, and most visibly
by the triumph of what scholars have come to refer to as “winner-take-all”
politics—the outcome of the growing influence of big money on both major
political parties and of well-organized economic elites in governance and
national affairs (Bartels 2010; Gilens 2012; Hacker and Pierson 2010; Lessig
2011). Organized corporate interests have grown especially aggressive in
their efforts to undermine organized labor through anti-union campaigns,
weakened labor laws, and political pressure to leave existing regulations
unenforced (Greenhouse 2008; Lichtenstein 2002). But equally consequential
for the political fortunes of workers has been the reconfiguration of social
movement and associational politics—the politics of expertise, advocacy,
and interest group influence—along more sharply polarized ideological
lines. For the past three decades, such politics has been dominated by the
powerfully if uneasily combined forces of the anti-statist, pro-corporate,
free-market, and morally “traditional” right. Joined in mutual animosity to
New Deal and Great Society liberalism, this alliance has proved especially
effective at commandeering a language of political economy that, in contrast
to that of its more technocratic liberal counterparts, frames policy issues in
terms of stark moral choices: between free-market capitalism and big gov-
ernment collectivism; between individual responsibility and welfare depen-
dency; between the right to work and “enforced” unionism (Friedman 1962;
Friedman and Friedman 1979). Similarly, when movement Republicans
swept into the U.S. House of Representatives in the 1994 midterm elections,
they came heralding nothing short of a new social contract based on the prin-
ciples of individual liberty, personal responsibility, and limited government
(Republican National Committee 1994, 4).

As a number of recent historical studies have recognized, the structural
transformations in American capitalism, social policy, and politics do not
represent the unfolding of somehow inexorable historical or economic
forces. Nor did they happen overnight. They are rooted in decades of hard-
fought political battles and in policy decisions that were not so much neces-
sitated as made possible by the storied “end” of postwar American affluence
in the 1970s and the extended bouts of economic crisis and decline, high
unemployment mixed with inflation, and slow growth that the decade
Organized labor, challenged and energized by insurgent leadership and worker activism alike, stood as a countervailing force. Though never fully or adequately implemented, the labor-backed Humphrey-Hawkins Act of 1978 reasserted full employment as an economic policy goal at a moment when Keynesian economic management was under fire. Despite declining membership overall, sectors within the labor movement made significant inroads in the drive to unionize service and other groups of workers outside the more traditional industrial union mold, and they have played an important part in the community-based living wage campaigns that began to gain momentum in the 1990s (Boris and Klein 2012; Luce 2004; Milkman 2006; Pollin and Luce 2000). Antipoverty advocates worked with some success to leverage resources from the shrinking welfare state, often in collaboration with private nonprofits, and actively resisted the shredding of the federal social safety net, including the now-ended welfare entitlement for families with children. But even the most successful advocates recognize that they are operating within a federal policy environment that has been hollowed out by the initially gradual, constantly escalating, and unsuccessfully contested erosion of the New Deal commitment to making an economy in which wage-earning is the basis of economic security, opportunity, civic standing, and, more generally, the entitlements associated with full social and political citizenship.

Still, in order to understand the genesis of social policy for low-wage workers, it is also important to recognize that the problems of low-wage work did not start in the 1970s. These problems stem from deeper and more long-standing inequities—experienced along the overlapping lines of class, race, gender, and occupation—that the New Deal order had been ill equipped to address and in some instances had helped to advance. Those inequities came sharply into view in the 1960s in social movement demands for economic justice and in President Lyndon B. Johnson’s declaration of the War on Poverty. And they were at the heart of ambitious policy initiatives that promised to respond to the neglected needs of low-wage workers in particular: on the one hand, by eliminating outdated and stigmatizing restrictions to extend federal income support relief to the near-poverty- and below-poverty-earning working class, and on the other, by extending the reach of the federal subsidy for homeownership to employed but low-earning households. Thus, the basic elements of policies for low-wage workers first took shape within an atmosphere of expansive public purpose and political possibility that has all but disappeared but that nevertheless remains relevant for its basic understanding that social
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policies, in order to “work” for low-wage workers, must first and foremost be embedded in an economy that produces adequate employment, wages, and opportunities for advancement. In the context of slowed economic growth and structural change, the failure to address those inequities through expansive liberal programs would contribute as much as organized opposition from the right to the erosion of popular support not only for New Deal and Great Society programs but for their ideas about shared prosperity and the role of government in achieving it.

A NEW DEAL FOR LOW-WAGE WORKERS

“It Can Be Done!” So reads the headline of an essay published in The New Republic by the Yale University economist James Tobin in 1967. As a former member of the Kennedy-Johnson administration Council of Economic Advisers (CEA), Tobin was recognized as one of the leading practitioners of the liberal Keynesian “new economics” that, at least for the moment, was credited for the country’s impressive run of economic growth and prosperity. Exuding the blend of confidence, high expectations, and pragmatism shared by much of the Keynesian policy establishment at the time, Tobin laid out a six-point plan for “conquering poverty in the U.S. by 1976” that called for federal government commitments to continued economic growth, full employment, and an end to racial discrimination along with increased investments in public services and education and training. Tobin also endorsed an idea that was rapidly gaining support from across the ideological spectrum, albeit in widely varying forms: a basic guarantee of “adequate income” for “everyone in need” to replace what analysts and activists considered to be the scandalously ungenerous and unequal system of categorical public assistance (Tobin 1967). Spectacularly ambitious though these proposals may seem in retrospect, what marks Tobin’s essay as part of a bygone era are the core assumptions that inform it—about shared social aspirations, about the role of government in achieving them, and about wage-earning and economic citizenship—as much as the particulars of the plan.

Thus, the plan Tobin outlined begins from the basic legitimacy of the idea of ending poverty, not merely as an achievable goal but as a statement of public purpose—a purpose that, in the world’s most affluent democracy, he assumed would or at least should be widely shared. This had, of course, been the central premise of Lyndon B. Johnson’s official declaration of the War on Poverty three years before as the centerpiece of an extraordinarily ambitious domestic policy agenda that by the end of 1965 had succeeded in passing landmark federal civil rights legislation as well as major expansions of federal aid to education, housing and...
urban development, and Medicare and Medicaid. In these and other ways, the policies and programs collectively known as the Great Society had extended significantly beyond the parameters of New Deal social provision. Now, in the far more divided political environment of the late 1960s, Tobin was joining with Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) director Sargent Shriver to urge Congress to finish the job, specifically by adopting the agency’s “Ten-Year Anti-Poverty Budget,” which projected an end to poverty by 1976. That the federal government would play a central role in ensuring a decent standard of living for its citizens was not the issue; nor was the idea, established decades earlier in the New Deal, that the federal government would intervene in the economy to achieve domestic policy goals. The issue, at least for Tobin and poverty warriors at the OEO, was not whether but how much further to extend and otherwise revise New Deal provisions to meet the needs of those left behind.

At the same time, it is important to recall that Tobin’s plan for ending poverty also hinged on the original New Deal commitment to wage-earning work as the cornerstone of its economic recovery and growth policies as well as of the social contract between citizens and the state. Fully employed workers would provide the mass purchasing power to fuel economic growth, as well as the tax revenues to fund the social security system. Wage-earning work would in turn be an entrée to the entitlements of economic citizenship required of modern industrial democracy, as enumerated by Franklin D. Roosevelt, in language deliberately evocative of the U.S. Constitution, in his “Economic Bill of Rights”: the rights to jobs at decent wages; to health, homes, and education; and to a fair playing field free of racial discrimination, economic privilege, and monopoly. Together, these “self-evident” rights represented the New Deal’s commitment to making what FDR had famously called “Freedom from Want” a reality for every American (Roosevelt 1941, 1944; see also Donohue 2003). For postwar Keynesians like Tobin, delivering on this commitment meant building on the edifice of the fair labor standards, minimum wage, and collective bargaining rights established in New Deal labor legislation. More than anything, however, it meant maintaining high economic growth and generously defined levels of “full” employment—the two most effective “weapons,” as CEA economists never tired of repeating, in the Great Society’s War on Poverty (O’Connor 2001). Ending poverty, they argued, was not only compatible with but integral to sustaining high growth, high wages, and equitably distributed income. Tobin even called for raising “our concept of full employment” from 4 percent unemployment to 3 percent. Ending poverty, then, was about creating an economy in which the interests of the poor, and of all disadvantaged workers, could be tied to the interests of everyone else.
Still, as even the most committed Keynesians were prepared to admit, there were limits to what growth and full employment could accomplish. Even with the combination of New Deal labor and social welfare protections and equitably distributed economic growth, full employment would leave millions of working-age wage-earners in poverty and below socially acceptable standards of living, according to Tobin’s and official OEO projections. Ending poverty would thus also require a more expansive concept of what in Progressive Era and New Deal parlance had been known as the “social economy”—the health, welfare, educational, and other quality-of-life goods that were essential to overall social well-being and that the market could not or would not provide (Brick 2006; U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 1969). By the late 1960s, that concept of social economy had in many ways expanded to include rising health, educational, and environmental standards even as, in the eyes of widely read critics such as economist John Kenneth Galbraith and environmentalist Rachel Carson, the gap between private affluence and public goods had increased as well. For Tobin and a growing number of liberal economists, shoring up and reforming the woefully inadequate system of public assistance was a way of closing that gap and of institutionalizing a universal, if admittedly basic, social minimum of economic security for all. With official poverty rates for families still at 17 percent, Tobin’s critique of New Deal public assistance focused on the low benefits, gaps in coverage, “petty surveillance,” and work punishments that kept millions of poor people—the vast majority in fact—either still in poverty or off the rolls. Especially troubling were the categorical restrictions that confined welfare eligibility to single-parent (mostly female) non-wage-earning families while denying benefits to families headed by (mostly male) wage-earners. That such restrictions had been partially removed in some states had only added to the inequities within the system. Freedom from want meant eliminating those and other categorical restrictions and extending welfare benefits to previously excluded workers who met the income criteria—breaking down, at least for policy purposes, invidious distinctions between the “welfare poor” and the “working poor.” More broadly, it meant transforming the New Deal’s unfair, scattershot, and frequently punitive system of public assistance into a system of guaranteed minimum income support (O’Connor 1998; Steensland 2008).

The real impetus for a more expansive and inclusive system of social provision in the late 1960s, however, came from the movement politics of the liberal left—that is, from the widening array of locally and nationally organized movements that drew their demands (for guaranteed jobs and income, a more equitable distribution of wealth and opportunity, universalized health and housing benefits, and an end to the war in Vietnam)
from a longer history of struggle for economic justice. These movements also pressed for an end to the distinctions between welfare poor and working poor, but their reform agenda was considerably more far-reaching than that. Even as they staked their claims in New Deal concepts of economic citizenship and civil rights, women’s and labor movement activists had come to these expansive demands through decades of organizing to overcome the wider array of structural inequities built into the New Deal welfare state. Most glaring were the categorical restrictions that had shut minority working-class people and white working-class women out of the benefits and labor protections of New Deal economic citizenship by excluding agricultural, domestic, and certain categories of service work from access to old-age pensions, unemployment insurance, collective bargaining rights, and minimum wage protections under the terms of the Social Security Act of 1935, the National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (the Wagner Act), and the Fair Labor Standards Act (1937). The economic impact of those original exclusions would reverberate for decades, even after they had gradually been eliminated by the 1970s. Still, the achievement of inclusion within the basic New Deal framework was a significant advance for millions of workers who could now claim entitlements to social security and other employment-related protections, as well as the right to organize and to demand a decent wage (Boris and Klein 2012; Gordon 1994; Hamilton and Hamilton 1997; Katznelson 2005; Poole 2006).

The New Deal also provided a framework for postwar struggles against discriminatory employment practices. Building on the model that FDR had established under pressure from A. Philip Randolph and other civil rights activists during World War II, women’s and civil rights activists pushed for more robust, permanent, and far-reaching fair employment practices legislation throughout the postwar decades. Those decades of organizing had brought millions to the civil rights movement’s March on Washington for “jobs and freedom” in August 1963 and found partial realization in the employment provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Chen 2009; McLean 2006).

But movement activists also drew attention to the need to challenge some of the basic premises of New Deal social provision—especially as implemented in postwar liberal policy—in their drive for economic justice and freedom from want. These challenges spoke directly to the millions of people employed in low-paying jobs and in what welfare rights advocates argued was the uncompensated labor of caregiving for family members. One set of concerns had to do with the problem of jobs, which by the 1960s was looming as the central issue for civil rights and labor activists in the deindustrializing cities and more generally among groups of workers and communities who stood to suffer from the impact of jobs-displacing
technology (A. Philip Randolph Institute 1966; Countryman 2006; McGee 2008; Sugrue 1996). Although marginalized in establishment policy circles, labor economists writing about these and other forms of structural unemployment voiced an influential critique of postwar Keynesianism, which relied heavily on fiscally stimulated growth and military-industrial spending as the road to full employment. Joined by civil rights organizations, they called for a return to the direct job creation strategies of the New Deal era as a way to meet the needs of structurally disadvantaged workers in particular. The A. Philip Randolph Institute, for example, called for a “structural” approach to reaching full employment in its own ten-year plan for ending poverty, pointing explicitly to the need for a large and permanent store of meaningful and socially useful low-skilled jobs.

While endorsing guaranteed jobs and income, National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO) activists also challenged a whole set of cultural and economic biases embedded in New Deal social policy in their efforts to establish a right to welfare and abolish the invidious distinctions between the working and welfare poor. These biases—about single mothers, about what constituted legitimate “work,” about who could and should be the household breadwinner, and about the degrading influence of welfare “dependency”—stood at the very core of the New Deal’s preference for wage-earning as the gateway to the full benefits of social and economic security. Among other things, challenging these biases would require taking on the institutional structure as well as the categorical restrictions of what feminist scholars would later refer to as the “two-channel” welfare state by shifting the administration of means-tested public assistance from often racially biased state and local authorities to the federal government and treating such assistance as an entitlement on par with social insurance (Gordon 1994; Kessler-Harris 2001; Kornbluh 2007; Lieberman 1998; Nelson 1994). More controversially, challenging these biases required transgressing age-old proscriptions against cash relief for able-bodied men in particular—a taboo, as welfare rights activists were quick to point out, that rested on largely fictional distinctions. Large numbers of poor women, whether categorically eligible for public assistance or not, were expected to work in the low-wage labor force, an expectation enforced by low benefits and arbitrary welfare rules keyed to the needs of local low-wage labor markets, among other things. An adequate welfare system would empower them to avoid exploitative labor and to raise their children in dignity. At the same time, what these women in the unorganized low-wage labor force needed was what their feminist counterparts in the labor movement had long been pushing for: equal pay, employment and training for better jobs, and, especially, access to affordable child care (Cobble 2004). This challenge in turn pointed to yet another set of inequities created by the public-private
or “divided” structure of the New Deal welfare state, which made access to health coverage, child care, fuller pensions, and other benefits that many considered to be public goods dependent on privately negotiated employee or union contracts—leaving millions of lower-wage workers out in the cold (Hacker 2002; Klein 2003; Michel 2000).

But what would prove to be the most divisive and fiercely resisted set of challenges to the inequities and exclusions of the New Deal order had to do with the largely hidden subsidies it provided for the nation’s burgeoning postwar middle class in housing policy, which throughout the postwar decades had been the largely unrecognized battleground of white racial and class privilege. Here, too, the challenge mounted by civil rights and housing reform advocates had important implications for a substantial proportion of the low-wage working class.

As a system officially dedicated to providing “a decent home and a suitable living environment for every American family,” New Deal housing policy had all the problems of income support—and then some. It was structurally bifurcated into deliberately ungenerous, locally controlled public housing and a far more generous, if hidden, system of subsidies for working- and middle-class homeowners. By the mid-1940s, that hidden infrastructure had come to include a sizable public-private mortgage market anchored by the Federal National Mortgage Association (the New Deal–era government agency, subsequently privatized, colloquially known as Fannie Mae), federally insured mortgages, targeted benefits for veterans through the GI Bill of Rights, and a wide variety of tax incentives and subsidies for real estate developers and homeowners alike, including the federal income tax deduction for mortgage interest costs. The system both relied on and helped to institutionalize an also unacknowledged structure and geography of racial, class, and gender exclusions, upheld by the rules and underwriting practices that regulated access to mortgage credit, judicially sanctioned zoning laws, local land use planning, and widespread (if officially unconstitutional in the wake of the Shelley v. Kraemer decision of 1948) use of racial covenants. Segregationist policies and practices, in the meantime, were justified in the neutralized language of scientifically determined credit risk and property values (Freund 2007; Morgan 2003).

Housing policy was also beholden to a wide array of well-organized private interests—from the real estate, mortgage banking, savings and loan, and insurance industries to the building and construction trade unions. Despite significant differences among them, private housing industry interests were unified in their opposition to anything that hinted of “socialist” housing, in their deepening investment in private single-family homeownership, and in their interest in maintaining a steady stream of subsidies for the private housing market. In the late 1940s, during the extended debates
leading up to the passage of the landmark Housing Act of 1949, private interests had aligned with conservatives in Congress to restrict the reach and otherwise to contain the growth of public housing by confining eligibility to the very poor. They had also organized to block legislative support for the construction of cooperative housing—an idea favored by generations of progressive housing advocates as a way to build affordable housing for the low-paid working classes (Biles 2011, 25–40; O’Connor 1999; Radford 1996). The result was a federal housing system that was notoriously inadequate in its provisions for the bottom “one-third of a nation” targeted by the New Deal housers in their initial plans. Public housing was chronically underfunded, regularly fell short of its legislatively mandated production goals, and was subject to the widely divergent standards and biases of local authorities. Thanks to legislatively imposed income ceilings and racial bias, it was also inaccessible to most of the low-wage working class. The system was chronically inattentive and basically without institutional mechanisms for maintaining affordable rental housing for the millions of working-class families who for reasons of income, race, or gender were basically shut out of the national drive to promote affordable homeownership and the comparatively generous, destigmatized public subsidies that it provided.

These gaps and inequities in provision were only compounded by the postwar veneration of homeownership—ideological as well as material—as a badge of solid citizenship and a source of at least modest wealth accumulation for the nation’s working and middle classes. As homeownership rates began to rise in the postwar decades—from 44 percent in 1940 to 65 percent in 1970 overall, with highs of 80 percent among affluent white households and substantial racial gaps at all income levels—home equity became the most important source of accumulated assets for these households. Policymakers had also come to recognize homeownership as a hedge against inflation—a consideration that would only grow in importance amid rapidly rising inflation rates in the late 1960s and 1970s—though of course this was the case only for homeowners with access to fixed, insured mortgages and reliably appreciating housing markets. But even more important than its association with wealth accumulation and financial stability was the pride of place that homeownership quickly assumed within postwar social policy as a gateway to the amenities of upward mobility—middle-class status, civic standing, access to credit and to favored educational opportunities, and, especially in the face of civil rights movement demands, a privileged political identity (Nicolaides 2002; Self 2003). Indeed, the push for federal fair housing provisions was the most stubbornly resisted plank in the civil rights movement’s legislative agenda; such provisions were finally passed in 1968, more than two decades after President Harry Truman’s Committee on Civil Rights had
called for an end to discrimination in housing in its report *To Secure These Rights* (President’s Committee on Civil Rights 1947).

As a major, hard-fought breakthrough for the postwar civil rights movement, the 1968 Fair Housing Act was part of a more ambitious reform agenda that defined its goals in terms of the expansive promises of the 1949 Housing Act while aiming to redress the many gaps and inequities that had been created in its wake. Passed amid intensified pressure to invest in the nation’s cities in the wake of mass urban uprisings and the release of the *Kerner Report* (National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders 1968), the Johnson administration’s massive Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 garnered approval for a huge expansion in the production of low- and moderate-income units. It also created an expansive new program, known as Section 235, to subsidize homeownership for white and minority low-wage earners, especially but not exclusively in inner-city neighborhoods. Homeownership, LBJ said in a message tying the initiative to the “crisis of the cities,” would give low-income Americans access to a “cherished dream” as well as the psychological boost of “something to be proud of” within their communities (Johnson 1968).

The Section 235 program was very much built into the existing system of public subsidy for public-private interest—which goes a long way toward explaining its popularity in the private real estate, banking, and home-building industries, as well as its bipartisan appeal. It operated much like the increasingly generous homeownership benefit for veterans under the auspices of the GI Bill, which by the mid-1950s was subsidizing growing numbers of working- as well as middle-class soldiers and veterans, with assistance for down payments, deeply subsidized mortgages, and federally guaranteed insurance (Frydl 2009, 263–302). Under the Section 235 program, first-time low-earning buyers—households traditionally too poor to make down payments and keep up a mortgage—paid steeply reduced interest rates (as low as 1 percent) on mortgages issued in the private market. Low-income homeowners were expected to pay 20 percent of their monthly income toward mortgage and insurance costs; the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), by then absorbed within the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), subsidized the rest through direct payments to private providers. Administration officials also pushed the program as a way to stabilize ghetto neighborhoods and to close the gap between minority and white homeownership rates. Embarrassed by revelations of rampant and officially sanctioned redlining practices, federal officials and private industry providers also promised to promote homeownership in minority and mixed-race neighborhoods where they had not been willing to lend before, by stopping past discriminatory practices.
For all its expansive promise, however, the 1968 Housing Act left critical structural imbalances intact. Keyed to private industry interests, the Section 235 program had few mechanisms for guarding first-time buyers against the hazards of deceptive lending practices, shoddy construction, or the very real risks of declining housing values, especially in low-income and segregated minority neighborhoods (Bratt 2007, 45–50). Nor, promises of change to the contrary, did it do much to change the segregated structure of private housing markets (Civil Rights Commission 1971). Despite the legislation’s emphasis on producing moderate-income rental housing, low-wage workers remained at least partly shut out from its benefits after conservatives insisted on maintaining restrictive income ceilings on eligibility for subsidized housing of any kind (Biles 2011).

Like left-liberal proposals to establish an encompassing guaranteed income, then, the Johnson administration’s expansive housing initiatives underscored the ambitions and limitations of Great Society efforts to extend and revise the terms of the New Deal social contract to include low-wage workers. Despite important differences among them, what Great Society liberals like James Tobin and movement activists of the liberal left had in common was a basic recognition that informed their efforts to achieve fuller guarantees of jobs, income, housing, and economic rights: even at the height of postwar affluence, and despite all it had done to create a genuinely prosperous working and middle class, the New Deal order was failing a substantial proportion of the non-unionized working class—those who, for reasons of race, gender, geography, or class, had been unequally treated or excluded altogether. The struggle to redress these inequities had been central to progressive working-class and civil rights politics for decades, and it realized important successes.

And yet, in structuring their efforts around the needs of low-wage workers as low-income or “working poor” families, liberal policymakers in particular tended to minimize the need for more direct interventions to deal with the tangle of structural inequities embedded in labor and housing markets. Nor would the idea of expanding the reach of social welfare policy prove nearly as straightforward as it once might have seemed—raising, as it did, all sorts of questions about deservingness and un-deservingness and about work versus welfare “dependency” that were deeply ingrained in American political culture as well as in the existing structure of the welfare state. The very features that made the existing system inequitable, fragmented, and incomplete also “channeled” its social politics in ways that made it difficult to sustain broad-based coalitions for even the more modest versions of the universalizing reforms envisioned in their various plans to end poverty, achieve at least a minimum level of economic security for all, stabilize minority working-class neighborhoods, and extend housing and
homeownership subsidies to the low-wage working class. This would be even more the case in the face of growing division within the Vietnam War–torn Democratic Party and increasingly well-organized opposition from the political right. Equally significant, the viability of such plans rested on the ability to sustain New Deal liberalism—reformed and re-envisioned as the Great Society—as both an economic and a political proposition by sustaining full employment, rising wages, and economic growth. In the absence of these conditions, the quest for some version of a New Deal for low-wage workers would prove increasingly difficult to sustain.

THE END OF AFFLUENCE AND THE CHANGING POLITICS OF SOCIAL PROVISION

Whatever their limitations, by the early 1970s the most ambitious Great Society antipoverty and housing efforts were largely stalled. The guaranteed income did become a centerpiece of President Richard M. Nixon’s domestic policy agenda in 1969, in the comparatively limited form of the Family Assistance Plan (FAP), which, among other things, included work requirements and reduced benefits for large segments of those already on welfare. Various versions of Nixon’s FAP were subject to intense debate in Congress (and within the administration) before its final demise in 1972 in the face of opposition from congressional conservatives and welfare rights advocates and waning support from Nixon himself (Steensland 2008, chs. 3–4). From the start, however, FAP had been tuned much more to the politics of welfare reform than to efforts to end poverty, a politics Nixon sought to play to his own electoral advantage by stoking resentments among the “working” poor families who stood to gain benefits from his program and the “nonworking” welfare poor who would be eligible for less (O’Connor 1998).

The Section 235 homeownership program similarly experienced early momentum followed by major roadblocks. Early assessments treated it as a major success story, based on measurable increases in low-income homeownership. But the program was soon tainted by an enormous scandal when new home-buyers in ghettoized neighborhoods in Detroit, Philadelphia, and other major cities found themselves subject to rampant fraud, shoddy construction, fast-declining property values, and draconian foreclosure proceedings—leading to widely publicized 1971 investigations and congressional hearings that found evidence of collusion between FHA officials and unscrupulous, unregulated mortgage lenders. By then, housing had also become the front line of the politics of backlash against both civil rights and the New Deal welfare state in battles that
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were beginning to spread from city neighborhoods to the hitherto racially exclusive suburbs.

More important than these internal dynamics, however, were two broader developments during the 1970s that undercut the income support and housing reform initiatives first launched in the late 1960s and limited their capacity to meet the needs of the low-wage working class. The first was the onset of a series of destabilizing economic “shocks”—including two recessions, major oil shortages, sustained “stagflation” in the latter years of the decade, and industrial stagnation—that marked the end of proverbial postwar affluence and the beginning of an era of wage declines and rising inequality. These and related developments in turn undercut the political-economic basis of New Deal and Great Society social provision and undermined Keynesian confidence in the capacity to sustain full employment while keeping inflation in check.

Second, and related, was an accompanying shift in electoral and movement politics in which the allegiances of the “silent” or “forgotten” white working- and middle-class majority would figure prominently (Cowie 2010; Lassiter 2007). Although the full contours of political change—and the role of an ideologically charged conservative movement in bringing it about—were still far from view, Nixon’s intense determination to dismantle the liberal “excesses” of the Great Society, starting with the War on Poverty, was an indicator of important shifts in the politics of social provision to come. Nixon announced his Family Assistance Plan as part of a broader “New Federalism,” a strategy to rechannel if not necessarily to stem government growth through a combination of block grants, decentralization, privatization, and reliance on more individualized, market-based approaches to public assistance. And like the battle over his Family Assistance Plan, the struggle to meet the housing needs of the lower-wage working class—those left out of the New Deal promise of economic security—gave Nixon an opening to exploit the racial fears and economic anxieties that would divide the New Deal electoral base. It also provided an opportunity to make institutional inroads toward a less collectivized, more market-based, and less generous vision of government responsibility for the poor, even as market-based subsidies were growing more important for the stability—as well as the sense of entitlement—of the more affluent working and middle classes.

It was within this context that the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) was created as the chief means of providing federal income support for low-wage workers (later supplemented by earned income credit provisions in some states). The EITC is a refundable tax credit that effectively operates as a wage subsidy for low-income workers with dependent children. Many consider it to be the most important and effective social policy for low-wage workers, mostly because of its fairly consistent bipartisan support (at least
until the late 1990s, when its rapid growth into the nation’s largest antipoverty program drew the ire of the more and more extremist antigovernment factions of the conservative movement), and because it is one of the few antipoverty programs that has expanded substantially since its establishment in 1975, to the point where it now reaches low-wage earning families above as well as below the federal poverty line. And yet, the dynamics of the EITC’s evolution and growth have also been shaped by the political and economic trends that have seriously undermined the standing of the low-wage working class, even as they have expanded its ranks.

The origins and early genesis of the EITC point to just how much the politics of social provision had changed by the early 1970s. Where Great Society efforts had centered on increased benefits and expanded eligibility for direct income support, the EITC was framed as a way to provide tax relief for low-wage workers—who at the time were facing social security payroll tax hikes that would only rise further over the course of the next two decades—and to keep them off the welfare rolls. The tax credit was also a product of the extended struggles over Nixon’s FAP and welfare reform more generally—and one reason why, from the beginning, EITC benefits have targeted families with children. Among the EITC’s lead sponsors in Congress was Senator Russell Long, a conservative Democrat (Louisiana) well known for his animosity toward welfare rights; he proposed the credit as a “work bonus” scheme designed to supplement low-wage workers’ incomes while providing an incentive to stay in the workforce rather than turn to welfare. After several failed attempts, the EITC was passed as part of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. It initially offered modest benefits and remained limited in reach (Howard 1997).

Starting in the 1980s, the EITC would figure more and more prominently in efforts not just to reform welfare and boost the incomes of low-wage workers but to bring the era of “big government” liberalism to an end, through a growing emphasis on wealth-favoring tax cuts, selective spending limits, cutbacks in direct spending for the poor, and tax code changes that made the system less progressive. The first major expansion in EITC coverage and benefits came in the wake of dramatic tax and spending cuts in the first years of the Reagan administration that severely restricted welfare eligibility, ended provisions that had allowed recipients to retain income from work, and raised poverty rates among low-wage workers while lowering taxes for the affluent. EITC expansion was incorporated into the Tax Reform Act of 1986, which effectively eliminated federal income tax (though not payroll tax) liability for families at the very bottom of the income distribution, in part as a way of offsetting the distributional impact of the tax rate reductions at the upper end (Howard 1997, 145–49). These and subsequent EITC expansions (in 1990 and 1993) also took place
during a period when federal policymakers showed little inclination to stem the tide of declining wages and had decisively turned away from full employment in favor of inflation-fighting in economic policy. Indeed, the EITC had bipartisan appeal for conservative Democrats and Republicans in part because it was an alternative to a minimum wage hike (Gitterman 2009; Howard 1997, 150–52).

Low-income housing policy showed a similar pattern of escalating retreat from Great Society spending and direct provision commitments accompanied by a shift toward more modest, indirect, and privatized measures delivered as market subsidies and through the tax code. Using the Section 235 scandals and rising inflation fears as justification, the Nixon administration pursued a strategy of massive resistance—most overtly to the civil rights provisions of the 1968 housing acts, but more broadly to their expansive affordable housing production goals. In a public and humiliating standoff, the administration forced a halt to Housing and Urban Development Secretary George Romney’s efforts to enforce antidiscrimination legislation and otherwise to back integration in the suburbs (Bonastia 2006). In 1973 Nixon declared a moratorium on public and subsidized housing production and subsequently implemented a major overhaul of the entire system by shifting away from construction altogether to individual (Section 8) vouchers for use in the private rental market. Low-income housing was targeted for even deeper cutbacks during the early years of the Reagan administration. In 1986, as part of the same sweeping tax reform legislation that expanded the EITC, Congress established the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) to attract private (for-profit and nonprofit) developers into the low- and moderate-income rental market. Although the LIHTC remains a mainstay of affordable rental housing production for low-wage workers, it is minuscule in comparison to the home mortgage deduction subsidy for homeowners, which disproportionately benefits upper-income households and was preserved in the 1986 tax reforms following intensive lobbying from the real estate and banking industries, among others. Nor has the combination of vouchers and tax credits ever come close to bridging the gap between what low-wage workers make and what they need to pay the rent—a gap that continues to grow (Dolbeare and Crowley 2007; National Low Income Housing Coalition 2012).

In the meantime, structural changes in broader housing and labor markets would prove far more consequential for low-wage workers, albeit in ways that would only later become fully apparent. Critical to the postwar housing boom had been a fairly stable combination of high employment, high growth, stable (if necessarily subsidized) credit markets and housing prices, and, especially, wages sufficient for at least the more privileged segment of the white male working class to afford a down payment and
fixed monthly mortgage payments. All that was to change starting in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when the combination of falling wages, rising inflation, the fallout from an international credit “crunch” that shook up U.S. mortgage markets, and the ongoing squeeze from the war in Vietnam threatened to send the homeownership industry into decline. That looming threat, which was especially keenly felt by the mortgage banking industry, had led to one of the lesser-noticed provisions of the 1968 Fair Housing Act, the semiprivatization of Fannie Mae and the authorization of mortgage securitization. This began a sequence of interventions that, in the name of saving the “American dream” of homeownership, completely changed the dynamics of mortgage markets.

Over the course of several years, these interventions would lay the political and institutional groundwork for the push to “financialize” homeownership and to promote it as both a form and a source of investment capital, beginning with the extension of Fannie Mae and newly established Freddie Mac benefits to the “conventional” mortgage market in 1970; a spate of judicially sanctioned challenges to state usury laws throughout the 1970s and 1980s that opened the door first to higher interest rates and eventually, along with a much wider array of deregulatory measures, to the exploding market for subprime mortgages; the emergence of a new array of mostly unregulated mortgage origination and lending institutions; and legislation that authorized Wall Street’s entry into the market for securitized mortgage debt, along with the ever-more “innovative” financial instruments, such as collateralized debt obligations, designed to raise more and more investment capital—and profit—from other people’s debt. In an era of unsteady wages and employment, homeownership—and access to the credit necessary to attain it—would grow in importance as a promise of stability for working- and middle-class families, but it would take an enormous amount of ultimately destabilizing interventions to prop it up (Hyman 2011; Immergluck 2009). As would become all too clear in the wake of the subprime mortgage collapse, this promise was also based on the illusion that housing values could only go up.

THE TRIUMPH OF NEOLIBERAL REFORM

More than any other set of issues, however, reforming the nation’s poor laws would be the centerpiece of an ideological reform agenda meant, among other things, as a definitive break from the New Deal social contract and a reorientation of social policy from wage-earning to wealth. Laid out in stark terms by the 1994 Republican “Contract with America,” the reform agenda envisioned by avowedly “limited government” conservatives called for measures ranging from balanced budget and tax limitation
constitutional amendments to federal “tough on crime” measures, a unilateralist approach to national security, and congressional term limits. Though never fully realized, the Contract with America had immense material and political consequences for low-wage workers, and indeed for all working-age people facing any degree of economic hardship or insecurity. Nowhere was this more evident than in the “end of welfare as we know it,” signed into law as the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) of 1996 by President Bill Clinton. Framed as an attack on welfare “dependency,” out-of-wedlock birth, the legitimacy of single-motherhood, and the growth of a permissive “big government,” the bill crystallized many of the resentments that Nixon had been trying to engage in his efforts to appeal to the “forgotten men” of the white working class. But considered as a way of responding to what, by the 1990s, was a growing and more widely recognized crisis of low-wage work, the end of welfare also fit in with a much older tradition—that of using poor law reform to unshackle labor markets from the obligations and regulations imposed by the state and in the process asserting the primacy of the deregulated market as the ultimate arbiter of the common good. This deregulation linked the end of welfare to the earlier reform efforts of the 1970s as part of a longer history in which episodes of economic crisis and change have created openings for reforms that involve a basic rewriting of the social contract (Block and Somers 2003; Katz 1996; Piven and Cloward 1971; Polanyi 1944/1971).

Thus, as outlined in the Contract with America, the vision of welfare-ending reform that would eventually become law stood in stark contrast to the poverty-ending minimum income guarantee plans of the late 1960s. Ending, rather than extending, the entitlement to welfare was the new poor law’s signature goal: no longer would public assistance of any kind be available as a matter of right to people who met even the most stringent of eligibility requirements. Nor would the federal government claim responsibility for ensuring economic security for anyone, let alone for all: funding would be allocated through block grants to the states and would also be subject to annually reduced spending caps. Although given added leeway to design their programs, states would be subject to escalating penalties if they did not move quickly enough to reduce their rolls. Regardless of need, families would no longer be eligible for assistance after variable periods of time. (Time limits vary by state, but are federally capped at five years over the lifetime.) Wage-earning work, rather than a gateway to the collective entitlements of economic citizenship, would be an object lesson in the virtues of fending for oneself: recipients of assistance from what was renamed the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program would be required to work in the paid labor force as a condition of receiving aid and to cooperate in state efforts to establish paternity and collect child support. The role of the
state would be to conform to the demands of the deregulated market, rather than the other way around.

The end of welfare once again set the stage for the expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit, in this case as one of a wider array of so-called nonwelfare measures to supplement the wages of a low-wage workforce that, by design, would swell with the entry of single mothers—which is to say, the formerly “welfare” poor. Whether supportive of the 1996 reforms or not, advocacy groups and administrators in some localities promised to use the combination of TANF, the EITC, child support, subsidized child care, and education and training as a work support program, and they managed, in the context of initially raised state budgets and high employment rates, to meet with limited success. By 2005, however, in the wake of economic downturn, rising unemployment, federal and local budget cuts, and a new round of hard-line conservative gains in Congress, any initial gains for the newly “working” poor had largely been reversed. Reauthorization legislation in 2005 put even more severe limitations on TANF’s education, training, and work support provisions, and even more aggressive pressure was put on local administrators, and their budgets, to put people to work, keep them off the rolls, and further shrink the social safety net (Morgen, Acker, and Weigt 2012; National Poverty Center 2012; Trisi and Pavetti 2012; Zedlewski 2012).

Even more than the social policy particulars, the end of welfare heralded the triumph of an anti–New Deal political economy and economic reform agenda. Wealth, not full employment and high wages, would be the engine of growth. The role of government was to protect the rights and interests of property and otherwise to step out of the market’s way. Taxes, especially on capital gains, were to be lowered at all costs. The balanced budget would rein in government spending. None of this could be accomplished without concerted and ongoing government intervention, whether to dismantle or, in the case of welfare, to impose an ever-expanding host of disciplinary rules.

It was in this much-altered political economy, driven by much-altered economic priorities, that policymakers, foundations, nonprofit organizations, and a widening cadre of academics and community-based activists returned to the idea of promoting homeownership as a solution to poverty and a ticket to upward mobility for the low-wage working class, but more tellingly as a personally and socially transformative form of asset accumulation that would give poor people access to the advantages of wealth (Immergluck 2009; Katz 2009). Though it picked up on ideas about promoting tenant ownership in public housing that had been pushed by Margaret Thatcher and the Reagan-era HUD secretary Jack Kemp in the 1980s, something resembling a homeownership and assets-building...
movement did not come more prominently into view until the early 1990s (McCulloch 2001; Sherradan 1991). By then, the wealth-building approach had an ideologically eclectic but decidedly bipartisan base of support, and it drew on analyses that focused on the material as well as the (allegedly) cultural value of homeownership (Rohe and Watson 2007). By the late 1990s, the most exuberant enthusiasts were touting homeownership as the ultimate postwelfare solution to poverty. In this, they were boosted by two federal initiatives—the first by the Clinton administration and the second by the George W. Bush administration—to expand homeownership to unprecedented levels (which they reached in 2004 at 68 percent overall) by targeting low-income minorities for assistance. As would become all too powerfully clear, these initiatives did little more than paper over the deeper problems of inequality, declining wages, and the growing insecurity of wage-earning itself, all of which made easy access to ownership—and taking on huge amounts of debt—seem like not so much a sure way as the only way to get ahead.

As even this partial survey suggests, recent history has produced a number of ideas about social policies that provide much-needed relief for low-wage workers—with decidedly mixed results. These interventions pale in significance, however, in comparison to the underlying shift from New Deal to neoliberal political and economic priorities that has contributed to the proliferation and declining conditions of low-wage work and the workers it employs. This is especially pronounced in the demise of full employment as a central commitment of economic policy and as the centerpiece of a more encompassing antipoverty agenda, as envisioned by James Tobin and other Great Society liberals more than four decades ago. It is also evident in the political and ideological retreat from a commitment to fair labor standards, economic security, and “freedom from want” as signposts of economic health. In these and other ways, history points us to where the conversation about contemporary policy and politics needs to start and also shows us what it needs to include if we are not to lose sight of the standards of fairness, decency, and economic justice established by earlier generations of organizers and policy advocates for what an economy that works for workers looks like and what wage-earning for all workers can and should provide.

Thus, the contemporary policy discussion starts from the recognition that the problem of low-wage work is not about declining income alone. It is about the historically degraded condition of wage-earning as a valued social and economic endeavor and the role of political choices over the past three decades in bringing that condition about. It is about the striking decline in mobility for all American workers since the late 1970s, especially in comparison to their counterparts in advanced industrial democracies.
(Russell Sage Foundation and Pew Charitable Trust 2011). It is about the millions of workers who have been left less economically secure, less well represented in politics and in the workplace, and more subject to degrading demands from their employers (Ehrenreich 2001; Greenhouse 2008; Shulman 2005). And it is about the by-now-familiar economic indicators of the New Gilded Age: falling wages at the bottom; rising concentrations of wealth at the very top; and, more recently, the decidedly top-heavy nature of the “recovery” from the Great Recession of 2008 (O’Connor 2011; U.S. Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission 2010).

The policy agenda for low-wage workers likewise extends beyond income and assets to encompass a broader scope, starting with economic policies committed to achieving full employment and better jobs and including the range of interventions considered in subsequent chapters in this volume. Collectively, they call attention to the need for a comprehensive policy and political agenda that reopens channels for effective work- and community-based organizing; establishes effective and effectively enforced labor standards; creates a new version of the deliberately shredded safety net for the poor and unemployed; and reintroduces fair compensation and equitable distribution as baseline principles of political economy.

History also reminds us that creating an economy that works for workers does not mean simply going back to the way we (never) were. Relevant though it remains as a framework for more just and inclusive economic citizenship, the New Deal left many gaps and inequities that made low-wage work an enduring problem throughout the postwar years—and that remain unresolved today. What it does mean is using the New Deal social contract much as movement activists did in the 1960s: as a framework for asking how the economic rights and commitments that the New Deal envisioned can be realized in a much-altered twenty-first-century economic environment, and on more fully inclusive terms. This approach to framing the issues is especially important in light of the key policy challenges ahead: the challenge of creating and sustaining high standards of employment in an ever-more globalized economy; the challenge of making housing affordable in a culture still entrenched in private homeownership; and the challenge of creating a sense of shared need and common fate in a political culture that has grown more skeptical of collectivized social provision.

Finally, history offers a powerful sense of just how much is wrapped up in the questions of work and wages—and why. While it has become something of a cliché to tie well-paid work opportunities and shared prosperity to the pursuit of the American dream of upward mobility, a deeper look at the historical record underscores how central they have been to
the pursuit of fairness, freedom, and political as well as economic democracy. To frame a discussion of an economy that works for workers in these terms may not provide an exact blueprint for how to get there, but it establishes the discussion on the moral high ground of American democracy, which, as history reminds us, is both a powerful and an appropriate starting point for reform.

NOTES
2. FDR first laid out the Economic Bill of Rights in his 1944 State of the Union Address, but it subsequently became a central campaign theme. It represents a distillation of rights he had enumerated in his famous 1941 “Four Freedoms” speech, delivered amid the looming threat of world war, in which he laid out four “essential freedoms” fundamental to the preservation of democracy: freedom of speech, freedom of worship, freedom from want, and freedom from fear (Roosevelt 1941, 1944). For a fuller discussion of the political and ideological traditions FDR was drawing on, see Donohue (2003).
3. This was the language of the Housing Act of 1949, which would frequently be reiterated in subsequent legislation through the 1960s.
4. The Family Assistance Plan would have provided $1,600 for a family of four and was contingent on work requirements; Tobin’s plan would have set the minimum at the poverty line, at the time roughly $3,000 for a family of four, while welfare rights activists called for significantly higher levels.
5. See, for example, Donald L. Barlett and James B. Steele, “Speculators Make a Killing on FHA Program,” Philadelphia Inquirer, August 22, 1971.
6. The maximum EITC for 2012 ranged between $5,200 and $5,800 for families with two or three children and earning up to $45,000, or approximately double the federal poverty line. Recent analysis from the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities indicates that the EITC raised the incomes of 5.7 million families above the federal poverty line (approximately $23,000 for a family of four) (Sherman 2012).
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What Works for Workers?


Chapter 2  |  What Can Labor Organizations Do for U.S. Workers When Unions Can’t Do What Unions Used to Do?

Richard B. Freeman

The starting point for any realistic assessment of what labor organizations can do for American workers is recognition that the traditional union model of organizing workers through representation elections and bargaining collectively with management has reached a dead end. With private-sector union density in single digits and falling and public-sector collective bargaining under attack, the only sensible answer to this chapter’s title question is that unions will not accomplish much unless they find ways to have an impact on economic outcomes outside of collective bargaining.

In some ways the situation of labor in the early twenty-first century resembles that in 1932 when George Barnett, then president of the American Economic Association, declared that “I see no reason to believe that American trade unionism will . . . become in the next decade a more potent social influence . . . trade unionism is likely to be a declining influence in determining conditions of labor.” Barnett’s analysis was predicated on the continuous fall in union density in the 1920s and Great Depression levels of joblessness that seemed to strengthen employers’ ability to defeat any organizing efforts. Today a similar view would follow from the continuous fall in union density from the 1960s through the early 2010s, the weak job market during the Great Recession of 2007 to 2009, and the sluggish jobs recovery.

Barnett’s prognostication was invalidated almost immediately after his address—millions of workers turned to unions for economic protection during the Great Depression. But the Great Recession has seen no such response. Indeed, the recent recession has, if anything, produced the opposite reaction: it has emboldened conservative attacks on public-sector...
bargaining and union security clauses and forced unions into a circle-the-wagons defense of existing practices.

If defending the declining percentage of workers with access to collective bargaining was the entire story of labor in the 2000s, this chapter would end with a short rest-in-peace epitaph. But in the 2000s, declining union density and the Great Recession notwithstanding, labor activists, social entrepreneurs, and some unionists have developed new ways to mobilize workers and the public to press for improvements in labor conditions outside of collective bargaining. If unions and other labor organizations find ways to bring these successful innovations to scale, the answer to the title question will be “quite a bit” rather than “not much.”

This chapter explores what unions and related labor organizations have begun to do for workers outside of collective bargaining. I begin by reviewing the problem posed for labor by the failure of the firm-based collective bargaining model, then examine some promising non–collective bargaining initiatives, and conclude by considering how these initiatives might expand to make labor a more potent influence on economic outcomes than it is today.

THE CONTRACTION OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

Union density declined in many advanced countries from the 1990s to the 2010s. The loss of density weakened the ability of unions to represent labor in society more in the United States, however, than in most other countries because many EU countries mandate the extension of collective agreements from signatory unions and employer federations or firms to workers or firms in entire sectors or regions. Mandatory extension maintains collective bargaining as the mode of setting pay and conditions of work despite falling union density. In the United States, by contrast, from the enactment of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) in 1935 to the present, private-sector unionism and collective bargaining have been coterminous. U.S. unions view themselves primarily as bargaining agents for workers in firms that recognize unions and as having little or no relation to other workers. When a worker leaves a unionized workplace, most unions make little or no effort to continue to provide services to that worker. Making collective bargaining the core activity of unions worked well when unions bargained for a substantial share of the workforce. But from the 1960s to the present, the collective bargaining model has run aground on the inability of unions to organize private-sector workers in the face of management opposition; economic conditions that reduce union bargaining power with employers; and political conditions that stymie union efforts to get Congress to amend the NLRA to make it easier for workers to form unions and bargain with employers. In the public sector, where union density has remained high,
Great Recession–induced reductions in public-sector revenues sparked a conservative effort to curb public-sector bargaining in the late 2000s by taking advantage of changes in density, concession bargaining, and changes in the use of work stoppages.

Density is fundamental to union strength. In 2012 private-sector density was at 6.6 percent—the lowest it has been since 1900, when total density, then based almost entirely on private-sector workers, was 6.8 percent (Freeman 1998, 291; see also U.S. Department of Labor 2013). In the 2000s, unions initiated National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) representation elections for so few workers that even had unions won all of the elections, the impact on density would have been barely noticeable.2 Organizing outside the NLRB was too limited to counterbalance the natural drop in density when union plants closed or shrank and new establishments became non-union. Indicative of the decline of unionism, in 2009 more workers viewed company-appointed non-union committees as representing them with employers—presumably illegal under section 8(a)(2) of the NLRA—than reported that elected unions represented them (Godard and Frege 2010).

Within the organized sector, economic conditions forced many unions into concession bargaining. Consider the relation between the United Automobile Workers (UAW) and the “Big Three” auto firms. Between 2003 and 2008, plant closings and buyout and early-retirement programs reduced UAW membership at General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler from 350,000 to 139,000 workers.3 When GM and Chrysler came close to collapse in the Great Recession, federal bailout aid kept them alive and helped Ford survive as well. The UAW took responsibility for retiree health care, accepted lower-pay entry jobs and profit-sharing arrangements in place of fixed pay, and acceded to other cost-saving givebacks.4 The auto firms survived, and in the ensuing recovery workers gained substantial bonuses.5 But from 2008 to 2011, employment in motor vehicles and motor vehicle manufacturing dropped 24.2 percent, and even with the rescue package and recovery, employment in mid-2012 was still 15.9 percent below its mid-1998 level.6

Work stoppages, which were once synonymous with workers striking for higher pay or better benefits, have increasingly become an employer’s weapon to pressure workers to accept wage or benefit cuts or to break unions through lockouts.7 More lockouts were reported in the early 2010s than ever before, from professional sports to manufacturing firms to the New York City Opera.8 About 9 percent of work stoppages from 2010 to late 2012 resulted from lockouts, double the 4.6 percent of work stoppages that were lockouts in the 1990s and 2000s (Combs 2012a). Lockouts tend to be longer than strikes and have increased in length as some firms use long lockouts to destroy their existing unions (Combs 2012b). The greater length of lockouts means that the share of persons on a work stoppage...
due to a lockout at any point in time increased more than the lockout share of stoppages.

To arrest the decline in density unions have tried to convince Congress to enact pro-union labor law reforms whenever the Democrats control the federal government. Their efforts came up short in the 1970s under President Jimmy Carter, in the 1990s under President Bill Clinton, and in the 2000s under President Barack Obama. Efforts to invigorate union organizing by elevating former organizing directors to leadership roles in unions and the 2005 withdrawal of several major unions from the AFL-CIO to form the Change to Win coalition also failed to arrest the drop in density.

The public sector is the only place where unions held their own. Public-sector union density stabilized at around 37 percent in the 2000s. With private-sector density falling and public-sector density rising, public-sector union membership surpassed private-sector membership in 2010. When recession-induced budget crises hit cities and states nationwide, however, opponents of unions launched a massive attack on public-sector bargaining on the grounds that collective bargaining had contributed substantially to the public-sector deficit problem (Freeman and Han 2012). The American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), an association of conservative legislators, corporations, and foundations, promulgated bills to restrict public-sector bargaining and limit dues checkoffs, agency fees, and union political activities. The battle in Wisconsin over Republican governor Scott Walker’s 2011 budget bill that ended public-sector collective bargaining except for police and fire induced a massive union response (Schneider 2011). State petitions forced Governor Walker into a recall election but the pro–collective bargaining forces were unable to unseat him in the election. In Ohio, unions and their allies were more successful in overturning a bill to end collective bargaining for all public-sector employees in a statewide referendum. But in December 2011, a lame-duck Republican legislature in Michigan enacted a right-to-work law that outlawed agency shops for workers, with the exception of police and firefighters. In these states and others, unions spent considerable resources defending the status quo against well-financed opponents who seemed orc-like in their efforts to accelerate the ongoing decline in collective bargaining.

What explains the continued decline of unions during the Great Recession and recovery compared to the spurt in unionism during the Great Depression?

Opinion polls suggest that the two economic disasters altered public attitudes toward unions differently. When unions had their Great Depression growth spurt between 1934 and 1939, the vast majority of Americans appear to have strongly favored unions (Freeman 1998, 268, table 8.1). The Gallup poll data in figure 2.1 show that in 1936 (the first time Gallup asked...
about attitudes toward unions, 72 percent approved of unions compared to 20 percent who disapproved.\textsuperscript{13} The Depression had destroyed faith in the established economic order and convinced workers to seek new ways to structure their work lives and the economy. Attitudes toward unions in the Great Recession went the other way. The percentage approving unions fell from 60 percent in 2007 to 48 percent in 2009 and remained low, at 52 percent, through 2012. This fits with a general post–World War II pattern in which public approval of unions rises when unemployment is low and falls when unemployment is high (Silver 2009, data from 1948 to 2008; Madland and Walter 2010, 7).

Figure 2.2 shows a concomitant change in the responses of citizens to whether they want unions to have less, more, or the same influence on society. Between 2007 and 2009, the proportion who wanted unions to have less influence increased from 28 percent to 42 percent, after which it changed little through 2012. One possible explanation for the reduced support for unions in the Great Recession is the concentration of unionism among government employees, whose wages and benefits were obtained from taxes paid by private-sector workers who had little chance of unionizing and gaining higher wages and benefits from their employers. Many respondents may also have viewed the bailout of the auto firms as the UAW using its political power to get the federal government to help unionized auto workers at the expense of the rest of society (Madland and Walter 2010; Meyerson

\textsuperscript{13} Source: Jones (2012). Copyright (2012) Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved. The content is used with permission; however, Gallup retains all rights of republication.
What Can Labor Organizations Do for U.S. Workers?

Consistent with this, while before the Great Recession a majority of Americans believed that unions benefit not only their members but other workers as well, after the recession a majority believed that unions mostly harm nonmembers.¹⁴

But the most telling aspect of the increasingly negative attitudes toward unions is its partisan nature. Figure 2.3 shows that between 1999 and 2011 Republican approval of unions fell from 51 percent to 26 percent. By contrast, Democrats maintained a high approval of unions, while independents’ approval of unions fell modestly. The Democratic-Republican gap in approval doubled from twenty-six points in 1999 to fifty-two points in 2011. The 2011 negative Republican attitude toward unionism is a far cry from the Republican attitude in the 1950s, when President Dwight Eisenhower thanked unions for their “unique contribution to the general welfare of the Republic—the development of the American philosophy of labor” (Eisenhower 1955).

Figure 2.4 shows another factor that may help explain union weakness in the current period: the widespread belief that unions will become weaker in the future. Although Gallup did not ask, “Will labor unions become stronger or weaker?” in the 1930s, the burst of strikes in 1933 and 1934, the development of industrial unionism in the mid-1930s, and the...
Figure 2.3  Approval of Labor Unions, by Political Party, 1999 to 2011
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Source: Jones (2011). Copyright (2011) Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved. The content is used with permission; however, Gallup retains all rights of republication.

Figure 2.4  Americans’ Attitudes on the Future Strength of Labor Unions, 2000 to 2012

Thinking about the future, do you think labor unions in this country will become stronger than they are today, the same as today, or weaker than they are today?
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Source: Jones (2012). Copyright (2012) Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved. The content is used with permission; however, Gallup retains all rights of republication.
formation of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) suggest that a much larger proportion of Americans thought unions were the future rather than the past in the 1930s than was the case in the 2010s.

Americans have also soured on other economic and political institutions beyond unions in the past three decades. Reviewing diverse opinion polls, David Madland and Karla Walter (2010) report a drop in “favorable attitudes” toward and “confidence” in business from the 1970s and 1980s that exceeds the comparable loss of favorableness or confidence in labor. Since the Great Recession, a sizable proportion of Americans now believe that the country is headed in the wrong direction.15 In 2011 the public rated lobbyists, major corporations, and financial institutions as the top institutions with “too much power” and placed unions in the middle of the pack, on par with state government and the legal system. The average responses, however, mask the partisan divide in attitudes toward unions. Republicans place unions just below the arch-villain federal government in their list of institutions with too much power, while Democrats place unions at the bottom of their list.16 But regardless of where unions fit in the public perception of institutions with too much power, they are the only institution under such continuous attack as to face near-extinction unless they find new ways to operate.

LABOR ORGANIZATIONS WITHOUT COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

With the percentage of workers covered by collective bargaining steadily shrinking, activists inside and outside of unions have sought new ways to represent worker interests and maintain organized labor as the voice of workers in U.S. capitalism. In 2000, Joni Hersch, Larry Mishel, and I organized a National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) conference on “Emerging Labor Market Institutions for the Twenty-First Century,” held August 4–5, to examine the degree to which non–collective bargaining institutions were beginning to fill the gap left by declining unionism (Free- man, Hersch, and Mishel 2004). Our group examined a wide range of organizations: anti-sweatshop human rights groups; living wage campaigns; law groups devoted to enforcing labor and employment law; Working Today, an organization that was beginning to provide portable benefits to freelance workers; occupational associations; and union-management and community-based intermediaries that provided training to workers outside their firm. The “Emerging Institutions” study found that none of the organizations had developed the depth or breadth to be capable of substituting for unions, but noted that “this volume is just the first chapter in what may be a long story of innovations by nonmember organizations, by professional and other nonunion organizations, and by unions to find the best way to
represent the interests of labor in an economic environment where traditional unionism is greatly weakened” (Freeman and Hersch 2004, 11).

This section is the second chapter in that story. It gives a more positive reading of the ability of new organizational forms to mobilize workers and improve labor conditions than the 2000 conference. By 2012, more non-collective bargaining institutions were operating and having an impact on labor developments in novel ways than a decade earlier. The spread of low-cost, Internet-based information and communication tools had made it easier to mobilize citizens, organize demonstrations and campaigns, and identify and appeal to workers than in earlier years.

Table 2.1 lists eleven non–collective bargaining labor institutions that formed or developed their current structure in the late 1990s and 2000s, categorized into three groups:

1. Groups that target broad economic and social issues and do not deal with specific firms, occupations, or industries
2. Groups that target workers in particular occupations or industries, seeking to improve their economic situation without gaining collective bargaining contracts
3. Groups that seek to improve the economic situation of workers in particular firms or those working for particular employers without gaining collective bargaining contracts

Organizations Targeting Broad Economic and Social Issues

Bringing Attention to Big Problems: Occupy Wall Street  In September 2011, Occupy Wall Street protesters sat down in Zuccotti Park near Wall Street to demonstrate against economic inequality. The disparate group of largely college graduates camped out under banners that read We Are the 99% did more to bring the problem of inequality to U.S. policy discourse than academics or unions had done in the preceding two to three decades. Occupy spawned protests not only in the United States but worldwide. The U.S. Occupy groups ranged from Wall Street–savvy experts writing technical critiques of financial regulations (www.occupythesec.org) to city-based groups focused on local issues (www.occupyoakland.org) to university-based groups targeting campus issues—Goldman Sachs recruiting at Harvard, for instance (www.occupyboston.org). With its nonpartisan orientation and stress on identifying problems rather than offering solutions, the Occupy movement has shown that modern information and communication technology and social media allow a small
### Table 2.1  Eleven Innovative Non–Collective Bargaining Labor Organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution (beginning date, numbers involved, dues)</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Problem Addressed</th>
<th>Method of Influencing Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Based on Social and Economic Issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupy movement (2011, thousands)</td>
<td>Diverse; many college graduates</td>
<td>Inequality; finance issues; varies by region</td>
<td>Publicity; demonstrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change.org, Internet petition site (2007, thousands of petitions, 123 million signatures, 20 million users)</td>
<td>For-profit business</td>
<td>User determined</td>
<td>Publicity via petitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working America (2003, 3 million)</td>
<td>AFL-CIO community affiliate</td>
<td>Local issues; electoral information; links to Union Plus benefits</td>
<td>Ballot box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based on Occupation or Industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker centers (partner with AFL-CIO; 2006, 139 centers servicing less than 500 members but service more people)</td>
<td>NGO; religious foundations; fundraising; dues</td>
<td>Workplace issues; accessing benefits; immigrant rights</td>
<td>Help with “grievances”; expose bad practices; advocacy; targeting employers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Domestic Workers Alliance (2007, 10,000 persons in 35 local, membership-based organizations)</td>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Pay and work conditions of domestic workers</td>
<td>Publicity; extension of labor laws to domestic workers; affiliated work centers to help workers with problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Taxi Workers Alliance (1998, 15,000 members, $100/year dues)</td>
<td>First non–collective bargaining member of NYC Central Labor Council</td>
<td>Pay and benefits in taxi industry</td>
<td>Helping members with workplace problems; legal and political advocacy for drivers; discounted benefits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table continues on p. 60.)
Table 2.1  (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution (beginning date, numbers involved, dues)</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Problem Addressed</th>
<th>Method of Influencing Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freelancers Union (2003, created from Working Today, 170,000 members, no dues)</td>
<td>Worker health insurance</td>
<td>Worker health insurance; wage arrears problems</td>
<td>Provide health insurance benefits; information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer-Based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance@IBM (1999, several hundred members, 5,000 subscribers, $10/month dues)</td>
<td>Communications Workers of America (CWA) local</td>
<td>Changes in employment practices and benefits</td>
<td>Internet information/publicity; petitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WashTech (1998, $10–11/month dues)</td>
<td>CWA local</td>
<td>Changes in employment practices and benefits</td>
<td>Internet information/publicity; petitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUR Walmart (2010, based on earlier UFCW campaigns, “several thousand” members, $5/month dues)</td>
<td>NGO, with UFCW support</td>
<td>Pay and work conditions in Walmart</td>
<td>Publicity; demonstrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public-sector unions in non–collective bargaining states (680,000 in 2011, 14.5 percent density)</td>
<td>Unions</td>
<td>Wages, benefits, work conditions</td>
<td>Politics; lobbying; meet-and-confer agreements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation. On Change.org, see “Start a Petition” (http://www.change.org/) and “About” (http://www.change.org/about) (accessed December 12, 2012); on the Freelancers Union, see “History” (http://www.freelancersunion.org/about/history.html); on Working Today, see Hersch (2004); on subscriber numbers for Alliance@IBM and on OUR Walmart, see Steven Greenhouse, “Wal-Mart Workers Try the Nonunion Route,” New York Times, June 15, 2011; on public-sector unions, see Freeman and Han (2013).
group without much money or organization to come together and create ruckuses about social issues.\textsuperscript{21}

\textit{Online Petition Sites: Change.org}  Online petition sites provide a platform for citizens to use the historic mode of petitioning governments or other organizations to change policies.\textsuperscript{22} Change.org, a for-profit, certified B-corporation,\textsuperscript{23} is currently the world’s leading petition site.\textsuperscript{24} If you have Internet access, you can express easily your opinion on an issue. Go to the website and click the Start a Petition button. The script will ask you a set of questions: “Who do you want to petition?” “What do you want them to do?” “Why is this important?” Then you write your petition and submit it. The site alerts people who might be interested in your cause, who may then alert their friends, and . . . pow! the petition may go viral. Change.org makes money by selling its email database to charitable and other organizations that want to connect with people who have particular interests.

In the fall of 2011, two petitions begun by Molly Katchpole, a twenty-two-year-old college graduate working as a nanny, demonstrated the power of Internet petitioning. In October, the Bank of America (BOFA) began charging low-income customers monthly fees for using their debit cards.\textsuperscript{25} Customer Katchpole placed a petition on Change.org, asking BOFA to rescind the policy (Colgrass 2011). It reads:

\begin{quote}
Brian T. Moynihan, President and CEO, Bank of America

I’m writing to express my deep concern over Bank of America’s decision to charge customers $5 a month to use their debit cards when making purchases.

The American people bailed out Bank of America during a financial crisis the banks helped create. You paid zero dollars in federal income tax last year. And now your bank is profiting, raking in $2 billion in profits last quarter alone. How can you justify squeezing another $60 a year from your debit card customers? This is despicable.

American consumers can’t afford these additional fees. We reject any claims by BoFA that this latest fee is somehow necessary.

Please, do the right thing. Reverse your decision to charge customers $5 each month for using their debit cards to make purchases.

Sincerely,
[your name]\textsuperscript{26}
\end{quote}

The petition was signed by 300,000 people, including President Barack Obama. U.S. Senator Richard Durbin of Illinois responded to the petition
on Twitter. Congress decided to “look at legislation for out-of-control banking fees.” Most important, the media gave the petition national exposure, and people responded. Some customers left the Bank of America. Others threatened to leave. Faced with furious customers, the Bank of America dropped its banking fee.

Two months later, Verizon announced that customers paying telephone bills online had to pay a $2 fee. Customer Katchpole wrote a petition protesting the Verizon fee. Within hours, her petition gathered over 130,000 signatures. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which regulates telecommunications, announced that it would investigate. But there was no need for regulators. As Katchpole’s petition gained signatures, Verizon withdrew the fee (Frellick 2012).

Change.org petitions rarely gain as much attention as Molly Katchpole’s petitions and do not always end so successfully. In 2012, Rachel Voorhies at Dosha Salon Spa in Oregon petitioned her employer to bargain with the union the workers had chosen in an NLRB election the previous year. This petition had 595 signatories as of February 22, 2012, but signatures increased so rapidly in the ensuing months that in May 2012 change.org made the following announcement: “After over 17,000 signed Rachel Voorhies’ petition . . . the owners have agreed to sit down with Rachel and her coworkers. In June 2012, Dosha and representatives of the union representing Rachel and her co-workers will begin mediation to settle their disputes and agree on ways to address workers’ concerns like wages, health and safety, vacation time and benefits.” But the petitions did not in fact pressure management to compromise with the workers. Two months later, faced with a decertification election by workers who recognized that the union lacked the power to improve their situation, the union disclaimed interest, effectively dissolving itself. Petitions can move firms to change their behavior, but seemingly only if they carry with them a viable threat of imposing economic costs on the firm, such as loss of customers, which the Dosha petition did not do.

The Occupy demonstrations and change.org and other Internet petition drives arise from grassroots individual behavior, using modern Internet-based technology and social media communication. Viewed through the lens of economics, these movements either create new markets or modernize older ways for people to come together and press society on issues that matter to them. Demonstrations and petitions succeed if the issues they target meet the market test of getting enough individuals involved and if they put significant pressure on the “powers that be” to rethink decisions.

**Political Influence: Working America**  Created by the AFL-CIO, Working America (WA) is a non–collective bargaining “community affiliate” that
connects the federation to non-union workers, largely for the purpose of extending union political influence beyond its declining membership (for a detailed description, see Freeman and Rehavi 2009). Canvassing people in their homes to join, WA recruited about 2 million members in 2007 in states that it viewed as politically important in the 2008 national election, such as Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. It also obtained a national membership by gaining 135,000 members online, and by 2012 WA reported having about 3 million members. The organization offers involvement in a social movement focused on “the priorities that matter most to working people . . . [that can] . . . make a difference for your community, for America and for your working family,” but its primary goal is to encourage members to become politically active and to vote for union-endorsed candidates. Until the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision in 2010, unions could not use their resources to proselytize nonmembers in political campaigns and thus needed an organization like WA to be able to target nonmember voters.30 By allowing all organizations to use their funds for political purposes, Citizens United has eliminated this rationale for unions funding WA.

With local offices in many areas and a large membership, Working America could evolve into much more than a Washington-run organization seeking to influence citizens to vote in favor of unions, but without collective bargaining. WA could decentralize its structure, develop procedures for members to elect leaders in local chapters, and encourage chapters to experiment with their own ways of engaging the public and targeting workplace issues. Harold Meyerson (2012) reports that Working America “began some small-scale efforts in 2012 to have its members raise issues in their workplaces,” but WA has a long way to go to become a freewheeling, member-driven, emerging labor institution.

Organizations Based on Occupation, Industry, or Community

Community-Based Advocacy: Worker Centers  Worker centers are community-based organizations that support low-wage workers, mostly from immigrant communities, outside of collective bargaining (for the most detailed analysis; see Fine 2006). The centers give legal assistance to individual workers facing wage arrears (delayed or unpaid wages) and other problems and educate workers and their communities about ways to campaign and lobby for improved work conditions. The number of worker centers increased rapidly from a handful in the 1990s to perhaps 150 by the late 2000s (Marculewicz and Thomas (2012). The centers have coalesced
into two national networks, the National Day Laborer Organizing Network (NDLON), which had forty-three member organizations in 2012, and the Interfaith Worker Justice (IWJ), which listed twenty-six worker centers that reached seventeen thousand workers in 2012 (Enriquez 2011). Impressed by the worker centers movement, the AFL-CIO entered into partnership with NDLON in 2006 to “work together for state and local enforcement of rights as well as the development of new protections in areas including wage and hour laws, health and safety regulations, immigrants’ rights and employee misclassification . . . [and] . . . for comprehensive immigration reform that supports workplace rights . . . and against punitive, anti-immigrant, anti-worker legislation” (AFL-CIO 2006). The AFL-CIO also formed a partnership with the IWJ and entered similar agreements with two related immigrant-based organizations, the National Domestic Workers Alliance (NDWA) and the National Guestworker Alliance (NGA).

Since worker centers do not bargain collectively with single employers, they operate outside of the NLRA and seek to remain outside its jurisdiction, which would limit their ability to undertake secondary boycotts to assist workers outside of collective bargaining and would require them to file regular reports with the agency. Whether the centers can remain outside the NLRA is an area of controversy among labor lawyers. David Rosenfeld (2006, 469) argues that the definition of a labor organization is sufficiently broad that, “as they grow in number and scope, worker centers will have their development and effectiveness arrested by the very problem they were designed to avoid: the regulation of and restrictions on labor organizations under the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA).” Eli Naduris-Weissman (2009) argues the contrary—that as long as the centers limit themselves to settling individual employment claims, they will be exempt from the law. Stefan Marculewicz and Jennifer Thomas (2012) claim that the worker centers are worker organizations by another name and thus subject to NLRA regulations. That the centers prefer operating outside of the NLRA is a sign of how dysfunctional the U.S. labor code has become for workers seeking to better their economic condition.

**Extending Labor Law to Domestic Workers: National Domestic Workers Alliance** The National Domestic Workers Alliance (NDWA) is a nongovernmental umbrella organization that provides information on the conditions of domestic workers and advocates for legislation to bring domestic workers under labor law. Based on thirty-five local, membership-based affiliate organizations of over ten thousand nannies, housekeepers, and caregivers for the elderly located in nineteen cities...
and eleven states, the NDWA operates further outside the NRLB labor organizational form than worker centers. The NDWA’s main legislative success was lobbying New York State to adopt the “Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights” to ensure basic labor protections for domestic workers. A similar bill that it pushed through the California legislature was vetoed by Governor Jerry Brown. It has pressed Congress to end exclusions of domestic workers from the nation’s labor laws and to cover them under minimum wage and hours legislation. In 2011 the AFL-CIO endorsed the NDWA and sent a joint “open letter” with the group to trade unions and national centers around the world about the union movement’s work with the NDWA (AFL-CIO/NDWA 2011). \(^{35}\) *Time* magazine viewed the NDWA as sufficiently promising to name the group’s founder, Ai-Jen Poo, one of the one hundred most influential people in the world in 2012—the only person on the list whose occupation was labor activist (Steinem 2012).

**Advocacy for Taxi Drivers: New York Taxi Workers Alliance**  
The New York Taxi Workers Alliance (NYTWA) represents taxi drivers in the city as a trade union but without bargaining collectively with any single employer. Founded in 1998, the NYTWA reports having more than fifteen thousand members, who pay $100 a year in dues. It lists its successes as: gaining the first-ever living wage standard for U.S. taxi drivers; getting $15 million in federal disaster assistance for taxi drivers after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001; organizing short strikes of drivers in May 1998 and September 2007; recovering lost income due to unlawful license suspensions; defending drivers in civil court claims; lobbying for driver-friendly taxi industry policies and regulations. All of these successes, it claims, have raised drivers’ incomes by 35 to 45 percent.

The NYTWA provides discounted or pro bono legal advice, financial management, and health services to its members. In September 2011, the AFL-CIO chartered the NYTWA as a member of the federation, making it the first nontraditional workers’ organization chartered in over six decades. President Obama recognized the union for its success at a Washington, D.C., meeting hosted by the administration’s Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships. The organization has inspired and assisted with the development of similar taxi driver worker alliances in twenty other areas of the United States and in several foreign countries. For creating a stable labor organization in an industry with high turnover, and in the absence of collective bargaining, the founder, Bhairavi Desai, has won various awards and been lauded for her success by President Obama and AFL-CIO head Richard Trumka.\(^{36}\)
Obtaining Health Insurance: Freelancers Union  The Freelancers Union is a federation of independent workers that advocates for freelancers in the United States and operates a B-corporation insurance company to provide insurance benefits for independent workers in New York State at group health insurance rates. Initially, the Freelancers Union purchased insurance for its members from commercial insurance companies, but since 2008 it has done so through its wholly owned, for-profit subsidiary. The organization grew from about 35,000 members in the 1990s to close to 200,000 members as of January 2013. With support from New York City and New York State, it launched a freelancer medical center in Brooklyn in 2013, and with $340 million in federal funding, it is scheduled to expand its health coverage in New York, New Jersey, and Oregon in 2014. The Freelancers Union does no collective bargaining over wages or working conditions, but provides members with information about how to deal with wage arrears, which is a major problem for its members (Rodgers 2010). It also provides members with online tools, business management information, networking opportunities, group discount terms with various vendors or partners, and other assistance in working successfully as independents. It sponsored the Freelancer Payment Protection Act (S4129/A6698) in New York to grant freelancers the same wage protection as traditional employees and require the state department of labor to pursue freelancers’ unpaid wages and hold deadbeat executives liable for up to $20,000 and jail time. The Freelancers Union receives considerable grant support from foundations, New York City, and New York State. In 2011 both Forbes and Businessweek named its founder, Sara Horowitz, to their lists of “top social entrepreneurs.”

Employer-Based Organizations

Union Locals: Alliance@IBM and WashTech  Both Alliance@IBM and the Washington Alliance of Technology Workers (WashTech) are chartered locals of the Communication Workers of America (CWA). Information technology (IT) workers at IBM and Microsoft originally formed the groups as independent worker organizations and later affiliated with the CWA, which represents workers in telecommunications and related fields.

IT workers at IBM formed the Alliance@IBM in 1999 to protest the changes that IBM made to its pension system that harmed some future retirees. The protest succeeded in getting IBM to alter some parts of its planned changes. Recognizing that IBM management and the media would listen only if IBM employees had an organization of thousands, the Alliance@IBM initiated a membership drive for associate members, promising employees that their names would be confidential. When, at the end of 2012, IBM management
changed the timing of the firm’s match contribution to workers’ 401(k) pension plans in ways that reduced the value of the plan to some employees, the Alliance@IBM used the change.org petition site to petition “to tell IBM to REVERSE their decision!”

Microsoft contract employees in Redmond, Washington, formed the Washington Alliance of Technology Workers in 1998 to organize protests against the firm’s overtime pay for contract employees. Because contract workers were hired by employment agencies rather than Microsoft and workers shifted employers frequently, WashTech, finding it unfeasible to represent only Microsoft workers (Bishop 2009), widened its scope to include high-tech industry workers in the Northwest more broadly. WashTech signed a collective bargaining contract with a company in 2003 and has negotiated and signed three more since with small employers. The organization tells workers, “Join WashTech today for as little as $11/month and enjoy Union Plus benefits,” and it informs them that “you do not have to live in Washington State to join.”

The CWA chartered both Alliance@IBM and WashTech as local unions even though neither has any possibility of gaining majority support from the IT giants. With minimal dues and modest membership, both organizations have remained alive and active for over a decade. Wayne Diamond and Richard Freeman (2002, 581) note that “even if workers at IBM, Microsoft and most other high tech firms never win an NLRB election, these sites make the union a part of the company in a way that was impossible prior to the Internet.” But even with low-cost modern modes of communication, the organizations need more than a few activists to remain viable. In March 2013, Alliance@IBM reported on its website that “we can not continue to do our work if we don’t have dues paying members. At this point we are on life support. Our membership has dropped and we are not gaining new members. In order to keep the Alliance going we need you to help out.”

A Union-Supported NGO: OUR Walmart  In the early 2010s, announcing that “the best thing the UFCW can be is a catalyst to help associates build an organization,” the United Food and Commercial Workers (UFCW) undertook a novel campaign to help the “associates” at Walmart (also known as employees) develop a non–collective bargaining organization to improve wages and working conditions. The design for Organization United for Respect at Walmart (OUR Walmart) was based on research by the public strategy group ASGK, which used Facebook to identify Walmart employees and tested messages that would appeal to them. The organization developed a twelve-point declaration that asked Walmart to
improve conditions and to “provide wages and benefits that ensure that no Associate has to rely on government assistance” and to share profits and treat associates as partners.40

OUR Walmart burst to national attention in the fall of 2012, when members struck for a day at a California warehouse and then undertook a one-day protest/strike on “Black Friday,” the post-Thanksgiving sales day. Though the number of workers who struck on Black Friday was minuscule compared to Walmart’s 1.4 million U.S. employees, the strike received national attention.41 Some analysts derided the strike as a failure, since it neither interfered with the operation of stores nor harmed company sales. Other analysts claimed that the strike succeeded in that it gained the attention of Walmart management. The company sought an NLRB injunction against the strike, held anti-union meetings in many stores to convince workers it was not in their interests to join OUR Walmart, and offered workers an extra discount on their Walmart purchases on Black Friday. Some workers joined the organization or went out on strike in response to management pressures.32 Walmart was sufficiently bothered by the various protests that in March 2013 it sued the UFCW in a Florida court to “protect our customers and associates from further disruptive tactics associated with their continued, illegal trespassing.”43

In 2012, OUR Walmart reported that it had about 4,000 members, who paid dues of $5 per month, and it also reported 2,229 signatures to its declaration. By raising issues and protesting conditions, OUR Walmart has proven that it can force management to respond. If it grows its membership, it is possible that Walmart will improve its human resource policies and wages and benefits to choke off further growth of the organization as well as to seek legal redress from protests. Whether OUR Walmart can go beyond that and become an organization that the firm feels compelled to “meet and confer” with over employee issues depends not only on its ability to galvanize workers but also to gain support from the store’s customers.

Public-Sector Unions in States That Ban Public-Sector Collective Bargaining Five states—Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia—ban collective bargaining by state and local public employees. Several other states, such as Mississippi and Arizona, allow public-sector bargaining but have traditions that make it difficult for unions to obtain contracts. In both settings, many state and local workers join unions and gain some improvements in work conditions without collective bargaining contracts. For example, a majority of teachers in Georgia, Texas, and Virginia are union members.
How do unions succeed in representing their members without collective bargaining? Non–collective bargaining unions sign meet-and-confer agreements with local governments, lobby legislatures on laws regarding employment and budgets, and campaign for candidates favorable to their members—in short, in much the same way as some of the private-sector non–collective bargaining groups. The effects of the public-sector unions appear to be larger the higher their level of density (Freeman and Han 2012).

In short, union activity does not cease in the absence of collective bargaining, nor do work organizations become unable to affect the conditions of labor.

CONCLUSION

Since the turn of the twenty-first century, a wide range of groups—from freewheeling “occupiers,” petition sites, and worker centers to alliances of freelancers or taxi drivers to the union-initiated, non-union worker organization OUR Walmart—have experimented with non–collective bargaining modes of representing workers’ interests inside and outside companies. Some of these organizations fit the “open source union” model that Joel Rogers and I proposed over a decade ago to engage workers outside of collective bargaining (Freeman and Rogers 2002, 2006). Some have gone beyond what we envisaged as the ways in which groups can press for change have multiplied with the expansion of the Internet and the development of social media. Traditional unions have begun to move in the same direction, either to support innovative non-union groups or to learn from them how best to navigate an economic environment in which collective bargaining is in abeyance. In 2013, for the first time, the top leadership of the AFL-CIO went public in recognizing that the business model of representing workers through collective bargaining has failed and it is time to rebuild the labor movement around a different model. In a set of media interviews, AFL-CIO president Richard Trumka admitted that the basic system of workplace representation has failed “misérablement to meet the needs of America’s workers,” and he called on unions to embrace new models of representation and to restructure their organizations to take as members “people who want to join,” regardless of whether their employers accept collective bargaining. Whether or not the unions can take up Trumka’s charge to reinvent themselves and rebuild the U.S. labor movement, the “second chapter” in the story of labor organizations and activists seeking to help workers in nontraditional ways holds considerable promise. The implosion of Wall Street, the Great Recession, and the sluggish job recovery have brought the weaknesses of the U.S. economy to the
fore and produced widespread dissatisfaction with the U.S. brand of capitalism. It is difficult to imagine the country successfully addressing its labor problems—income inequality, stagnant real wages, poverty-level earnings for low-paid workers, continued high rates of joblessness—without a strong labor movement of some kind. With a great social need and a growing pool of committed activists developing innovative ways to represent workers and fight for improvements in their living conditions, it is also difficult to imagine the present situation continuing ad infinitum. If the AFL-CIO or the Change to Win unions cannot do the job, I expect that other groups will forge ahead. At the risk of tempting some future scholar to cite my shortsightedness about where society may be heading—as I have cited Barnett’s 1932 prediction—I see reason to believe that the diverse forms of social experimentation described here will give labor a more potent influence on society than it has today.

NOTES

2. The situation facing unions is so dire that I expect that NLRB policy changes such as the 2012 decision to speed up representation elections will have no noticeable effect on union density. See Steven Greenhouse, “Labor Board Adopts Rules to Speed Unionization Votes,” New York Times, December 22, 2011.
5. When GM earned its highest profits in history in 2011, its 47,000 blue-collar UAW workers received about $7,000 each in bonuses. Chrysler paid about $1,500 in bonuses to its 23,000 hourly workers. Ford paid $3,252 each to its 40,600 UAW workers based on half a year’s profits, which put it in line for making annual bonus payments in 2011 of $6,000 to $7,000. For a discussion of Ford sharing the wealth, see Alisa Priddle, “Ford Sharing Wealth of Recent Gains,” Chicago Tribune, January 20, 2012; on GM’s 2011 profit-sharing, see United Automobile Workers (2012).
6. Motor vehicles and motor vehicles manufacturing data are for census code industry 3570, which covers many more firms than the Big Three.
8. In 2011, the NFL and NBA locked out players to force them to accept lower shares of industry receipts. In August 2011, American Crystal Sugar locked
out its Minnesota employees, whom it replaced with temporary workers. This dispute was sixteen months long without resolution as of December 2012; see Mike Hughlett, “Crystal Sugar Workers Reject Contract Again,” *Star Tribune*, December 2, 2012. In January 2011, the financially troubled New York City Opera locked out its orchestra and singers and won deep cuts in labor compensation; see Daniel J. Wakin, “New York City Opera Ratifies Agreement,” *New York Times*, January 19, 2012. In 2012, the NFL locked out referees, and the NHL locked out its players.


10. In March 2009, John Kasich of Ohio, who would be elected governor in 2010, talked about the need to “break the back of organized labor in the schools” (ModernEsquire 2010). Many conservatives had long believed that it was illegitimate for government to bargain with unions in a democracy on the grounds that voters rather than bargaining should set the terms of work (McHugh 2011).

11. Earlier, Republican governors in Indiana, Kentucky, and Missouri had revoked executive orders that allowed state employees to bargain (Malin 2009). To make sure future governors did not restore the right to bargain, the Indiana legislature required legislative approval of any future executive decision.


13. Adam Berinsky and his colleagues (2011) have developed weights to turn the quota-sampling procedures used in the early public opinion surveys into population-weighted estimates. These show huge approval for unions from the 1930s through 1942.


15. The proportion who see the country as going in the wrong direction varies with economic and political developments, but it has been high since the implosion of the finance industry and the ensuing recession. See Real Clear Politics, “Direction of Country,” based on 707 polls, available at: http://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/other/direction_of_country-902.html (updated December 5, 2012; accessed February 18, 2012).

16. The difference in the proportion of Republicans and Democrats who view unions as having too much power was a huge forty-nine points. This contrasts with modest partisan differences for other entities, save for the federal government (a forty-one-point difference); see Saad (2011).

17. “OWS’s main issues are social and economic inequality, greed, corruption and the perceived undue influence of corporations on government” (Dilek 2013).
18. In September 1981, unions organized a mass solidarity march on Washington to protest the emerging recession spurred by the economic policies of the Federal Reserve and by the Reagan administration’s effort to curb inflation.


20. For an analysis of the Occupy movement at Harvard University, see Mercer R. Cook and Hana N. Rouse, “Did Occupy Matter?” Harvard Crimson, May 24, 2012; for a more critical view, see Wyatt N. Troia, “Why Occupy Harvard Failed,” Harvard Crimson, February 21, 2012. Examples of these different kinds of Occupy groups can be found at the following websites: for a critique of financial regulations, see www.occupythesec.org (accessed September 2013); for a city-based group focused on local issues, see www.occupyoakland.org (accessed September 2013); and for a university-based group targeting Goldman Sachs recruiting at Harvard, see www.occupyboston.org (accessed September 2013).


23. In 2010, U.S. states beginning with Maryland instituted a charter for a benefit or B-corporation, which commits itself to do more than seek profit maximization for shareholders.

24. The same technology has spawned many other sites, such as labourstart.org (accessed September 2013), a pioneer in gathering and publishing labor news from around the world that regularly asks users to sign petitions when union leaders or members are arrested or endangered. Facebook has pages that organize petitions as well.

25. The Federal Reserve had capped the amount that banks can charge merchants for processing debit card purchases, so BOFA and other large banks decided to make up the money by charging low-income consumers.
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32. Naduris-Weissman (2009) believes, however, that if a worker center seeks to resolve a workplace dispute in sustained back-and-forth dealings with an employer, the NLRB and the courts are more likely to view it as being governed by the NLRA.

33. Marculewicz and Thomas (2012, 1) note that the head of the Restaurant Opportunities Center was opposed to NLRB coverage because it would have required spending time and money arbitrating worker grievances under the duty of fair representation to workers and would have restricted secondary picketing and protracted recognitional picketing.

34. In 2012 the NDWA published Home Economics: The Invisible and Unregulated World of Domestic Work by Linda Burnham and Nik Theodore; based on a survey of some two thousand nannies, caregivers, and housecleaners in fourteen metropolitan areas, Home Economics attained some media attention. The NDWA has also posted forty-two videos on YouTube telling the stories of domestic workers.

35. AFL-CIO and NDWA, “Open Letter from the AFL-CIO and National Domestic Workers Alliance (USA) to Trade Unions and National Centers Around the World,” May 18, 2011.
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Even before the Great Recession began at the end of 2007, employment outcomes among disadvantaged and less-educated youth, and especially among young men, had been deteriorating over time. Both their levels of earnings and their employment and labor force participation rates had decreased for a few decades. Among young black men, the declines in employment and labor force activity have been particularly pronounced, while their rates of incarceration have risen dramatically. As a result, the percentage of these young men who are “disconnected” from school and work has risen.

Unfortunately, the Great Recession appears to have worsened these outcomes. Since 2007, employment rates have declined the most among young, less-educated, and/or minority men—in other words, mostly the same groups whose employment and earnings had already been worsening earlier. The recession has been not only severe but also very persistent; nearly five years after it began, relatively little labor market recovery has been observed. Therefore, the worsened employment outcomes we see for disadvantaged youth will last for many years and for many young people may lead to “scarring”—that is, their future earnings may be permanently lower.

In this chapter, we briefly review recent trends in employment outcomes for disadvantaged youth, focusing specifically on those who have become “disconnected” from school and the labor market, and discuss the reasons for these trends. We then review a range of policy prescriptions that might improve those outcomes, including: efforts to enhance
education and employment outcomes among both in-school youth who are at risk of dropping out and becoming disconnected and out-of-school youth who have already done so; policies to increase earnings and increase motivation among youth to participate in the labor force, such as expanding the eligibility of childless adults (and especially noncustodial parents, or NCPs) for the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC); and specific policies to reduce the barriers to employment faced by ex-offenders and noncustodial parents.

Since these policy prescriptions tend to focus on either labor supply forces or the skills and behavior of the youth themselves, we also consider policies that target the demand side of the labor market. Looking at efforts to spur the willingness of employers to hire these young people and perhaps improve the quality of jobs available to them, we specifically suggest an initiative—almost surely impracticable under current fiscal and political realities—to create transitional employment in national and community service targeted mostly at those young people who have the greatest difficulty finding stable employment.

For both supply-side and demand-side policy prescriptions, we review the evaluation evidence and identify programs and policies that have had significant impacts on the employment outcomes of disadvantaged youth. If done together and at sufficient scale, we believe that a combination of supply- and demand-side policies could have a substantial positive impact on employment among our disconnected youth. At the same time, we are well aware of the deeper problems in our society that must be addressed if we are to create truly equal opportunities for all of our young people. The intersection of race (and ethnicity) and poverty features disproportionately in low-quality schools, in disproportionate incarceration, and in continuing discrimination based on race and ethnicity.

Finally, we discuss the implications of recent developments in education and labor market policy for this population. Although there has been some significant innovation in K-12 education (spurred by the Race to the Top funds and other initiatives) and some temporary funding under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 for training and public employment, there has been no broader effort to improve education or employment outcomes for at-risk or disconnected youth. The American Graduation Initiative proposed by the Obama administration in 2009, which would have funded a range of efforts at community colleges, might have provided a vehicle for such efforts, but funding for the proposal has been extremely limited. And proposed innovation funds for youth in the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of 1998 remain limited as well. With its dismal fiscal situation, the nation’s resources for any such efforts in the future are likely to be very limited and perhaps reduced. We
discuss these developments in the recent past and their implications for disconnected youth over the next several years.

RECENT TRENDS IN OUTCOMES AND THEIR CAUSES

We begin by reviewing trends in employment among less-educated youth over the past three decades and recent changes in these trends during the Great Recession. In table 3.1, we present full-time school enrollment and employment rates, as well as hourly wages, among less-educated youth (defined as those with only a high school diploma or less but including those currently enrolled in higher education), age sixteen to twenty-four, at three points in time: 1979, 2007, and 2010. Employment rates are calculated for all young people in the sample, as well as only for those not enrolled in school full-time. Since 1979 and 2007 were both peak years for the U.S. economic business cycle, comparing outcomes between those years enables us to infer secular trends in these outcomes over the past three decades, and since 2010 represented the trough of the recession (in terms of unemployment and other labor market effects), comparing outcomes for 2007 and 2010 allows us to gauge the effects of the Great Recession. All results appear separately by gender and race.¹

Several notable findings are reported in table 3.1 including some that are already known while others are not. The most striking finding is the dramatic rise between 1979 and 2007 in full-time school enrollment rates among youth, which nearly doubled for this group. Enrollment generally rose more among females than males and more among whites than minorities. Although the rise in enrollment rates is encouraging, other evidence indicates that rates of college attainment—the fraction of Americans who complete their courses of study and earn postsecondary degrees and credentials—have risen much less rapidly than enrollment (see, for example, Goldin and Katz 2008), especially among young people from lower-income backgrounds.

But, quite importantly, we also note that much of the increase in enrollment comes at the expense of employment—and much more so among less-educated young men than women. In other words, employment rates for young men who are not enrolled full-time in school—whom we might consider part of the potential youth labor force among the less-educated—have fallen quite sharply over time.² These employment declines among potential workers are quite pronounced among both young white men and young black men, though the declines for black men are larger in percentage terms (in other words, as a proportion of their employment rates in 1979, which started off much lower than those of whites). And if we adjust these numbers to include those who are or have been incarcerated,
## Table 3.1  Employment and Education Outcomes, by Race and Gender, Among Less-Educated Youth, 1979, 2007, and 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1979</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enrolled full-time</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>48.0%</td>
<td>50.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White male</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black male</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic male</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White female</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>55.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black female</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic female</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>45.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employed but not enrolled full-time</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White male</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black male</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic male</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White female</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black female</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic female</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neither employed nor enrolled full-time</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White male</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black male</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic male</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>20.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White female</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black female</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic female</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employed (of potential youth labor force)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White male</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>58.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black male</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic male</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White female</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black female</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic female</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table continues on p. 85.)
the downward trend for young black men would look considerably worse. We also note that trends in average hourly wages roughly parallel those of employment: real wages for young less-educated women have grown slightly over three decades, while real wages have fallen for young men, many of whom may have dropped out of the labor market as a result (Juhn 1992).

Finally, we note the apparent effects of the Great Recession, which seems to have led to modest rises in school enrollment for this population and very steep declines in employment, which, again, have been greatest among less-educated men. This recession has been not only severe but very persistent: as of early 2013, over five years after the recession began, the recovery observed so far in the labor market has been very modest, and virtually all economists expect that the recovery will proceed quite slowly over the next several years. This implies that young people are likely to be “scarred” by a loss of work experience over several years and a lack of upward mobility through different jobs (von Wachter 2010; Kahn 2010).

What other outcomes for young people vary by race and gender in ways that might reflect differences in the opportunities they face? In table 3.2, we present tabulations of a range of outcomes by race and gender for a national sample of young people in their early twenties. We include measures of academic achievement (for example, grade point average and test scores) and amount of schooling attained (dropping out of high school or

### Table 3.1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1979</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean hourly wage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>$10.80</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>$10.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White male</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>11.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black male</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic male</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>11.70</td>
<td>10.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White female</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black female</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>9.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic female</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Current Population Survey, Outgoing Rotation Groups (U.S. Census Bureau, 1979–2010).

Notes: The sample is restricted to ages sixteen to twenty-four. It excludes anyone who has earned a postsecondary educational degree. It also excludes those employed in agriculture or the military and those who are self-employed. Individuals with real hourly wages below $2 or above $5,000 are not included.
Table 3.2  Educational and Behavioral Outcomes of Youth, 2004 to 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Males</th>
<th></th>
<th>Females</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not enrolled in school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school dropout/GED</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>27.6%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolled in school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-year college</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried, has children</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ever incarcerated</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school grade point average</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASVAB</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Samples include respondents age twenty-two to twenty-four at the time of the interview. Enrollment is measured in the month of November. The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude test (ASVAB) score is measured as a percentile of the overall distribution of scores.
finishing a bachelor’s degree), as well as having children outside marriage and having ever been incarcerated.6

The results show continuing large gaps by race, and some by gender, along all of these dimensions. In general, women outperform men in academic achievement and attainment, while minorities continue to lag behind whites. Black women report the most children outside of marriage, while black men are most frequently incarcerated, as is widely known.7 Disturbingly, young black men do worse on virtually every outcome measure than any other race or gender group.

What might account for these ongoing gaps in employment and educational outcomes as well as other personal measures, and for the differential rates of progress that we see? Why have young women gained relative to men on most outcomes, even surpassing them in education, while less-educated young men, and especially black men, lag so far behind?

A full treatment of these issues clearly lies beyond the scope of this chapter. Gaps in educational achievement and attainment by gender and race (as well as family income) have been much discussed elsewhere (see, for example, Cornwell, Mustard, and Van Parys 2011; Jacob 2002; Magnuson and Waldfogel 2008), as have been the labor market gains of women relative to men in recent years (Blau and Kahn 1997) and racial patterns in unwed childbearing and incarceration (Western 2006; Wolfe and Wu 2001).

For our purposes, we limit ourselves to the following observations. First, there is little doubt that less-educated young men, and black men in particular, have been very negatively affected by changes in the economy that limit the demand for their labor. The structural changes that have reduced relative demand for less-skilled labor have mostly been induced by two forces: globalization, including rising imports of goods and services, offshoring of production activities, and immigration; and technological change, which is “skill-biased” (since it reduces employment more for less-educated than for more-educated workers). Together, these forces have almost certainly hurt less-educated men more than women, who seem to adapt better to many service-sector jobs, and they have hurt black men most of all, especially in the industrial Midwest as good-paying manufacturing jobs have disappeared (Bound and Freeman 1992; Bound and Holzer 1993).8 Institutional changes that reduce compensation for lower-wage jobs—such as declining rates of unionization and lower real levels of the minimum wage—have probably contributed to these problems, though economists continue to debate the extent to which market or institutional forces account for these trends (Autor, Katz, and Kearney 2008; Card and Dinardo 2007). And the recent recession has clearly hurt less-educated young men more than any other group, because it has reduced
the demand for their labor (especially in cyclical industries like construction and manufacturing) more than the demand for the labor of others.

Second, we believe that some youth—especially black youth—who are now “disconnected” from both school and the labor market have responded to what appears to them to be a decline in long-run employment opportunities by giving up on mainstream possibilities and institutions. This is especially true not only for those who have dropped out of school and the labor market but also for the very large numbers of those who have become incarcerated or noncustodial parents: one-third of all young black men become incarcerated by age thirty-five, and up to one-half father children outside marriage. We have described this process more fully in our earlier book (Edelman, Holzer, and Offner 2006).

Figure 3.1 depicts these changes in employment and education outcomes. The figure shows an adverse (or inward) shift in labor demand, of the type that has probably affected less-educated men because of the economic forces just described. This demand shift leads to a withdrawal
of labor force activity along a supply curve that is quite “elastic,” or responsive to perceived (negative) changes in rewards. In other words, as young men perceive diminishing rewards to their labor in the market, they have less incentive to participate in that market, and so they withdraw from it. To the extent that some less-educated young men also remain in the labor market but have trouble finding jobs at market wages (especially during recession periods), the result is high unemployment and low labor force participation.9

Along with this withdrawal from the legal or formal labor market, we also have seen the growing participation of young men in illegal activities. Almost certainly this withdrawal began for young black men during the 1970s and 1980s, when the relative rewards they faced for legal work were declining and the perceived rewards for illegal work were growing (Freeman 1992). Since that time, crime has fallen markedly but incarceration has risen very dramatically, especially among less-educated African American men. Besides the many pernicious effects of incarceration on low-income individuals, their families, and their communities (see, for example, Alexander 2010; Western 2006), very large numbers of young men are now “marked” with criminal records that further reduce the willingness of employers to hire them (Holzer 2009; Pager 2007). In addition, some aspects of the child support system (such as the large fractions who are in arrears on payments and therefore face very stiff penalties on legal earnings) further discourage the legal or reported work effort of these young men (Holzer, Offner, and Sorensen 2005).

Of course, some have argued that it is not so much economic realities as behavioral or cultural factors that explain these shifts.10 In our view, these explanations are not mutually exclusive; if anything, we believe that broader behavioral or cultural patterns are largely responses to declines in perceived opportunities (see Wilson 2009). Others might object that the labor market imperatives to improve one’s educational attainment are clearly stronger now than before and should therefore have led to improved outcomes; these incentives alone are not enough, however, to lead to major improvements in educational outcomes among disadvantaged youth absent a broader set of changes to help them overcome the barriers to success that develop early in life and last throughout their childhood and teen years (Duncan and Murnane 2011).

To address these issues we lay out a set of policy alternatives in the next section. The first set focuses on the labor supply of disadvantaged young people and attempts to encourage better educational and employment outcomes for them through improvements in their skills and work experiences so that they can more effectively respond to long-term changes on the demand side of the labor market. In this category, we
also advocate for improving the pecuniary incentives for youth to take low-wage jobs and reducing the barriers and disincentives that tend to discourage work among ex-offenders and noncustodial parents. But given the major changes that have occurred in labor demand—especially during the recent downturn—we explore a set of demand-side policies as well.

POLICY PROPOSALS FOR DISADVANTAGED YOUTH

Improving the Skills and Work Incentives of Youth

There seems to be little doubt that disadvantaged and disconnected young people need higher levels of education and skills to better meet the demand for labor in jobs that still pay well in the United States.

We remain concerned about the decline of good-paying jobs in the U.S. economy. But contrary to recent claims that the middle of the labor market is collapsing, we believe that the longer-term demand for labor will remain fairly substantial in the United States at the “middle-skill” level, which we define as the set of jobs requiring more than a high school diploma but less than a full BA degree (Holzer 2010; Holzer and Lerman 2007). The retirements of baby boomers over the next few decades and the need for replacements will enhance such demand. More broadly, Harry Holzer and his colleagues (2011) show that the labor market has continued to produce good-paying jobs over time, but that the nature of those jobs is changing rapidly—with many fewer in manufacturing and more in a range of sectors (including construction, health care, professional or management services, and even retail trade) that require a broader skill set than before.

Moreover, the labor market returns to a range of certificates and associate’s degrees are quite strong, especially in particular fields (Carnevale, Smith, and Strohl 2010; Jacobson and Mokher 2009). The secular employment prospects of poor and minority youth will brighten if more of them graduate from high school and can complete at least some kind of post-secondary certification, however remote this possibility seems while the recent downturn keeps labor markets depressed. Even for young minority men with weak academic outcomes (relative to whites and females in their own racial or ethnic group), middle-skill jobs in certain sectors or occupations—like construction, health technician work, or installation and repair of mechanical systems—hold particular promise.

A great deal has been written elsewhere on the “achievement gaps” that develop early in childhood between poor youth and others and on the need for reforms in the K-8 years. Here we focus instead on the years during which youth become disconnected from school and fail to connect to the labor market: the high school years and beyond. We therefore consider a set of policies designed to: (1) prevent disconnection and dropout
among at-risk youth who are still in school and improve their pathways to postsecondary education and work; and (2) encourage those who have already dropped out to reconnect to school or the labor market.

What works to achieve these goals for young people most cost-effectively? While the overall evaluation evidence on employment and training programs has been mixed at best, we also believe that programs and curricula that offer a combination of skill development and paid work experience have often shown the strongest results at improving employment outcomes for these youth (Heinrich and Holzer 2011). If the best of these approaches could be replicated and brought to sufficient scale, in combination with other policies identified later in this chapter, we think that the impacts on disadvantaged youth in America could be positive and sizable. For in-school youth, perhaps the strongest evidence on effective combinations of education and work experience for youth appears in the recent random assignment evaluation of career academies (Kemple 2008). These programs often enroll a few hundred students within larger and more comprehensive high schools; they take general academic courses but also receive occupational training specific to a sector of the economy (such as health care, information technology, or financial services) along with work experience in the summer or during the school year.

The evaluation evidence on career academies shows that the subsequent earnings of at-risk young men were nearly 20 percent higher than earnings for those in the control group as many as eight years after entering the program. Indeed, impacts for at-risk young men were significantly larger than those for young women. More broadly, high-quality career and technical education (CTE) offers the promise of higher graduation rates and better labor market performance among youth (Hoffman 2011; Symonds et al. 2011), especially if we can build a range of “pathways” to good careers that combine strong academic preparation, applied technical instruction, and work experience for all students in secondary and post-secondary schools around the country.

For these programs to achieve their goals, they must not be perceived as “tracking” low-income or minority youth away from postsecondary education. The career academies succeeded in avoiding such tracking: those who attended the academies later enrolled in postsecondary education at the same rates as those in the control group. The goal is thus for high-quality CTE to expand career possibilities, not to deter young people from higher education. And career academies fit the model of “small schools of choice,” which have generated much improved high school graduation rates recently in New York City (Bloom, Thompson, and Unterman 2010).13

For youth who are out of school, the sectoral training program Year Up offers similar evidence that skill development and paid work experience
can improve youth outcomes (Roder and Elliott 2011). Geared for recent high school graduates who have not yet gone on to postsecondary education, Year Up provides several months of training for work, mostly in the information technology and business management fields. It requires its enrollees to have a high school diploma or General Educational Development (GED) degree before joining the program, so those who have dropped out would have to at least clear that hurdle.

Among programs that seek to help young dropouts attain a high school diploma, the National Guard ChalleNGe program, a residential program based on a strict military model, stands out. In an evaluation using randomized controlled trials (RCTs), about 72 percent of participants earned a high school diploma or GED within three years of program entry, compared to 56 percent among controls (Millenky et al. 2011). The various programs in New York’s Office of Multiple Pathways to Graduation (OMPG) offer longer-term and quite intensive remediation for youth with more serious skill deficiencies in a variety of nontraditional settings, while the Gateway to College program, which is now in thirty colleges in sixteen states, offers a quicker route to community college for those who have dropped out but have decent basic skills. The OMPG programs and Gateway to College remain to be evaluated, but look promising to date.

Out-of-school youth can also benefit from training and paid work experience in a residential setting. For instance, the latest evaluation of the Job Corps (Schochet, Burghardt, and McConnell 2008) shows some evidence of fadeout of early gains, but the program remains cost-effective for older youth (those age twenty to twenty-four). Among nonresidential programs, YouthBuild provides training and construction experience for youth who work at rehabilitating low-income housing projects; it has not yet generated rigorous evaluation evidence (though an RCT evaluation is under way), but it has led to substantially higher earnings for thousands of out-of-school youth nationwide relative to the earnings of young people from similar backgrounds and demographics who were not enrolled. These programs are based on the view, widely held among practitioners, that paid work motivates young people to remain in programs and also generates opportunities for “contextual learning” that are not often available in the classroom.

For those who enter postsecondary education, our primary challenge is to reduce the enormous rates of noncompletion that prevail today, especially among the disadvantaged (Haskins, Holzer, and Lerman 2009). Many initiatives have been funded by the Gates Foundation and others—such as Achieving the Dream and Breaking Through—at community colleges around the country; these initiatives fund the provision of a range of supportive services and new curricula design, as well as efforts to improve
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links to the workforce by making courses of study more responsive to local labor market trends. Evidence of gains from these efforts is modest to date, though much more evaluation work remains to be done.

Still, some evidence exists that the kinds of supports provided in the Opening Doors demonstration can improve community college performance and persistence (Richburg-Hayes 2009); these supports include the formation of small “learning communities” among student peer groups, additional financial aid (above and beyond Pell grants) tied to academic performance (such as maintaining a minimum grade point average), and certain kinds of mandatory counseling for students with weak performance. In addition, some recent evidence suggests that remedial education at community colleges can be improved by integrating the remediation into substantive education or training classes rather than keeping it on a separate track, from which so many students drop out before they even enter their primary course of study. Specifically, the Integrating Basic Education and Skill Training (I-BEST) program in Washington State has generated some evidence of higher rates of credit attainment and course completion in a recent non-experimental study (Jenkins, Zeidenberg, and Kienzl 2009).

Finally, we believe it is important to develop more systematic and comprehensive approaches for youth, rather than rely on a series of isolated and fragmented programs, so that fewer of them fail. Some evidence that such approaches raise the enrollment and employment rates of disadvantaged youth can be found in an evaluation of the Youth Opportunities program, which funded thirty-six comprehensive youth systems in low-income neighborhoods at the end of the Clinton administration (Decision Information Resources 2008). Among the most promising examples of a similar effort at the level of a large city is the Philadelphia Youth Network, which brings programs for in-school and out-of-school youth together into a single system.16 It is critical that we make such systemic efforts, rather than continue with “siloed” programs, if we want to achieve widespread impacts at scale for disconnected young people.

IMPROVING WORK INCENTIVES: EXPANDING THE EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT FOR CHILDLESS ADULTS

For those young people whose skills will remain limited and who will therefore face only the prospect of fairly low-wage employment, it would be helpful to supplement their meager wages with tax credits—in the hope of improving their earnings and also giving them incentives to work more. Indeed, as long as their labor supply is elastic, higher net wages should generate higher work effort.17 The national experience with the
EITC over the past few decades has demonstrated the potential of “make work pay” programs to raise employment levels while improving earnings and income among the poor (Meyer and Rosenbaum 2001; Scholz 2007).

The EITC provides a refundable tax credit for workers with low family incomes—in other words, even those with little or no federal tax liability receive a tax credit anyway. It is most generous for low-income single mothers with two or more children, providing a credit of roughly 40 percent for each dollar of earned income up to a maximum of about $13,000. The credit is constant over the next $4,000 of income and then is gradually phased out at a rate of about 20 percent per dollar of income over $17,000. But while the EITC currently is very generous to custodial parents of children, who are usually single mothers, it provides only very meager benefits to childless adults and especially noncustodial parents, who are often fathers. For this group, maximum benefits are only $475 per year.

Accordingly, we have developed proposals to expand the EITC for childless adults (Edelman et al. 2006; Edelman et al. 2009). Subsidy rates, at 15 or 20 percent, would be well below the roughly 40 percent now available to low-income parents with custody of their children, but much more generous than they are today for childless adults. Special provisions would be needed to avoid large “marriage penalties” among pairs of workers who are individually eligible for the EITC but whose combined incomes would reduce or eliminate such eligibility; efforts would also need to be made for noncustodial fathers to receive payments, even those in arrears on their current support orders.

More broadly, efforts to “make work pay” could have substantial positive effects not only on parents but on poor children as well. The best evidence of these potential positive effects can be found in the New Hope pilot program in Milwaukee, which provided a set of wage supplements and guaranteed benefits for those who accepted low-wage jobs, as well as public-service jobs for those who could not find a job in the private sector. The program significantly improved employment outcomes among adult participants during the period of the program and even for a few years afterwards, while also generating improved schooling and behavior outcomes among their children (Duncan, Huston, and Weisner 2007). Efforts to scale up this program and to test the replicability of its positive effects deserve support.

IMPROVING INCENTIVES AND REDUCING BARRIERS FOR EX-OFFENDERS AND NONCUSTODIAL PARENTS

Given the very large numbers of disconnected young (and especially African American) men who have criminal records and/or child support orders, it is also critical that efforts be made to reduce their barriers to
employment and improve their incentives to accept and remain at low-wage jobs.

The best thing we can do in this regard would be to incarcerate fewer young men to start with, especially for nonviolent drug offenses. Recent efforts to incarcerate fewer young people have been centered on various alternatives to prison, such as drug courts, “smart” probation, community corrections, and a range of efforts commonly referred to as “justice reinvestment” and “restorative justice” (Office of National Drug Control Policy 2013). Reducing the number of parolees who recidivate owing to technical parole violations would help as well (Western 2008).

We should also limit the barriers to legitimate work associated with having a criminal record. States could be encouraged to review their laws that limit job opportunities for felons, to make efforts to define and limit employer discrimination against felons, and to expunge records after several years in which no re-offense has been committed. Several states, including New York, have made substantial progress to date in adopting such low-cost policies that can do much to raise employment for this population (Legal Action Center 2009).

Programmatic efforts to raise employment among ex-offenders have a mixed record to date. Early evidence on “transitional jobs” programs from the Center for Employment Opportunity (CEO) in New York was quite positive in terms of reducing recidivism, but little impact on post-program employment was observed (Redcross et al. 2009). And more recent evidence on the impacts of a range of other transitional jobs programs has been even weaker (Bloom et al. 2010). Still, efforts to provide paid work experience to those behind bars before their release and/or to provide them with education and job training might still have some payoff and need more exploration (Holzer 2009; Mead 2011). Also showing promise are efforts to manage or even forgive portions of arrears for those keeping up with their current payments and to provide a range of employment services for those who need them plus EITC eligibility (Sorensen 2011).

BUT WHAT ABOUT LABOR DEMAND?

All of these proposals focus almost exclusively on the supply side of the labor market—that is, on the youth themselves—while paying scant attention to developments on the demand side of the market. Given the severity of labor demand constraints on youth in the wake of the Great Recession, policies to generate more demand for their labor must be part of any youth policy agenda.

What kinds of demand-side policies make the most sense? We can distinguish between two categories of policy: efforts to stimulate job creation
for youth in the short term, while the effects of the Great Recession remain pronounced; and efforts to improve the quantity or quality of the jobs available to disadvantaged youth in the longer term.

Efforts to stimulate demand in the short term could include various kinds of subsidized private or public employment and grants for building schools and infrastructure and preserving state and local public jobs, as well as tax credits for private-sector employers who hire more workers. Indeed, the American Jobs Act proposed by the Obama administration in 2011 contained most of these ideas in various forms, but given the political polarization and deadlock that have characterized the federal government in the past few years, virtually none have been implemented as of mid-2013, and it seems unlikely that they will be implemented anytime soon.

The recent success of the Emergency Contingency Fund under the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program, which created about 250,000 jobs in the public and private sectors for the disadvantaged within a short time frame (Lower-Basch 2011), illustrates the potential of subsidized employment. More generally, public-service employment programs that are carefully designed and well targeted toward those in need can not only raise employment rates in the short term but generate valued services for communities as well (Ellwood and Welty 2000; Johnson 2010).

Ideal, but hardly practicable in the current fiscal and political climate, would be a large-scale initiative (building on AmeriCorps and other efforts ranging back to the New Deal) to engage young people in transitional employment in community and national service, with particular emphasis on youth who are disconnected or at risk of becoming disconnected. They could be engaged in work on infrastructure, caregiving, conservation projects, and numerous other possibilities. The work could be combined with education and training so that participants would emerge far more prepared for successful transitions to either work or additional education.

The case for building schools and infrastructure in particular is strong; such work would contribute to a quicker recovery of employment in the construction sector while making much-needed improvements to capital that has been deteriorating. Although of the many trained construction workers who are now unemployed would be the most obvious workers to benefit, opportunities to develop apprenticeships for disadvantaged youth would also be available. More broadly, publicly funded apprenticeships, work-study programs, and other forms of on-the-job training are good ways to combine short-term work experience with longer-term skill and credential improvements that increase the earnings capacities of the disadvantaged over time.

Tax credits to private employers who create more jobs could also benefit youth to a large extent. The best design for such credits would be a
temporary and generous “marginal” credit for employers whose payrolls rise by more than some base rate (Bartik 2010). More targeted credits for the hiring of youth or other disadvantaged groups would be aimed not at expanding overall employment but at shifting it toward these disadvantaged groups; recent evidence on the effectiveness of the Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) for several disadvantaged groups has been less promising (Hamersma 2011).  

And how might we encourage the private sector to improve the quality of jobs available to disadvantaged youth over the longer term? Historically, federal and state minimum wage statutes have been the most obvious tool for doing so. We continue to support periodic increases in the federal statutory minimum over time, though not so much and so quickly as to deter job creation by employers (especially in our currently weak labor markets).  

Similarly, collective bargaining has been an important tool for raising job quality over time, but it has generally been less prevalent in the service sector, where most disadvantaged youth ultimately gain employment, than in more traditional industrial sectors. Some recent successes of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) at unionizing hotel workers and others in the low-wage sector are a hopeful sign, but private-sector unionization rates more broadly continue to decline and are now very low (about 6 percent nationally). Organizing sectors that are youth-intensive would be particularly challenging, given their very high turnover rates and lower commitments to the labor force. And the need for unionized jobs to survive in more competitive product and labor markets remains a challenge for them as well (Hirsch 2008).  

But better jobs for young people may result from encouraging employers—through technical assistance and tax credits—to build high-performance work systems with greater promotion possibilities for their workers. Some promising recent examples of employers being assisted in upgrading the quality and content of their jobs while remaining, or even becoming, more competitive appear in Osterman and Shulman (2011). These approaches certainly merit further exploration and experimentation, along with greater public support.

**YOUTH POLICY SINCE 2008**

Our focus in this chapter has been on improving education and employment outcomes among disadvantaged youth. Youth policy also includes areas like Americorps and other community service opportunities, juvenile and criminal justice, aging out of foster care, teen pregnancy, runaway and homeless youth, sexual trafficking, and more. So our subject is less than
the totality of youth policy, but education and employment outcomes are significantly related to everything else.

The story of youth policy since President Obama took office is mixed—in part because the new administration has offered fewer proposals than expected, and in part because of the remarkable partisan hostility that has been even more pronounced than anticipated.

In 2008–2009, we developed some policy proposals that included many of the ideas described in this chapter (Edelman et al. 2009). In the broadest sense, our hope was that there would be a new partnership for disadvantaged youth that cut across all relevant federal agencies, but especially the U.S. Department of Education and the U.S. Department of Labor. The salient characteristic of this partnership, as we have argued here, would have been bringing the worlds of education and employment closer together for those young people who would benefit from such a connection. The continuum would begin in high school and continue through adolescence into young adulthood and stable attachment to the labor market.

For the school- and community college–based portion of the continuum, our idea was that the Department of Education would play the lead role, in part because its fiscal capacity dwarfs the resources commanded by the Department of Labor, which we envisioned as using its funds to play a role in organizing and promoting the employer side of the partnership. And we saw the Labor Department playing the larger role in serving those young people who were both out of school and not employed, to get them back into some kind of setting with educational content as well as preparation for work. Overall, our proposals would have provided significant new resources to this issue, with an emphasis on replicating and scaling the best recent models of both programs and systems for youth and with the full set of complementary policies described here.

The partnership and policy as we envisioned it did not develop. Bits and pieces of the needed policies happened in the Department of Education—through Race to the Top, the community college initiative that fell short of full fruition, and, very modestly, through the Promise Neighborhoods program. And some of these policies were put in place at the Department of Labor through its innovation funds and other competitive grants, though changes in youth policy more broadly have been caught up in the snail’s pace of reauthorization of the Workforce Investment Act.

Finally, we note again that a range of efforts could have been undertaken to raise job creation rates in the aftermath of the Great Recession and to target them toward disadvantaged youth. But political polarization and paralysis at the federal level, as well as the dismal fiscal situations in which states and localities have found themselves, have prevented the
implementation of these kinds of proposals, thus prolonging the effects of the recession and worsening the “scarring” encountered by some disadvantaged young people (and others more broadly). While the federal paralysis continues, perhaps such policies could be implemented in the more pragmatic political atmospheres of some states. If state fiscal environments continue to improve as the economic recovery proceeds, there is a greater likelihood that some states will make this effort. This would give us the opportunity to learn more about what works and what does not, so that any ultimate action by the federal government would be even better informed by recent experience.

Beyond steps that can practicably be taken at all levels of government and in the private sector, we need as a nation and in communities across the country to tackle the structural and other problems that block full inclusion in our economy and our society for far too many young people. Issues of race and poverty still matter in fundamental ways. Making our public schools perform at a level of excellence for every child is a challenge that underlies everything we have discussed. Ending the disproportionate and destructive impact of our law enforcement system on young people of color is vital. Ensuring truly equal opportunity in the labor market is an objective still to be fulfilled. Communities across the country need to harness all of the relevant actors to create school-to-work pathways and systems that deliver in the inner city as well as they do in the wealthiest suburb.

As we continue to lose too large a portion of each cohort of young people as they come along, especially young people of color, we know more about what to do than about how to put our knowledge to work. We have to do more.

NOTES

1. These computations are drawn from the outgoing rotation groups of the Current Population Survey (CPS-ORG). We thank Marek Hlavac for generating this table for us.

2. Though part of this decline might represent the fact that the average skill levels of those who remain non-enrolled are likely to fall as enrollment rates rise, this does not appear to explain the overall trend (Holzer and Offner 2006).

3. Employment rates for less-educated young men calculated using the standard definitions of labor force participation and overall enrollment show greater declines since 1979 among blacks than whites (Holzer and Offner 2006). Furthermore, the incarcerated are generally not included in measures of the “non-institutional population” that are calculated from CPS data, and low-income men tend to be undercounted more generally even when not
incarcerated. If the incarcerated were added to our population measures but
not to employment counts, our estimated employment rates for the popula-
tion would be lower for all groups of men, but especially for less-educated
black men, who have the highest incarceration rates in the United States (as
well as the worst population undercounts); their employment declines over
time would also be more severe than what we observe. Unfortunately, we do
not have access to group-specific incarceration rates (or undercount rates)
that would enable us to correct these measures.

4. While the nation’s unemployment rate dropped by about two percentage
points (from just over 10 percent to below 8 percent) between 2010 and 2012,
most of this drop was caused by falling labor force participation rather than
rising employment rates. Employment rates among youth have only barely
improved in this time period. We have also seen a dramatic reduction in vol-
tuntary employment changes (quits) in this recession, which usually enable
young workers to increase their wages and salaries by moving into better jobs
eyearly in their careers.

5. These tabulations are based on young people age twenty-two to twenty-four
in the 1997 cohort of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY97).
See Hill, Holzer, and Chen (2009) for a fuller description and analysis.

6. Most of these results are based on self-reports of respondents except for
incarceration, which is often determined from whether or not the individ-
ual was incarcerated at the time of the interview. Self-reports on incarcer-
ation between interviews or having children outside marriage might still be
downward-biased.

7. Since many fewer men than women report having children outside marriage,
the differences might reflect the effects of custody on these self-reports or
indicate that fathers tend to be older and outside the relevant age group.

8. Before the current decade, most economists believed that technological change
was a more powerful force than globalization in raising inequality. This view
has changed somewhat since 2000, given the rising imports of manufactured
goods from China as well as the growth of offshoring of production jobs more
broadly (Hanson 2012; Haskel et al. 2012). Economists have also debated the
extent to which immigration reduces the employment or earnings of native-
born workers (Borjas 2003; Card 2005). The general consensus is that these
impacts are mostly quite modest, but somewhat more negative for high school
dropouts and for the least-skilled workers more generally (Holzer 2011).

9. If wages were downwardly “rigid” when labor demand shifts in figure 3.1, then
we could observe involuntary unemployment. As drawn, the figure merely
shows lower employment and labor force activity at the second “equilibrium”
point in the labor market after demand has shifted away from these workers.

10. See, for example, Mead (2011): see also Orland Patterson, “A Poverty of the
11. For instance, David Autor (2010) usually defines middle-skill jobs—many of them good-paying production and clerical jobs for high school graduates—as those whose average occupational wages as of 1980 were in the middle of the wage spectrum. Though jobs in these particular categories have shrunken dramatically in number, other categories of jobs for technicians and moderately skilled employees in many sectors have grown over time in ways that are not well captured by these data. Although these middle-skill job categories shrank significantly during the Great Recession, especially in construction and manufacturing, we believe that at least a significant portion of these jobs will return when the labor market recovers.

12. Using longitudinal micro data on both employers and workers from the Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics (LEHD) data at the Census Bureau, Holzer and his colleagues (2011) were able to measure both worker and firm quality over time and how workers of different skills are matched to jobs of different quality in various years.

13. For a review of efforts to reduce high school dropout rates or to recover dropouts, see Tyler and Lofstrom (2010).

14. Sheila Maguire and her colleagues (2010) report very strong evidence on the success of sectoral training programs for working poor adults, though youth participated in these programs to some extent as well. These researchers found that earnings were about $4,000 higher for a randomly assigned participant group than for controls, up to twenty-four months after the training began. Ann Roder and Mark Elliott’s (2011) estimated impacts for Year Up, based on randomized control trials, were similar in magnitude.

15. Unfortunately, the residential component of the program also makes it quite expensive, with annual costs of approximately $20,000 per participant.

16. For descriptions of citywide efforts to help youth in several major cities in the United States, see Martin and Halperin (2006).

17. Evidence on the positive labor supply elasticities of the disadvantaged is summarized in Katz (1998).

18. Maximum dollar amounts of the credit were just over $5,200 for families with two children and just over $5,800 for those with three or more in 2012.

19. This maximum represents a tax credit of 7.6 percent on earned income up to $6,250 per year.

20. See Edelman et al. (2009) for discussions of both sets of issues. The marriage penalty could be lessened by counting only half of the lower earner’s income when calculating total income for purposes of eligibility. NCPs who are currently paying support and whose previous child support debts (or “arrears”) are being “managed” (as discussed later in the chapter) would be eligible to keep their EITC payments.

21. For instance, arrest rates among CEO participants in the second year following program entry were about five percentage points lower (23 versus 0 +
28 percent) than among control group members. The fact that employment effects faded more quickly than recidivism effects suggests that the transitional jobs and other services did not transmit lasting improvements in workplace skills that were valued by the labor market, but these jobs and services may have influenced personal motivation or social networks in ways that improved behavioral outcomes.

22. The state of New York was one of the first to make noncustodial fathers paying child support eligible for the EITC. But take-up rates have been very low, owing to the fact that those in arrears will have any such additional payments garnished. The need to combine EITC eligibility with arrears management and default orders adjustment is clearly illustrated in the New York experience.

23. The WOTC, which replaced the earlier Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC), provides tax credits for up to a year for the hiring of workers from a range of specific disadvantaged populations, such as ex-offenders and long-term welfare recipients. But take-up rates are generally low, as employers seem to be either unaware or uninterested in the credits, apparently preferring to pay more for employees whom they expect to perform well on their jobs. These credits can also create windfalls for employers who simply hire the same workers with or without the credits. Hamersma (2011) shows that impacts on the employment of current and former welfare recipients while the credit is in effect are very modest and that they disappear once individual eligibility for the credits expire.

24. For some recent evidence on the extent to which minimum wage increases might reduce employment among the young, see Neumark and Wascher (2009). A more sanguine view, arguing that the evidence of falling employment in response to minimum wage increases is quite thin, appears in earlier work by Card and Krueger (1997).

25. If anything, even the modest reductions in employment that might be generated if union wage increases were not offset by productivity increases might hurt youth the most, as they are the most marginal workers in any setting.

26. These include many sectoral training programs, such as those run by Local 1199c in health care and Project Quest in San Antonio, where intermediaries help employers build career ladders and pathways and invest more in training frontline workers for better jobs on these pathways.
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Chapter 4  |  Mending the Fissured Workplace

David Weil

During much of the twentieth century, the critical employment relationship was between large businesses and workers, but that is no longer the case. Large businesses with national and international reputations operating at the top of their industries continue to focus on delivering value to their customers and investors. However, they no longer directly employ legions of workers to make products or deliver service. Like a rock that has developed a fissure that deepens and spreads with time, the workplace over the last three decades has broken apart as employment has been shed by lead businesses and transferred to a complicated network of smaller business units.

In the fissured workplace, employment is no longer a clear relationship between a well-defined employer and its employees. The basic terms of employment—hiring, evaluation, pay, supervision, training, coordination—are now distributed across multiple organizations, and responsibility for working conditions has become blurred. Fissuring has also had serious impacts on the bedrocks that workers depend on from employment: the share of the economic pie available to them and their families; their exposure to health and safety and other risks each day at work; and employer compliance with the most basic labor standards set out by law.

The fissured workplace has spread across sectors and organizational forms. Several examples are indicative of the scope of change. In 1960 most hotel employees worked for the brand whose name appeared over the hotel entrance. Today more than 80 percent of hotel staff are employed by owners and supervised by separate management companies that bear no relation to the hotel brand name of the property where they work. Twenty years ago, workers in the distribution center of a major manufacturer like Hershey’s or a retailer like Walmart would be hired, supervised, evaluated,
and paid by that company. Today many workers receive a paycheck from a labor supplier and are managed by the personnel of a large logistics company, but follow the detailed operating standards of the nationally known retailer or consumer brand serviced by the facility. And whereas IBM in its ascendancy directly employed workers to produce its computers, from designers and engineers to the people on the factory floor, Apple, now our economy’s most highly valued company, directly employs only 63,000 of the more than 750,000 workers globally responsible for designing, selling, manufacturing, and assembling its products.

Many of the industries we associate with low wages, precarious employment, high rates of violation of basic labor standards, and dangerous working conditions are also the industries in which fissuring is most advanced. These include eating and drinking businesses, janitorial services, many sectors of manufacturing, residential construction, and services. But fissuring also has spread to industries in retailing, the telecommunications and IT sectors, hospitals, and business services. In fact, employment fissuring represents an organizational format that has spread across many sectors of the economy and assumes many different forms.

Fissured employment has three fundamental impacts on society. First, moving employment from lead employers to other businesses providing services for them has repercussions for how wages are set and economic surplus is shared. Gains once shared between lead businesses and their workforce have shifted increasingly to investors and in some cases consumers. Wage stagnation and the worsening nature of work for many can be seen as a consequence of this change.

Second, shifting employment outward necessitates changes in how work is coordinated. Problems arise when there are many hands in a kitchen and inadequate oversight. So too in the workplace. As fissured employment blurs lines of responsibility and liability (intentionally so in some cases), oversight of important activities like health and safety may fall through the cracks. In the worst cases, breakdowns in lines of responsibility lead to workplace fatalities, as seen in petrochemicals, coal mining, cell towers, and manufacturing.

Finally, fissuring’s third impact on society has been to undermine compliance with labor standards. Fissuring creates “orbits” of subsidiary businesses revolving around a central lead company. Competition is intense in each orbit—and often becomes more so the further out the orbit is from the lead business. Since competition is often price-based, the pressure to reduce costs becomes intense, leading these subsidiary businesses to lower wages, allow more precarious employment conditions, and, in many cases, subvert or even violate workplace laws and labor standards.
The fissured workplace compels us to rethink our basic definitions of employment. An economy in which much employment has been shifted outside of the boundaries poses grave questions about the efficacy of the traditional approach to workplace regulation. The problems are magnified for low-wage and vulnerable workers working at the “outer orbits” of fissured employment structures.

This chapter begins with a discussion of the elements of employment fissuring and the “recipe” that underlies it. It then examines the limitations of current law with respect to fissured employment, as well as the inherent problems of traditional approaches to enforcement. The central part of the chapter discusses a number of initiatives undertaken by the Obama administration that suggest ways in which new enforcement methods might persuade lead business organizations to rethink their decisions that lead to the fissured workplace, including a focus on the top of a fissured structure and an end to forms of the fissured workplace that are expressly designed to avoid basic employer obligations.

THE FISSURED “RECIPE”

Fissured employment represents the intersection of three business strategies—a focus on revenues, a focus on costs, and the “glue” that makes the overall strategy operate effectively. These areas of focus arise not from employment per se, but from the demands by capital markets that leading companies focus on the “core competencies” that produce value to investors and consumers by building brands, creating innovative products and services, capitalizing on true economies of scale and scope, or coordinating complex supply chains. But focusing on core competencies has also led to shifting out activities once considered central to operations to other organizations in order to convert employer-employee relationships into arm’s-length market transactions. Fissuring wed these potentially contradictory activities together through the “glue” of creating, monitoring, and enforcing standards on product and service delivery made available through new information and communication technologies and enabled by organizational models like franchising, labor brokers, and third-party management.

The first element of fissuring, the broad movement urging companies to focus on core competencies, began in the late 1970s, when investors, lenders, and general capital market pressures increasingly compelled the senior management of leading companies to focus attention on those activities that added the greatest value (such as product design, product innovation, cost or quality efficiencies, and other unique strengths) while farming out work to other organizations not central to their core mission. This strategy led
companies to focus their key strategies and their workforces on developing brands and strong customer identification with their goods or services, building the capacity to introduce new products or designs, and creating true economies of scale or scope in production and operation. Activities outside of this core were shifted away.3

The second element of fissuring, the focus on costs, leads companies to respond to the drive to develop core competencies by breaking apart the elements of producing a good or providing a service and shifting to other parties those elements that are not central to its profit model. Even in the 1930s, the Ford Motor Company, a pioneer in the vertical integration of production, realized the limits of integration: the automaker discovered, for instance, that it did not benefit from trying to supply its own steel or leather (Chandler 1977; Williamson 1985). It could shift that work to others and use the market to acquire those inputs. The evolving auto industry has pushed that concept further and further as major producers have shifted off more and more production to other suppliers. But assessments of the proper boundaries of a firm have not been limited to manufacturing.

For a variety of reasons, the large employers that dominated the economy and labor market of the last century required unified personnel and pay policies and internal labor markets: to take advantage of administrative efficiencies; to create consistency in corporate policies; and to reduce exposure to violations of laws. In large firms employing everyone from engineers and clerical employees to line workers and janitors, unified human resource policies reduced potential friction among the diverse workforce by creating standard wages and benefits within jobs as well as across different jobs. This had the effect of raising wages at the lower end of the wage distribution (such as for janitors in an automobile factory) and, as a result, the average wages of large employers relative to smaller employers. Fissuring the provision of service to other firms has had the impact of allowing lead companies to lower their costs, since externalizing activities to other firms (particularly those operating in more competitive markets) eliminates the need to pay the higher wages and benefits typically provided by large enterprises, as well as the need to establish consistency in human resource policies, which are no longer uniformly relevant inside the firm.4

Clearly, there is a tension between the first two elements of fissured strategies: by shifting the provision of services to other businesses, companies that have created brands may jeopardize them if quality standards are not adhered to closely. Similarly, coordination economies do not persist if the suppliers that a firm depends on fail to live up to them or to provide the services required in a timely manner. The third element of a fissured strategy is therefore developing clear, explicit, and detailed
standards that provide the blueprint for the enterprises at lower levels to follow. But detailed standards are not enough: the lead organization must also create contracts or develop organizational structures that allow it to monitor the affiliated companies and impose real costs if they fail to abide by them.

It is not coincidental, then, that the growth of fissuring has been accompanied by the creation of many different forms of standard setting and monitoring, from the promulgation of bar codes, electronic standards, GPS, and other methods of tracking products through supply chains and the monitoring of the provision of services to customers (Baker and Hubbard 2003). At the same time, organizational forms that were once restricted to a few industries like fast food, such as franchising, have become omnipresent, spanning sectors from janitorial and landscaping services to home health care (see generally Blair and Lafontaine 2005).

Taken together, these elements of fissuring have created a model for industries—and for an overall economy—that is wired differently from the model it has gradually replaced. Large corporations, where value creation, market power, and notably employment were concentrated, dominated the economic system for much of the twentieth century. The fissured economy still is powerfully affected by the large corporation, with this concentration of value creation and economic power. But employment now has been split off; shifted to a range of secondary players that function in more competitive markets, and separated from the locus of value creation.

WORKPLACE LAWS AND DEFINITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT

Although the modern employment relationship bears little resemblance to the relationship assumed in the core U.S. workplace regulations, there are some desirable aspects of the fissured world—consumers benefit, for instance, when companies try to market goods and services that conform to their tastes—as well as productivity gains when firms focus on core competencies.5

Franchise manuals, performance contracts, delivery standards and systems, and monitoring arrangements directly affect the day-to-day and often hour-by-hour operation of lower-level businesses, thereby influencing the tasks, pacing, and outcomes of work. The prices paid by lead companies to lower-level businesses, whether in the form of service contracts, franchise agreements, or pay packages for subcontractors, correspondingly determine the operating margins of those entities providing services. Yet despite the resulting influence wielded by lead companies, they regularly profess a lack of knowledge about the work conditions that result and often absent
themselves from some coordination functions that might compromise their arm’s-length status.

Thus arises a fundamental question framing workplace policies. Current public policies, premised on simple employer-employee models, implicitly bundle operational control with responsibility, but fissuring splits that bundle apart, allowing lead companies to set the terms of a wide range of workplace practices yet eschew responsibility for their consequences, which are left on the shoulders of the lower-level businesses operating under more demanding conditions. Given the social consequences of these arrangements, should lead companies be allowed to have it both ways?

Turning back the clock to an earlier time, in the hope that lead employers will reemploy the large and varied workforce of previous times, is not only unlikely to happen but in some respects would be undesirable. Instead, public policies should attempt to influence the internal balancing carried on by lead companies when they create fissured relationships in their organizations. To see how this could be done, we start by briefly reviewing how workplace laws currently treat employment. This review will bring into sharper relief the outlines of a more fruitful policy to change the dynamics that bring on many of the problems of the low-wage workplace.

Who’s in Charge? Defining Employers in the Fissured Workplace

Workplace laws and the court opinions interpreting them generally start with the definitions of employers and employees arising from the common law. The common law bases its views of employment relationships on whether there is a master-servant relationship between the parties, where the master (or principal) employs the servant (acting as the master’s agent) to undertake some action for its benefit. The master in the relationship directs and controls the servant in his or her activities. Under tort law regarding the liability of the master for the actions of the servant, courts apply a “direct and control” test to ascertain whether those tasks have been sufficiently defined, monitored, and rewarded to establish employment. The question of whether a party oversees the means (that is the way that work is actually done) or only the outcomes has important implications as to whether the party undertaking the work activity is an employee or an independent contractor. But the important point is that the test itself can impose a fairly high standard in showing that the principal has a significant role in setting out the tasks and activities it expects of its agent.
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) defines an employee as “any individual who is employed by an employer” and as someone whose “employment includes to suffer or permit to work.” This obscure phrase offers perhaps the broadest definition of employee of any federal statute. It goes beyond the definition offered by the common law focus on the degree of actual control of the employee. Instead, courts have noted that the phrase “to suffer or permit” implies that even an employer’s broad knowledge of the working being done on its behalf is sufficient to establish a relationship. Given the wide latitude implied by this definition, courts have applied an economic reality test to evaluate the particular economic situation surrounding a worker and employer or employers. Although the language makes possible interpretations that capture the complexities of the modern workplace, courts have historically tended to hew to relatively narrow definitions of employment.8

At the other end of the spectrum, the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), the federal statute governing union organizing and collective bargaining, uses a restrictive definition and a narrow economic reality test for defining employment that adheres more closely to common law notions. Originally, the Supreme Court, in ruling on the NLRA’s employer-employee definitions, deferred to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). In NLRB v. Hearst Publications Inc., the Court explicitly stated that the employment definition was not confined to common law definitions but could legitimately look to whether “as a matter of economic fact, to the evils the Act was designed to eradicate.” In this particular case, the Court upheld an NLRB ruling that “newsies” (boys who sold newspapers in the street on commission) were in fact employees of the Hearst publishing empire, despite Hearst’s contention that they were formally independent contractors who purchased papers from Hearst but sold them on their own as “entrepreneurs.” The NLRB decision and Supreme Court affirmation of it led enraged conservatives in Congress to amend the NLRA in 1947 to specifically exempt independent contractors.9 This moved the NLRB and the courts to apply the tests for employment created by common law in deciding on issues of coverage under the act.10

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970 defines an “employer” as “a person engaged in a business affecting commerce who has employees.” The act requires that an employer “shall furnish to each of his employees employment and a place of employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or serious physical harm to his employees.”11 Although this definition of employer reflects the act’s focus on ensuring that safe conditions prevail in the workplace, it creates obvious problems in that, with the many forms of fissuring, the party that creates the conditions of work might not actu-
ally have “employees.” For example, AT&T does not directly employ cell
tower maintenance workers (although it once did, before the demand for
iPhones exponentially expanded the need for cell tower capacity), but
uses multiple layers of subcontractors to undertake this work. As a result,
fatality rates on AT&T cell towers and those of other carriers are ten times
the level of those for construction in general.12

Other federal and state statutes offer their own definitions of employment
that are similarly rooted in common law definitions of agency, but tailored
to the particular aims of the statutes. For a large swath of employment in
the economy, subtle definitions did not matter much for many decades: it
was relatively clear who the employer was and who the employee was, and
the boundaries of the firm were equally clear. The more the workplace has
fissured, however, the more the subtleties presented by the common law
and the specific definitions embodied in statutes have come to matter. In
effect, what was at one time located at the edges of legal disputes regarding
either idiosyncratic occupations (newsies) or historically fissured industries
(construction and garments) has become a mainstream problem of employ-
ment; as a result, the subtleties of these statutes are more central to achiev-
ing the objectives of workplace laws.13

Rethinking Employment Boundaries

The balancing that is a basic part of the fissured recipe creates incentives for
the employer to further distance itself from the employment relationship.14
To bring existing workplace statutes into closer alignment with the arrange-
ments in many fissured workplaces, legislation would need to broaden the
responsibility of lead organizations in the realm of employment to make it
consistent with the roles they play in their other relationships with subor-
dinate businesses. The principle here would be one of parallelism: if a com-
pany exerts minute control over aspects of quality, production, and delivery
of services, that control should extend more fully to the domain of employ-
ment as well—all these being aspects of the business that are directly valu-
able to the company.

Similarly, if a firm sits at the top of a complicated process of production
in which its pricing, technical standards, and quality requirements funda-
mentally affect the returns available to the network of businesses operat-
ing within that firm, public policies should increase this firm’s incentives
to oversee coordination of the system it has created by virtue of its posi-
tion (particularly with respect to health and safety issues). In effect, such
public policies would recognize that if lead businesses can create effective
systems to achieve quality, price, and scheduling objectives, they should
be required to bring that expertise to the employment realm and ensure workplace and public safety as well.

A number of legal scholars have put forward proposals with respect to rethinking employment boundaries. One set of proposals focuses on broadening employer responsibility for violations of workplace standards and increasing liability for those companies that benefit from various fissured forms. Several proposals build on the model created under a current provision of the Fair Labor Standards Act, referred to as the “hot cargo” provision. The hot cargo provision allows the U.S. Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division to embargo goods in transit if investigations find that the law has been violated at any earlier point of production. This provision allows the department, for example, to hold the delivery of a manufacturer’s clothing shipment if it finds that a subcontractor violated minimum wage standards.

Brishen Rogers (2010) proposes a broad expansion of the hot cargo provision to workplace legislation generally through the creation of a duty-based test that would expand employer responsibility to end-user firms that fail to exercise due care in ensuring that suppliers have complied with labor standards. Timothy Glynn (2011) goes a step further, arguing that the nature of “disaggregated” employment requires abandoning fine-grained arguments over immediate or extended employer liability. He argues instead that “commercial actors would be held strictly liable for wage and hour violations in the production of any goods and services they purchase, sell, or distribute, whether directly or through intermediaries” (Glynn 2011, 105). Expanding liability to include upstream producers would certainly affect important elements of fissured employment decisions, as the prior discussion of the factors underlying vicarious liability indicates.

Successful legislation to address the problems arising from fissured employment would require lead businesses to include social as well as private benefits and costs in making their balancing decisions on employment. With laws changed so that lead businesses cannot “have it both ways,” some companies might choose to keep employment “inside” the organization. But that is not the only outcome that legislation should seek. Lead businesses might still choose to shift employment outward through contracting, franchising, third-party management, or other organizational forms. But they might do so with greater scrutiny in the selection, monitoring, and coordination of those subordinate organizations, given their heightened responsibility.

There are compelling reasons for making substantial changes to individual federal workplace statutes as well as state laws that are similarly out of synch with workplace realities. It is equally important to rethink the assignment of liability in the workplace, as well as other public outcomes
(environment, consumer safety, public health) affected by the changed relationships of fissured employment. However, the battlefield of workplace legislation in the last two decades is littered with failure. Given the political climate in Washington, sweeping changes to the definitions of employer liability or even more modest changes to definitions of joint employment seem unlikely for the foreseeable future.15

A more promising approach to mending the fissured workplace focuses on using existing laws to create the incentives for lead businesses to rethink decisions that lead to fissured workplaces. Focusing on enforcement and implementation of minimum wage, overtime, health and safety, and anti-discrimination laws affords opportunities to address workplace problems immediately. Using scarce political resources to create innovative tools and approaches for enforcement can produce more significant results in a shorter amount of time than focusing solely on new legislation. We turn to the possibilities in this regard in the next section, drawing on the experiences of enforcement initiatives that are already under way.

STRATEGIC ENFORCEMENT FOR THE FISSURED WORKPLACE

Traditional enforcement strategies assume that enforcement should be focused at the level where workplace violations occur. Yet the forces driving noncompliance in many industries with large concentrations of low-wage workers arise from the organizations located at higher levels of industry structures. Enforcement policies seeking to improve compliance and conditions among low-wage workers need to be informed by an understanding of the fissured workplace and should focus more strategically on the higher-level business organizations that affect compliance behavior “on the ground,” where vulnerable workers are actually found.

Agencies responsible for enforcing the law where fissured workplaces are common should begin by “mapping” the business relationships underlying a sector, carefully tracking all of the different players that have an impact on workplace conditions. Improving conditions in the eating and drinking industry, for example, could include investigations not only of outlets with violations (such as those arising from worker complaints) but also of other units owned by the particular franchisee. Such a strategic enforcement strategy would require a systematic analysis of all other investigations of the franchisor (brand) in question to detect the presence of multiple instances of violations at other franchisees. Finally, the strategy could entail contacting the brand itself about the results of these investigations if it is clear that significant violations extend beyond the boundaries of any one franchisee or owner group.16
This approach implies a very different orientation: the government would focus its efforts, not necessarily on the employer of record, but on the portion of the industry that is driving the conditions that have resulted in compliance problems. Reorienting enforcement attention in this way would alter the behavior of the various parties up and down industry structures to become more compatible with better workplace conditions.

A top-focused enforcement strategy would target lead organizations that have a documented history of systemic violations among their subordinate units (such as franchisees, subcontracted entities, or workplaces monitored through third-party arrangements). These lead players could be identified through evaluation of past investigation records. Once identified, workplace agencies could undertake broad and coordinated investigations in different locations and across multiple franchisees in order to establish the extent of systemwide violations and pursue statutory penalties for those violations. As part of its process of resolving the violations, agencies could negotiate a comprehensive agreement that would cover all outlets and properties and include provisions for outreach, education, and monitoring.

Beyond direct enforcement, outreach could also be geared toward lead firms in their role—whether as a brand, a major logistics coordinator, or a third-party manager—as a promulgator of standards and practices among subsidiary units. Cooperative approaches could entail reaching out to lead companies with positive employment reputations and favorable records of systemwide compliance and working with them to help ensure compliance with workplace policies across their systems of franchisees or subordinate organizations. Cooperative agreements could include a commitment by the lead organization to cascade information through the units that operate under its umbrella (for example, both company-owned and franchised properties and outlets in branded systems, or supplier networks in distribution and logistic coordinators). These agreements could also integrate workplace practices and expectations into the basic fabric of the standards used by the lead organization.

Several recent examples illustrate these approaches in practice.

Mending a Fissured Construction Company

Construction has always drawn on a contractor-subcontractor model of organization. In many respects, this is a natural method of production given that different skills (business and worker) are required for different durations in the process of building. Some of these skills are needed throughout the course of building (carpentry and basic laborers), while others are needed for relatively short durations (for example, roofing or sheet metal contracting).
In sectors of construction like major commercial and public construction, a lead contractor takes on the responsibility of coordinating construction activities and is typically responsible for ensuring that the project is completed on time and within budget. In prior decades, the lead “general” contractor played this role and also directly employed the workers who would be present throughout the project, while subcontracting specialty trades to others. In more recent times, the lead player strictly plays a coordinating role ("project manager"); as a result, even the basic trades functions are undertaken by subcontractors.

Residential construction has historically been more decentralized than other sectors of the industry, owing in large part to the smaller size of the end users (homeowners). In recent years, however, the industry has experienced significant consolidation because of the scale advantages arising from access to capital and land development. In addition, the “branding” of home-builder companies became an important tool for improving profitability. Just prior to the home-building bust in 2007, the top ten builders accounted for close to 25 percent of new single-family homes constructed. Despite their scale and important role in the industry, even the largest home-builders eschew the role of direct employer of workers, relying instead on contractors and subcontractors. Thus, growth in the size of national home-builders has been accompanied by more fissuring rather than less.

One impact of this industry restructuring is that some large-scale contractors have arisen in various trades to provide construction services to home-builders. An OSHA settlement with one of these national players—Nations Roof LLC—provides an example of an enforcement agreement focused on the top. The case involved a group of roofing contractors, all under the general umbrella of Nations Roof LLC, but operating as seventeen affiliated companies.

In the past, OSHA enforcement procedures would have led it to deal with the various companies affiliated with Nations Roof as essentially independent and separate entities, each with responsibility for its own construction decisions. As part of a wider “enterprise-level” effort, however, OSHA treated violations documented at different affiliated companies as if they were all part of one common enterprise. As part of the complaint associated with the inspection, OSHA cited Nations Roof’s own website as evidence of the coordinating role it exercised and proof of the operational control it exercised over its affiliates:

This is a company that owns all its locations, not an affiliation of independents; it is one company that can deliver consistently and on time....
Nations Roof does not support separate and redundant overhead in multiple locations and business unit presidents are highly motivated owner-partners in the company.

A direct implication of treating the affiliated companies as part of a common business was that violations found in multiple places could be treated as “repeat” violations and therefore subjected to higher penalties. For example, by considering the various affiliates part of the national company, OSHA could reclassify citations for inadequate protections against roof falls (employees exposed with no protection to falls between twenty and twenty-six feet) from “serious” violations to “repeat” violations, thereby increasing the associated penalty from $2,100 to $35,000.19

A settlement agreement between OSHA and Nations Roof contains a number of novel features that require the parent organization, Nations Roof LLC, to take on the role of the party responsible for overall safety and health across the sixteen affiliated businesses.20 First, in exchange for a reduction in penalties, the agreement requires that the management development program for the business managers of all sixteen affiliates be amended to include training on safety and health policies, practices, and standards. Second, it requires that each affiliate appoint a manager to be the health and safety director with specific responsibilities and accountability for the creation and administration of a health and safety policy, and that each affiliate engage in specific activities such as weekly inspections of construction sites.21 Third, the settlement requires Nations Roof, LLC, to review “on a regular basis (for example, annually, semi-annually, etc.) . . . the performance of each Business Unit Owner/Manager with respect to matters affecting occupational safety and health.” Performance criteria include the number and severity of occupational injuries and illnesses at the company’s construction sites; the quantity and quality of inspections conducted by the company; and other factors related to the adequacy of the company’s safety and health programs. Fourth, the agreement lays out very specific and stringent requirements for general health and safety procedures, job site inspections, trainings, daily “tool box talks” about safety issues, and the development of site-specific safety plans on an ongoing basis.

Finally, the settlement agreement requires Nations Roof, LLC, to “perform random, unannounced inspections of the active jobsites of every Nations Roof Affiliate. . . . Except as otherwise provided in this Section 4(I) (iii), Respondent Nations Roof, LLC shall conduct four Parent Inspections of each Nations Roof Affiliate every calendar year.” The oversight activities required of Nations Roof make clear the responsibility of the parent organization in overseeing the health and safety activities of affiliates (just
as its website describes its role as ensuring the delivery of services “consistently and on time”). The agreement therefore rebalances the relationship of lead and affiliate organizations in a way that favors greater scrutiny of activities at the construction work site so as to promote better health and safety outcomes.22

Mending a Fissured Company in the Cable Industry

If organized like many twentieth-century businesses, large telecommunication companies in the cable industry acting as service providers would be responsible for the provision and installation of cable services for their customers. By 2011, however, companies like TimeWarner had fissured much of the process of installing cable hardware in customers’ homes to other providers.

Typical is the case of Cascom Inc., a company that contracted with Time-Warner Cable to install cable for residential customers in the Dayton, Ohio, area. Cascom completed thousands of cable installations for TimeWarner for residential customers. It employed virtually no workers. Instead, it hired cable installers as independent contractors, who were paid on the basis of each installation performed (rather than an hourly rate).23

The problem with this arrangement was that the workers were employees in almost every other sense: they received their work orders from Cascom; they could be removed for failing to meet production targets or for quality complaints by customers; they purchased (leased) their equipment from Cascom; they were not allowed to set the rates for installation; and they could not hire employees to work with them (which of course would be permissible if they were truly independent contractors). In essence, by fissuring employment, TimeWarner paid Cascom, which, in turn, could pay workers (as independent contractors) according to their individual productivity rather than having to set a single common wage for all installers.24

In fact, this practice is common to many cable installers working for Time-Warner. Two recent cases brought by the Labor Department’s Wage and Hour Division (WHD) involving the cable installation companies Cascom in Ohio and Integral Development Solutions LLC in Texas are particularly important. Cable installers working for Cascom and Integral Development Solutions were paid on a piece-rate system for hours worked as contractors and were therefore not compensated for overtime. The Cascom case resulted in a U.S. District Court ruling that the installers were covered by the FLSA and entitled to back wages. In the Integral Development Solutions case, the WHD assessed the company for more than $270,000 in overtime back wages as well as for failing to maintain accurate records of hours worked.
and wages. In settling the case, the company agreed to pay all back wages due and committed to future FLSA compliance.\textsuperscript{25} More importantly, in both cases TimeWarner Cable instructed its contracted units to reclassify cable installers as FLSA-covered employees and to comply with the act. Although TimeWarner did not bring this work back within the walls of the company, it did exert its powerful role at the head of this telecommunication system to alter the behavior of key players at the secondary levels of the industry.

Transparency, Reputation, and Striking a New Balance

A complementary strategy to top-focused policies like the examples discussed here is to act on one of the key components underlying fissuring: brand reputation. Business strategies based on reputation and the maintenance of quality standards are pervasive for a reason: they make good business sense. By creating strong consumer allegiances or by ensuring tight quality standards (or the combination of the two), businesses can create margins through higher pricing. As I have stated throughout, this is a legitimate business aim that is often beneficial to consumers and the public.

However, these business strategies based on maintaining brand reputation lead to great sensitivity to any form of threat to image or disruption of carefully crafted standards. These threats—private, public, or otherwise—lead businesses to put in place private systems to preempt any loss of reputation among consumers or, more ominously for them, onerous public interventions. Whether one looks at Nike’s response to accusations that its shoes were made in sweatshops or Walmart’s responses to any number of labor, environment, or consumer campaigns, it is obvious that lead businesses are sensitive to reputational attacks (Locke 2013).

Targeted transparency—organizations’ disclosure of standardized information regarding their performance to serve a regulatory purpose—has become widespread (Fung, Graham, and Weil 2007). Efforts focused on the disclosure of information regarding workplace practices in fissured industries could use the power of transparency to create incentives for the creation of alternative methods to address problems arising in those industries. Although disclosed information may lead some consumers with a particular interest in working conditions to avoid companies with poor records, this need not be the only response to such disclosures. If violations are perceived as indicators—or reasons—for compromised food or service quality, disclosure creates incentives for lead firms to change practices in order to protect the brand. This includes preemptive responses, which are frequently the result of mandatory disclosure policies.
An interesting example of a public policy revealing variations in the performance of franchisees is the impact of transparency on restaurant hygiene in Los Angeles County. Ginger Jin and Philip Leslie (2009) show that, prior to the imposition of mandated restaurant disclosure, franchisees within a brand had worse hygiene performance than company-owned outlets in the same brands. In 1998, L.A. County required restaurants to publicly post grades, based on restaurant hygiene inspections, on their front window. This public disclosure gradually led to the elimination of these discrepancies in intrabrand hygiene performance. In this case, free-riding was eliminated as a consequence of consumer behavior. But it was also a result of an overall threat to reputation that caused brands to put greater internal pressure on their franchisees.

One initiative of the Obama administration picks up on the opportunities to use transparency as a regulatory instrument. As part of its larger effort to promote transparency across executive agencies, the Department of Labor has promoted the development of new apps, such as the “DOL-Timesheet” app, to assist workers in assessing whether they have been paid according to FLSA standards.26 The department has also sponsored development contests to create apps that use WHD and OSHA data to provide end users with information on past compliance behavior. The winner of the first app contest, “Eat/Shop/Sleep,” provides this information in a format similar to consumer search apps like Yelp. Such initiatives could increase the salience and impact of enforcement data generally, but especially enforcement data connected with regulatory efforts in fissured industries.27

Stopping Egregious Fissuring

Some forms of fissuring are clearly end-run attempts to evade basic employment responsibilities, such as deliberately classifying workers as independent contractors who by all recognizable standards are employees. Many states became aware of this problem in the last decade, and multiple state-level statutes were passed that expressly address misclassification. In 2011 the U.S. Department of Labor also announced a major enforcement initiative focused on misclassification, in concert with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and a number of state labor agencies.

These efforts are aimed at stopping forms of fissuring that not only are illegal but have the secondary effect of creating competitive conditions that undercut legitimate service providers in an industry. The case of the janitorial service industry is indicative. Franchising has become a dominant form of fissuring in the janitorial sector in recent years. This particular franchise structure inherently places franchisees in a position that undermines
their ability to obey workplace laws and requirements. An analysis of the underlying costs of a typical franchise structure, comparing those costs to prevailing prices for janitorial services in those markets, reveals that a franchisee faces one of two options: either underpay the workforce or fail to receive returns high enough to sustain the franchise (Weil forthcoming).

The presence of a tier of franchised janitorial service providers that in many markets cannot be financially viable without cutting corners has repercussions on the equilibrium prices in the market as a whole. The large demand for services and the elastic supply of janitorial service providers create market conditions that push prices for services down toward the lowest costs of the existing supply base for a given quality tier. The ready supply of would-be franchisees therefore drives prevailing market prices down toward a level below that necessary to meet minimum labor standards for their workforce.

In effect, by being the lowest-cost suppliers in many commercial markets, franchisees set a baseline price for services that, in turn, makes them unable to sustain their businesses within state or federal wage and hour requirements (and undoubtedly other requirements such as workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance, and even the payment of payroll taxes to state and federal governments). The high rates of noncompliance in janitorial services arise from the interaction of the competitive conditions driving the market and the impact of a pervasive form of business organization on the behavior of individual players and, in turn, the market price on the margin.

Any effort to improve compliance in this industry must begin with the market dynamics clearly in mind. Traditional approaches to enforcement—focusing on the individual enterprise—will certainly bring to light case after case of violations of the laws governing minimum wages, overtime pay, and off-the-clock work and other statutes. But if not wedded to a larger strategy that attempts to change the market forces driving this behavior, enforcement will not make the problem less prevalent. Enforcement efforts and other public policies (including those protecting potential investors in franchises) must evaluate whether these forms of business organization not only create conditions inherently disadvantageous to franchisees but undermine broader public policy objectives by driving down prevailing price levels and, in turn, the ability of employers to meet workplace obligations.

MENDING THE FISSURED WORKPLACE

Accounts of low-wage work often emphasize workplace restructurings—outsourcing, temporary agencies, contingent work, misclassification—explanations that are rooted almost exclusively on the cost side of the
business income statement. Fissured employment arises from a coordinated strategy that businesses have increasingly chosen to take. Its motivation arises from both revenue and cost considerations. In particular, lead companies use branding and other strategies to secure customer allegiance to their products or services in order to generate for themselves more inelastic demand and capture price premiums in addition to the devoted customers. These companies then focus only on activities related to core functions, while allocating to other entities the production of products or provision of services. Lead firms thereby become the coordinator of other organizations rather than the vertically integrated company that most employment laws assume.

The coherent strategy underlying fissured employment makes it clearer why it is often difficult to alter the decisions made by companies in this regard. Since fissured employment is a reflection of larger integrated strategies, enforcement that responds to their effects as if they were only an expression of labor cost avoidance will be unsuccessful. Unwinding the labor cost strategy is difficult if it does not address the revenue side strategy.

A path forward can be found in understanding the boundaries of lead businesses in the economy and the ways in which modern employment has changed and crafting public and private policies based on that understanding. Fissuring strategies are based in decisions that balance the need to protect and expand core competencies against the benefits of shifting out the employment problem to others. Businesses weigh that balance carefully and fashion sophisticated systems to establish standards, monitor performance, and reward or punish compliance.

Some companies, having experienced the private benefits and costs of overseeing subordinate businesses, are already following this alternative pathway; others are doing so because collective agreements with unions require it, or because their leaders have made commitments to socially responsible behavior. But many companies do not and will not abandon fissuring strategies until public policies that change the private calculus underlying fissured employment decisions are put in place.

Requiring lead businesses to more fully incorporate the social costs of shedding employment into the standards and systems they use to monitor the network of businesses they rely on or the prices they pay to subsidiary organizations working on their behalf would have ripple effects on the wider network of workplaces. Whether measured in terms of wages, access to benefits, or daily treatment at work, conditions in many low-wage workplaces have been worsening over the last few decades. Realigning the incentives that drive the lead businesses in our economy could move the standards upward once again, making the underlying network of workplaces better places for workers at all levels of skill and education,
even as companies enjoy the advantages of harnessing new ways of organizing production.

Lead organizations lack neither the capacity to monitor and oversee behavior nor the technologies and systems to do so. They simply lack sufficient regulatory and legal pressure to include the social consequences of fissuring when they weigh these decisions. Public policies that require lead businesses to factor in the social costs borne by low-wage workers can rebalance those choices and begin to mend the fissured workplace.

NOTES
1. See, for example, Osterman and Shulman (2011), Kalleberg (2011), Bernhardt et al. (2009), and Milkman (2008). More popular accounts can be found in Bobo (2011), Greenhouse (2008), and Ehrenreich (2001).
2. This section summarizes a much larger analysis of the roots, mechanisms, and consequences of fissuring by the author. The complete discussion is contained in Weil (forthcoming).
3. For early academic discussion of core competency, see Prahalad and Hamel (1990), who discussed the idea with respect to the changing fortune of companies in the high-tech sector of the 1980s.
4. As the social scientists Sidney Webb and Beatrice Webb (1897, 281) pointed out at the turn of the last century, “The most autocratic and unfettered employer spontaneously adopts Standard Rates for classes of workmen, just as the large shopkeeper fixes his prices, not according to the haggling capacity of particular customers, but by a definite percentage on cost.” Ernst Fehr and Klaus Schmidt (2007) argue that this is fundamentally related to fairness considerations in wage-setting. The impact of fairness concerns on wage determination in large firms from the 1960s to the late 1980s is documented by Fred Foulkes (1980) and Truman Bewley (1999). Empirical evidence is also consistent with findings about this impact. The well-established premium paid by larger employers that is not explained by skills, education, or productivity differences between workers is consistent with the impact of wage-setting done “inside” versus “outside” firm boundaries (see Brown, Hamilton, and Medoff 1989), as well as with the diminishing size of the premium over time in recent years (Hollister 2004). Recent studies also show that wages for particular janitorial and security jobs are higher when set inside firms than when set by contractors to those firms (see Abraham and Taylor 1996; Berlinski 2008; Dube and Kaplan 2010). I develop this argument in detail in Weil (forthcoming).
5. The tension between fair pay and conditions for workers and low prices for consumers is certainly not a new issue. At the turn of the last century, B. L. Hutchins and Amy Harrison (1926, xii) described this tension as it played out in the passage of early factory legislation in England: “Unfortunately, in
the absence of regulation, the evil tends to increase and the sweated trades to spread. In the all-pervading competition of the modern world market, each industry is perpetually struggling against every other industry to maintain and to improve its position . . . tempting the consumer by cheapness continually to increase his demand for its commodities, inducing the investor by swollen profits to divert more and more of the nation’s capital in its direction, and attracting, by large salaries, more and more the nation’s brains to its service.”

6. This section does not attempt to provide a detailed analysis of the statutory, judicial, or academic writing in this area, nor even to provide a basic overview. Instead, it simply seeks to paint an overall picture that the definitions of employment relationships are grounded. Excellent discussions can be found in Davidov (2006) and in other essays from the same edited volume (Davidov and Langille 2006), as well as in the legal writing cited later in this section.

7. The multi-factor test of whether an individual is an employee or an independent contractor examines attributes of the relationship, including the extent of control exercised by the principal; whether the agent is in a distinct occupation or business; whether the type of work involved is generally done under the direction of employers elsewhere; the degree of skill required for the work; whether the agent supplies his or her own tools; the length of employment; the method of payment (by time or by job); and whether the work is part of the regular business of the employer. As Micah Jost (2011) and others have pointed out, the seeming precision of the multi-factor test evaporates in practice where the different factors must be weighed against one another in deciding on the presence of a legitimate employment relationship.

8. See Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 201–19 (1994). The Supreme Court in its Rutherford Food Corp. v. McComb decision (331 U.S. 722 [1947] at 728–29) affirmed the idea of a broad definition given that the FLSA “contains its own definitions comprehensive enough to require its application to many persons and working relationships which, prior to this Act, were not deemed to fall within an employer-employee category.” This still leaves a great deal of room for applying the economic reality test. For example, the Sixth Circuit Court applied such a test to conclude that migrant pickle workers were excluded from FLSA coverage because of the temporary nature of their employment relationship, farmers’ “lack of control” over migrant workers given that they were paid on a piece-rate basis, and the skill of those workers (Donovan v. Brandel, 736 F.2d 1114 [6th Cir. 1984]). In 1987, however, the Sixth Circuit Court reached an opposite result with similar case facts in Secretary of Labor v. Lauritzen, 835 F.2d 1529 (6th Cir. 1987). See Goldstein et al. (1999) and Ruckelshaus (2008) for detailed discussions of the employer-employee definition under the FLSA.

9. NLRB v. Hearst Publications, Inc., 322 U.S. 111 (1944). The case was the basis of Newsies, a Disney movie, play, and, most recently, Broadway musical. Undoubtedly, more high school students have been exposed to a memorable
moment in U.S. labor history through local performances of *Newsies* than in
the scant treatment of the topic in most history curricula. See Zatz (2008) for a
discussion of this case and an overview of the debate on employer-employee
definitions under the NLRA.

10. For example, in NLRB v. United Insurance (390 U.S. 254 [1968] at 256), the
Supreme Court held that “there is no doubt we should apply the common-
law agency test here in distinguishing an employee from an independent
contractor.” A recent opinion of the D.C. Circuit Court in FedEx Home Deliv-
ery Inc. v. NLRB (563 F.3d 492 [D.C. Cir. 2009]), however, seems to apply a
new test for independent contracting that is quite different from the one used
under the common law: does the contractor have significant “entrepreneurial
opportunity for gain or loss”? For a discussion of this new line of reasoning
and its potential to further expand the legal underpinning for the use of inde-
pendent contractors, see Jost (2011).

11. Employers are defined in the OSHA at 29 U.S.C. 652; employer and employee
duties are specified at 29 U.S.C. 654.

12. The investigative reporters Ryan Knutson and Liz Day (2012), of Frontline
and ProPublica, respectively, have documented the AT&T and cell tower story
extensively, showing the lethal impact of subcontracting the service and main-
tenance of the towers.

13. For related discussions, see Estlund (2010), Jost (2011), Stone (2006), and
Rogers (2010).

14. The common law further reinforces the incentives to shift out work via fissured
employment. “Vicarious liability” refers to liability imposed on one party
because of the actions of another. Under tort law, an organization is not liable
for the torts of an independent contractor hired by it. Central to the determina-
tion of liability is whether the principal party had the ability to directly control
the action of the subordinate organization. This creates incentives for a busi-
ness contracting with another to avoid practices that might be construed by
courts as exerting control (thereby making it vicariously liable for the other’s
actions), such as training of subcontractors, direct operational monitoring or
supervision, or explicit direction of the work of subcontractors. Vicarious liabil-
ity therefore may lead an organization to underinvest in activities that would
otherwise be socially efficient for them (Arlen and MacLeod 2005).

15. Over the past quarter-century, significant federal workplace legislation has
been passed. Although support for workplace legislation among business
groups is rare, segments of the business community have had reason to move
from a position of strict opposition to one of negotiation. In these cases, and in
the presence of a broad coalition of legislative advocates, Congress has been
able to pass legislation such as the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Noti-
fication (WARN) Act of 1988 (which cushions workers during plant closings),
the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, and the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act


of 2009. The history of the political coalitions necessary to pass these laws provides insight into how to pass legislation in the future. On the passage of social legislation generally, see Skocpol (1992), and on workplace policies in particular, see Fishback and Kantor (2000), Fishback (2007), Bernhardt et al. (2008), and Weil (2008).

16. Alternatively, in an industry like residential construction, greater attention should be paid to systemic violations among contractors working under the umbrella of a national home-builder, which typically employs a minimal number of construction workers directly but rather contracts and subcontracts work. The enforcement strategy could focus investigations on contractors to look for patterns of violations; if violations are present, investigations could widen to include the home-builder’s division or, if more wide-scale violations are uncovered, multiple divisions of projects undertaken by the home-builder’s national office.

17. For example, MinWoong Ji and David Weil (2012) find significantly higher back wage violations among particular brands in the fast-food sector, even after statistically holding constant other factors that might also explain non-compliance. In particular, compared to typical McDonald’s outlets (which had the best overall compliance record among the top twenty branded companies studied), Subway, Domino’s Pizza, and Popeye’s Chicken were all found to owe back wages that were substantially higher.

18. Even more, the top five home-builders accounted for much more than one-third of single-family homes built in major metropolitan markets like Las Vegas, Houston, and Dallas at the peak of the building boom in 2005 and 2006. See Abernathy et al. (2012) for a discussion of the emergence of national home-builders in the years leading up to the housing bust.


21. The agreement also stipulates that the designated safety and health director at each affiliate spend at minimum one-third of his or her time on safety and health activities.

22. OSHA, in conjunction with the Solicitor’s Office of the U.S. Department of Labor, has signed a series of corporate-wide agreements since 2010. A compendium of them can be found at: http://www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/owasrch.


24. The U.S. District Court held in favor of the Department of Labor’s position that the 250 installers were in fact employees and not independent contractors. As a result, they were entitled to overtime pay for their work, amounting to over $800,000 and an equal amount of liquidated damages (also paid to the affected workers). See Solis v. Cascom Inc. et al., Civil Action No. 3:09-CV-00257, U.S. District Court, Southern District of Ohio, Western Division at Dayton. See generally General Accountability Office (2009).


27. For more on the Labor Department’s development contest, and on the “Eat/Shop/Sleep” app, see: http://informaction.challenge.gov/submissions/4585-eat-shop-sleep (accessed February 16, 2013).
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Chapter 5  |  Holding the Line on Workplace Standards: What Works for Immigrant Workers (and What Doesn’t)?

Jennifer Gordon

Immigration policy is a peripheral subject for most scholars of labor and employment in the United States. Yet any coherent discussion of how to improve low-wage work in this country, where over 1 million new legal immigrants arrive each year and the population of undocumented immigrants surpasses 11 million, requires an understanding of the impact of immigration regulations and enforcement on low-wage workers’ ability to claim their rights. Likewise, few immigration scholars have in-depth knowledge of the law and policy of the workplace. Yet work remains the principal force drawing newcomers to the United States. How immigrants do once they reach this country is intimately related to the floor for treatment on the job set by workplace protections. Whether and how that floor can be enforced vis-à-vis undocumented or guest workers—the most vulnerable newcomers—are critical questions. In this chapter, I explore the U.S. immigration policies that have impeded workers’ ability to defend their rights over the past twenty-five years—roughly the period between the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) and Congress’s 2013 comprehensive immigration reform endeavor—and the sources of support in institutional structures and workplace law and policy that have been important in overcoming those impediments during the same period.

The U.S. employment law regime assigns most of the same workplace protections to undocumented workers as to citizens. Nonetheless, as I argue in the first part of this chapter, government enforcement of immigration
regulation (and employer manipulation of that regulation) became a central factor impeding undocumented workers’ capacity to enforce the law and raise working standards during the decades following IRCA’s creation of employer sanctions. Because the treatment of the most vulnerable workers in a job category sets the standard for all workers in that segment of the industry, this is a serious concern for all those employed in labor markets where undocumented workers and other recent immigrants are concentrated, including the service, agriculture, food processing, and construction sectors in most of the country.

Advocates seeking to improve conditions at the bottom of the labor market rightly demand an end to immigration restrictions on worker mobility and to immigration enforcement in the workplace, calling instead for freer movement in a context of equal workplace rights. To see what a free movement regime might look like in practice from an immigrant workers’ rights perspective, I turn in the second part of the chapter to the United Kingdom, where new European Union (EU) citizens from much lower-wage countries in Eastern and Central Europe have been permitted since 2004 to enter at will and do any job they can find. Although the situation is too new, and my research too preliminary, to draw definitive conclusions, the available data and anecdotal reports indicate that during the first six years following accession “free movers” continued to face more abuse than their native counterparts in the same low-wage jobs in the United Kingdom, and that there was less worker activism among these newcomers in the United Kingdom than among new immigrants in the United States. More than mobility appears to be required to ensure that immigrants are in a position to access their rights and to join with other low-wage workers to demand better wages and working conditions.

What that something more might be is suggested by a return look at the United States in the last part of the chapter. Although immigration regulation in this country has impeded immigrant workers’ access to their rights, it has not always derailed their willingness to act to improve their wages and working conditions, nor determined their ultimate ability to prevail. Despite the punitive regime in place during this period, many undocumented immigrants and their coworkers have exercised agency and courage in demanding respect for baseline workers’ rights and in organizing through unions and worker centers. Together with those organizations, they have drawn on workplace rights as resources and have sought and often received the support of workplace regulators. These new institutional forms, strategies, and alliances have emerged in the United States in the past twenty-five years, roughly parallel to the implementation of employer sanctions but with opposite effect. Their development offers valuable lessons moving forward.
IMMIGRATION LAW IN THE WORKPLACE

U.S. Labor Immigration Policy as of 2012

The permanent immigration scheme in the United States is heavily weighted toward family reunification rather than employment needs. Of the 1,062,000 immigrants admitted to the United States as new green-card holders in fiscal year 2011, 688,000 were sponsored by family members. Only 139,000 were admitted through the employment-based immigration program. Of these, the vast majority were highly skilled immigrants. Just 10,000 immigrants per year are granted permanent residence through the one category that does not require a bachelor’s degree or skill training. The waiting list for this category is currently between five and ten years long, and the list for workers with a bachelor’s degree is close to four years, both longer than most employers are willing to hold a job open (Monger and Yankay 2012, 3, table 2; U.S. Department of State 2012).

The preferential treatment of highly skilled immigrants is in accord with a consensus among economists that immigrant professionals are a nearly unmitigated asset for the United States (Holzer 2011, 1, 3; Somerville and Sumption 2009, 23, 29, 32). But that consensus does not address the large supply of less-skilled workers seeking to immigrate to the United States for work, nor the large demand among U.S. employers for their labor. A small amount of the overflow is managed through the approximately 200,000 to 300,000 temporary low-skilled work visas that the United States issues per year (Monger 2012, 4, table 2). Although such visas are supposed to be limited to agricultural and seasonal jobs (the H-2A and H-2B visa programs, respectively), there is evidence that employers have also begun to import labor using temporary visas never intended as guest worker programs (Costa 2011).

Temporary visas address only a minor part of the demand for low-wage immigrant workers. The bulk is met by undocumented immigrants, approximately 11.2 million of whom now reside in the United States and 8 million of whom are working (Passel and Cohn 2011, 1). The undocumented make up 5 percent of the U.S. labor force (Passel and Cohn 2010, iv).

The Enforcement of Immigration Law in the Workplace

Economists have long disagreed about whether these newcomers compete with legal residents for jobs. Although a full exploration of this question is beyond the scope of this chapter, at the current stage of the economic debate it appears that most negative effects of such competition—largely invisible in national-level studies of the economy as a whole—are felt by earlier immigrants rather than by natives (Catanzarite 2003, 77, 88; Manacorda,
Manning, and Wadsworth 2006, 17–18, 27–28; Shierholz, 2010 3). With regard to natives, a negative impact on wages appears more likely in localized areas that are newly experiencing immigration and in occupations where native workers tend to have less than a high school education and the immigrants in question are guest workers or undocumented workers (Gentsch and Massey 2011, 891; Shierholz 2010, 19). In these contexts, it is urgent to understand the impact of immigration status and other immigration laws on immigrant workers’ rights and their ability to access the workplace protections available to them.

The interaction between immigration law and access to workplace rights is complex. Both temporary legal migrants and the undocumented share many rights with U.S. workers—on paper. Indeed, most temporary labor migration programs require that employers pay a higher rate than the applicable minimum wage, and they offer migrants benefits and guarantees not provided to workers hired through the local labor market. For their part, the undocumented are technically covered by the minimum wage and overtime protections of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), the safe and healthy workplace provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) (Smith et al. 2007, 12), in most federal courts by antidiscrimination laws, and in most states by workers’ compensation programs for on-the-job injury. Although in the 2002 Hoffman Plastics Compounds case the Supreme Court denied undocumented immigrants back pay or reinstatement if they are fired for supporting a union in violation of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), it explicitly reiterated that undocumented individuals are “employees” covered by that act and are permitted to form and join unions.

Nonetheless, both legal temporary labor migrants and undocumented immigrants face numerous practical impediments to exercising these rights.

**Temporary Visa-Holders and the Employer as Sponsor** The core problem for holders of the H-2A and H-2B temporary visas is that their permit to remain in the United States is tied to continuing employment by the employer that sponsored them. If a worker is fired because she complains about the treatment she receives on the job or attempts to enforce her rights, her visa immediately terminates and she must return home. She also risks being put on a blacklist that would bar her future return through the program. Workers in these programs frequently see their rights violated. A report by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) (2010) notes multiple examples of employers flouting H-2B protections, including payment of wages of $3.00 per hour and cases of servitude and bondage, reinforced by fraud, conspiracy, and threats of violence to keep workers compliant. The
Southern Poverty Law Center (2007, 15–16 passim) reports numerous cases of serious abuse in both H-2A and H-2B programs, including employers that explicitly seek to deter workers by threatening to report to immigration authorities those who stand up for their rights. Lawsuits over the past few years on behalf of tree planters, traveling fair workers, welders, and others have alleged that guest workers suffered grave abuses, including economic deprivation, serious injuries, threats of retaliation, and in some cases trafficking, captivity, and forced labor. In all cases, workers faced the loss of their visa if they were fired after coming forward to complain.

**Undocumented Workers and Employer Sanctions** Undocumented workers also face a different, but equally debilitating, dynamic. Since their presence in the country is illegal, many fear that any effort they make to defend their rights will result not only in getting fired but in being reported to Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE, the immigration agency that replaced the Immigration and Naturalization Service, or INS, in 2003 as the enforcer of immigration laws inside the United States) and subsequently deported. This has long been a concern for those working without legal papers, but the picture became more complicated—and ironically, employers gained another tool for the intimidation of undocumented workers—with Congress’s passage of employer sanctions in 1986, and then again with administrative efforts to beef up the enforcement of those sanctions beginning in 2006.

Prior to 1986, there was no federal scheme to penalize employers who hired the undocumented. In that year, in passing the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA), Congress enacted employer sanctions as part of a carrot-and-stick package that also included a large-scale legalization program. The law requires employers to verify both the identity and the work authorization of all new hires. Penalties for violations range from small fines for paperwork offenses to felony charges for intentional flouting of the law.

Other than a brief burst of enforcement in the few years after employer sanctions passed, the law was barely used by the federal government for nearly twenty years. During that time, few employers were penalized for noncompliance (U.S. Government Accountability Office 2005, 12–16; Wishnie 2007, 209). Indeed, in testimony to Congress in 2005, the then-director of Homeland Security and Justice within the GAO reported that the Department of Homeland Security had issued only three employers a “notice of intent to fine” under the employer sanctions law in the previous year (U.S. Government Accountability Office 2005, 15).

While employers were largely unscathed during this time, workers suffered greatly under the first twenty years of the sanctions regime. To the
extent that inspections related to sanctions did take place, government
enforcement actions penalized far more workers, who were often arrested
and deported, than employers, who were rarely fined (U.S. Government
Accountability Office 2005, 15; Wishnie 2007, 209; Smith, Avendaño, and
Ortega 2009, 10). Discrimination has also been an ongoing side effect of
employer sanctions (U.S. General Accounting Office 1990, 37–79; Bacon
and Hing 2010, 87). Most detrimentally, during this period employers
found that the law put a useful tool in their hands for controlling immi-
grant workforces seeking to organize unions or assert their workplace
rights (Smith, Avendaño, and Ortega 2009; Bacon and Hing 2010; Gordon
2005, 41–43, 68; Lee 2009, 1119–23; Wishnie 2007). Unscrupulous employ-
ers would either ignore employer sanctions at the time of hire or fill out
forms perfunctorily. If workers sought to organize a union or raise a com-
plaint about a violation of their rights, the employer would suddenly
become concerned about sanctions, firing workers who could not produce
a work authorization (Wishnie 2007, 215–16). This cloaked retaliation in the
shroud of compliance with employer sanctions. In some cases, employers
themselves called INS (or later ICE) to raid the workplace to derail orga-
nizing campaigns that appeared likely to succeed (Smith, Avendaño, and

By late 2006, Congress had concluded several fruitless years of debate over
comprehensive immigration reform without passing legislation. The ques-
tion of immigration enforcement remained in the spotlight, and the govern-
ment’s inattention to employer sanctions drew public attention. Faced with
the political fallout from these revelations, and seeking to quell the firestorm
on undocumented immigration, the Bush administration began an initiative
to increase enforcement of immigration law within the borders of the United
States, with a focus on aggressively enforcing sanctions through inspections
of employers combined with immigration raids on workplaces (Migration
Policy Institute 2009, 9–10).

Images of flashing sirens, workers fleeing in panic and chaos, and fami-
lies torn apart by the abrupt deportations that accompanied a raid became
commonplace in the media (Smith, Avendaño, and Ortega 2009, 23–29).
The terror that these raids induced in immigrant workers increased the
pressure to keep their heads low and ignore abuses at work, in order to
avoid drawing the attention of their employer or the authorities. While a
long-standing memorandum of understanding between ICE and the U.S.
Department of Labor seeks to discourage ICE intervention at a company
with an ongoing workplace dispute or allegations of violations of the law
under investigation (U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, U.S.
Department of Justice, and U.S. Department of Labor 1998; U.S. Depart-
ment of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement 1996;
U.S. Department of Homeland Security and U.S. Department of Labor 2011; National Immigration Law Center 2009), this agreement has been ignored in a number of cases (Wishnie 2003, 390–92; Smith, Avendaño, and Ortega 2009, 23–29).\textsuperscript{11}

Examples abound. In 2007, on the eve of an election in which two unions sought to represent the same group of workers, the New York City grocery delivery company Fresh Direct notified employees that it was undergoing an ICE audit; it required that workers prove their employment eligibility to remain in their jobs. Over one hundred of the company’s nine hundred workers, many of them union supporters, left. When the election was held less than two weeks later, the unions lost.\textsuperscript{12} In 2008, in a case that received considerable publicity, ICE raided the Agriprocessors slaughterhouse in Postville, Iowa, arresting over six hundred workers. At the time, the United Food and Commercial Workers Union had an organizing campaign under way, and state and federal agencies were actively investigating allegations of workplace violations at the plant.\textsuperscript{13}

We are now in a transitional moment with regard to immigration enforcement in the workplace. The Obama administration vigorously enforces employer sanctions.\textsuperscript{14} In fiscal year 2011, ICE inspectors began investigations at over three thousand employers and issued 331 final administrative fine orders, compared to 18 in fiscal year 2008, the last under the Bush administration. In fiscal year 2010, ICE worksite investigations levied over $40 million in a range of penalties against employers related to worksite enforcement (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement 2011).

Under President Obama, however, ICE has made numerous changes in its enforcement approach, many of which appear to respond directly to advocates’ critiques of the Bush administration’s policies. In response to concerns about the terrorizing effect of raids, it has sharply decreased conventional raids on workplaces and instead has initiated thousands of employer audits (sometimes called silent raids) and investigations (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement 2011; Preston, “A Crackdown on Employing Illegal Workers”; Bacon and Hing 2010, 79–84).\textsuperscript{15} If the government finds missing I-9 forms or forms with expired or missing documents, the firm is given a period of time for the workers to rectify the situation; if that is not possible, the firm is told to fire the workers or face penalties. This shift away from a focus on targeting workers for deportation and toward holding the employer liable is evident in the fact that arrests of workers in relation to workplace enforcement of immigration law have dropped precipitously. So have criminal convictions against workers on charges related to work. Meanwhile, recently released data demonstrate much higher fines against firms,

Despite these reforms, there remains cause for concern. The Obama administration has stated that it intends to focus on firms that are “egregious” offenders in both the labor and immigration arenas. Nonetheless, high-profile targets in the first few years of its policy included companies with reputations as decent employers, including American Apparel, Chipotle, and unionized building service company ABM (Bacon and Hing 2010, 82–84; Jamieson 2011, 3–4; Kaye 2011, 9).\textsuperscript{16} And what the Obama approach has illustrated most of all is that without legalizing the undocumented immigrants already present in the country, enforcing employer sanctions only makes the goals of improving pay and working conditions in low-wage industries and increasing the jobs available to legally authorized workers harder to attain. Although far fewer workers are being deported, many thousands have been fired (Bacon and Hing 2010, 81). The undocumented workers fired as a result of worksite enforcement do not appear to be leaving the country in large numbers, as some had hoped; rather, most remain and seek other work, eventually taking jobs at even lower pay, with a greater sense of vulnerability and increased reluctance to speak up against abuses and risk attracting government attention (Bacon and Hing 2010, 81; Jamieson 2011, 3; Kaye 2011, 7).

Although an underlying principle of sanctions is that in the face of a strict enforcement of the regime employers will hire legal workers at higher wages than they paid the undocumented, whether this is actually happening in practice is unclear (Flora, Prado-Meza, and Lewis 2011, 14; Jamieson 2011, 3). Some employers may be turning to guest worker programs in response to increased enforcement of sanctions, rather than seeking out native workers (or because they have been unable to recruit or retain them at the wages they are willing to offer).\textsuperscript{17} Hiring guest workers under the current regime represents a shift to an equally problematic situation in terms of workers’ rights, for all of the reasons outlined earlier.

Far from having been effective in addressing undocumented migration, sanctions have coincided with a time of tremendous growth in the undocumented population, from 3.2 million in 1986, when IRCA was passed (Wasem 2012), to an estimated 11.2 million in 2010 (Passel and Cohn 2011, 1). In response to this fact, and to the harm that sanctions have done to workers’ ability to enforce their basic rights, advocates have argued vociferously for the repeal of sanctions. The major success of this advocacy project came over a decade ago, when the AFL-CIO, a supporter
of sanctions at the time of their passage, shifted to a position advocating their repeal in 2000. Otherwise, the calls have fallen on deaf ears. Reformed, enhanced, and better-enforced sanctions have been a feature—indeed, a centerpiece—of all of the comprehensive immigration reform proposals given serious consideration by Congress in the past decade. In addition, following the Supreme Court’s 2011 ruling in Chamber of Commerce v. Whiting upholding Arizona’s law mandating that employers in the state participate in E-Verify, increasing numbers of states are adopting similar provisions.

MIGRANT WORKERS WITHOUT IMMIGRATION RESTRICTIONS: REFLECTIONS ON THE U.K. EXPERIENCE IN THE WAKE OF ACCESSION

In the United States, the repeal of employer sanctions is currently politically inconceivable, and as this book goes to press, a limited version of the “full mobility, fully equal rights” model of temporary labor migration is contemplated for only a very small number of guest workers in the reform proposals on the table. Meanwhile, however, the European Union has a policy of free movement for work among EU nations, although through the framework of EU citizenship rather than a work visa. In this section, using the United Kingdom as an example, I will set out what is known about the working conditions of Eastern and Central European nationals in the United Kingdom in the first six years following the EU’s 2004 enlargement to include those countries. Although these workers are better off than migrants to the United Kingdom from outside the EU who are undocumented or who hold restrictive temporary work visas, they still appear to suffer high rates of workplace abuse relative to their native counterparts, and they have been slow to bring complaints against their employers for violations of the law and resistant to invitations to join trade unions. The experience of these “free movers” supports the idea that more than the immigration regime must change for migrants to be able and willing to access their rights.

In 2004 the European Union incorporated eight new Eastern and Central European (ECE) countries, including Poland, Lithuania, and Latvia (the group was collectively referred to as the “A8”). In 2007 it grew to include Bulgaria and Romania (the “A2”). At the time of the 2007 accession, the wage disparity between the highest- and lowest-wage countries in the EU was about sixteen-to-one (European Commission 2012), compared to roughly seven-to-one between the United States and Mexico (Jus Semper Global Alliance 2011, 8). The guarantee of free movement between EU member states permits a citizen of any EU country to move
between EU countries and to work freely in any other EU country, without limitations on length of stay or on mobility between jobs, regions, or nations. Although at the time of enlargement existing member states were permitted to limit labor market access to citizens of new member states to seven years, as of May 2011 all restrictions on A8 nationals’ labor mobility has been lifted.

Breaking with the rest of Europe, the United Kingdom and Ireland (together with Sweden) chose to grant full labor market access to A8 nationals immediately in 2004. Because the United Kingdom opened its labor market to A8s earlier than most EU countries, and because there are many similarities between the U.K. approach to labor regulation and that of the United States, it is a useful place to look for insights about the implications of a more open labor migration regime in this country. A few key observations follow. Over the first five and a half years after accession, an estimated 1.5 million ECE nationals arrived in the United Kingdom (Sumption and Somerville 2010, 9). Flows slowed considerably in 2008 and remained low during the recession, but appeared to be increasing in 2010 and 2011 (McCollum and Findlay 2011, 11; Vargas-Silva 2012, 5). Many of these newcomers have seen their stay in the United Kingdom as temporary and have returned home after working for a period of time (Sumption and Somerville 2010, 18–20; Vargas Silva 2012, 4). Most have relatively high levels of education and training—for example, Polish A8 migrants to the United Kingdom have an average of over thirteen years of education (Drinkwater, Eade, and Garapich 2006, 24). Nonetheless, they overwhelmingly work in low-wage “undesirable” jobs such as food processing, patient and elderly care, hospitality, and construction. As with immigration to the United States, economists have found little negative effect on the labor market for native workers from this influx of newcomers.

Highly skilled, English-speaking A8 migrants have been particularly successful in reaping the benefits of access to the U.K. labor market. Full mobility—between employers, industries, regions, and indeed the United Kingdom and A8 migrants’ home countries—appears to have been key. For a significant subset of non-English-speaking A8 workers, however, genuine mobility and decent treatment on the job have remained out of reach. The problems they have faced include illegal deductions, unsafe working conditions, and long hours for low pay (Gordon 2011, 7–8).

It is important to recognize that most workers suffer high rates of workplace violations in the low-wage labor markets that these migrants are entering. In other words, the mistreatment of migrants is not anomalous exploitation, but the product of a business model that relies on the subcontracting of labor as a profit-generating mechanism (Trades Union Congress Commission on Vulnerable Employment 2008, 39). (As an aspect of this
model, some employers seek to subcontract only the most recent group of migrants, favoring them over newcomers with a few years of experience; see MacKenzie and Forde [2009, 142].) In the United Kingdom, where the government’s approach to the enforcement of basic workplace protections is frequently characterized as balkanized, underfunded, and ineffective, violations of basic laws are commonplace and frequently go undetected by regulators (Pollert 2008, 225; Holgate et al. 2010; Trades Union Congress Commission on Vulnerable Employment 2008, 40; Poinasamy 2011, 22). While one antidote might be an effective complaint-based system or private enforcement of the law, non-union workers in the United Kingdom (a group in which immigrants, including A8s, are overrepresented) have few sources of support in bringing workplace claims to the government’s attention—and little hope of prevailing without that assistance (Anderson, Clark, and Parutis 2007, 3; Markova and Black 2008, 29; Tailby et al. 2009).

Nonetheless, low-wage A8 migrants in the United Kingdom appear to have faced obstacles to enforcing their rights even beyond those encountered by native workers. Obvious impediments include their lack of language skills and their unfamiliarity with U.K. law, labor markets, and institutions (Gordon 2011, 8). The negative role played by private recruitment agencies, which employ up to 50 percent of A8 migrants in the United Kingdom (Blanchflower and Lawton 2008, 5), also appears to be an important contributing factor. Agency practices encourage—indeed, in many cases require—applicants to work below their level of training and education. Common agency abuses include overcharging, dubious lending practices, and inaccurate promises about placements. Agencies limit migrant mobility by making placements in isolated areas and by fomenting the fear among agency workers that if they pursue their rights they will be fired or denied future placements (Gordon 2011, 8–9).

Also notable is the fact that despite the full EU citizenship of A8 migrants and their ostensible mobility and equal access to workplace rights, there appear to have been fewer organizing successes to date among this population in the United Kingdom than among guest workers and undocumented immigrants in the United States, despite the much less favorable legal environment that the latter face. Although unions in the United Kingdom have sought to reach out to A8 and other migrant workers and have experimented with approaches ranging from creating a migrant workers branch to hiring organizers from Polish unions to creating a short-term internal “migrant worker support unit,” migrants do not appear to have joined U.K. unions in significant numbers (Fitzgerald and Hardy 2010, 139, 145; Gumbrell-McCormick 2011). Several union staff and leaders whom I interviewed in 2010 attribute this to the fact that U.K. union membership rules and structures do not correspond to the reality of A8 migrant life, in that
they require year-round membership in a single-industry union branch that corresponds to one location, while migrants are likely to move frequently between jobs, regions, and their home countries and the United Kingdom. Although there is interest in the United Kingdom in the worker center model, it has not yet taken hold.

There are unquestionably lessons in this account of the U.K. experience for advocates in the United States. One is the need to begin to think seriously about the regulation of recruitment. Although the United States has some experience with the phenomenon of foreign labor recruiters in low-wage work in the context of guest work visas and in a few other industries, the undocumented status of so many low-wage migrants has bred more illegal than legal intermediaries. Should we move toward expanding opportunities to enter the United States for temporary work, we should expect that intermediaries will grow exponentially. This will require new kinds of regulation and demand a deeper understanding of the functioning of agencies in this market. In this regard, the United Kingdom’s innovative Gangmasters Licensing Authority, an agency that since 2006 has held both recruiters and ultimate employers responsible for violations of a range of workplace laws, is a model worthy of further consideration (Gordon 2011, 10–11, 13).

Beyond this, the experiences of EU migrants in the United Kingdom suggest that even were the United States to implement the most positive of changes to the structure of labor immigration policy—say, a worker visa program that permits people from lower-wage countries entirely free movement between employers and regions and grants these migrants full and equal labor rights—this alone would be insufficient to deter employers whose business model relies on the exploitation of the newest arrivals, nor would it provide adequate support to low-wage immigrant and migrant workers in coming forward to defend their rights.

WHAT WORKS FOR IMMIGRANT WORKERS?

Despite the frequency with which immigration enforcement in the United States has derailed workers’ efforts to stand up for their rights, there are powerful examples in very recent times of undocumented immigrants and guest workers organizing to demand better wages and working conditions, sue their employers, and join unions despite the forces arrayed against them. Union organizing campaigns involving undocumented workers are now under way throughout much of the country. Indeed, both activists and scholars have argued that immigrants, including the undocumented, are often more receptive to the idea of organizing than their native counterparts (Delgado 1993, 10–11; Milkman 2006, 126–40).
Receptivity on its own, however, is clearly not enough. In this section, I briefly highlight two developments in the United States over the past two decades that have enabled immigrant workers to defend their rights despite the restrictions created by their immigration status. One is institutional: the emergence of worker centers and their networks, as well as unions’ experimentation with new organizing approaches uniquely tailored to the needs and perspectives of undocumented and temporary workers. These new or reshaped institutions have provided immigrants with sustained support and a home base that remains constant whatever industry—indeed, in some cases, whatever country—they are working in.

The other development is, in a broad sense, legal, in that it embraces the idea of workers’ rights as a central framework for the discussion of immigrants in the workplace (rather than the delegitimizing frame of immigration status), relies on creative litigation and legislative initiatives in the arena of workers’ rights, and engages directly with government actors to advance the enforcement of those rights.

New Institutions and Strategies
Some part of the labor movement has always sought to organize immigrants—just as there has always been another segment that has rejected them (Burgoon et al. 2011). In the past twenty years, however, unions in industries such as hospitality, building services, health care, and food processing have come to recognize that if they do not make a priority of organizing the immigrants who now dominate those workplaces, they will quite simply cease to exist. An early and iconic effort was the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) “Justice for Janitors” campaign, which has brought tens of thousands of immigrant cleaning workers into unions all over the country over the two decades since its inception (Milkman 2006, 155–62; Meyerson 2001). Today the United Food and Commercial Workers Union, the Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees Union, and numerous other service industry unions are equally involved in immigrant-organizing campaigns.

Many of the innovations of these campaigns and the lessons they offer have been comprehensively addressed elsewhere, and I list but a few here. Successful immigrant-organizing unions have developed the capacity to reach workers in their own languages, and with reference to their own cultures, via organizers who share their ethnicities. They have built alliances with community organizations, religious groups, and worker centers (addressed later in the chapter). They have piloted associate membership programs to reach immigrants before there is an organizing campaign under way in their workplace. And perhaps most importantly, they...
have been attentive to and willing to spend political capital on the defense of undocumented workers in the face of employers’ efforts to use their lack of status as a pretext for firing them.  

Meanwhile, worker centers have grown in number, from five in 1992 to an estimate of over two hundred nationwide in 2011 (Fine 2011, 607, 615). Such centers have been key actors in many of the victories involving undocumented workers over the past two decades. They deploy a range of strategies, from education and outreach to legal and policy advocacy to membership-based organizing, to support low-wage, largely immigrant workers. The greatest successes of worker centers have been in the policy arena. For example, the New York City–based Domestic Workers United succeeded in passing the historic New York “Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights” in 2010, and it and fellow member organizations of the National Domestic Workers Alliance (NDWA) played a critical role in the 2011 adoption by the International Labor Organization (ILO) of the “Convention Concerning Decent Work for Domestic Workers.” Worker centers have also had successes in raising wages and improving working conditions in specific workplaces. One illustration here is the work of the Restaurant Opportunities Center (ROC-NY), founded in New York and now part of a national network of such centers. ROC-NY has targeted high-end restaurants in Manhattan for protest and litigation regarding wage theft, and has succeeded in winning settlement agreements that include paid breaks, access to training and promotions, and grievance resolution mechanisms (Fine 2006, 16–18; Fine 2011, 609, 613–14, 616; Ashar 2007, 1881; Jayaraman 2005).

In recent years, a number of worker centers have moved from a purely local focus to a regional or national outlook. Several centers have opened branches in new cities, and national networks have emerged. The National Day Labor Organizing Network, the National Domestic Worker Alliance, the Restaurant Opportunity Center-United, and the International Taxi Workers Alliance are prominent examples. Most recently, the United Workers Congress was founded by a coalition of those networks and additional unions and organizations to put forward an affirmative agenda to demand the right for all workers to organize (Fine 2011; Goldberg and Jackson 2011, 54–59). These networks, as well as a few individual centers, have also formed alliances with the AFL-CIO, SEIU, LIUNA (Laborers International Union of North America), and other unions.

Beyond undocumented workers, guest workers—long thought to be unorganizable because of their temporariness and the vulnerability induced by the tie between their visas and particular employers—have also been successful in organizing for better conditions, despite the restrictions attached to their visas. With the support of a few unions and worker centers—
including most recently the National Guestworker Alliance (NGA), a project of the New Orleans Workers’ Center for Racial Justice—they have walked off the job and led campaigns to reform the programs in which they work.

Because far less attention has been paid to guest-worker organizing than to that of the undocumented, I offer several examples here. The National Guestworker Alliance (NGA) first came into the limelight for the campaign it initiated in 2008 with one hundred welders working on H-2B visas for Signal Shipbuilding. The guest workers left the camps where they were being held captive and began a sustained public protest, including a march to Washington, a twenty-nine-day hunger strike, a lawsuit, and a trafficking investigation by the Department of Justice, among other strategies. They eventually won the right to remain in the United States and succeeded in publicizing the conditions facing guest workers across the country. More recently, in 2011, NGA supported an organizing campaign involving three hundred workers on J visas (a visitor exchange program being used as a low-wage guest-worker visa) who held a walkout at the Hershey distribution plant where they had been made to work for a net wage of less than $3.00 per hour. In 2012 crab pickers who worked for a Walmart supplier on H-2B visas won concessions from Walmart, again with NGA’s support.

NGA is not a traditional union. It is a membership organization that joins with guest workers to expose the conditions under which they labor, through a series of campaigns. To date, the campaigns have resulted in discrete benefits for the guest workers involved, including legal immigration status and the payment of money owed; changes in U.S. government policy affecting all workers in a particular visa category; and perhaps most importantly, a vast increase in public awareness of the existence of guest workers and their use and abuse in a wide range of industries.

In another remarkable development in the past decade, the Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC) has unionized H-2A temporary agricultural workers and negotiated contracts with their employers, a previously unheard-of achievement. FLOC’s collective bargaining agreement with the North Carolina Growers Association, which since 2004 has covered over six thousand H-2A agricultural guest workers in North Carolina, is the most sustained and successful example of guest-worker unionization in this country’s history. In the absence of a stable workforce that could itself make demands, FLOC relied on consumer pressure to bring the North Carolina Growers Association to the table and to agree to bargain. Its ongoing organizing strategy has been successful in part because of the union’s capacity to adapt its structures to the realities of guest work. For example, FLOC opened an office in Monterrey, Mexico, to remain in contact with its
members while they are at home, and it has also functionally taken on some of the roles played by labor contractors under the terms of the agreement (Gordon 2007, 574–76; Hill 2008).

FLOC and NGA offer two models for raising workplace standards for the most vulnerable immigrant workers.

Workers’ Rights as a Central Feature
The second factor I highlight is the importance of the legal framework of workers’ rights. In the United States, where many workplace protections have been extended to both undocumented and temporary workers, advocates have used these laws in many ways to support immigrants who seek better working conditions. Workers’ rights provide an alternative framework for the rhetoric about immigration (“respect for all workers’ rights” as a counter to “get illegals out of the workplace”) and an alternative solution for poor working conditions (“enforce basic workplace rights” as an alternative to “enforce immigration laws in the workplace”) (Gordon 2012, 134–35). Workers’ rights have also offered advocates tools to be deployed creatively through litigation and expanded through legislation (often on a state or local level). Worker advocates’ emphasis on workplace rights has grown alongside, and more recently interacted with, an increased interest on the part of the U.S. Department of Labor and some state attorney general’s offices and labor departments in the strategic enforcement of workplace laws in a way that is crafted to mirror the reality of the industry in question and is sensitive to the concerns of immigrant workers.

This confluence of interests has led some worker organizations and some agencies to explore public-private collaborations to further enforcement goals. In an earlier article, Janice Fine and I called for robust partnerships between workers’ organizations and state and federal departments of labor, which would share responsibility for outreach, the investigation of complaints, and the design of proactive, industry-specific enforcement strategies (Fine and Gordon 2010, 561–62). Although such collaborations have struggled at times to resolve conflicts between the law enforcement perspective of government agencies and the organizing perspective of unions and worker centers, they also draw on the complementary strengths of both parties. In particular, we note that workers’ organizations “have access to information about sectors that are otherwise hard for the government to penetrate, knowledge about industry structures, and the capacity to reach workers and document complicated cases” (575–76). We highlight three partnerships that have been sustained over time: two involve the building trades in Los Angeles, and one links SEIU and the California Department of Labor Standards Enforcement.
The Obama administration has also explored options for strategic enforcement of workplace laws, drawing in part on the work of labor standards enforcement expert David Weil (2010) and the work of a coalition of advocacy groups led by the National Employment Law Project (2010). The administration’s efforts have included substantially increasing the number of labor inspectors; targeting industries with high concentrations of immigrants; establishing relationships with the consulates of immigrants’ countries of origin; creating and distributing engaging multilingual outreach materials on workers’ rights through the Web and other media; initiating a system to refer people with wage and hour claims to private attorneys in the plaintiffs’ bar; and taking small—albeit politically controversial—steps to initiate partnerships with community organizations (Bobo 2011; Weil 2012, 12).

An ongoing campaign among car-wash workers in Los Angeles, many of whom are undocumented, illustrates the interaction of many of the innovations highlighted in this chapter, including the insistence on baseline workers’ rights (usually seen as the purview of worker centers) as the framework for a union organizing campaign (Hill 2010). The Los Angeles “CLEAN Car Wash Campaign” has been the product of coordination among legal advocates, a union, community allies, and government agencies. In its early stages, legal cases and a successful campaign for a California car-wash workers’ law exposed the abuses endemic to the industry. In 2008 the United Steel Workers (USW) union formed its Carwash Workers Organizing Committee, and the CLEAN Car Wash Campaign was formally launched. With the new law in place and an organizing campaign under way, the California Department of Labor Standards Enforcement became involved, initiating a spate of targeted and well-publicized enforcement actions that made clear the consequences of a low-road business model. In late 2011 and early 2012, following years of organizing by the USW and collaborations with groups as diverse as the Sierra Club and the religious group Clergy and Laity United for Economic Justice, workers voted for union representation at three car washes around L.A., among the first examples of unionization in the industry. All three businesses are now governed by collective bargaining agreements.

The victories by undocumented immigrant and guest workers noted in this chapter were hard-fought, and most at some point encountered employers seeking to use immigration law to derail the campaigns. That they could eventually be won illustrates that even in an atmosphere of fear generated by immigration enforcement targeting the workplace, and even after adverse legal rulings such as Hoffman Plastics Compounds, there are times when the impediments of immigration law and status can be
overcome by worker bravery, solidarity, institutional support from workers’ organizations, and an insistence on the enforcement of baseline workplace rights.

CONCLUSION: LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

The presence of immigration law in the workplace, whether in the form of mobility restrictions incorporated in temporary worker visas or employer sanctions and immigration raids in the context of undocumented workers, has proven to be a serious obstacle to the enforcement of basic workers’ rights. In practice, employer sanctions offer employers a ready cover for retaliatory firing, guest workers are effectively bonded to their employers, immigration priorities often eclipse employment protections when it comes to government strategies, and migrant and immigrant workers fear coming forward to report abuse because of the immigration consequences that may ensue. For these reasons, advocates have long called for the elimination of the requirement that a guest worker remain with her sponsoring employer, the repeal of employer sanctions, and a government emphasis on compliance with worksite protections rather than on the enforcement of immigration law in the workplace. These demands are right on target, in great part because they understand that it is not enough to remove immigration law from the workplace if it is not replaced with a determination to make workplace protections real for all workers.

As important as this prescription is, it would be wrong to conclude that changes in legal policy are adequate to ensure that immigrant workers who want to advocate for their rights are able to do so. As in the post-enlargement United Kingdom, where a legal regime permitting EU citizens free movement and equal rights has not resulted in a noticeable surge of organizing among such workers, all low-wage labor migrants—even those who travel with unprecedented freedom for transnational migrants—are likely to face higher levels of rights violations and less organizing success than their native counterparts. One key force that appears to be depressing their working standards is the intervention of labor recruiters, who have re-created through private means many of the concerns that arise in the United States as a result of the immigration laws. Another is the weakness in the U.K. regime of basic workplace protections and its enforcement, including a failure to collaborate between government actors and worker advocates. A final factor is a gap between migrants’ needs and perspectives and the institutional support available to them in the United Kingdom, whether because trade union structures and strategies have not adapted to migrant realities in the way they have begun to in the United States or...
because of the lack of alternative structures, such as worker centers, in all but the most embryonic form.

This contrast graphically illustrates that for low-wage migrants, greater mobility and equal rights on paper are important elements in the fight for decent work, but do not alone guarantee a positive outcome. Past proposals for comprehensive immigration reform did not address many of the elements I have argued are important for success. To be sure, such bills included legalization, which would have brought many undocumented workers out of the shadows. But they also included “future flow” programs that would have re-created the flaws in our current guest-worker scheme and mandated increased reliance on employer sanctions and E-Verify. As this book goes to press, the outcome of the 2013 immigration reform debate in Congress remains to be seen.

What would be the features of an immigration policy reflecting the insights I highlight in this chapter? Legalization is an essential background condition. If a guest-worker program is part of the policy, it must also allow the migrants to whom it grants visas the freedom to move between employers. In the realm of temporary work visas, however, we must think beyond mobility and consider how to create the incentives and support necessary for migrants to stand in defense of their rights. I have suggested elsewhere that this might be done through a regime I call “transnational labor citizenship” (Gordon 2007).

Under transnational labor citizenship, visas would be allocated to low-wage migrant workers not through the traditional route of employer sponsorship, but on the basis of the would-be visa holders’ promise to refuse employment from any firm that does not comply with workplace standards and to report any employer that seeks to hire them on illegal terms. The migrants would enter the program through membership organizations in their home countries with a commitment to advocacy for workers’ and immigrants’ rights. On arrival, they would also become members in worker centers, unions, or other workers’ organizations in the industry or geographical area where they found work. This transnational network would be supported by advocates and labor enforcement specialists in both countries. In this way, migrants would be labor citizens at home and abroad, with the institutional support and incentives they need to make sure that they are paid and treated in accordance with the law.

Transnational labor citizenship remains more of a thought experiment than a concrete proposal in the current political context. But whether immigration reform is eventually done piecemeal or Congress passes a comprehensive proposal, it is crucial that the goal of achieving decent work for immigrant and native workers alike be at its center.
NOTES

2. The figure varies by year; the 200,000 to 300,000 annual number reflects admissions under H-2A and H-2B visas for the past three fiscal years.
3. Foreign-born workers as a whole make up 15.9 percent of the U.S. labor force (U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics 2012). In other words, the undocumented make up about one-third of the immigrant workforce. This is in slightly greater proportion to their representation in the immigrant population as a whole, a number recently estimated at 28 percent (Passel and Cohn 2011, 9).
4. For example, the H-2A program requires that employers pay whatever is higher: the adverse effect wage rate (AEWR), the applicable prevailing wage, or the federal minimum wage; see 8 U.S.C. § 1188(a)(1)(A), (B) (2000); 20 C.F.R. § 655.107(b) (2002). In 2012 the AEWR ranged from $9.30 to $12.26 per hour, depending on the state (U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration 2011). In all cases the AEWR is higher than the federal minimum wage. The employer must also provide H-2A workers with meals and housing and must pay the worker for at least three-fourths of the time promised in the contract, even if there is not enough work to keep the worker busy during that time (U.S. Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Division 2010).
10. INA § 274(b).
11. In June 2012, ICE for the first time stayed an enforcement action it had initiated at a workplace with a unionization campaign and a strike under way, consistent with the revised memorandum of understanding; see Steven Greenhouse and Steven Yaccino, “Fight over Immigrant Firings,” New York Times, July 28, 2012.


15. The administration has not, however, eliminated workplace raids; see Greg Hardesty and Cindy Carcamo, “ICE Agents Raid Manufacturer in Fullerton,” Orange County Register, June 30, 2010; see also American Civil Liberties Union (2011, 4–5). Some workers continue to be arrested and deported under the new approach. In one recent restaurant “sweep,” for example, forty-two undocumented immigrants were arrested and thirteen were detained or deported; see Preston, “A Crackdown on Employing Illegal Workers.”


17. Most evidence that employers are responding to sanctions is circumstantial or anecdotal. For example, journalists Edgar Sandoval and John Marzulli report an increase in H-2B applications for racetrack workers, long a job held by undocumented laborers; Edgar Sandoval and John Marzulli, “Belmont Stable Owners Insist Foreign Workers Are Needed for Dirty Jobs That NYers Refuse to Do,” New York Daily News. October 18, 2011. Kerstin Gentsch and Douglas Massey (2011, 891), noting that the use of guest worker programs in 2008 was ten times higher than in 1996, argue that this was at least in part the result of increased enforcement of immigration law inside the United States.

18. Today there are signs that some unions in the AFL-CIO are reconsidering this change in position (AFL-CIO Building and Construction Trades Department 2009, 1–2).


20. This section is adapted and updated from Gordon (2011).

21. It is important to recognize a number of divergences between the U.S. and U.K. contexts as well (Gordon 2011, 11–12).

22. Donna Reeve (organizing department campaign support and secretary, UNITE), interview with the author, London, February 16, 2010; Sean Bamford (policy officer, European Union and Trades Union Congress International Relations Department), telephone interview with the author, February 11, 2010; see also Gumbrell-McCormick (2011).
23. It is important to remember, however, that until undocumented immigrants gain legal status, they remain vulnerable to retaliatory firings even once unionized, and there is little they or their unions and worker centers can do to get their jobs back, however courageous the workers and creative the organizations.


31. For a copy of the collective bargaining agreement between FLOC and the North Carolina Growers Association, go to: http://ncgrowers.org/ncgas-union-agreement/ (accessed September 2013), and click on the link to the agreement.


33. Quinones, “Carwash Workers Celebrate Union Contract”; Semuels, “Union Forges a New Alliance with Carwash Workers.”
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Part III  | Innovative Labor Market Interventions
Far too many jobs in the United States fall below the standard that most people would consider decent work. If we ask only about wages (hence being conservative by ignoring health insurance, pensions, and other attributes of decent work) and focus only on adults age twenty-five to sixty-four, then in 2011, 19 percent of adult workers earned an hourly wage below that necessary (working full-time/full-year) to raise a family of four above the poverty line of $10.96 an hour.¹ This is a very conservative estimate because it is widely accepted that the poverty line is flawed and underestimates what it takes to maintain a basic living standard. Indeed, a recent study that estimated a basic needs budget for a family of four found that 44 percent of adults fall below the standard (Wider Opportunities for Women 2011).

One might argue that even for adults, low-wage work is transitory and a great many will find ways to climb up the ladder into better jobs. However, the unfortunate fact is that this is not true: most low-wage workers remain trapped.² There is also extensive evidence that low incomes have negative effects on families in terms of the health of the adults and the educational achievement of the children (Wilkinson and Pickett 2009). In a deeper sense, people who are scrambling to hold themselves and their families together economically cannot be fully functioning citizens or participants in society.

The extent of bad jobs touches directly on broader challenges. There is widespread dismay at growing inequality, and while some of this can be attributed to excesses at the very top, it is clear that any real solution must address the labor market circumstances of millions of Americans in low-paying work. In addition, middle-class Americans in good jobs are
confronting the reality of losing work and being forced, if they are lucky, to take employment in the low-wage labor market. Improving these jobs is in their interest too.

A FRAMEWORK FOR THINKING ABOUT POLICY

The goal of this chapter is to discuss the potential and the challenges of a specific policy to address low-wage jobs: training programs and, more specifically, labor market intermediaries. Before turning to these policies, however, it is useful to think about the larger policy universe. A wide variety of tools are available for influencing how firms organize their employment systems, and a framework or classification system is helpful for understanding them. One important distinction is between what might be termed “standard-setting” policies, on the one hand, and “programmatic interventions,” on the other. Examples of the former include unionization, minimum and living wage legislation, and community benefit agreements. Examples of the latter are sectoral training programs, labor market intermediaries, and variants of manufacturing extension services.

A second useful distinction is between interventions aimed at improving the quality of existing jobs (“making bad jobs good”) and interventions aimed at creating, or retaining, more good jobs. Examples of the first set of policies are efforts to raise wages or create job ladders in the existing job base—for example, in the retail, health, or hospitality industries. Examples of the second category are economic development programs that utilize labor market tools to attract good jobs or to help existing firms compete more effectively and hence maintain the base of good jobs that already exists. Figure 6.1 organizes possible policy levers in terms of these distinctions.

The distinctions in this chart are to some extent arbitrary (for example, some unions run substantial training career ladder programs, as noted later), but they do represent a useful way of thinking about the universe of policy interventions on the demand side. This chapter focuses on programs in the upper right quadrant: programmatic interventions that work with firms to improve careers within the organization.

TRAINING AND CAREER LADDERS

Before turning to training programs, we must ask the following question: will there be good jobs that low-wage workers can aspire to, or is the trajectory of technological change creating a situation in which the only jobs available will be either very low-skill or very high-skill, with few opportunities in the middle? This is an important question, and a recent line
of research has claimed that the latter situation, dubbed “polarization,” characterizes our future.

The polarization story emerged as an explanation for the apparent failure of earlier models linking education to inequality. These models worked well in explaining the patterns in the 1980s, but significant problems began to emerge in the 1990s. People with a high school degree or less have held their own relative to the median wage, a reversal of the pattern in the 1980s, when the bottom fell out of the high school labor market. In addition, however, and very problematic for the education story, is that the wages of those with just a college degree (as opposed to an advanced degree) have stagnated.3

The explanation that emerged was grounded in ideas about the impact of computer technologies.4 The argument was that computers eliminate routine work that can be adequately captured by algorithms and that these tend to be middle-skilled jobs (for example, clerical work or assembly-line work). What is left is a growing demand for service work at the bottom, which cannot be computerized (think washing floors or caring for the elderly) and highly skilled work at the top (think senior managers or investment bankers). Hence, jobs grow at the bottom and the top of the skill distribution, wages at the bottom hold their own relative to the middle, and wages at the top pull away from the middle.

There is certainly some truth to this story. In particular, service-sector jobs are growing as a proportion of the economy, although it should also
be noted that this growth does not prove the argument about computers. The demand for service occupations could be growing for numerous reasons, such as the aging of the population and the changing demand for services. It also seems a bit awkward to argue that people with a college degree—who reaped huge wage gains in the 1980s and early 1990s—are suddenly doing routine work and hence experiencing stagnant earnings. Nonetheless, whatever one thinks of the technological version of the polarization idea, it is simply not the case that there will be few new job openings for middle-skill work (Holzer and Lerman 2009). According to projections by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), only 23 percent of all job openings projected between 2008 and 2018 will require a college degree or more (Lacey and Wright 2009). Examples of good jobs that are attainable with less than a four-year degree include numerous health care technician jobs, skilled blue-collar work, computer support jobs, truck drivers, biotechnology technicians, and so on. Other projections suggest that there will be a substantial number of new jobs available for skilled blue-collar work (machine maintenance, technicians, repair jobs, and the like) and that these too require education in the “some college” or associate’s degree range.

The continued importance of middle-skill jobs is also based on projected hiring to replace the retiring generation of baby boomers. The importance of this is apparent in table 6.1: even in blue-collar jobs, which in net terms will grow very slowly or actually decline, there will be considerable hiring going forward. These projections may be delayed by deferred retirements caused by the Great Recession, but they cannot be avoided. The bottom line is that middle-skill openings will be accessible to career ladder initiatives.

**THE SUBSTANCE OF PROGRAMS**

Career ladder programs, and the training that accompanies these efforts, are important in large measure because low-wage workers typically receive very little training from their employers. Good data on training inside
firms are hard to find, but table 6.2 tells the basic story. Employees with low levels of education receive far less training than do their better-educated colleagues, and in the same vein, low-paid employees receive much less training than do better-paid workers. These practices represent savings for employers and to some extent may be reasonable in that workers with low-skill jobs presumably need less training to do their work than do employees with more complex tasks. However, the paucity of training also reflects a state of mind—that some workers simply cannot learn and that improvements in the quality of their work or in their career trajectories are not feasible. Typical is the observation of an evaluation team that interviewed firms participating in a set of activities organized by the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) and aimed at helping them upgrade their production practices: “Employers knew they had problems of absenteeism, turnover, skill deficiencies, and low productivity but accepted them fatalistically as ‘facts of life,’ feeling that not much could be done about them” (Whiting 2005, 19).

Program models, termed “intermediaries” or “sectoral programs,” vary along a number of dimensions: target groups, the auspices under which the programs are managed, and the nature of the services that are provided. What is striking, however, is that they have also coalesced around a common set of what might be termed “best practices” elements. It is these elements that move these innovations beyond the traditional approach of job training programs and make these new programs distinctive and important.

The most important of these elements is an understanding that employment and training efforts work best if they connect effectively to both sides of the labor market—that is, to employers as well as to clients. To accomplish this, the programs work hard to become knowledgeable about the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High school degree or less</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>44.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA degree or higher</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest earnings quintile</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next earnings quintile</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next highest earnings quintile</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest earnings quintile</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s adaptation of Mikelson and Nightingale (2004).
human resource needs of their target group of firms and, in some cases, also seek to understand how they can contribute to the competitive success of the firms. In short, these programs attempt to appeal to firms as a business proposition, not as a charity, public relations, or welfare effort.

The second feature is that best practice programs make substantial investments in their clients. They reject the quick and dirty training, short-term investments, and simple job search assistance models that characterize much of the traditional employment and training system. The new programs’ investments take a variety of forms: long training periods, more sustained involvement with firms, and higher levels of support to clients in terms of financial assistance and counseling.

There are, however, important differences across the programs. Many programs rely on community colleges for training and focus their own efforts on supporting the trainees and working with employers. Other programs, albeit a minority, have invested in their own training capacity. Program auspices vary and include community groups, unions, community colleges, employer organizations, and state governments. The programs also vary in the extent to which they work with incumbent workers versus job-seekers.

Programs that work with firms to improve the quality of the jobs focus on two main strategies. The first is redesigning jobs to create career ladders or to enlarge the content of existing jobs. These strategies imply working with management to restructure work and provide training and support to employees so that they can meet the additional responsibilities and move up in the workplace. The second, simpler approach is to encourage firms to increase the quantity of training that they make available to lower-paid employees in the hope that this will lead to career advancement.

Programs in Action

An anchor of the Boston economy is the presence of world-class hospitals that, taken together, are the largest source of jobs in the region. Add to these hospitals the numerous nursing homes and other health facilities and the importance of this sector to the region is obvious. Researchers, doctors, and highly skilled nurses are central to delivering quality health care and world-class innovation, but they are not alone. Just as is true throughout the country, a large low-paid workforce labors at the core of this industry. These are the kitchen staff, the orderlies, the cleaners, the certified nursing assistants (CNAs) and patient care technicians (PCTs), the laundry workers, and many others without whom the system would break down. These people come from all parts of the world and speak different languages, but they do have some things in common. They work
very hard, and they are poorly paid. Some of the very best examples of what can be done in cooperation with employers to improve the quality of jobs can be found in health care.

In the spring of 2010, a graduation was held in the auditorium of Children’s Hospital for employees from several hospitals who had just finished a program supported by the employers and by several foundations and managed by Jewish Vocational Services (JVS). Some had completed the final step in their English for speakers of other languages (ESOL) program, and others had completed a college bridge program aimed at getting them ready to enter a community college. Attending were the employees, their families, the program staff, and hospital managers. It was a happy and proud event, and the most moving talks were given by employees, who spoke about how hard they had worked, how they could not have achieved what they had without the program’s support, and the kinds of jobs or education to which they now aspired. For these people, it was clear that bad jobs were being transformed into better ones.

Jewish Vocational Services is a large agency that operates a wide range of education and training programs in the Boston area. It works with the Russian Jewish immigrant community to facilitate their settling in the area. It has a program with CVS Pharmacy to help people from the community obtain entry-level sales jobs and, for the lucky and ambitious, move into positions like pharmacy technicians. JVS is also beginning to work with a local community organization with roots in the Haitian community to establish a college preparatory program for adults. But its largest effort is aimed at health care employers. The graduation described here was for employees in multiple hospitals in the area, but JVS also works with nursing homes, which have an even higher proportion of low-wage workers because of the nature of the business (largely daily care and maintenance of elderly residents).

All of the organizations with which JVS collaborates speak highly of the quality of the agency’s instruction, but our point goes beyond this. In a variety of ways, JVS has enhanced what might be termed the “education and training” culture within the employer workplaces. In part it accomplishes this by encouraging small but significant changes in policies, such as when it worked with Children’s Hospital to enable prepayment of tuition assistance, a change that opened up opportunities for people whose family budgets could not accommodate tuition bills. JVS also hosts monthly meetings of the human resources staff of all its client employers in which it diffuses best practices. In some organizations, JVS has innovated in pedagogy—for example, by shifting its ESOL teaching away from chalk-and-talk and toward experiential activities. This innovation has led to greater success rates, which in turn have encouraged the
organizations to expand the amount of training they give their employees. In addition, because JVS is an important actor that operates at some scale, it can effectively link employers to other actors, such as community colleges or state funding agencies. In short, our interviews with these health care providers provided convincing testimony that the amount of training they provide to their employees has increased owing to their relationships with JVS.

JVS is not alone in working to improve job quality in the health care industry. Several hospitals and nursing homes in Philadelphia are part of a very large career ladder and training program rooted in a collective bargaining agreement with Local 1199C. The program is funded by a contribution from the employers set at 1.5 percent of the wage bill and is organized and managed by the union in cooperation with the employers. Unlike many career ladder efforts, this one is large enough to merit its own facility and is housed in a cheerful building in the city’s downtown.

More than eleven thousand employees pass annually through this program seeking services that range from the simple processing of tuition assistance payments to assessment—such as General Educational Development (GED) testing—and taking a broad range of classes. Over three thousand employees are in education or training programs. Employees in low-level positions—cleaners, orderlies, licensed practical nurses (LPNs) who wish to become registered nurses (RNs), and so on—are given some released time and tuition assistance by their employer, and the counselors and faculty at the program assist them in meeting the education requirements they need to move up.

One woman told us that she had wanted to be a nurse but was discouraged by a college counselor. She dropped out of school, passed through a series of casual jobs, and then landed employment as a nurse’s aide. She connected with the program and entered LPN training, achieved that, and is now in an RN program part-time while working. We also met a young man who was, in his words, “educated on the street.” He heard about the assessment center, came in, did the foundation courses, became a CNA, and is now in an LPN program. His friends told us that during a major snowstorm he had walked three miles to get to work because he felt he had a commitment to his job. Another woman we met was a ninth-grade dropout and entered via the GED program.

Health care providers are an attractive venue for training and career ladder programs because they provide many middle-level job opportunities that low-wage workers can aspire to and because they are more vulnerable than many other employers to public pressure to play ball. That said, there have been significant initiatives in other industries, including several in hotels and in manufacturing.
Hotels represent a greater challenge than health care because of the nature of the jobs. There is a large low-wage base of room cleaners as well as laundry and kitchen workers. The problem is that there are proportionally fewer jobs in the middle level of the organization to which these workers can aspire. Nonetheless, because there are so many low-wage workers employed in hotels, a number of efforts have been made to provide training opportunities for incumbent workers and open career pathways for them.

One flagship hotel program in Las Vegas is the product of a collective bargaining agreement between the “Strip” hotels and the Culinary Workers Union, local 226 of UNITE HERE. The contract with the Strip hotels funds a large union-run training center that commits the hotels to using it as a hiring source for good middle-level jobs in kitchens and in customer-facing functions. We interviewed employers, trainers, and workers at this center just as the recession was beginning to bite hard and hiring had slowed down considerably. Nonetheless, it was clear that the center was successful in opening mobility pathways for employees. At the time of our visit, the center trained about three thousand employees per year in a wide range of skills. Our interviews with employees provided numerous examples of upward mobility.

Is this effort unique, however, in that its existence rests on the special circumstances of Las Vegas and the relationship of the union to large employers in that city? Another union-based program, this one in Boston, provides some reassurance on this score.

The Boston hotels program was organized by the local union UNITE HERE Local 26, which represents over half of the eleven thousand hotel workers in Boston (Mikelson and Nightingale 2004). In 2004 the union created an on-call banquet server training program in which longtime servers trained other union members so that they could pick up extra shifts during busy periods. The union negotiated with the hotels to ensure that the spots would first be offered to members who had gone through the training. Once the banquet training was established, the union worked with hotel managers to determine whether there were other needs that a union-run training program could fill. A training program opened to union members in 2006 and again in 2008 with additional funds from the state Workforce Competitiveness Trust Fund led to the formation of the Hotel Training Workforce Partnership, which has provided training to people seeking entry into jobs at union hotels as well as to incumbent workers seeking training in general skills such as computer and English language skills. The union worked with the hotels to develop a professional busser/food server certificate. Additionally, the program offers certification courses in food safety and the handling of alcohol. Across
all of its components, the program served 267 union members in 2007 and 416 in 2008.

The trainings and certificates combined with guidance from a career coach are intended to create several career tracks within union hotels. Career pathways were developed by program managers working jointly with the union and hotel managers to identify competencies and evaluation criteria for different positions within three departments: food and beverage, guest services, and culinary.

These career pathways are relatively new, and it is too soon to tell whether they have made an impact on the hotels’ promotion practices. That said, the program’s atmospherics were good. All of the human resources managers we spoke with felt that the program has been responsive to the needs of the hotels. One manager reported that it had “been a win all around,” with no unforeseen costs. No one felt that it was time-consuming to work with the program. “The relationship has been far better than any of us could have imagined,” said one manager.

Programs for incumbent workers in manufacturing have a different feel than those in hotels or in health care. The focus is less on upward mobility and more on upgrading the skills of incumbent workers and providing technical assistance to firms so that they can operate more efficiently. This latter emphasis is driven by the difficult economic circumstances of manufacturing enterprises, which are much more at risk than health care providers or hotels. Another key difference is that manufacturing programs focus much more on small and medium-size firms that lack the internal capacity to think systematically about their human resource needs.

An example of a sustained effort to work with small manufacturers to improve the training and advancement opportunities of low-wage employees was the Retention and Advancement Demonstration Program, which was managed nationally between 2001 and 2004 by the National Association of Manufacturers and locally in three states by state-level employers’ associations in Connecticut, Michigan, and Pennsylvania (Whiting 2005).

The associations that worked with the employers were consistently struck by the poor quality and stressed-out nature of the human resources (HR) systems they encountered and by the limited expectations that HR staff and supervisors held out for their entry-level or low-wage workers. An important part of the effort was an attempt to change both these expectations and these conditions. With respect to the HR systems, a staff person in one of the business associations commented, “Even though company managers usually expressed their top priority as skills upgrading, we usually had to work our way toward the frontline workforce, fixing up various HR systems along the way. It would do little good, and probably be impossible anyway, to mount effective training initiatives if the underlying HR
systems and supervisory practices wouldn’t support or take advantage of such efforts.” This observation speaks directly to the suboptimal nature of the operation of many firms and the scope for improvement. This is a central point because it shows that there is room for productivity gains that benefit low-wage employees as well as employers.

Once the HR systems were in place, the local associations either provided or brokered training. The topics included business writing, blueprint reading, quality control, customer relations and customer service, basic plant metrics, statistical process control, laser technology, plastics molding, machinist skills, lean manufacturing, continuous improvement, Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, process certification, basic computer skills, and English as a second language (ESL).

Performance and Challenges

What is the evidence that intermediaries are successful? Observers tend to be positive, but the number of careful evaluations is limited. For the JVS health care program, internal data through December 2011 show that 384 incumbent workers received services, of whom 124 enrolled in post-secondary education and 43 completed a postsecondary degree. Of these employees, 220 received pay increases and 61 received promotions.

Two major national random assignment evaluations are currently under way (one funded by the Mott Foundation and the other by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services), but for now we have to be content with a few careful studies of specific programs. That said, the evidence is positive. One example is the random assignment evaluation of three sectoral programs that provided entry-level training in specific industries (in this case, health care, manufacturing, and information technology) for people who experienced multiple barriers to employment and who averaged less than $10,000 annual earnings prior to the program (Maguire et al. 2010). After completion of the program, the treatment group earned over $4,000 more than the control group.

Another powerful example is Project QUEST in San Antonio, Texas. This program has several features that are consistent with what has come to be seen as best practice. It works with employers to identify future job needs and often involves them in designing training; it provides a good deal of support to trainees in the form of counseling and small amounts of financial assistance; and it is relatively long-term and hence makes real investments in people. One participant whom we interviewed said that “they believed in me and made me feel ten feet tall,” while another said that “there was opportunity at a time when I needed a lifeline.” Formal evaluation results support these observations: participants gained nearly
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$5,000 in annual income relative to a comparison group (Osterman and Lautsch 1998). Similar outcomes were found for a sister program in Austin called Capital Idea (King, Carter Smith, and Schroeder 2009).

Several efforts in manufacturing programs were evaluated, at least through careful narratives if not formal random assignment. The National Association of Manufacturers program described earlier involved one thousand employees, and according to the evaluation report, a total of twenty-eight salary increases and fourteen promotions were attributed to the program. These low outcomes numbers were somewhat offset by the evaluator’s opinion that the program improved the overall operation of the firms and hence held out the prospect of more employee gains going forward. This view was supported by numerous comments by the employers, who praised the effort and pointed to the gains that they experienced. Although these observations are optimistic, it is also important to acknowledge that measurable gains to employees after an intervention that lasted three full years were very limited.

A second manufacturing assessment comes from a program that began in 2002 in Massachusetts and was aimed at working with firms to increase training and develop career paths for low-skill and low-wage incumbent workers in three industries: health care, financial services, and manufacturing (FutureWorks 2004). Over two thousand employees were involved, with a bit over 40 percent in manufacturing. The program devoted substantial resources to working with employers to design career pathways and provide training to employees. As the evaluation noted, “With its emphasis on incumbent workers, career pathways, integrated curricula and employer involvement, [the initiative] incorporated new ‘best practices’ of workforce development into program design.” Employers displayed very little interest in developing career ladders and, when the program staff laid out possible pathways, very little interest in implementing them. The evaluators commented that it remains unclear whether limited demand for career path models across industry sectors is due to lack of information (i.e. employers are simply unfamiliar with the concept and need better/more information about career path models), lack of time and resources (i.e. employers don’t have the internal resources to develop and implement the approach) or . . . employer perceptions regarding entry-level workers (i.e. employers have difficulty viewing entry-level workers as future skilled labor). (FutureWorks 2004, 28)

The experience was more positive with respect to training. Both employers and employees were happy to receive additional training resources and
to participate in the programs. It turned out that the level of basic skills needs was considerably larger than expected, and in the end over half of all training resources went into ESL and other basic skills subjects (as opposed to training more directly aimed at job-related skills). The implication was that even if career paths were created, there was going to be a long haul involved in moving people up through them. In addition, interviews with employees showed that many of them were interested in the ESOL and other basic skills training as a pathway to improving the quality of their lives and their self-confidence rather than as a way to advance their career.

Taken as a whole, these evaluations should be seen as “existence proofs” that well-designed programs that work with employers can be effective, although it is also clear that not all efforts succeed. But it should be remembered that there is a distribution of outcomes for training programs, as with other policies, and too often the discussion ignores evidence that success is possible. Rather than giving up, we should learn lessons from best practices and aspire toward these. This is what has happened in the charter school debate—a broad range of advocates focus on best practice cases rather than on the outcomes in the average program—and there is no reason why the same attitude should not prevail for training low-wage employees.

Challenges

A core challenge facing intermediary programs is obtaining employer buy-in. Why should firms want to participate in these programs? The health care sector provides the clearest case for participation, and hence it is not surprising that most programs are found in this sector. Health care providers suffer from high turnover and labor shortages in some of the technician positions that are often targets of these programs. So employers should benefit from a higher level of commitment and effort on the part of their employees, as well as from a lower turnover rate and the associated reduced costs of recruitment. At the same time, health care providers are vulnerable to pressure to improve jobs. This is obvious in the case of employers with union contracts but is also true more generally. Hospitals and other providers are quasi-public in the sense that even private ones rely very heavily on public funding and hence are sensitive to pressure. Their reliance on numerous regulatory decisions also helps make them responsive to these programs. In addition, the shape of the job structure means that there are multiple levels of employment—for example, numerous technician jobs—that represent reasonable targets for the upward advancement of low-wage workers. For these reasons, more career ladder programs can be found in health care than in any other industry.
All this said, there has been resistance, arising from broad-based managerial attitudes. The twin problems are skepticism about training and the players in the organization—senior management, the human resources department, program operators, and line supervisors—often not being on the same page.

An example of managerial skepticism emerged in a conversation with the head of a nursing home that was part of a chain. This leader worked with the Philadelphia 1199C program (even though he was non-union); by creating some career paths, he had reduced turnover of CNAs from 60 percent to 10 percent. Yet despite this success, he was unable to convince his colleagues, the leaders of other nursing homes in the organization, to participate. He attributed this failure to inertia and to a lack of belief in training for this population of employees.

Within the larger non-union hospitals, the sources of resistance tend to be found in the HR departments and among some line supervisors. The advocates are senior management, who have a strong interest in community relations, and the program staff. The HR staff, on the other hand, are often committed to their own routines of recruitment and assessment, and supervisors are focused on what is easiest in terms of staffing (which is often hiring from the outside) as opposed to creating opportunities for lower-level employees to move up. The puzzle is why senior management does not simply insist on cooperation and execution, but the answer lies in the multiple pressures and interests of top management. While these leaders appear to have a genuine interest in the programs, they also confront a myriad of other problems, and forcing their middle managers out of their routines in order to create career ladders or to expand training opportunities is often seen as relatively low-priority and disruptive, no matter how much the top management likes the idea in principle. Hence, the programs remain relatively small-scale in the larger organizational context.

An additional challenge facing these programs stems from a hard fact of life: it is difficult for many employees to obtain the education and skills it takes to move up job ladders in hospitals. Virtually all of the target jobs require at least a community college–level certificate, and many require a two-year degree. Set against this is the unfortunate reality that many, if not most, of the employees with aspirations to move out of low-wage jobs have something like an eighth-grade educational attainment, and many also face challenges with English. In addition, employees’ family circumstances can pose significant obstacles. Put in terms of our earlier discussion, there are clear human capital challenges as well as organizational and structural barriers, and it is naive to deny or ignore this. As a consequence of these barriers, the path from, say, working as a Certified Nursing Assistant to an LPN
or a technician job can take five or more years. This is a long haul, and many
do not make it.

In the study of the Massachusetts manufacturing program mentioned
earlier, a final, and somewhat discouraging, finding was that although
employers expressed satisfaction with the training, they also explicitly
stated that they were satisfied in large part because it was costless. The
firms did not continue making the training available when the subsidy
ended. The more positive side was that as long as the training was subsi-
dized, employers were willing to let public programs through their doors,
something that is not always easy to accomplish. Similar efforts in other
parts of the country have also demonstrated that involving employers in
subsidized training interventions is quite feasible (Pindus et al. 2004).

One interpretation of the foregoing is that the career ladder idea is flawed.
The basis for this view is that there is very little evidence in any of the cases
that new job paths have been created that operate at any scale. That is, firms
have not fundamentally reorganized their promotion ladders in order to
create new rungs (that is, new jobs or reconfigured tasks) that enable low-
wage workers to more easily move up. This would be a possible reading,
but it is too pessimistic: even though ladders have not been reshaped, the
programs do indeed demonstrate that employers can be encouraged, incen-
tivized, and supported to increase the amount of training they provide to
their incumbent workforce. This is clear from the work of JVS in Boston,
1199C in Philadelphia, and the several hotel projects we reviewed, and to
a lesser extent it can be seen in the manufacturing examples as well. This is
important for two reasons. First, as we have seen, one of the markers of bad
jobs is that they provide little training. We saw this in the data that dem-
onstrated that low-wage workers receive far less firm-based training than
do their more advantaged colleagues. Increasing training is also important
because it enables employees to move up existing job paths. Even if the job
paths remain the same, more training can improve the prospects of those at
the bottom, and in this sense the nature of low-level jobs changes. Instead of
being dead-end, they now lead somewhere.

The path to progress is not easy. The internal politics of organizations can
be problematic. Multiple organizational actors—top executives, HR staff,
line supervisors, and staff charged with running the actual programs—
have different priorities, and these are not always congruent. We also saw
that small employers often lack the managerial or human resources staff
capacity to take full advantage of the programs. On top of all this, these
efforts take a long time. With the difficulties faced by low-wage workers,
in terms of both skills and family issues, it is a long haul to get the training
needed and to move up the job ladder. It is naive to expect easy and rapid
improvements.
All this said, there are more positive lessons. In virtually all cases, employees are eager participants. Their level of motivation and desire to improve themselves is very strong and provides a strong basis for moving forward. Finally, it does seem clear that well-designed programs can help change the culture of an organization and move it toward one in which the training and education of low-wage workers is seen as a good way of doing business. This is an important step forward in improving the quality of these jobs.

An Aside on Community Colleges

Many of the career ladder programs use community colleges for skill training. Beyond this, it is important to recognize that community colleges are the most important source of skill acquisition for low-wage adults. There are roughly 1,200 community colleges that enroll over 7 million students in credit-bearing courses. We are not sure how many students are enrolled in noncredit community college courses—studying topics that range from the directly vocational to the recreational—because not all states keep data on these enrollments, but experts agree that the numbers are very close to those in credit courses. Hence, in the range of 12 million Americans are enrolled in community colleges. Among students who are enrolled for credit, most are in degree programs, but a substantial minority seek certificates.

Public community college students do not resemble the traditional image of a college student. Nearly 40 percent are over age twenty-four, and 60 percent attend part-time. Indeed, the rhetoric regarding the diminishing importance of the traditional college student is really about community college students. By contrast, among undergraduates in four-year institutions, 79.5 percent attend full-time, and about 70 percent are under age twenty-four (National Center for Education Statistics 2009, table 1). Community college students are more likely to be minority, are more likely to be self-supporting, and are more likely to be first-generation college students (Kazis 2002).

For students who obtain a credential, either a certificate or an associate’s degree, community colleges perform well and are an excellent investment. The first widely noted research on rates of return to community college credentials reported positive results (Kain and Rouse 1995), and more recent research has updated these findings while managing to control for a large range of personal and family variables (Marcotte et al. 2005). The rates of return range from 13 percent for men who obtain an associate’s degree to a remarkable 38.9 percent for women. In general the results are more robust for women across all specifications, but for both genders the overall positive message is clear for those who manage to obtain a credential.
Thus far the news has been good. However, when we ask what proportion of students who enroll in community college obtain a degree or certificate, or even accomplish a full year of attendance, the picture darkens considerably. Although there is controversy about the precise failure rates, all agree that they are much too high.\(^8\) This failure rate is without question the greatest challenge confronting community colleges.

It is clear from this discussion that community colleges by dint of their scale and the nature of the students who enroll are central training institutions for the people who are at the core of this chapter’s interest. It is also clear that, as shown by the gains achieved by people who obtain community college credentials, these institutions hold considerable promise. All this said, the high rates of failure point to the need to take significant steps to improve these institutions, and the question of how to do so is addressed in the final section.

**CONCLUSION**

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, it is important to understand that a serious effort to reduce the prevalence of low-wage work will require a range of initiatives of which career ladders and training are only one component. Nevertheless, career ladders are certainly worth pursuing. But how do we make them more effective? And what more do we need to know about them?

Improving community college performance is obviously one crucial step. Important experiments are under way to simplify the choices facing students and restructure remedial education so that those choices are both faster and better integrated into the credit curriculum. In addition, despite their importance, community colleges receive far less funding than do four-year schools, and the gap cannot be fully explained by the broader mission of the better-funded institutions. This low level of funding for community colleges has consequences in terms of the prevalence of part-time faculty and the absence of significant counseling and support functions.

Resources are in fact a more general concern. To date, a great deal of intermediary and career ladder funding as well as programmatic initiatives for career ladder programs have come from foundations. The federal government has played a role—for example, resources in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 were set aside for programs aimed at careers in green jobs—but in general federal funding has been inadequate and declining. U.S. Department of Labor Workforce Investment Act (WIA) funding has declined since 2004 and is at major risk, owing to the current budgetary and political difficulties. It
is unreasonable to assume that foundations can continue to be a major source of support, and in any case, they will never be able to provide resources at scale. The uneven and declining federal commitment is a source of real concern.

There are also important issues regarding how best to structure support for career ladder programs. As described earlier, in some firms the notion of creating new pathways for upward mobility makes sense, while in other situations the more realistic objective would be to increase employer investment in training for existing career ladders. Indeed, inadequate levels of employer training for low-wage workers is a major challenge. This points in the direction of designing matching programs, and perhaps tax incentives, to stimulate additional training by firms.

We have in hand a set of tools, described earlier in figure 6.1, that we know are effective in reducing the extent of low-wage employment. This is encouraging because it means that the problem is not intractable, that we can make considerable progress should we wish. What is worrying, of course, is that so little has happened. The political challenges are clearly more daunting than are the programmatic ones.

NOTES

1. This calculation is based on the Current Population Survey Outgoing Rotation Group (CPS-ORG). The data are for people age twenty-five to sixty-four in civilian employment. For more information on how the data are analyzed, see Osterman and Shulman (2011).

2. One study found that among low-earners over six years, starting in the early 1990s—a period of remarkable economic strength—only 27 percent raised their income enough to rise consistently above the poverty line for a family of four (Holzer 2004). A more recent study looked at low-earners in the years 1995 to 2001 and found that 6 percent of those working full-time and 18 percent of those working part-time in any year had dropped out of the labor force by the next year. Among those who did stay in the workforce, 40 percent experienced either a decrease or no change in their earnings (Theodos and Bednarzik 2006.) Using yet a third data source, this time tracking mobility from 2001 to 2003, researchers found that 44 percent of the employees at poverty wages in 2001 had no better wages in 2003; moreover, an additional 22 percent were not even employed (Lopreste et al. 2009).

3. Among working adults in the census ORG data between 2000 and 2009, the hourly wage of those with a college degree increased by a total of 0.3 percent, while the hourly wage of those with only a high school degree grew by 1.9 percent and the hourly wage of those with a graduate degree grew by 2.7 percent.
4. For a discussion of the technology story, see Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2003). For the application of this story to explain recent trends in wages, see Autor, Katz, and Kearney (2008); see also Autor (2010).

5. The account in this session is based on fieldwork by Elizabeth Chimienti.

6. For the number of community colleges, see American Association of Community Colleges, “Fast Facts from Our Fact Sheet,” available at: http://www.aacc.nche.edu/AboutCC/Pages/fastfactsfactsheet.aspx (accessed April 2013). Among community colleges, 17 percent have enrollment of at least ten thousand, and 12 percent have enrollment of five hundred or less. Twenty-three percent of community colleges are in California (National Center for Education Statistics 2008, 3).

7. The estimates were for year 2000 wages for students who were in the eighth grade in 1988 and no longer in school when the earnings data were collected. Because the data source—the National Educational Longitudinal Survey (NELS)—is quite rich, the authors were able to control for high school performance as well as a wide range of parental characteristics. These controls substantially reduce concerns regarding selection bias in driving the results.

8. The federal government collects data on graduation rates through its Integrated Post-Secondary Data System (IPEDS); according to the most recent figures, only 22 percent of public community college students who entered in 2005 had obtained a degree or certificate within 150 percent of the expected time, that is, by 2008. However, the problem with these data is that they refer only to full-time students, whereas we saw that a strong majority attend part-time. Another federal source, the Post-Secondary Longitudinal Students Survey, includes both full- and part-time students. In these data, among students who enrolled in the fall of 2003, by June 2006 5.5 percent had obtained a certificate, 10.0 percent had earned an associate’s degree, 39.8 percent were still enrolled, and 44.6 percent were no longer enrolled. In other words, the three-year success rate, as measured by a credential, was an even lower 15.5 percent, presumably reflecting worse outcomes for part-time students.

These outcomes are more than a little discouraging. However, many observers would point out that they are also somewhat unfair. Given the substantial fraction of part-time students, focusing on a three-year completion rate may be too stringent. The U.S. Department of Education does not collect outcomes for a longer enrollment period; however, a recent effort, executed by Jobs for the Future as part of the Lumina Foundation Achieving the Dream initiative, did collect detailed outcome data from six states for a six-year period since enrollment. These data paint a brighter picture than do the three-year federal figures, but the assessment is still grim. Even assuming that the story for transfer students has a uniformly happy ending, at best only four out of ten students reach their goals within six years of enrolling, and in most states the results are even worse; see National Center for Education Statistics (2010, table 5) and National Center for Education Statistics (2003–2004).
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Chapter 7 | Employment Subsidies to Firms and Workers: Key Distinctions Between the Effects of the Work Opportunity Tax Credit and the Earned Income Tax Credit

Sarah Hamersma

Classic economic theory suggests that an employment subsidy will increase the number of jobs and the take-home pay of workers regardless of whether it is received by firms or workers, but the targeting and implementation of each type of subsidy program can differ substantially, resulting in widely varying outcomes. In this chapter, I examine the key distinctions between these two styles of subsidies as they have been implemented in the United States, most recently via the Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC), a firm subsidy, and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) a worker subsidy. Both programs boast low federal administrative costs relative to typical transfer programs, and both offer the promise of increased work and income for disadvantaged individuals. However, despite many shared goals, these two programs have different eligibility requirements, firm and worker administrative burdens, and payment schemes. As a result, participation rates in the programs differ, as does their measured effectiveness in improving outcomes. This chapter synthesizes the existing literature on these findings, suggests possible explanations for the differences in effectiveness, and provides new estimates of recent participation rates in the expanding Work Opportunity Tax Credit program.
A THEORY OF TAX CREDIT INCIDENCE

Economists model tax credits as negative taxes, allowing the use of general tax incidence theory to evaluate their predicted effects. Figure 7.1 illustrates the framework for this theory, with the market equilibrium in the absence of a tax credit program labeled as point A. An employer tax credit of size $t$ is expressed as a rightward shift of the labor demand curve, such that at a given wage a firm is willing to hire additional workers. The resulting equilibrium, labeled B, indicates an increase in employment and an increase in wages paid to workers (but a decrease in wages paid by firms, with the difference reflecting the value of the credit). A worker tax credit is expressed as a rightward shift of the labor supply curve, such that at a given wage there are more people willing to work. The resulting equilibrium, labeled C, indicates an increase in employment and a decrease in wages paid by firms (but an increase in wages received by workers when the tax credit value is included in the wage). For a given size of tax credit, the effect on employment, take-home wage, and firm-paid wage is the same regardless of whether the tax credit is given to the worker or the firm.

Source: Author’s illustration.
Of course, this model is simplified relative to reality. First, it assumes that the tax credit applies to all workers in the market. Under the current worker subsidy program (the Earned Income Tax Credit), the tax credit applies only to workers with positive but low family earned income, and it applies to different degrees depending on the level of that income and the size of the family. The current employer subsidy program (the Work Opportunity Tax Credit) applies to firms hiring workers who have (typically) been connected with public assistance programs. Although these populations surely overlap, neither of them necessarily represents the whole relevant labor market.

The theory of tax incidence also assumes that the financial aspects of the programs are the only ones relevant for understanding their likely effects. It assumes that any party that would financially benefit from a subsidy will claim it. However, participation in both types of programs is not universal; employer subsidies in particular have had historically low participation rates among eligible firms (Hamersma 2003). With the exception of a model by Stacy Dickert-Conlin and Douglas Holtz-Eakin (2000) that incorporates worker stigma, there has been little attempt to model this incomplete participation.

Finally, this model makes predictions for the consequences of subsidies when markets are in equilibrium. In a time of recession, with substantial unemployment, it is hard to imagine a worker-side subsidy promoting much job growth, since it depends on the idea of increasing the labor supply (which is not helpful if there is already a surplus of workers). Similarly, if unemployment is very low, we may not find firms increasing employment in response to a subsidy since there is likely to be a labor shortage already. Thus, the larger economic climate—and the political response to that climate—are important for understanding these programs in context.

This chapter continues with an overview of the existing relevant programs and then considers how they have played out in the past and may play out in the future in our broader policy context.

EXISTING EMPLOYMENT TAX CREDITS

The Earned Income Tax Credit

The Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) was signed into law in 1975 under the Ford administration (in the spirit of earlier proposals developed by the Nixon administration) and has since grown to be the largest cash assistance program in the country. The credit is applied based on family earned income and the number of qualified children. The credit provides an earnings supplement and an incentive for nonworkers to begin working.
It does this by subsidizing wages by a large percentage when earnings are low and then capping and gradually phasing out the subsidy. The top line on figure 7.2 shows the pattern of the tax credit for a single-mother family with three children in 2012. Earnings in this case are increased by 45 percent for the first $13,090 of earnings until the maximum credit of $5,891 is reached. At this point, the mother can still earn more money without losing any benefits. Only when earnings exceed $17,090 does the credit begin to phase out, at a rate of 21 percent. Those with earnings above $45,060 do not qualify for the credit. Benefit amounts are smaller for those with fewer or no children, as shown on the lower lines in figure 7.2.

The EITC is administered by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). While the credit could technically (until recently) be claimed smoothly over a year, most recipients have received it as a lump sum upon filing annual federal income taxes. The EITC is a refundable credit, so it is possible for filing units to get refund checks that exceed the amount they have paid in
federal income tax. Because of this feature of the program, there are some individuals who would not otherwise be obligated to file who can benefit from filing because of the EITC.

Issues of EITC compliance have been a major concern in recent years (U.S. Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration 2011). Recent estimates suggest that about one-fourth of EITC claims are made inappropriately. The primary confusion for recipients (and their tax preparers) seems to be the issue of the appropriate number of children to claim (Hotz and Scholz 2003). The definition of a “qualifying child” under EITC includes an age, relationship, and residency test and has not always been the same as that used for other tax credits (Hamel 2009). The IRS has engaged in a number of outreach strategies to claimants and tax preparers to help improve rates of compliance (U.S. Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration 2011).

The overall cost of the EITC program has increased substantially over the years due to both eligibility expansions and benefit increases. Table 7.1 provides the annual number of participants and total cost of the program. In recent years, the annual cost has been over $55 billion. This far exceeds the 2009 spending on cash assistance—Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)—of about $6 billion and is on par with the 2009 cost of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), which grew by 42 percent relative to 2008. The cost of EITC benefits shown in table 7.1 does not include administrative costs, although these are relatively small for tax credits relative to transfer programs, for which close to 20 percent of costs can be administrative (Olson 2011).

The Earned Income Tax Credit has received fairly consistent political support since its inception, with major expansions enacted in 1986, 1990, and 1993. V. Joseph Hotz and John Karl Scholz (2003) provide a detailed discussion of the nature of each of the early expansions. The most recent changes in the EITC have been a higher subsidy rate for those with three or more children as well as an increase in the beginning of the phaseout range for couples filing joint returns (introduced via the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 and extended through 2017 via the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2013). In addition, the IRS continues to develop outreach methods to improve compliance, since consistently poor compliance (whether real or perceived) could make the EITC less politically palatable than it has historically been.

The Work Opportunity Tax Credit

The Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) was introduced in 1996 as part of the Small Business Job Protection Act. The WOTC was designed
Table 7.1  Earned Income Tax Credit: Number of Recipients and Amount of Credit, 1975 to 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Recipient Families (in Thousands)</th>
<th>Total Amount of Credit (in Millions of 2009 Dollars)</th>
<th>Refunded Portions of Credit (in Millions of 2009 Dollars)</th>
<th>Average Credit per Family (in 2009 Dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>6,215</td>
<td>$4,984</td>
<td>$3,588</td>
<td>$801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>6,473</td>
<td>4,882</td>
<td>3,355</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>5,627</td>
<td>3,989</td>
<td>3,115</td>
<td>708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>5,192</td>
<td>3,448</td>
<td>2,635</td>
<td>665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>7,135</td>
<td>6,063</td>
<td>4,122</td>
<td>851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>6,954</td>
<td>5,170</td>
<td>3,566</td>
<td>745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>6,717</td>
<td>4,512</td>
<td>3,016</td>
<td>673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>6,395</td>
<td>3,945</td>
<td>2,716</td>
<td>618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>7,368</td>
<td>3,866</td>
<td>2,776</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>6,376</td>
<td>3,382</td>
<td>2,399</td>
<td>531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>7,432</td>
<td>4,162</td>
<td>2,988</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>7,156</td>
<td>3,932</td>
<td>2,895</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>8,738</td>
<td>6,403</td>
<td>5,532</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>11,148</td>
<td>10,691</td>
<td>7,719</td>
<td>959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>11,696</td>
<td>11,408</td>
<td>8,020</td>
<td>976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>12,542</td>
<td>12,378</td>
<td>8,642</td>
<td>986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>13,665</td>
<td>17,489</td>
<td>12,887</td>
<td>1,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>14,097</td>
<td>19,918</td>
<td>15,226</td>
<td>1,413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>15,117</td>
<td>23,064</td>
<td>17,855</td>
<td>1,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>19,017</td>
<td>30,547</td>
<td>24,023</td>
<td>1,607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>19,334</td>
<td>36,533</td>
<td>29,316</td>
<td>1,889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>19,391</td>
<td>40,613</td>
<td>32,604</td>
<td>2,094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>20,273</td>
<td>42,558</td>
<td>35,761</td>
<td>2,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>19,259</td>
<td>41,073</td>
<td>35,541</td>
<td>2,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>19,277</td>
<td>40,229</td>
<td>34,633</td>
<td>2,086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>19,593</td>
<td>40,424</td>
<td>35,176</td>
<td>2,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>21,703</td>
<td>45,546</td>
<td>40,226</td>
<td>2,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>22,024</td>
<td>45,065</td>
<td>39,650</td>
<td>2,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>22,270</td>
<td>45,448</td>
<td>40,084</td>
<td>2,041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>22,752</td>
<td>46,579</td>
<td>41,148</td>
<td>2,047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table continues on p. 192.)
to increase access to the labor market for people facing barriers to employment; in this sense, the legislation was complementary to the major welfare reform passed in the same year, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act, which was intended to reduce dependence on cash welfare programs. The WOTC is a tax credit claimed by firms, with the amount dependent on the number of workers the firm has gotten “certified” as eligible (at the time of hire) and the number of hours worked by those employees. A similar credit, called the Welfare-to-Work Credit, was introduced in 1997 and recently rolled into the WOTC.4

Although the program is not explicitly directed to poor families, most eligible groups have low income. The two largest groups have historically been welfare recipients and young food stamp recipients, with other eligible groups including disability income recipients, residents of disadvantaged neighborhoods, low-income ex-felons, vocational rehabilitation participants, and others.5 Similar to the EITC, the credit increases with hours worked up to a maximum credit; unlike the EITC, the WOTC is time-limited to one year per worker. Figure 7.3 shows the pattern of benefits for a firm with a certified worker earning $8 an hour. There is no cap on the total number of workers a firm can claim each year, though there is a per-worker dollar-value cap and the total credit cannot exceed 90 percent of a company’s annual income tax liability (Scott 2011). The largest participating firms claim a significant share of all credits; a study of

Table 7.1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Recipient Families (in Thousands)</th>
<th>Total Amount of Credit (in Millions of 2009 Dollars)</th>
<th>Refunded Portions of Credit (in Millions of 2009 Dollars)</th>
<th>Average Credit per Family (in 2009 Dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>23,042</td>
<td>47,228</td>
<td>41,572</td>
<td>2,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>24,584</td>
<td>50,226</td>
<td>43,984</td>
<td>2,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>24,757</td>
<td>50,481</td>
<td>44,096</td>
<td>2,039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>27,041</td>
<td>60,932</td>
<td>55,524</td>
<td>2,194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s compilation based on Tax Policy Center (2012).
Note: The nominal version of this table was generated by the Tax Policy Center using Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income Division, “table 1, Individual Income Tax Returns: Selected Income and Tax Items for Tax Years 1999–2009.” The 2009 estimates are preliminary. I have adjusted by the CPI to convert to 2009 dollars. The nominal table is available at: http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/taxfacts/displayafact.cfm?DocID=37&Topic2id=30&Topic3id=39.
California and Texas in 1997 and 1999 found that 3 percent of participating firms accounted for 83 percent of WOTC certifications. This study found that in 1997 the top 5 percent of firms in terms of size (gross receipts) claimed two-thirds of all WOTC dollars (U.S. General Accounting Office 2001a). Another study found that temporary help services (THS) firms make up a disproportionate share of participating firms; THS firms in Wisconsin made up 26 percent of WOTC applications in 2002 (Hamersma and Heinrich 2008). This brings up policy concerns about job quality for WOTC recipients, given the limited legal obligations of THS firms to the workers they place.\(^6\)

An important difference between the EITC and WOTC is that the WOTC is given only when a minimal hours-of-work requirement is met: workers must remain with the employer for at least 120 hours, and to reach the maximum subsidy rate the duration needs to exceed 400 hours. The credit is capped for most targeted groups at $2,400 per worker. Though national data are not available, an analysis of the population of Wisconsin WOTC certifications over a period of two and a half years indicated that about one-third of certified workers did not
reach the 120-hour threshold, and that another one-third were between 120 and 400 hours. Elsewhere (Hamersma 2011) I have suggested that there is evidence that the hours requirement is one explanation for low participation in the credit.

Another important difference between the EITC and WOTC is the refundability of the credits. The WOTC, like most tax credits but unlike the EITC, is not refundable. Firms whose credit eligibility exceeds their tax liability do have the option of carrying over the value of the subsidy to future years, which makes the lack of refundability a bit less relevant, but it does not overcome the exclusion of nonprofit firms from the program. Low-income workers in, for instance, charity-funded hospitals would not qualify the employer for a credit, even as their EITC eligibility is unaffected by the nature of their employment.

Compliance issues in the WOTC program are very different from those in the EITC, in large part because the WOTC system of administration is unique. The WOTC is jointly administered by the U.S. Department of Labor (working through state-level offices) and the IRS. Applications for the WOTC are submitted by firms at the time of hire to the state office, and certifications are granted (or not) by that state office based on documentation either submitted by the firm or gathered by the office from government databases. There is a 10 percent required audit rate of these certifications to assess the accuracy of eligibility determinations (though I am unaware of any reports related to these audits). The certification or denial, once sent to a firm, marks the completion of the role of the Department of Labor and grants permission to the firm to claim this worker on its IRS tax forms the following year. However, because the credit amount depends on work hours as well, it is the responsibility of the IRS to assess whether a claim made—even on behalf of a certified worker—is accurate. To my knowledge, there has been no public information about IRS auditing related to this concern. The IRS form submitted by firms, in fact, contains only the aggregate WOTC claim of the firm, making it impossible for researchers (even if we were armed with IRS WOTC data, which we are not) to understand much about compliance.

The lack of compliance concerns with the WOTC seems incongruent with the substantial attention paid to EITC compliance, but the reason may be related to the much smaller size of the WOTC program relative to the EITC. Table 7.2 provides the number of certifications for each year of the program along with estimates of the tax cost of these certifications. For most of its history, the WOTC has cost $300 million to $400 million per year; in very recent years, it has expanded dramatically to just over $1 billion. Much of the latest growth appears to be due to a recent expansion in
### Table 7.2  Work Opportunity Tax Credit and Welfare-to-Work Certification Patterns, 1997 to 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Number of WOTC Certifications</th>
<th>Number of WtW Certifications</th>
<th>Number of Total Certifications</th>
<th>Total FY Cost (Million)</th>
<th>Distribution of Certifications Across Target Groups Within WOTC (Dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>123,407</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>123,407</td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>60 percent AFDC/TANF, 21 percent food stamp youth, 19 percent other (Levine 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>285,322</td>
<td>46,580</td>
<td>331,902</td>
<td>$185</td>
<td>54 percent AFDC/TANF, 20 percent food stamp youth, less than 8 percent each for other groups (U.S. GAO 2001a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>335,707</td>
<td>104,998</td>
<td>440,705</td>
<td>$305</td>
<td>40 percent AFDC/TANF, 27 percent food stamp youth, 13 percent high-risk youth, 6 percent supplemental security income, 5 percent vocational rehab, 6 percent ex-felons (Levine 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>370,835</td>
<td>154,608</td>
<td>525,443</td>
<td>$440</td>
<td>45 percent food stamp, 28 percent TANF, 8 percent high-risk youth, 7 percent ex-felons, 6 percent supplemental security income (Levine 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>383,357</td>
<td>97,072</td>
<td>480,429</td>
<td>$390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>377,310</td>
<td>46,652</td>
<td>423,962</td>
<td>$460</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>403,243</td>
<td>33,068</td>
<td>436,311</td>
<td>$490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>244,445</td>
<td>15,601</td>
<td>260,046</td>
<td>$340</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>598,101</td>
<td>32,817</td>
<td>630,918</td>
<td>$230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>325,178</td>
<td>13,859</td>
<td>339,037</td>
<td>$290</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>612,052</td>
<td>21,771</td>
<td>633,964</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table continues on p. 196.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Number of WOTC Certifications</th>
<th>Number of WtW Certifications</th>
<th>Number of Total Certifications</th>
<th>Total FY Cost (Million)</th>
<th>Distribution of Certifications Across Target Groups Within WOTC (Dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>668,214</td>
<td>24,207</td>
<td>692,421</td>
<td>$570</td>
<td>61 percent food stamp, 14 percent TANF, 11 percent designated community residents, 7 percent ex-felons, 4 percent supplemental security income, 3 percent vocational rehab, less than 3 percent each for other groups (Scott 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>702,312</td>
<td>17,502</td>
<td>719,814</td>
<td>$870</td>
<td>74 percent food stamp, 10 percent TANF, 3 percent designated community residents, 6 percent ex-felons, less than 3 percent each for other groups (Scott 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>849,044</td>
<td>65,447</td>
<td>914,491</td>
<td>$1,110</td>
<td>59 percent food stamp, 6 percent TANF, 8 percent designated community residents, 4 percent ex-felons, 18 percent disconnected youth, less than 3 percent each for other groups (Scott 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Total Hires</td>
<td>Youth Hires</td>
<td>Total Dollars</td>
<td>Average Dollar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1,081,158</td>
<td>79,365</td>
<td>1,160,523</td>
<td>$1,110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63 percent food stamp, 5 percent TANF, 6 percent designated community residents, 3 percent ex-felons, 19 percent disconnected youth, less than 3 percent each for other groups (Scott 2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>820,907</td>
<td>71,407</td>
<td>892,314</td>
<td>$1,130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>73 percent food stamp, 6 percent TANF, 6 percent designated community residents, 3 percent ex-felons, 5 percent disconnected youth, 4 percent veterans, less than 3 percent each for other groups (Scott 2013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Author’s compilation certification totals for 1997–2007 are from Levine (2008); for 2008–2012, from Scott (2013). Dollar values are from the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (various years) using the most recent available estimate for each year from 1999 to 2014. The target-group distribution is reported only in some years, with the appropriate reports cited where relevant.

1. The “food stamp youth” category was expanded to include those up to age thirty-nine hired after January 1, 2007 and thus is renamed “food stamp” for the remainder of the table.
2. The “high-risk youth” category of eighteen- to twenty-four-year-old enterprise zone, empowerment community, or rural renewal community residents was renamed “designated community residents” and expanded through thirty-nine-year-olds as of May 25, 2007 (http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-110publ28/html/PLAW-110publ28.htm).
3. The “disconnected youth” category was a new temporary target group created for hires during 2009 and 2010. This group included sixteen- to twenty-four-year-olds who were neither working nor in school in the previous six months and who lacked job skills.
eligibility that changed the “food stamp youth” target group (ages eighteen to twenty-four) to the “food stamp” group (ages eighteen to thirty-nine), combined with a recession that has resulted in unprecedented participation in food stamps. The program also expanded the age group for the geographically defined “high-risk youth” (and renamed them “designated community residents”) and added a “disconnected youth” category for two years, resulting in a large new target group in those years. Even in these recent years, however, the cost of the program is less than 2 percent that of the EITC and might be considered of second-order importance when it comes to auditing and compliance.

It could also be the case that less attention is dedicated to WOTC compliance than EITC compliance because of potential backlash from the large, influential firms that claim the vast majority of WOTC dollars. The individuals whose EITC claims are challenged are often low-income workers who are not equipped to appeal such challenges, while large firms have resources at their disposal and a significant amount of money at stake. Congressional testimony in favor of WOTC extension from corporations such as Marriott suggests that concern about the maintenance of WOTC benefits already has the attention of the large firms that participate.

The political history of the WOTC actually began long before the program itself. The first large programs for employer tax credits began in the late 1970s. The New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC) of 1977 and 1978 provided tax credits to firms for expanding employment by a substantial amount without targeting particular workers. Upon expiration, the NJTC was replaced by the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC), a program with target groups similar to those of the WOTC. Over the years, issues of stigma (due to the program’s use of worker vouchers) and limited evidence of a net employment effect ultimately caused Congress to allow the credit to expire in 1994 (U.S. Department of Labor, Office of the Inspector General 1994). Perhaps surprisingly, two years later the WOTC, which differs only slightly from the TJTC, was introduced and passed around the same time as welfare reform. Although the WOTC has not faced major political challenges since then, the dynamics of legislation have been more irregular than they have been for the more solidly supported EITC. The WOTC was initially legislated as a temporary program, and it is typically extended in one- to two-year increments, sometimes retroactively. It has also developed a sort of “patchwork” structure as Congress authorizes new, narrowly defined target groups for specific time periods (for example, a Liberty Zone group related to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and later a Hurricane Katrina group). Several provisions related to veterans were introduced
and expanded on November 21, 2011, in the Vow to Hire Heroes Act, and recently the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 extended the WOTC through December 31, 2013.

BEHAVIORAL INCENTIVES AND EFFECTS OF THE EITC AND THE WOTC

Both the EITC and the WOTC generate complicated sets of incentives; some are by design and some are side effects of other program features. At the most basic level, each program provides incentives for employment among disadvantaged workers, one by providing individuals with subsidies for working and one by providing firms with subsidies for hiring. In theory, as noted earlier, both programs could generate the same outcomes, but their distinct structures make this unlikely.

The EITC provides unambiguous, positive work incentives only on the margin of the decision to work or not; for those already working, the incentives are less clear and even negative in some parts of the hours-of-work distribution. In particular, in the phaseout range of the credit a worker loses some EITC benefits for each additional hour worked, effectively reducing the wage for that hour of work. This phaseout, however, is a necessary component of a program that provides substantial help at the bottom; because the EITC is fundamentally an antipoverty program and not simply a work incentive program, some perverse incentives are unavoidable.

The WOTC provides firms with an incentive to hire and retain workers, but there are discontinuities in the benefit mechanism that make this incentive more or less salient at different places in the hours-of-work distribution illustrated in figure 7.3. The minimum-hours threshold of 120 hours means that there is no marginal gain per hour of retention if the worker does not stay for at least 120 hours. If the first threshold is met, the firm qualifies for a subsidy of 25 percent of wages and thus has an incentive to keep a worker as long as his or her productivity covers at least 75 percent of his or her wage.10 This retention incentive becomes much stronger, however, as a worker approaches 400 hours of work, as the firm’s total subsidy increases to 40 percent of the worker’s wages if this threshold is met. To be clear, this is a change not in the marginal subsidy rate but in the total subsidy rate; with the large jump in the value of the subsidy at this point, even a worker with very low productivity may generate positive returns if the firm retains him or her until just past the 400-hour mark (for a numerical example, see Hamersma 2011). Finally, the subsidy cap of $2,400 and the one-year time limit (for most groups) curtail the subsidy’s incentives rather abruptly, generating an incentive for the churning of qualified workers.
Empirical research on both the EITC and the WOTC has been mixed in terms of uncovering employment and earnings responses to the work incentives created by each program.\textsuperscript{11} There is, however, a consistent finding that the perverse incentives in each program have not caused serious problems. In the case of the EITC, the research suggests that workers in the phaseout range of the EITC do not appear to respond to the subsidy by reducing earnings (Eissa and Hoynes 2006), and in general it appears that the kink points in the policy are fairly unnoticed by claimants, with the possible exception of the self-employed (Saëz 2010). Even studies focusing on secondary earners do not find large reductions in hours worked (Eissa and Hoynes 2006; Heim 2007). Some new evidence from Raj Chetty and Emmanuel Saëz (2013) does indicate, however, that workers are more likely to respond to the work incentives (including negative incentives) of the EITC when they are given specific information about their place in the EITC distribution by their tax preparer. Similarly, work on the WOTC has found neither evidence of firms churning workers whose subsidies have expired (U.S. General Accounting Office 2001a) nor any evidence that job separations bunch near the program’s hours thresholds (Hamersma 2011).

A major difference appears in the evidence on positive effects for the two tax credits. The evidence on the EITC is encouraging: the incentive to join the workforce appears to have caused sizable increases in labor force participation among single mothers (for a summary of several studies, see Eissa and Hoynes 2006). For example, V. Joseph Hotz, Charles Mullin, and John Karl Scholz (2006) use the growing difference in EITC benefits to families with one child versus those with two children to identify the employment effects of the EITC; they find that the EITC increased relative employment of the latter group by as much as 3.4 percentage points. In contrast, the WOTC incentive for firms to hire additional disadvantaged workers does not appear to have taken hold, at least based on the limited research available. Elsewhere (Hamersma 2008) I have found very little evidence of an employment effect of the credit in Wisconsin. It appears that most hires under the program would have been hired anyway and merely created a financial benefit for firms that claimed the credit. Small employment effects of the WOTC are consistent with past experience with the TJTC (Katz 1998).

However, work on these programs has not exclusively examined employment. Economic theory predicts not just an employment effect but a wage effect of each program. In the case of the EITC, tax incidence theory tells us that we should expect to see a reduction in wages due to the new, lower reservation wage of those who are now willing to enter the labor market because of the wage supplement; in other words, some of the value of the subsidy passes through to the firm. Similarly, we would expect that
some of the WOTC subsidy passes through to workers in the form of higher wages. There is indeed evidence that earnings at WOTC jobs are higher than we would otherwise predict (Hamersma and Heinrich 2008; Hamersma 2008), though these earnings benefits seem to be tied to the particular job rather than following a worker into the future. In this sense, the WOTC does not appear to provide a stepping-stone to better labor market outcomes. Work on the wage effects of the EITC suggests that a 10 percent increase in EITC generosity is associated with a 2 percent fall in wages for workers with only a high school diploma and a 5 percent fall in wages for high school dropouts—values consistent with most estimates of labor demand elasticity (Leigh 2010).

AT THE FOUNDATION: PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

For the EITC and the WOTC to have a meaningful impact on the labor market for disadvantaged workers—in either their present form or a modified form—there must be substantial participation by eligible workers (EITC) and firms (WOTC). Measuring participation in each of these programs is a nontrivial task, but even given some uncertainty about participation, it is clear that the patterns of participation in the two programs are very different. In this section, I detail the measurement issues involved, provide an overview of the historical patterns in participation, and look at the proposed explanations for these patterns in both programs.

The Earned Income Tax Credit

The total number of EITC claims is publicly available; the numbers shown in table 7.1 are reported by the Tax Policy Center based on IRS Statistics of Income data. However, there are two major difficulties in measuring participation in the EITC. The first is the challenge of identifying the full set of eligible tax units (the denominator of the participation rate). A typical approach to estimating the eligible population for a program is the use of national survey data, and for the EITC the best option seems to be the March Current Population Survey (specifically, the Annual Social and Economic Supplement [ASEC]). There are a number of difficulties in identifying the EITC-eligible population in a survey that is not explicitly designed for that purpose. First, the household and family data in the CPS must be used to formulate tax units, a nontrivial process. Second, the rules for qualifying children for the EITC involve a residency requirement, but (within that) some flexibility in which taxpayers can claim the credit (for instance, in multigenerational households). This makes it impossible to definitively identify the number of eligible children in each tax unit.
Third, citizenship status is not always available or reliable. Finally, the income variables in the survey must be used to estimate taxable income; unfortunately, there is a substantial (and increasing) amount of income imputation in the CPS that makes the income data less reliable (Hirsch and Schumacher 2004).13

The second challenge of measuring EITC participation is related to proper interpretation of the number of EITC claims. While one would be tempted to simply divide the number of EITC claims by the number of eligible tax units to estimate a participation rate, there is concern that some of the EITC claims are not in fact made by eligible tax units. If we are interested in the participation rate of eligible workers, the participants should in fact be eligible. As noted earlier, there is a good deal of controversy about compliance in the EITC program, with recent estimates suggesting that 23 to 28 percent of fiscal year 2009 claims were made in error, at a cost of $11 billion to $13 billion (U.S. Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration 2011). The IRS is conducting data collection under its National Research Program that will provide new estimated compliance rates starting in 2012, to be updated annually from that point.14

A recent study by Dean Plueger (2009) provides participation rate estimates for the EITC using matched IRS and CPS data and handling as many of the aforementioned issues as possible. Table 7.3 provides his most recent estimates, as well as those from prior years from other researchers. Although no particular set of estimates would claim to be definitive, the pattern over time is roughly 80 to 85 percent participation among taxpayers with children (with lower aggregate participation in recent years being driven by low participation among nonparents).15

The explanations for incomplete participation in the EITC are fairly sensible, though not easily tested. Lower participation among childless eligibles could reflect their lower benefit levels; it is much more costly for

---

**Table 7.3** Earned Income Tax Credit Participation Rate Estimates, 1990, 1999, and 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax Year</th>
<th>Estimated EITC Participation Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>80 to 86 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>75 percent overall; 86 percent with children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>75 percent overall; 81 percent with children</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a family with children to fail to claim the credit. Incomplete participation among those with children is harder to explain, but is likely to be due at least in part to nonfiling. Some families who are not required to file an income tax return because of their income could benefit from the EITC but may not be aware of the refundability of the credit (U.S. General Accounting Office 2001b).

The Work Opportunity Tax Credit

Measuring participation in the Work Opportunity Tax Credit has a distinct set of challenges relative to the EITC. Absent investigations of compliance (due in part to a lack of relevant data), estimates of participation rates must ignore the complication of ineligible recipients. However, the identification of eligible workers in survey data is incomplete and complex. It is incomplete in that neither of the data sets that have been used for this purpose—the March CPS and the (preferred) Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP)—contain the necessary information to identify more than a few target groups. For instance, because both ex-felon status and detailed geographic location are missing, it is impossible to consider the size of the ex-offender and designated-community-resident target groups. Historically, the two groups obtaining the largest number of certifications have been the welfare and food stamp (or SNAP) groups, and fortunately, because program participation is available in these data sets, it is possible to assess participation rates among these two groups.

There are, however, some limitations in identifying eligible workers even in these groups. First, a fair amount of missing data on welfare and food stamp participation results in a range of participation rate estimates rather than point estimates (obtained by imputing either “receipt” or “nonreceipt” to all missing values to get the widest range of possibilities). Second, there is the potential for error in linking job-start dates to imputed WOTC eligibility in that same month; if there is any issue with timing, we may inaccurately assign eligibility (or ineligibility) of that job for the WOTC. Third, we cannot observe the nonprofit status of firms, so some workers who would appear to be eligible could not actually be claimed by their firms.

It is important to note that there are no survey data in which information on participation in the WOTC is collected. Therefore, existing estimates simply use the total number of certifications reported by the Department of Labor for the numerator and an estimate of the number of eligible workers for the denominator. The rates reported in table 7.4 use the SIPP (1996, 2001, and 2004 panels) to identify participation rates in selected years. The limited number of years for which estimates are
available reflects the combination of limited information on target group-specific certifications (see table 7.2) and the timing of SIPP surveys (as we need to “look back” up to eighteen months to assess welfare-group eligibility, so cannot use early months of the data in any panel). The 1997 and 1999 rates were previously published, while the 2003 and 2007 rates are reported here for the first time, using the same methodology.

Although the rate of WOTC participation clearly grew between the late 1990s and early 2000s, perhaps because of growing awareness of the program, there seems to have been a fair amount of stabilization in participation between 2003 and 2007. In both years, the upper bound on participation remained below 50 percent for the welfare target group and around 30 percent for the food stamp group. Moreover, the many missing observations related to eligibility determination cause the range from the lower bound to the upper bound to be wide; the more of these unknown-status people are eligible, the closer the true participation rate is to the lower bound. However, since it is more likely that most of the unknown-status observations are ineligible (assuming there is not extreme selection into having missing data), true participation rates are probably closer to the upper bound than the lower bound. Either way, participation is simply not high.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Estimated WOTC Participation Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Welfare: 1 to 7 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food stamp youth: 0.3 to 6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Welfare: 6 to 32 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food stamp youth: 0.7 to 17 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Welfare: 6 to 49 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food stamp youth: 1.0 to 29 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Welfare: 6 to 47 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food stamp: 0.8 to 31 percent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: The lower bounds listed here for the 1997 and 1999 welfare groups are slightly lower than those in the published paper owing to an adjustment for a minor programming error affecting only those two numbers. All estimates use SIPP data to estimate denominators and the data in table 7.2 for numerators. Note that as of January 1, 2007, the food stamp group began to include ages eighteen to thirty-nine instead of the previous eighteen to twenty-four; estimates for fiscal year 2007 reflect that change.
Although the number of certifications has risen substantially since 2007 (see table 7.2), particularly among the newly expanded food stamp group, unfortunately there is no data available with which to assess the more recent participation rates.\textsuperscript{17} Moreover, the large increase in certifications among the food stamp group has happened alongside major increases in food stamp participation, indicating that we cannot assume that participation among eligibles has increased; the increased certifications could just reflect similar participation rates among the new, larger eligible population.

There has been substantial discussion in the WOTC literature (and the preceding literature on targeted tax credits) on the reasons for low participation rates. One possible culprit is the complexity of administration, as the program requires at least some small amount of administration from both the employer (which needs to send forms to the state employment agency) and the worker (who usually needs to provide basic documentation). This is in contrast to the EITC, in which only the individual and his or her tax preparer are likely to be aware of the claim.\textsuperscript{18} The WOTC requires individuals to make known their eligibility, either voluntarily or with the prompting of a worksheet provided with the job application or new-hire packet. This requirement for the worker to interact with the firm (or at least the firm’s tax consultant) regarding eligibility also raises the possibility of stigma that would make a worker unwilling to indicate eligibility, effectively forcing the firm into nonparticipation for that worker. Results reported in Burtless (1985) on the TJTC program suggested that stigma was a major issue when workers were given “eligibility vouchers” to be brought to their firm; this system, while still available under the WOTC, is seldom used now.

Basic firm administrative costs, while they have been reduced since the previous (TJTC) tax credit program, are also still potentially an issue, because of their timing. These costs are paid up-front by firms claiming the WOTC, as their application for a new worker must be submitted within twenty-eight days of hire, even though the firm does not yet know if the worker will meet minimum hours thresholds for subsidy qualification.

There are also some reasons for low WOTC participation that parallel those for the EITC. For instance, there is always the concern that the relevant parties do not have necessary information. In the case of the WOTC, firms may not be aware of the program, and in the case of the EITC, individuals who are not tax filers may be unaware of their potential benefits. There is also the very logical explanation that nonparticipants may be those with the least to gain from the program (implying that the “money left on the table” is not as much as the participation rate levels might suggest). Formal work on both the EITC and the WOTC supports this view. Plueger (2009) finds that EITC participation rates monotonically increase
with the level of benefits available; participation is less than 50 percent for those qualifying for less than $200 in benefits, while it is over 85 percent for those qualifying for $2,000 or more. Similarly, I have used Wisconsin administrative data to estimate WOTC participation rates by firms hiring disadvantaged workers with varying rates of potential tax credits (Hamersma 2011). For firms qualifying for less than $30,000 in credits, participation rates tend to hover around 15 percent; for those qualifying for $100,000 or more, the rate rises to nearly 60 percent.

ASSESSING THE PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

It is clear that while both the EITC and WOTC programs are designed to improve employment outcomes, they operate with substantially different scope and produce distinct effects in the labor market. Both eligibility for and participation in the EITC are higher than is the case with the WOTC, making the relative program costs substantial (more than $50 billion versus $1 billion). However, the EITC has produced employment improvements that have not been produced by the WOTC (which seems to primarily benefit firms). Many researchers have argued on these grounds for the superiority of the EITC for subsidizing employment.

Recent work by Eissa and Hoynes (2011) and Meyer (2010) uses policy simulations to examine different ways in which the EITC might be modified to meet various distributional, budget, and welfare goals. Among these modifications are the extension of a more generous credit to childless individuals, stronger targeting of low-income workers (by steepening the phaseout range in exchange for a higher maximum credit), and more universal eligibility (by flattening and extending the phaseout range in exchange for a lower maximum credit).

However, there is some concern that in times of recession modifications of the EITC may not be adequate for meeting employment goals. For instance, an extension of the EITC to childless individuals—many of whom are men—would not be likely to generate a large labor supply response because most men already work if they can find employment (Meyer 2010). The employment effects of the EITC are predicated on the notion that financial incentives encourage people to join the labor force, and there is clear evidence that this happened for single mothers in the boom of the late 1990s, but to the extent that the labor market is slack it is less clear that this incentive translates into additional jobs. This has led even strong supporters of the EITC to suggest an added role for employer-side subsidies in times of high unemployment and low job growth (see, for instance, Neumark 2011).

In light of concerns about labor demand, several researchers are revisiting options related to employer tax credits like the WOTC or other subsidized-
job programs. A major concern with the WOTC is the low participation rate and the narrow targeting of eligible individuals. During a recession, one could argue that many unemployed workers who are not “disadvantaged” by traditional definitions may need assistance. This line of reasoning has brought David Neumark (2011) and John Bishop and Timothy Bartik (2009) to argue for the introduction of a less-targeted employer tax credit program. Such a program would be similar to the New Jobs Tax Credit of the late 1970s, providing tax credits to firms for marginal growth in the workforce, regardless of who is hired. One might be concerned that many of these workers would have been hired anyway, but net job creation at reasonably low per-job cost might be possible.

Bishop and Bartik (2009) argue that a temporary, well-designed “Job Creation Tax Credit” that refunds 10 to 15 percent of new wage costs could create 5 million jobs over two years. Although this credit would be of substantial gross cost (estimated at nearly $150 billion over two years), their analysis of the spillover effects in terms of GDP and ultimately net federal revenue produces an estimated net cost of about $27 billion, or about $5,500 per job created. Neumark (2011) is much more cautious about the potential for such low costs of job creation and generally prefers the EITC as a long-term strategy, but still argues that a temporary focus on this approach is merited in the midst of recession. One reason for this focus, he argues, is the potential benefits for men, who have been hit hard with unemployment but are less likely to benefit from the EITC due to its concentration on poor and low-income families. Neumark’s second reason is his concern that the current economy is not in equilibrium but instead has suffered from a negative shift in labor demand in the presence of wage rigidities. This, he argues, implies that increasing labor supply through modification of the EITC would not influence total employment, as there are already excess workers available to work (but no jobs for them). From this view, labor demand must be directly influenced through a firm-side subsidy.

Thus far, there has been (to my knowledge) only a small move in the direction of a federal job creation tax credit, through the Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment (HIRE) Act of 2010. This legislation provided a 6.2 percent payroll tax incentive for firms (effectively exempting them from their share of Social Security payroll taxes) for newly hired, recently unemployed workers hired during 2010. It also provided a general tax credit of up to $1,000 to firms for workers retained for at least a year. The U.S. Treasury Department (2010) estimated that over 10 million workers were eligible to be claimed for the payroll tax exemption during the period February to October 2010, and the projected cost of the program was $13 billion. This program was only enacted for 2010, so it has since expired, though the retention credits continue to be claimed based on hires.
in 2010. There has not yet been a formal evaluation of this program’s effectiveness.

Meanwhile, there has been substantial movement among states to implement state-level job creation tax credits or other programs. Robert Chirinko and Daniel Wilson (2010) note that by August 2009 twenty-four states had job creation tax credits in place. Their preliminary findings indicate very little net job creation from the credits. An alternative approach that states have used to generate jobs from the employer side utilizes government funds to directly and fully subsidize jobs. Elizabeth Lower-Basch (2011) describes subsidized job creation using funds made available through the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act’s $5 billion TANF Emergency Fund. She reports that using this fund, thirty-nine states and the District of Columbia placed more than 260,000 individuals into jobs, mostly in the private sector. Although there is not yet a formal program evaluation of the employment effects of the program, Lower-Basch argues that the stronger incentives created by a larger subsidy (up to 100 percent of wages), the more intentional nature of the job matches, and the flexibility of states to design customized programs provide some hope of effectiveness that the WOTC has been shown to lack.

CONCLUSION

The important differences between worker-side and employer-side tax credits have driven remarkably different participation patterns and employment outcomes, despite many common goals and theoretical predictions. Based on the research thus far, the employer-side WOTC might be summarized as providing relatively few tax credits, at relatively low cost, with relatively minimal employment effects (with the important caveat that certifications have dramatically increased in the last few years but no new evaluations are yet available). The majority of credits are obtained by firms in the top 5 percent by size, with a disproportionate share going to temporary help agencies. The consequences to disadvantaged workers of taking jobs in temporary agencies is widely debated, making this prominent role of the WOTC in that sector potentially controversial as well. There may also be compliance issues with the WOTC, especially given the incentive structure to keep workers just past certain hours-of-work thresholds, but little attention has been paid to the potential for fraud.

Conversely, the EITC provides many tax credits, at relatively high cost, with relatively large employment effects. Researchers generally agree that there are positive effects of the program. However, concerns about the high and increasing costs of the program, combined with compliance issues, could bring new levels of scrutiny to the program despite its
benefits. This is particularly true in the current fiscal environment. Moreover, the EITC’s power to create jobs is weakest when the economy is weak, and thus it would appear that new policy for job creation during downturns may be warranted. Although most researchers see the WOTC as an unattractive model for such an approach, there is ongoing discussion as to whether broad-based temporary job creation tax credits might have a role in alleviating recession-driven unemployment. These credits would not be targeted only at specific groups of workers, but would be widely available to firms willing to hire in difficult economic times. Alongside these programs, there may also be a role for direct subsidized-job programs. Timely evaluation of existing state-level tax credit and subsidized-job programs would be helpful for designing successful federal programs along these lines.

NOTES

1. Technically, the relevant income is that of the tax-filing unit.
2. TANF data are from U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (2009), which shows the amount spent on assistance itself, apart from administration. SNAP data are from Oliveira (2010).
3. Interested readers can obtain up-to-date policy information on the website of the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities (www.cbpp.org).
4. The Welfare-to-Work Credit was specifically for long-term welfare recipients and has different hours thresholds and subsidy rates (even upon being rolled into the WOTC as of January 1, 2007). Details are available from the U.S. Department of Labor at: http://www.doleta.gov/business/incentives/opptax/ (accessed September 2013).
5. The fraction of the total certifications represented by each group is discussed in detail later in the chapter. The full list with detailed definitions of current eligible groups can be found at U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, “Work Opportunity Tax Credit,” available at: http://www.doleta.gov/business/incentives/opptax/ (accessed September 2013).
6. For detailed discussion of these concerns, see Hamersma and Heinrich (2008) and Hamersma, Heinrich, and Mueser (forthcoming).
7. The designated community residents must reside in an Empowerment Zone, Enterprise Community, or Rural Renewal Community.
8. One key improvement relative to the TJTC was a reduction in the need for workers to initiate the credit; although vouchers are still available, they are seldom used. Another important change was a reduction in the paperwork burden for firms.
9. A detailed description of the legislative history of the program is in Scott (2013). Note that even with retroactive legislation, there are large dips in certifications.
in years when the WOTC was (apparently) expired, such as in fiscal year 2004, when there was a nine-month hiatus, and in the fiscal year 2006 period, when there was a thirteen-month hiatus.

10. Making this assessment may be straightforward in settings with easily observable measurable productivity (such as sales or direct production of physical goods), but is more difficult in settings where this is not the case (such as service professions).

11. A variety of other outcomes—not directly related to employment levels or earnings—have also been examined by researchers of the EITC and the WOTC. For example, Bruce Meyer (2010) and Nada Eissa and Hilary Hoynes (2011) lay out the distributional effects of the EITC and address efficiency concerns. Other work has examined interactions of the EITC with the marriage penalties and bonuses in the tax code (Holtzblatt and Rebelein 2001). Work on the WOTC has examined its effects on job tenure (Hamersma 2008) and its distinct outcomes in the market for THS employment (Hamersma and Heinrich 2008). In the interest of brevity, I review only the findings on employment and earnings.

12. Dean Plueger (2009) provides a careful discussion of the most recent methodologies developed for estimating EITC participation using a combination of the March CPS and IRS data.

13. A typical March CPS has imputed earnings for about 20 percent of respondents.

14. The fiscal year 2009 estimates rely heavily on data from 2001 so are not fully reflective of current conditions. The new estimates will use fiscal year 2006 data, the latest iteration of the National Research Program data (U.S. Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration 2011).


16. The SIPP is preferred because its monthly panel structure allows more accurate assessment of past program participation, a necessary element for assessing WOTC eligibility. Details on CPS results are provided in a footnote in Hamersma (2003).

17. After the conclusion of the 2004 SIPP, a new panel began with interviews in September 2008. Because we require eighteen months of past information as well as a full fiscal year of data, the next possible year for which estimates could have been developed was fiscal year 2011. At the time this data work was done, sufficient SIPP data had not yet been released.

18. When an individual receives the EITC throughout the year as an addition to his or her paycheck, the employer would also be aware of the claim. The
possibility of the employer’s knowledge leading to stigma may be one reason that very few recipients ever chose this option (which was eliminated as of tax year 2011).

19. These numbers were gleaned from combining categories reported in Plueger (2009), table 11.

20. All firms in the sample had at least ten eligible workers during the period July 1999 to December 2001. Firms that applied for the WOTC at some point, but did so for fewer than 20 percent of their eligible workers, after that point are excluded. See table 2 of Hamersma (2011) for further details.


22. Bishop and Bartik (2009) assume that about 18 percent of jobs receiving the credit would be newly created, while the other 82 percent would be subsidized but would have existed even in the absence of a subsidy. Details about their assumptions are provided in their paper.
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What Works for Workers?


Much has already been written about the modern U.S. “living wage” movement, which began in 1994 in Baltimore. The movement was hailed as one of the most exciting, and most successful, efforts of labor and community organizations of the past several decades. Almost twenty years later, with over 125 ordinances or policies in place around the country, living wage activists are still fighting for higher wages in a handful of cities, on college campuses, and in other countries. The living wage concept is perhaps as popular as ever. A recent poll found that 74 percent of New York City voters support the idea, and a 2007 poll in California found that the same proportion supported a living wage proposal in Los Angeles.

But as successful as the movement has been, it is not clear how much living wage ordinances help low-wage workers. The ordinances cover only a small proportion of workers, and although wage levels are a significant improvement over minimum wage, they are not necessarily high enough to raise workers out of poverty—and in fact, on average, the raises are less than the median wage increase that low-wage workers experience from unionization (37 percent) (Schmitt et al. 2007). Therefore, some might ask whether it is worth pursuing living wage campaigns at all.

Living wage organizers never promised that the ordinances would be sufficient for solving poverty or other issues related to the working poor; indeed, many of those organizers have also been heavily involved in other policy campaigns—such as minimum wage or the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)—as well as efforts to organize workers into community organizations and unions. Many of them saw the living wage as a tool that could help build coalitions and develop the political power needed to pursue broader policy goals, expand outreach, influence public debate
on wages and economic development, and perhaps open space for new union organizing or strengthening bargaining power for existing unions. In some respects, the whole existence of the living wage movement can be seen as an indication of failure on the part of the labor movement and social movements to raise wages more broadly through national legislation and unionization. Therefore, living wage ordinances cannot be judged solely as policy tools for directly improving conditions for low-wage workers. A thorough evaluation must assess the indirect outcomes on building political power and increasing union density. Still, living wage proponents should examine ways to improve the coverage and impact of the ordinances.

This chapter reviews the research on living wage laws, focusing on their impact on low-wage workers. I first situate the living wage movement in the context of minimum wage laws, reviewing the relation between the two policies and summarizing recent academic research on the latter. I then discuss the challenges to establishing a more effective living wage and provide some ideas on how to expand the coverage of the ordinances.

LIVING WAGES AND MINIMUM WAGES

The most common form of living wage ordinance covers only workers employed by city service contractors; as such, the coverage is limited, though not because living wage activists prefer these more narrow ordinances to the broader minimum wage. In fact, many living wage activists have also been involved in efforts to raise state and federal minimum wages. The living wage movement grew in large part because activists felt that they lacked the power to pass the broader legislation. For this reason, living wage ordinances and minimum wage legislation should be seen as complements rather than as competing policies. Many activists saw the living wage movement as a way to build the political power and momentum needed to raise wages in a variety of ways, including the minimum wage.

Both the debate and the research on the living wage and the minimum wage are fairly similar. In both cases, opponents claim that establishing or raising wage standards will lead to unintended consequences—primarily job loss. Economists have debated the impact of minimum wage laws for decades. In the 1970s and 1980s, the dominant view was that an increase in the minimum wage would lead to job loss. But this work was based on neoclassical models and assumptions that have been proven to be inadequate for studying the low-wage labor market in particular. For example, the models assumed that workers can be hired and fired, or can quit and change jobs, without cost, and that both employers and workers have perfect information about the labor market. The models also assumed a com-
petitive labor market, where wages are determined through negotiations between employer and employee. It assumed that employees have access to other jobs and that workers can withhold their labor if they are not paid an adequate wage (Fox 2006).

Economists began to study the impact of minimum wage increases through empirical studies rather than relying on standard models. For example, David Card conducted a series of studies examining the impact of state minimum wage increases, and these studies resulted in a number of pathbreaking publications, including his well-known work coauthored with Alan Krueger (2000). Card and Krueger surveyed fast-food restaurants near the state line of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, both before and after a 1992 minimum wage increase that happened in New Jersey alone. Their results were surprising: employment did not decline in New Jersey despite the higher wage—if anything, there was a slight increase in employment. Additional studies in other states and countries had similar results, and some economists tried to explain why the predicted job losses did not come to pass. First, as mentioned, the basic assumptions of the neoclassical model did not hold in most labor markets. Second, they suggested, the employers might have experienced some cost savings through “efficiency wage gains”: with higher wages, they might have experienced higher productivity and lower turnover and absenteeism. Third, there might have been a multiplier effect: low-wage workers who received a wage increase were likely to spend most or all of that new income, putting money back into the economy. Finally, employers might have been covering the costs of the wage increase in other ways, such as through reduced CEO or managerial salaries or through a small amount of consumer pass-through. For example, Card and Krueger found in their study that the New Jersey fast-food restaurants increased the average cost of a hamburger by one cent.

In addition to empirical studies, economists advanced the field of minimum wage research by moving from the practice of time-series studies to a differences-in-differences methodology. This allowed researchers to replicate a form of experimental treatment and control groups: studying the changes in the treatment group (for example, those workers who received wage increases in New Jersey) with the changes in the control group (workers in Pennsylvania, where the minimum wage was not increased). This technique improved upon the time-series analysis, which attempted to control for a wide range of factors that might have an impact on employment.

The spate of research led to a large shift in the prevailing thinking in the field. By the 2000s, a number of prominent economists had changed their minds, acknowledging that serious research had raised doubts about
the earlier held views. By 2006, over 650 economists, including five Nobel Prize winners and six past presidents of the American Economic Association, had signed a letter calling for an increase in the federal minimum wage, stating that it could “significantly improve the lives of low-income workers and their families, without the adverse effects that critics have claimed” (Economic Policy Institute 2006).

This is not to say that the debate is closed. Economists such as David Neumark continue to produce studies suggesting that minimum wage increases can have negative impacts on employment, though now the focus is on particular subsets of workers, particularly low-skilled workers, teenagers, and black workers (Neumark, Salas, and Wascher 2013). Neumark and others find that minimum wage increases lead to statistically significant disemployment effects of −0.1 to −0.3 for teenagers. This means that if the minimum wage is increased by 10 percent, the employment rate for teenagers would fall by 1 to 3 percent (Neumark and Wascher 2006). Other economists argue that the methodology behind these results is flawed, as it fails to take into account controls for spatial heterogeneity (Schmitt 2013). For example, Arindrajit Dube, William Lester, and Michael Reich (2010) and Sylvia Allegretto, Dube, and Reich (2011) argue that because teen employment patterns differ significantly by state and census region, it is difficult to compare aggregate data for states. They argue that researchers must include controls for census region and for state-specific trends. In work that compares contiguous counties, Dube and his colleagues (2010) find no negative outcomes from minimum wage increases. These researchers have advanced the field methodologically: previously there had been two different methodologies for studying minimum wage impact, a national approach and a case study approach, but their work combines the two. Improving the methodology in the national approach and generalizing the case study approach, they find no evidence of job loss. Perhaps surprisingly, their results hold even for a slack labor market, such as in the 2007 to 2009 recession. No matter whether unemployment is relatively high or low, Dube and his colleagues find no evidence that raising the minimum wage causes job loss (Heidi Shierholz, personal correspondence with the author, May 24, 2013).

While there remains some debate about the impact of minimum wage laws on teenagers, the vast majority of workers affected by minimum wage increases are not teenagers. As of 2012, more than three-quarters of workers who would be affected by a minimum wage increase were older than twenty. The Fair Minimum Wage Act of 2013 would increase the federal minimum wage from $7.25 to $10.10 in three stages and then index it to inflation; it would also increase the tipped minimum wage. Such an increase would affect 30 million workers. Over half of these...
workers work full-time, and 44 percent have completed some college. In addition, the average affected worker contributes about half of his or her family’s income. One estimate finds that this wage increase would generate $51 billion in additional wages (Cooper and Hall 2013). The evidence seems strong that minimum wage policies have positive impacts for low-income workers (Cooper 2012). What about living wage laws?

What Do We Know About the Impact of Living Wage Laws on Low-Wage Workers?

Despite all the attention and research focused on living wage campaigns, there is little information on the number of workers actually covered or affected by the ordinances. There are several reasons for this gap. First, the ordinances themselves differ from city to city. Most cover service contractors, but some also cover city employees, subcontractors, economic development recipients, and concessionaires operating on city-owned property. In a few places, the “living wage” is more like a minimum wage, covering most workers within the city borders (in San Francisco and San Jose, California, Albuquerque and Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Washington, D.C.). Some ordinances cover counties and county service contractors. A few universities have living wage policies that can apply to contractors, subcontractors, or university employees.

In many cities, the work done by service contractors was once done by public employees, but then subcontracted out in an effort to save money. Contracting practices differ widely by city and state; in most cases, contractors are not required to report the number of employees who work on contracts. It can be difficult to acquire city contracts to review employment numbers. It is even more difficult to get information on subcontracted employees, as contractors are usually not required to report anything about this aspect of their work. Furthermore, the provision that covers economic development subsidy recipients applies only to future projects. These projects are often kept quiet for many years while in negotiation, and there is no way to easily estimate the number of workers who will be covered.

Another challenge is measuring indirect impacts of the ordinances. There is strong evidence that increasing wage floors leads to “ripple effects” within a firm. When employers raise the floor, they also tend to raise the wages of workers who were already making the new floor or close to it. Jeanette Wicks-Lim (see Pollin et al. 2008) has attempted to measure the size of the ripple effect of minimum wage and living wage laws, but this too varies given the size of the wage increase and the number of workers covered. Still, living wage opponents are quick to point out the ripple effects of living wage ordinances because they impose an additional
cost on employers. Therefore, it seems appropriate to include these indirect recipients when measuring the coverage of the movement.

There may also be a “spillover effect”: when employers raise wages in some firms, nearby employers may also raise wages because they are competing in the same geographic labor market. This effect is even more difficult to measure, but considering the relatively small coverage of living wage ordinances, it seems unlikely that it will have a major effect in most cities. Other workers have benefited from using the term “living wage” in contract negotiations—such as the National Education Association campaigns to raise the wages of para-educators—or to set employer policy but these do not result in living wage ordinances, and it is nearly impossible to track these cases and their coverage.

In addition to the basic challenges of estimating potential coverage of the laws, there is also the problem of enforcement. In my research, I found that many cities are doing a poor job of enforcing the ordinances once passed. Some city administrators refuse to implement the law or are generous with waivers; in a few cases, politicians have repealed the ordinances via city or state legislation. In other cases, the laws are on the books but weakly enforced, making it very difficult to estimate the number of workers who actually receive the higher wage. There have been a few cases where workers and/or unions filed charges with the city because of noncompliance; the fact that the city or courts have ruled in favor of the workers suggests that there may be other cases where employers are not in compliance with the law.7

Given these challenges, our efforts to estimate coverage of living wage laws are necessarily fairly loose. By 2002, we estimated, somewhere between 100,000 and 250,000 workers had directly benefited from living wage ordinances. Since that time, forty-seven more cities and counties have passed laws, including four cities that passed citywide laws and a Pueblo-wide law in Sandia Pueblo, New Mexico.8

Based on the initial estimate of coverage as of 2002, I took an average number of workers covered per “traditional” living wage ordinance, using a total of 175,000 workers (the midpoint between 100,000 and 250,000). That gives an average of 1,923 workers per ordinance. The 39 traditional living wage ordinances passed since 2002 would amount to an additional 75,000 workers covered. The four citywide and one Pueblo-wide ordinances are estimated to have had a direct impact on another 83,000 workers (Pollin 2005; Pollin et al. 2008; Reich and Latinen 2003). This would amount to approximately 333,000 workers covered directly. Living wage studies suggest that approximately 50 to 200 percent of directly covered workers benefit from the ripple effects of these increases. For example, if 500 people are directly covered, ripple effects will impact 250 to 1,000 workers. In the
most generous estimate, we could assume that 666,000 workers receive ripple effect wage increases, bringing our total impact to about 1 million workers covered through living wage ordinances (see Pollin et al. 2008). Clearly, this is only a very small fraction of the total low-wage workforce. As of 2011, 28 percent of all workers in the United States—almost 37 million people—were earning poverty-level wages.9

Who Are the Workers? Living wage ordinances vary a lot in terms of who is covered. The majority of ordinances cover city service contracts, and these workers may be found in janitorial services, security, laundry, landscaping, bus driving, and food service. The larger ordinances cover retail and restaurant workers in airports or in sports arenas, and the citywide ordinances cover most all low-wage work.

There are at least three major studies of living wage ordinances that profile the covered workers. The economist David Fairris and Los Angeles Alliance for a New Economy researchers David Runsten, Carolina Briones, and Jessica Goodheart (2005) surveyed workers covered by the Los Angeles ordinance. University of California–Berkeley scholars Michael Reich, Peter Hall, and Ken Jacobs (2003, 2005) studied workers covered at the San Francisco airport, and Mark Brenner and Stephanie Luce (2005), economists at the Political Economy Research Institute (PERI), surveyed workers in Boston, where those covered worked predominantly in child care and educational services. Despite the different industries and occupations, all of these researchers came to some similar conclusions.

Contrary to the claims of some opponents, living wage recipients are not teenagers working for extra money. Workers covered by traditional living wage ordinances are in their thirties, support at least one family member on their income, and have been in their job for at least a few years. They are disproportionately people of color, and disproportionately from low-income households. For example, Boston workers are on average thirty-two years old and have 2.9 years of tenure in their current job. Almost two-thirds are people of color. Their median annual income in 2002 was $23,324. In Los Angeles, 58 percent of covered workers were age thirty-five or older, 86 percent worked full-time, and the covered workers had an average of twenty years in the workforce. Half were Latino, 29 percent African American, and 12 percent Asian. Over 75 percent of workers covered by the San Francisco airport ordinance were twenty-five years or older, and 86 percent were people of color.

The studies found some differences by location, which seem primarily explained by the type of work covered. While the Boston workers were 79 percent women (employed in child care and educational services), the
San Francisco airport workers were mostly men. Boston workers had a higher average education level, with 52 percent holding a two- or four-year college degree and another 11 percent having earned a master’s degree. In contrast, 71 percent of covered workers in Los Angeles had a high school degree or less.

**The Impact on Workers** What was the impact of the living wage increase on the covered workers? The Boston survey compared workers who had received a living wage increase to those who did not and found that, on average, the living wage increased hourly earnings by 25 percent and annual earnings by 60 percent. Annual earnings were higher because workers had more hours per week, and more weeks per year, than those not covered by the living wage. From this study, it appears that employers began to convert part-time jobs into full-time ones once they were mandated to pay the higher wage and provide some benefits. Most of the Boston workers were initially from poverty or near-poverty households. Although the living wage resulted in higher earnings, the increase was generally not enough to raise workers much above poverty, particularly when using more realistic measures of poverty.

The Los Angeles study found that, on average, workers who stayed in their jobs and received a raise due to the ordinance received an initial average raise of $1.48 per hour and an average annual increase of $2,590. However, 81 percent of workers surveyed said that the living wage was not enough to enable them to meet the basic needs of their families.

The San Francisco airport ordinance resulted in raises for almost 90 percent of the ground-based nonmanagement workers, with an average pay increase of 22 percent. Reich, Hall, and Jacobs (2003) estimate that this resulted in a total pay increase for all covered workers of $56.6 million in annual earnings. The pay increases greatly reduced the wage differentials between the in-house employees and the subcontracted employees.

**Negative Outcomes?** Living wage opponents claim that while the ordinances may help some workers, they hurt other workers who are laid off or not hired as employers cut jobs to comply with the higher wage mandate. Much of the research in this area focuses on the impact of minimum wage laws, and another set of studies engages in a debate about the best methodology to use to measure the impact of living wage ordinances. Overall, the impact studies that use employer and worker surveys find little or no evidence of employment effects due to living wage ordinances. A set of studies authored primarily by economists David Neumark and Scott Adams do find some negative employment effects. However, their
methodology has been extensively critiqued by PERI economists Mark Brenner, Robert Pollin, and Jeanette Wicks-Lim (Pollin et al. 2008).

Another critique of ordinances is that they can lead to labor-labor substitution—employers replacing one set of workers (predominantly people of color, or workers with less education) with another (more white workers, with higher education levels), thereby leading to the “unintended consequence” of hurting the most disadvantaged workers. The three major living wage impact studies have different findings on this point. In the Boston study, no employers reported a change in hiring standards as a result of the ordinance, suggesting that no labor-labor substitution occurred in that city. In Los Angeles, researchers compared employees hired before and after the ordinance was enacted and found slight changes: workers hired after the ordinance was in place were somewhat more likely to be Latino, to be male, and to have received formal training before being hired. Otherwise, there was no difference in those hired before and after by education level, age at hiring, native English speaker, or school attendance. In San Francisco, the ordinance covering the airport introduced a new requirement: workers in certain positions had to have completed a high school degree. Therefore, the finding that the percentage of workers without a high school degree fell after the ordinance is difficult to attribute to labor-labor substitution.

With few negative impacts and significant positive outcomes for those directly affected, living wage ordinances can be a valuable policy for raising the standard of living for low-wage workers. Is it possible to expand their scope so that more workers benefit?

THE CHALLENGES FOR EXPANSION

Living wage ordinances have had a significant impact on covered workers, but are limited in several ways. First, the ordinances cover a small proportion of low-wage workers, even when the four citywide ordinances are included. Second, the wage levels vary but in most cases are not enough to raise workers to a true living wage. Third, in addition to wage levels, not all workers are given full-time hours, so even with a higher wage they may not meet federal poverty thresholds.

A variety of reasons underlie these limitations. First, living wage activists have had to focus on the local level because of their weak political power. Living wage supporters would be likely to agree that the best strategy to raise wages would be a significant increase in the federal minimum wage, with the addition of an automatic annual adjustment for inflation. But they do not have the political power to make that happen. Their power is strongest at the local level, where they have more direct relations to elected
officials and “people power” has a better chance to counter business lobbies and money. But even at the local level, more ambitious ordinances and those that would target large retailers or hotels have encountered much more resistance. The success rate for traditional ordinances affecting city contracts is much higher than the success rate for more ambitious ordinances covering more workers.

Depending on the state and “home rule” laws, legal restrictions also limit the ability of living wage activists to pass local laws. Only some states permit local governments to enact wage laws. In others (Louisiana, Wisconsin, Florida, and a handful of other states), the state legislature passed new legislation to repeal living wage or minimum wage laws or prevent localities from passing them. The federal Employment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) prevents local governments from passing laws mandating that employers provide health insurance to employees.

Another challenge for living wage campaigns is the level of the wage. Despite the term “living wage,” the majority of ordinances win only an hourly wage that would raise a full-time worker with a family of three or four to the federal poverty line. There is a strong consensus among poverty scholars that the official poverty calculations are outdated and the levels are too low (Pollin et al. 2008). Therefore, the poverty line is not even an accurate measure of poverty, let alone a living wage. Several methodologies are available to measure a more accurate cost of living. These utilize government data to calculate the realistic costs of minimal expenses. For example, the Economic Policy Institute (EPI) developed a “basic family budget” calculator that accounts for housing, food, shelter, transportation, health care, taxes, and child care. It also adjusts for family size and region, which the federal poverty line does not do. The EPI budget numbers are usually much higher than the poverty line.

This suggests that the living wage rates of around $10 to $11 per hour are too low to meet even basic needs. This is not a surprise to living wage activists. The poverty line was chosen not because it was the best number but because it was politically feasible.10

The other alternative is for living wage activists to join in efforts to reduce the cost of living. Policies that increase affordable housing or reduce or make free health care, child care, and transportation would have a large impact on the cost of living and therefore reduce the wage levels needed to cover basic needs.

Putting aside larger campaigns to dramatically increase the federal minimum wage or reduce the cost of living through policies like single-payer health care or universal child care, what can living wage activists do to expand the impact of the movement? Here I focus on two main avenues to expand coverage and address limited hours of work.
In order to explore options to expand coverage, we should first look at where low-wage workers work. The 2012 poverty threshold for a family of four was $23,497, which means that, with two thousand hours of work per year, the living wage for a family of four was $12 per hour. According to tables I.1 and I.2, the largest low-wage occupations can be found in food service, health care, retail, and building services. There are unions and organizations working to organize some of these occupations, such as the Service Employees International Union in home health care, the National Domestic Workers Alliance on domestic work, and the Restaurant Opportunities Center on food preparation and serving. The United Food and Commercial Workers Union and Workers United represent some workers in retail. Overall, however, organization in these occupations is very low. Data on worker center membership are not available, but CPS data on union membership show that union density for these ten largest low-wage occupations ranges from 1.1 percent in retail sales to 15.2 percent among janitors and cleaners, except maids and housekeepers (table 8.1). Overall,
the density for these occupations is 7.6 percent, accounting for just 1.7 million workers. In other words, over 20 million of those employed in low-wage occupations are not union members.

Therefore, the living wage movement might be seen as one way to find points of leverage or political hooks that could create an opening to raise wages and lay the groundwork for unionization. The campaigns could assist unionization in several ways. First, they could simply be a way for unions to do outreach among workers and create a positive image of unions as effective avenues for raising wages. After the Communication Workers of America helped pass a living wage ordinance in Tucson, Arizona, city workers contacted the union and said they wanted to form a union for themselves; they subsequently succeeded in doing so (Luce 2004).

The ordinances could also include a range of provisions to make unionization a little easier. For example, many ordinances contain “nonretaliation” language for workers who discuss their wage levels and rights on the job. Even though the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) makes it illegal for employers to fire workers who organize in their workplace, employers do so frequently without much penalty. Living wage ordinances could provide another layer of protection for workers who talk about workers’ rights in the workplace. A few ordinances allow municipal governments to deny economic benefits to firms with a history of labor law violations, on the grounds that the city wants to protect its investment and needs to ensure “labor peace.”

Unions have already targeted some of the occupations listed here for organizing, such as janitors and nursing home workers. It seems more likely that living wage campaigns could be targeted at the occupations with lower union density, where it is much harder to win an organizing drive or achieve gains of any kind. What are the possibilities for these kinds of campaigns? Living wage ordinances already cover a number of these occupations, although in a limited fashion. Many of the ordinances cover the janitorial and food service contractors who service city buildings, although this usually represents a small number of workers. The Boston ordinance covers child care workers hired through county contracts, and most ordinances apply to security and landscaping workers employed through city contracts.

Living wage ordinances also cover some retail, restaurant, and fast-food work. This is done directly through living wage ordinances that cover concessionaires in city-owned property (airports, stadiums, ports) or in a few designated geographic zones (such as the public Marina in Berkeley, California). Approximately fifty-six ordinances include a living wage requirement for economic development projects. However, most of
these have either a high threshold or easy exemptions, so few cities have
really implemented the living wage for economic development.

Would it be possible to expand the living wage policies to cover more
of these low-wage occupations?

Home Health Care

A few living wage ordinances cover counties that administer contracts
covering home health care work. These programs are funded through
Medicaid and run by the state, although in some states the money goes
through county contracts. The living wage ordinances that apply to home
care workers are either in counties (for example, Dane County, Wisconsin)
or in cities that happen to be contiguous with counties (for example, New
York, New York, and San Francisco, California). But in some states the
programs are not run through the counties. And even where they are, rais-
ing wages at the county level still requires lobbying the state to raise reim-
bursement rates. Thus, statewide campaigns to pass living wage policies
covering home health care would be needed in these states, and those are
much more difficult to win than local campaigns, because at the state level
money plays a much larger role and local coalitions do not have the same
access to legislators. Still, statewide policies to mandate living wages for
home health care workers would have a major impact, particularly as this
occupation has the largest predicted job growth through 2018.

Calculations using estimates of employment and union density show
that currently there are potentially 825,712 non-unionized home health care
workers who could be affected. However, not all home health care employ-
ees earn low wages. According to Occupational Employment Statistics
(OES), the median hourly wage in the occupation is $9.91, and the seventy-
fifth-percentile wage is $11.52. A living wage campaign using $11.52 an
hour could cover up to 619,284 current home health care workers. Assum-
ing that new jobs in the field remain at the same level of unionization and
wages, the living wage could also affect another 308,755 workers.

The same dynamics exist for a few other social service programs that
are funded with state and federal money, such as some child care and
special education services. These are covered in only a few living wage
ordinances. Living wage policies at the state level that cover all human
services would also have an impact, although, unlike home health care,
publicly funded child care accounts for a minority of child care work.
About 30 percent of child care workers are self-employed, working from
their homes or in other private homes (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2012).
That is a working situation more similar to that of the occupation “maids
and housekeeping workers.”
Domestic Workers

Domestic workers include housekeepers, nannies, and elder care workers who work in private homes. There are a number of domestic worker organizations around the country, and most have come together to work through the National Domestic Workers Alliance, formed in 2007. In New York State, the Domestic Workers United proposed a “Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights” that set a minimum wage of $12 per hour, to have risen to $14 per hour by 2010, for domestic workers. The Bill of Rights eventually passed, but did not include the living wage provision. There is now a campaign for a Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights in California. It does not set a minimum wage level, but would mandate that domestic workers are entitled to annual cost-of-living increases.

If passed, these laws might be difficult to enforce, as workers tend to be working on their own, directly for an employer. Yet this is a possible avenue to begin to raise the floor for a large number of workers in the large low-wage categories of “maids and nannies” and “personal care,” as well as one of the fastest-growing occupations, child care. As with home health care, we can take the total employment and subtract the unionized workers to get a potential 813,887 workers who might be affected. Then, if we take the 75 percent of workers who earn up to $11.39 per hour, we get 610,415 current workers who could be affected by a living wage law. This occupation is expected to grow at a pace slower than the national average, but still, 111,600 new jobs are predicted. Assuming new jobs in the field remain at the same level of unionization and wages, the living wage could also affect another 77,950.

Of course, activists already realize the need to raise wages for home health care and domestic workers. But these campaigns are hard to win, owing to the weak political power of the workers in these occupations, let alone the weakness of the labor movement more generally. Living wage campaigns have targeted city service contracts not because these are the most effective target to deal with conditions for low-wage workers, but because these campaigns have more chance of winning.

Economic Development

The campaigns to apply living wages to public economic development funding are perhaps easier to win than statewide living wage campaigns, both because activists can target economic development at the local level, where they have greater relative strength, and because they have found ways to hold up development projects through the city council. The campaigns may also generate greater support from those who desire greater
government accountability on spending: even some conservatives believe
that government should not give out large sums of money without attach-
ing more stringent requirements in exchange for that money.

That means that the most likely path to expanding living wage cov-
erage may be through policies to cover more economic development. Chicago attempted to do this through a “big-box” ordinance that would have applied to large retail stores, but it was vetoed by Mayor Richard Daley.\textsuperscript{15} Still, big-box ordinances could have a significant impact on low-
wage jobs. Despite the economic downturn, retail sales continue to grow, and national chains predict continued development in the years to come. Walmart’s CFO recently stated that “WalMart has twice the opportunity to grow in Los Angeles or New York than the opportunity in India and China combined,” and the vice chairman noted that Walmart is looking to grow in the fifty largest urban markets in the coming years (Kellerman and Luce 2011).

The big-box ordinance in Chicago would have applied to stores of 90,000 square feet or more; the average Walmart “Supercenter” (averaging 185,000 square feet) would have been covered, but not Walmart’s smaller-
format “Neighborhood Market” (averaging 42,000 square feet) or the new Walmart “Express Market” (which so far averages 15,000 square feet). A recent study estimated that Walmart will need to build up to eleven Super-
centers in New York City in the coming years if it is to maintain its national market share (Kellerman and Luce 2011). At an average of 300 employees per store, this could create 3,300 new jobs (although research shows that net job gain is much smaller, as a new Walmart tends to drive neighbor-
ing stores out of business). Still, if a big-box ordinance were in place, 3,300 new jobs would be subject to the living wage ordinance. Critics may argue that with a big-box ordinance, Walmart would not build those eleven Supercenters, nor would other retailers add stores. That may be the case. Walmart may choose to build smaller stores not covered by the ordinance, or to not build at all. But if big-box ordinances were ubiquitous through-
out the major urban areas, Walmart would have fewer options about where and how to build.

There are no publicly available estimates of Walmart’s Supercenter plans, so I developed a crude estimate based on the New York estimate. Using a measure of GDP per metropolitan area for the top fifty urban centers, I took a ratio of GDP per city relative to New York and applied it to the eleven Supercenters in New York. This resulted in a possibility of six supercenters in Los Angeles, five in Chicago, four in Washington, D.C., and between one and three for the remaining forty-six urban areas, for a total of eighty-one new Supercenters (including New York) and a total of about 24,000 jobs. This is clearly not the strategy to cover large numbers
of retail workers. Of course, big-box ordinances would affect not only Walmart but other retailers like Target and Home Depot. But Walmart is much larger than these other chains, so it is not likely that extending the coverage to the other stores would drastically change the estimates. As of 2011, Walmart had 3,014 Supercenters, 635 “Discount Stores,” 167 Neighborhood Markets, and only a few test Express Markets. In comparison, Target has only 1,750 stores total, which includes 240 “SuperTargets.” Home Depot has 2,200 stores. Other stores, like TJ Maxx, Staples, Best Buy, and Bed, Bath and Beyond, have much smaller stores—averaging between 20,000 and 45,000 square feet. A big-box ordinance would need to lower its size threshold to have any impact on many of these chains.

Therefore, extending the Walmart projections to Target and Home Depot would add another 30,000 workers, for a total of 54,000 workers potentially covered by ordinances applying to new big-box development. These workers are not unionized, but not all earn low wages. A recent study calculated that approximately 22 percent of Walmart workers earn below $9 per hour, and 64 percent earn below $12 per hour (Jacobs, Graham-Squire, and Luce 2011). If these proportions are similar for Target and Home Depot workers, we estimate that 11,880 workers would be affected by a big-box ordinance at $9 an hour, and 34,560 at $12 per hour.

Another model is from Los Angeles, which has a living wage policy that applies to Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA) projects. The living wage applies to the developer and any contractors and subcontractors whose primary work is at the development site, such as janitors, groundskeepers, and security. The policy also applies to third-party tenants (such as retailers) if the land is owned or leased by the CRA. An additional CRA policy mandates living wages for employees at hotels built on CRA land. As of 2011, there were 144 CRA projects completed or in process that had a living wage component (Spivack 2011). These involved over $8 billion in private investment and $400 million in CRA investment and covered office space, commercial, industrial, and hotel space, and nonprofit developments and affordable housing. Altogether they covered approximately 48,700 construction jobs and 23,000 permanent jobs, or 339 construction jobs and 160 permanent jobs per project. The average per project cost was about $56 million in private funding and $2.8 million in agency public money.

According to a recent report from Good Jobs First, cities and states currently spend about $70 billion per year on economic development (Mattera et al. 2011). They conducted a study of 238 state programs and found that only 135 had job creation standards, and only 98 of those had a wage standard. The wage levels varied widely, from just above the federal minimum wage up to over $40 an hour, with a median wage requirement of $11.82 per hour.
The remaining 140 programs had no wage requirement. These programs cost states \$8 billion a year in direct costs. If the CRA projects in Los Angeles can be taken as an average, \$8 billion in public money, at \$2.8 million per project, translates to approximately 2,857 development projects per year. Again, using CRA numbers, this could create approximately 457,000 permanent jobs per project nationally. However, not all of these are low-wage jobs. If we assume the national average of 25.5 percent low-wage employment, a living wage requirement could affect 116,535 workers.

Another possibility for reaching large numbers of retail workers is via shopping malls. One of the largest mall developers in the country is General Growth Properties (GGP). Another Good Jobs First study examined the subsidies given to fifty General Growth Properties projects that received over \$200 million in subsidies and \$9 million in tax savings (Mattera, Lack, and Walter 2007). Malls employ an average of 177 to 3,449 employees (REMI Consulting 2006). Using an average of 1,391, we can estimate that the fifty GGP malls employ a total of 69,550 people. There are certainly higher-wage employees at malls, but the percentage of poverty-level jobs in these workplaces is probably much higher than 25.5 percent. However, these figures relate to malls that are already in existence, while ordinances covering economic development apply to new projects. Thus, to cover employees working in existing malls, living wage activists would most likely need to pass legislation that applies to a geographic zone—a measure covering a tourist district or shopping center zone, for instance, but also perhaps a citywide measure.

Airports and Stadiums

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reports that there are almost twenty thousand airports in the country, but many of these are small and private. About 30 percent are public entities—and all of the public passenger airports in the country are run by public entities. Most are run through the city or county, and some through a public airport authority. In a few places, an airport is run through the state, such as in Maryland.

A living wage campaign can be directed at the airport through a city or county ordinance campaign to require all firms receiving contracts for work at the airport to comply with the ordinance. The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code for airport operations (48811) provides data on establishments that operate airports or support airport operations, though it does not include food services and janitorial contractors. This makes it difficult to get comprehensive data on the number of people employed in airports, particularly the number of low-wage workers. Also, as some airports have moved from a “master concessionaire”
model to a “developer” model for food and retail, there are more subten-
ants and more discrepancies over employment numbers.17

Formal employment in NAICS 48811 has been declining rapidly as air-
ports subcontract work and replace jobs with technology (such as elec-
tronic check-in), but airports remain a large source of employment. Large
airports can be the largest employer in the state, as with the Hartsfield-
Jackson Airport in Atlanta, where over 58,000 people work for the airlines,
ground crew, security, TSA, and concessionaires.18 The San Francisco
International Airport has 30,000 employees, and the living wage policy
affected about 10,000 of them (Reich et al. 2005).

A study by Airports Council International (2006) found that 2,042,000
people work in airports in North America. Data are not available for
the U.S. share, but if we estimate that 85 percent of these workers are
employed in U.S. airports, and that, based on the San Francisco case, one-
third of those are low-wage, then we get approximately 573,000 low-wage
workers. Unions have already organized some of these workers, who
work in everything from food service to retail concessions, janitorial, secu-

rity guards, airport parking, parking garage, rental car agencies, and other
passenger services. UNITE HERE represents 30,000 workers at sixty-eight
airports. According to an Airport Group report, unionized concession
workers at the Cleveland airport earned $9.96 per hour in 2007, while non-
union employees at the same airport earned $8.50 an hour. (All the union-
ized workers also received health and retirement benefits, compared to
fewer than half of the non-unionized workers.)19 Other unions also repre-
sent airport workers, including the United Food and Commercial Workers
Union (UFCW), the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (IBT), and the
Service Employees International Union (SEIU). We do not have good den-
sity numbers, but if we assume 12 percent density based on the density
for food preparation workers, it means that approximately 68,000 of the
573,000 low-wage workers are unionized. This leaves a potential 505,000
airport workers who are low-wage, are not represented by a union, and
could be covered by a living wage ordinance. In July 2012, the city council
of Syracuse, New York, extended its municipal living wage ordinance to
cover the city’s airport, which is expected to affect about fifty food service
workers (Abbott 2012).

Some living wage ordinances also cover sports stadiums, such as the
living wage policy that was won in 2007 covering Camden Yards in Balti-
more. The stadium is owned and run by the state (through the Maryland
Stadium Authority), and the living wage campaign was targeted at this
state authority. The majority of the ninety-two professional sports stadi-
ums in the country were built with at least some public money (Good Jobs
First 2010).
In addition to campaigns targeting the authority, a living wage could be won through a community benefits agreement (CBA) that covers a specific project. The CBA that covers the San Diego baseball stadium mandates a living wage for all service contract employees in the ballpark. Activists could run a CBA campaign with a living wage component approved before or during the building or expansion of a stadium.

A drawback to a stadium-based campaign is the limited number of workers affected. According to economists John Seigfried and Andrew Zimbalist (2000), the average sports team employs 70 to 130 people in the front office, and 1,000 to 1,500 people are hired on game days to work in security, concessions, ticket sales, and cleaning. If we assume those same 1,000 to 1,500 workers are employed per stadium, we get between 92,000 and 138,000 workers in stadiums, primarily in low-wage, temporary jobs. The ninetieth-percentile worker in food preparation earns $11.19 per hour, so it is likely that a large proportion of stadium workers would be affected. Taking the midpoint, we get a total of 115,000 workers. However, these workers would not experience a large jump in income, owing to limited work hours.

Geographic-Based Ordinances

Another option is to promote more living wage ordinances or policies that apply to a specific geography. Of course, the most comprehensive of these are the citywide ordinances, but the opportunity to pass these is restricted by law in some cases, and also by aggressive employer countercampaigns. Smaller zones within a city might be more feasible. However, a zone is not necessarily easier to win just because it is smaller. The Santa Monica City Council passed a living wage that would have applied to large hotels, restaurants, and retail establishments in the Third Street Promenade area, but employers organized a ballot initiative to repeal the law and spent large sums of money and employed dirty tricks to defeat it (Luce 2004).

Still, living wage activists might consider attempting the strategy in other places. Most large cities have tourist zones that have benefited from large economic development subsidies. These might include tax-incremental financing, business improvement districts, industrial development agency loans, and other policies that provide subsidized land purchases, below-market-rate loans, tax abatements, tax credits, and subsidized job training, as well as public-sector investment in the infrastructure necessary for promoting tourism and retail (parking garages, landscaping, well-paved roads and sidewalks, traffic lights, and adequate streetlamps). As the Good Jobs First study shows, some of the state subsidy programs do include wage requirements, as do a few of the geographic
or “zone” programs (Mattera et al. 2011). For example, the Pine Trees Development Zones in Maine require employers to pay wages that are “at least equal to the per-capita income of a county where the project is located.” Currently, this translates into an hourly wage of $14.04 to $21.71 per hour. Businesses locating in an Iowa enterprise zone must pay 90 percent of the average county or regional wage, whichever is lower, but not below $7.50 per hour. Currently this results in hourly wages of $10.29 to $16.44. Many other states have zone programs that do not include a wage mandate, so this might be an obvious place to start attaching living wage requirements.

Another geographic-based strategy is to pass ordinances that cover land at or near ports and airports. In Los Angeles, the city living wage ordinance initially covered the publicly owned airport directly, but in 2007 the city council passed an extension to the ordinance so that it now covers hotels in the “airport corridor.” The council argued that the hotels benefit from their proximity to a public facility, as well as from public investment in the roads in the area. The extension to the ordinance covers approximately a dozen hotels. This campaign was difficult to win and faced legal challenges, so while it could be a model to cover hotels in every city, anyone undertaking such a campaign should expect a hard fight.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate the number of workers covered by geographic zone ordinances. We can get some estimates of existing proposals or policies. For example, Robert Pollin and Mark Brenner (2000) predicted that 2,477 workers would be directly affected by the Santa Monica living wage ordinance. The State of Iowa (Gordon 2008) reports that 9,000 jobs were created through the enterprise zone program across the state through 2007, although this does not tell us what kinds of jobs these were.21 Yet to get a comprehensive estimate of potential workers covered by geographic zone ordinances, we would need to estimate employment in all enterprise zone programs, all tourist districts, all airport corridors, and so on, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.

HOURS WORKED

A second way in which the living wage movement might expand to more effectively bring low-wage workers out of poverty is to address the issue of hours of work. A major challenge for low-wage workers is that in addition to earning low hourly wages, many fall even further behind financially because they are not given as many hours to work as they would like. “Involuntary part-time” workers make up one of the largest components of “labor underutilization” today, and their numbers are on the rise (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2013).
The problem is endemic in retail, where employers are increasingly using “just-in-time” scheduling practices to fine-tune employment based on customer flow and decrease their payroll costs. Some retailers classify workers as “part-time” even if they regularly work full-time hours because this allows them to avoid paying some of the benefits that are restricted to full-time employees. This “flexibility” so desired by managers comes at a big cost for workers, whose paychecks are unpredictable from week to week and whose work schedules can vary day by day, making it especially difficult to coordinate child care or elder care, school, or another job.

Much of labor economics predicts that a rise in wages will result in a drop in the demand for hours, similar to the finding that higher wages leads to fewer jobs. Daniel Hamermesh (1996) finds that a 1 percent decline in total labor costs is associated with a 0.3 percent increase in the demand by employers for hours worked. Yet other researchers have found some evidence that this prediction might not always hold true. Susan Lambert, Anna Haley-Lock, and Julia Henly (2012) argue that low-wage employers tend to treat workers as a variable cost, but when forced to increase wages they may begin to treat them more like fixed costs and increase their demand for hours.

Our research on the Boston living wage found this same phenomenon: employers that were mandated to comply with the city living wage ordinance appeared to convert part-time jobs into full-time ones (Brenner and Luce 2005). In the firms we surveyed, the living wage ordinance prompted a shift away from part-time jobs. Total employment went up by 22 percent, on average, and the number of part-time jobs fell by 11 percent.

The Los Angeles study found that while the majority of firms did not cut employment or hours, employers did cut back on overtime hours compared to firms that were not covered by the living wage (Fairris et al. 2005). The San Francisco airport study did not find evidence that hours were cut or increased with the implementation of the living wage program (Reich, Hall, and Jacobs 2003).

Lambert, Haley-Lock, and Henly (2012) argue that employers might increase hours when they are required to provide benefits to all employees, such as health insurance. Many firms limit benefit packages to a small number of full-time workers and fill in employment gaps with low-wage, nonbenefited, part-time workers. In addition, some government programs incentivize this practice. For example, employees must work at least 1,250 hours in twelve months to be eligible for family medical leave, and the majority of states have rules that exclude many part-time workers from unemployment insurance (National Employment Law Project 2004).
Policies that mandate benefits for all employees might push employers away from this strategy. This might also happen with minimum hours-per-shift, or pay-per-day policies. Haley-Lock (2011) studied restaurant chains in the United States and Canada and found that U.S. managers tended to send workers home early if business was slow. In the same chain in British Columbia, Canada, managers never did this. Provincial law requires them to pay a minimum of four hours for any shift scheduled up to four hours, and a minimum of eight hours for shifts scheduled for up to eight hours. The “minimum daily wage” leads to employers increasing their demand for hours per employee.22

THE LIVING WAGE AS A STEPPING-STONE

The estimates presented here are crude, and further research is needed to refine the numbers and assess potential obstacles to these campaigns. Table 8.2 summarizes the estimates. Excluding the impact of geographic zones, the campaigns listed here have the potential to affect over 2 million low-wage workers. However, several of these estimates are not realistic because they would require a state-level campaign, which would more likely be cast as a statewide minimum wage campaign than as an industry-specific living wage campaign. At the same time, home health care and domestic workers organizations have conducted—and are working on—statewide, industry-specific campaigns and policy, and so perhaps the strategy to include a living wage is possible.

Table 8.2 estimates only the direct impact of living wages. In reality, more workers would benefit from indirect increases (ripple effects). In addition, the table does not include the future jobs created—those expected to be added to the economy in the next ten years. Still, the numbers are far from reaching all of the 37 million workers estimated to earn poverty-level wages.

In the end, living wage campaigns may work best as a tool for improving wages indirectly and as a way to build movements for broader policy changes. In particular, the living wage movement may be responsible for ensuring raises to statewide and federal minimum wages, which is where the greatest coverage lies. Ideally, we would have a way to test the counterfactual case: specifically, would Congress have raised the minimum wage in 1996 and 2007, and would over thirty states have raised statewide wages, without the living wage movement? We cannot know the answer, but the evidence suggests that these phenomena are related. For example, some of the organizations and staff most heavily involved in living wage campaigns, such as ACORN and the Brennan Center for Justice, were key...
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players in the 2006 state minimum wage ballot initiatives. Those efforts had a direct impact on several million workers at the time of the increases, and the effects continue in the states that now use indexing. For example, the Economic Policy Institute estimated that just over 1 million workers benefited from indexed wage increases in eight states on January 1, 2012 (Cooper 2012). According to Jen Kern, former director of the ACORN National Living Wage Resource Center, the experience gained and lessons learned from working on local campaigns helped advocates pass stronger minimum wage laws, such as ones that include indexing for inflation (Jen Kern, personal correspondence with the author, May 13, 2013).

**CONCLUSION**

Living wage campaigns have been one of the most successful pro-worker policy efforts of the last fifteen years. Popular support has been consistently high, and most major cities now have ordinances. However, living wage ordinances cover only a small proportion of low-wage workers. Wage levels have been significantly improved, but not necessarily high enough to raise workers out of poverty. And while the wage increases are substantial, on average they are lower than the median wage increase that low-wage workers experience from unionization (37 percent).

Raising the federal and state minimum wages, and indexing them, would be a more effective way to cover a large number of low-wage workers. Senate bill S.460 (Fair Minimum Wage Act of 2013) would affect over 30 million low-wage workers. Programs like universal health care and universal child care, as well as expanded affordable housing, would reduce expenses for low-wage workers and therefore lower the hourly

---

**Table 8.2 Estimated Impact of New Living Wage Campaigns**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Estimated Workers Affected</th>
<th>Type of Campaign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home health care</td>
<td>619,284</td>
<td>Statewide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maids and housekeeping</td>
<td>611,151</td>
<td>Statewide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airports</td>
<td>505,000</td>
<td>City or county</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRA-type economic development</td>
<td>116,535</td>
<td>State programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stadiums</td>
<td>115,000</td>
<td>County or state sports authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,040,746</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Author’s calculations based on Bureau of Labor Statistics (2013).*
wage needed for a living wage. Living wage activists have pursued living wage campaigns not because they are necessarily the most effective way to address the needs of low-income workers, but because they are more politically feasible, and because of other potential benefits as well, such as building new coalitions, developing or strengthening alliances, and supporting unionization efforts. Therefore, living wage ordinances should not necessarily be evaluated by the same criteria we might bring to evaluating other low-wage worker policy.

Other research assesses the impact of living wage campaigns on these other outcomes (coalition building, support for unionization). Here we have just tried to focus on the possibility of expanding living wage campaigns to cover a greater share of low-wage workers through campaigns that might be more feasible and might have some of the side benefits. The results suggest that certain avenues are more fruitful than others. Big-box ordinances would address some of the largest and most powerful low-wage employers, but if they cover only stores larger than 90,000 square feet and apply only to new development, their impact might not be great. And because ordinances affecting home health workers must be won primarily at the state level, these relatively difficult fights might just as likely be statewide minimum wage campaigns.

The more promising avenues for campaigns that would affect large numbers of low-wage workers yet remain local are ordinances that cover airports and ordinances or policies that apply to economic development projects, like the CRA policy in Los Angeles.

In addition, living wage activists should support campaigns that extend benefits to all workers, regardless of hours worked, and possibly “minimum shift hours” policies, in order to encourage the shift away from part-time work to more full-time jobs. In addition to a higher hourly wage, a reduction in involuntary part-time work would greatly assist workers living below the poverty line.

Still, our estimates suggest that living wage policies are not likely to reach the majority of the 37 million low-wage workers. The expansion proposed here would involve numerous difficult campaigns, each probably taking years and many resources and staff hours. The process of building a campaign may be useful in itself, however, and for that reason living wage campaigns can be valuable in ways that other policies may not be. But to truly make a dent in addressing low-wage work in the United States, much more dramatic efforts are necessary. The living wage movement may not be the most effective way to increase wages for large numbers of low-wage workers in the short run, but it may be one of the few ways to build the political power needed for greater change in the long run.
NOTES
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3. These laws have exemptions. For example, the Santa Fe law exempts firms with fewer than twenty-five employees and employees of the school district. The San Francisco law exempts workers who are not covered by the state minimum wage, such as workers classified as independent contractors.

4. They may bid by total hours of work instead of full-time equivalents (FTEs). Even if they bid by number of FTEs, there is no monitoring to verify the actual number of workers who do the job in the end.

5. For example, when my colleague and I submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to see the contracts held by the city of Boston, we were initially told that we would have to pay $18,000 for photocopying and staff time.

6. In fact, the lack of transparency around contracting practices and subsidy money is a strong motivation for living wage activism. Policymakers have been advocating greater reliance on the private sector for many years, on the premise that this automatically leads to cost savings and more effective service provision and development. Yet research shows that these promises often do not hold up (Chang 2008; Luce 2004; Sclar 2001). There is fraud and waste in the contracting and subsidy process, and some contractors have extracted excess profits by paying very low wages and providing no benefits. Living wage campaigns challenge the logic of privatization and reliance on the private sector.

7. In a few cities, employers challenged the scope of the law, arguing that their employees should not be covered since they worked on other contracts as well as on contracts with the city. For example, the industrial laundry company Cintas argued that it should be exempt from the L.A. living wage ordinance because its employees worked fewer than twenty hours a month on laundering city uniforms (covered under the city living wage ordinance), and because they launder city uniforms with other items, it was not possible for them to distinguish which employees washed the city uniforms. An appellate court ruled in favor of the workers. Cintas agreed to pay $6.5 million to settle the suit, giving over five hundred workers over $3.3 million in back wages and interest (McDonell 2009).

8. Three cities in Wisconsin passed citywide wage ordinances, but state law has since repealed these.

9. Data are from State of Working America (Mishel et al. 2013), using total nonfarm employment. “Poverty level” is defined as the hourly wage needed to bring a full-time worker to the federal poverty line for a family of four.
10. See Wicks-Lim and Thompson (2010) for estimates of how high a minimum wage could go before there might be some job loss.
11. For more on using living wage campaigns to assist unionization, see Luce (2004).
12. This was Daley’s only veto in nineteen years as mayor of Chicago.
13. There is no consistent data source for this information, but one estimate, by Timothy Bartik (2002), is that states and local governments spend $20 billion to $30 billion a year on economic development programs, and the federal government $6 billion per year.
14. GGP owns over two hundred malls and probably received much more than this in public subsidies, but the report focuses on only fifty of its malls.
15. I use data for “Regional Shopping Malls” for years 6 to 10. REMI provides estimates for malls in different types of settings (city, suburban, and metropolitan statistical area).
16. These might be tied to worker retention ordinances (WROs) that apply when the airport switches contractors. The WRO mandates that the new contractor must retain the existing employees and can fire them only for just cause. For example, the WRO at the Los Angeles airport mandates that a new contractor retain the workforce for ninety days. The initial campaign was launched after one thousand unionized food service workers on an airport contract were faced with losing their jobs when the airport awarded the contract to a non-union firm.
19. Airport Group, UNITE HERE, “Five Things to Know About Developers.”
20. The average shift for a football game is four hours, and with only ten home games a year, a football team generates only twenty to thirty full-time-equivalent jobs outside of the front office. However, the living wage applies to all employees, not just FTEs.
21. However, Colin Gordon (2008) finds that almost 30 percent of the jobs created were paying wages below the mandate, because they were probably set just above the mandate when created and then were not subject to annual cost-of-living increases.
22. The law requires a minimum of three hours’ pay for shifts initially scheduled. Some U.S. states have a similar law. For example, New York State Protection of Employees (Part-time Work) Act of 2001 requires employers to pay workers for a minimum of four hours per shift, even if the employee is sent home early.
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Part IV  |  Social Insurance Programs and Low-Wage Work
Chapter 9  | Improving Low-Income Workers’ Access to Unemployment Insurance

Jeffrey B. Wenger

Unemployment insurance (UI) was passed into law in 1935 as part of the Social Security Act. The system was designed to serve two purposes: provide income to eligible workers during periods of involuntary job loss, and stabilize demand in local economies with high unemployment rates. The program provides benefits to workers who have a strong workforce attachment and who lose their jobs through no fault of their own. While the UI program in the United States aims to achieve these goals, it was designed to allow the methods by which the individual states pursue them to vary. Instead of operating as one national system, the UI program in the United States comprises fifty-one separate systems.¹

Each of the separate systems is operated by the state in partnership with the federal government, and each state develops UI policies that establish the conditions for eligibility, benefit amounts, and tax schedules. However, the federal government ensures that state policies comply with federal statutes. On occasion, the federal government utilizes financial incentives and penalties to encourage states to adopt its preferred policies. To fund the UI program, the federal government collects tax revenue, while states collect the taxes that pay for UI benefits to individuals. Employers pay a lower tax rate if their former employees do not collect UI benefits, so employers have an incentive to minimize the number of unemployed workers receiving UI benefits.

Figure 9.1 illustrates the percentage of the U.S. labor force who were unemployed and the percentage of the labor force who received UI benefits during the last three decades. The insured unemployment rate is simply the percentage of the U.S. labor force receiving regular weekly
benefits, and this rate is always less than the total unemployment rate. Between 1980 and approximately 2008, the gap between the two rates declined, meaning that a growing proportion of the unemployed had been receiving UI benefits; this modest increase followed two decades (1960 to 1980) of declines in the UI recipiency rate. As can be seen in the figure, during recessions the gap between the total unemployment (TU) rate and the insured unemployment rate increases. Surprisingly, the current recession has generated the largest decline in the IU/TU ratio since the 1980s, despite policies extending benefits for up to ninety-nine weeks. In 2011 the ratio reached a minimum at 32.6, indicating that fewer than one-third of the unemployed were receiving UI benefits.

In the 1920s and 1930s, when the UI system was designed and implemented, men represented a significant majority of the labor force; they were typically the “breadwinners” for their families and were the primary focus of the UI program. Many men worked in manufacturing and in unionized shops. During this early period, the percentage of the unemployed who

---

**Source:** Author’s compilation based on U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration (various years) and Center for Economic and Policy Research (2012).
received UI benefits often exceeded 60 percent. This high rate was due in part to UI’s eligibility criteria being designed to benefit full-time workers with incomes large enough to support a family; as such, the eligibility rules explicitly made low-income and part-time workers ineligible for benefits.\(^2\) This led to a system that often failed to cover earnings losses by women, workers in the service sector, or those without union representation. State eligibility rules failed to consider the social and economic issues that affect low-income workers’ employment patterns (Lovell and Hill 2001; Um’rani and Lovell 2000). This was particularly true in the service sector, where workers experienced higher turnover and informal employment arrangements. From its inception, the design of the UI system created inequities between “core” workers (such as unionized manufacturing workers) seeking access to benefits and those on the “periphery.”

Prior to the onset of the Great Recession in 2007, part-time workers were still largely ineligible for UI benefits because many states had interpreted “seeking employment” to mean searching for full-time employment (Wenger, McHugh, and Segal 2002). This stipulation is applied to workers who have historically worked part-time as well as individuals whose obligations, such as child care, prohibit them from working full-time. This criterion disproportionately hinders UI eligibility for women, since one-fourth of all unemployed women are seeking part-time jobs (U.S. Department of Labor 2000). To aid these part-time job-seekers, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 sought to expand UI eligibility among part-time workers. However, an analysis of national data indicates that this policy change is likely to have little effect (Shaefer 2010).

Overall, research also shows that the UI system tends to deny benefits to many workers while many others fail to file for benefits (Lovell and Hill 2001; National Employment Law Project 2001a, 2001b; Um’rani and Lovell 2000). The cumulative effects are evidenced in the consistently lower filing rates and take-up rates for women, part-time workers, service-sector workers, and those without union representation.\(^3\) In general, it appears that the kinds of factors that limit eligibility (earnings requirements, intermittent employment, rules for part-time employment, and other disqualifications) have a sizable impact on UI take-up rates. However, there are other state-specific effects that reduce UI take-up but are more difficult to ascribe to UI policy attributes.

Nevertheless, UI remains an important program, owing largely to a lack of other resources for the working poor and the generally meager benefits from other poverty assistance programs. In this chapter, I discuss the structure of UI policy, focusing on the determinants of eligibility, financing, and benefit generosity and the disproportionate impact of these
determinants on the working poor. I also discuss the UI program’s implementation issues, which have received minimal attention in the literature. The effect of bureaucratic errors should not be underestimated—as many as 10 percent of UI claims are wrongfully denied owing to administrative error. After investigating the long-term trends in UI recipiency and discussing state-level effects and policy changes to determine the factors that lead to low UI recipiency rates, I conclude with policy recommendations and implications.

RISK-POOLING AND FAMILY RISK CAPACITY

Many people believe UI is the primary safety net for workers who have lost their job through no fault of their own, but this view cannot be consistently applied to the entire U.S. workforce. Because of the often burdensome requirements to qualify for UI, the primary safety net for low-wage workers who lose their jobs is family. Workers’ families allow for pooled risk, helping cushion the effects of bad economic, social, and health-related outcomes. Recognizing the role of the family is not to harken back to a day when Ozzie and Harriett ruled the airwaves or to romanticize an age when women were economically trapped in marriages. My purpose in mentioning family here is to recognize that modern family structures and the lack of extensive family networks make the operation of the social insurance system more necessary, and the lack of access to UI potentially more problematic.

Although the Great Depression is often credited as the driving force behind the adoption of the Social Security Act, what is often omitted from this history is that work was already under way to set up the system. By the turn of the nineteenth century, economists had already recognized the severity of the poverty problem and how close to poverty many in the newly industrialized society were living. What made the phenomenon of poverty increasingly salient was its concentration in cities. Prior to mass industrialization, rural life afforded people access to food during economic downturns, whereas urban life offered no such relief. More importantly, moving from farm to factory often meant leaving extended family networks of support.

Urbanization disrupted vital family support networks. The extended family had long served as a critical risk management device in rural communities. When one family member fell sick or was otherwise incapacitated for a lengthy period, others often lent a hand to support him and his dependents. (Moss 2002, 154–55)
The consequence of mass urbanization was to leave industrial workers entirely dependent on their wages. With the disruption of family networks, spells of unemployment—even relatively short spells—could lead to a downward spiral of increasingly desperate poverty. The risk of poverty, even absent an economic depression, made providing unemployment insurance a necessity.

The necessity comes about because the economic risks faced by most families are greater than a single family can self-insure against. Families remain an extremely important buffer against economic hardship, but a buffer that is insufficient given modern exigencies. However, when families have a very limited capacity to help (their insurance capacity is limited), one spell of unemployment or illness may result in economic catastrophe for the extended family. Indeed, even when families have the capacity to help, there is no guarantee that help will be forthcoming, and given the low levels of savings and the skewed distribution of wealth, most families have only a limited capacity to help during economic crisis.

Most analysts who evaluate the risk-pooling effects of family have focused on families’ positive benefits. For insurance to be fully effective, however, risks have to be independent. This is clearly not the case with families—illnesses are often contagious, industrial disruption may be regional or industry-specific, and many workers within the family are often employed in the same industry. The lack of independent risk makes families less than the ideal social unit for self-insuring. This is especially true when the size of the economic misfortune is larger than a single family’s capacity to carry itself through the hardship. It is often said that UI was designed to provide temporary income to people during periods of involuntary unemployment. But it is equally true that UI was designed because families lacked the capacity to bear the economic risks of industrial production. Since the benefits of insurance are coupled with the costs of providing aid, it is not clear that families can shoulder the burden. Instead of being able to provide benefits to family members who are unemployed, a family may be unable to pay such benefits, and one person’s misfortune may then compromise the financial security of the entire family.

Similarly, workers with limited resources may have significant demands placed on them by elderly parents or children and may become involuntarily unemployed through their own illness or because of their caretaking responsibilities. In most cases, “involuntariness” is understood to mean that the unemployment spell was not the worker’s fault, and many states have provisions for leaving work because of illness and caregiving tasks. However, most states fail to apprise workers of these policies, and their utilization is uncommon. In other states, laws and regulations make
it more difficult to leave employment for good cause related to illness or caregiving.

In the sections that follow, I discuss the policies that create barriers for low-income workers to be eligible for UI. Unlike previous analysis, I also examine the role of policy implementation and the role of the UI bureaucracy (to the extent possible) in making UI less available to low-income workers.

POLICY ISSUES
To be eligible for UI benefits in a given state, a worker must satisfy three requirements: meet or exceed the minimum earnings threshold; have a qualifying reason for job separation; and be actively and continuously searching for employment. The earnings threshold is set by each state and helps determine the extent of labor force attachment, while separation requirements determine who was responsible for separation from the job in question. In cases where the worker was responsible for the job separation because he or she quit or was terminated for misconduct, benefit payments are denied. When the employer lays off workers due to slack demand, the unemployed person is most likely to meet the separation requirements. The final test of eligibility is whether the worker is able to work and continuously available for work. An unemployed person is eligible for UI benefits when all three conditions are met.

For many low-income workers who leave their jobs, the reasons for job separation are complex. Many low-income workers quit employment because of work conditions, personal illness, child care necessities, or transportation issues. In most states, leaving employment as a result of illness or to provide care or meet other family obligations is considered "good cause," and the UI policies in place allow workers to be eligible for UI benefits. In other states, the requirements for establishing good cause for illness or family obligations fall heavily on the employee. In these states, a physician must advise leaving work for a worker to be eligible for UI benefits due to illness, or the worker must negotiate with the employer for reasonable accommodations. Both of these added requirements make it more unlikely that workers will receive UI benefits, and if they are eligible, it is unclear whether they will satisfy the "able and available" requirements.

The second issue related to illness and family obligations is that these factors tend to reduce wages and cause employment to be sporadic. Even prior to welfare reform, most women who received welfare worked while receiving benefits, and most welfare exits occurred as a result of transitioning to work (Harris 1993). However, work histories were often
interrupted, and job tenures were short (Edin and Lein 1997). As a consequence, workers earned less and thus found it more difficult to qualify for UI benefits. With the current weak labor market and stagnant or declining wages, many workers find it increasingly difficult to qualify for UI. Even in the robust labor market of the late 1990s, many workers left welfare and failed to earn enough money to qualify for UI benefits (Boushey and Wenger 2006).

A third issue facing the unemployed is the financing of the UI system. Many state trust funds are depleted, requiring them to borrow heavily from the federal government. The UI system has a negative net balance, with total borrowing by the end of the third quarter of 2011 in excess of $38 billion while trust fund balances equaled only $12.7 billion. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, such trust fund insolvency led to considerable reductions in benefit generosity and eligibility. Similarly, between 2004 and 2009, twenty-five states made significant increases in the earnings requirement necessary to qualify for UI benefits. Along these lines, Daniel Smith and Jeffrey Wenger (2013) find that trust fund balances play an important role in altering benefit generosity: when UI trust funds are exhausted, the amount of available benefits falls, and the effect can be large and last for a number of years. Also, given that the fiscal situation of the UI trust funds is not likely to improve in the near future, legislatures will be faced with the dilemma of raising taxes, cutting benefits, or reducing the number of eligible beneficiaries. This will clearly have a disproportionate impact on lower-income workers should they become unemployed.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Among the lesser-studied and more poorly understood aspects of the UI system are the differences between state UI recipiency rates. The recipiency rate, which is simply the ratio of the number of unemployed individuals receiving regular UI benefits to the number of unemployed individuals, varies widely across states. Six states have recipiency rates that exceed 40 percent of the total unemployed population, while five other states have rates below 20 percent. Although some of this difference is due to industrial composition that differs by region and to varying policies that determine eligibility, these two aspects cannot fully explain the wide range of recipiency rates across the United States.

Perhaps more disconcerting is the gap between total unemployment in the United States and the percentage of unemployed receiving benefits. When the unemployment rate peaked at 10.8 percent in November 1982, the percentage of the labor force receiving UI benefits was 5.4 percent—a ratio of 0.50. In the current economic downturn, national
unemployment peaked at 10.1 percent in October 2009 while the percentage of unemployed workers receiving benefits was 4.4 percent—a ratio of 0.44. A one-percentage-point decline in the percentage of workers receiving UI benefits translates to nearly 1 million fewer workers receiving UI benefits.

Finally, what is particularly interesting about the decline in benefit payments relative to unemployment is that the gap between unemployment rates and the percentage of the unemployed receiving benefits has narrowed during the thirty years preceding the current economic crisis; it is only during the most recent recession that the gap has increased. While policy changes probably explain some of this (in particular increases in earnings requirements), those changes are insufficient to fully explain the differences in UI recipiency across states.

It would seem plausible that the administration of the UI program would make a difference in the proportion of the unemployed population eligible for benefits. Research on bureaucratic discretion has produced several different views of how bureaucrats use their discretion and its ultimate impact on outcomes for clients. One view holds that bureaucrats use their discretion to “stretch the law” to respond to the needs of their clients (Keiser 1999; Keiser et al. 2002; Maynard-Moody and Musheno 2003). Under this view, minority and female bureaucrats use their discretion to reduce the disparate treatment that minority and female clients have historically received from an agency and to improve outcomes for these clients. This allows bureaucrats to pursue more equitable outcomes for their clients. In her work on social security disability benefits, Lael Keiser (1999) finds support for this view. She concludes that street-level bureaucrats who administer disability programs rely on professional norms and consider the client’s level of need when making decisions. Similarly, Steven Maynard-Moody and Michael Musheno (2003) examine the stories of 150 street-level bureaucrats and offer evidence that they act as agents of the clients (or citizens). According to Maynard-Moody and Musheno, these “citizen agents” assess the needs and worthiness of individual clients in determining eligibility and do not rely exclusively on the rules and hierarchies of the organization.

The bureaucrats working in public agencies are often the first, and sometimes the only, contact that the public has with the bureaucracy. Because this contact is most often with street-level bureaucrats who exercise discretion, their attitudes, values, and predispositions are important factors in determining whether clients are provided aid or are further disadvantaged (Lipsky 1980). In some contexts, the race and sex of the bureaucrat and the culture of the bureaucracy may determine, at least in part, how willing a public agent is to advocate on behalf of a client.
When the bureaucrat and the client share an attribute (such as race), the bureaucrat may be more willing to stretch the rules to overcome past discriminatory factors. In the administration of UI benefits, the majority of bureaucrats are male, and they may be less willing (or able) to sympathize with the combination of difficulties arising from child care and family responsibilities combined with unemployment. Jeffrey Wenger and Vicky Wilkins (2009) have tested this claim by examining the recent introduction of telephone claims in state unemployment insurance offices. Using state-level panel data from 1992 to 2005, they estimate the effect of filing a claim via telephone rather than in person. They contend that if street-level bureaucrats in this agency use their discretion to disentitle and punish clients they deem “undeserving” of policy benefits, then the introduction of automation could increase UI payments for clients. Indeed, they found that automated telephone claims filing increased the number of women receiving UI benefits while having no effect on the number of men. They posit that this finding is due in part to the elimination of the biases that women previously faced when they entered a UI office.

Altering the amount of discretion that bureaucrats are able to exercise or the number of errors made by frontline workers can have tremendous effects on the UI system and UI recipients. Besides its possible effect on eliminating biases against women clients, the automation of the claims process has curtailed discretion in UI systems in other ways as well. In an increasingly automated environment, bureaucrats have little control over the input of data by claimants and management has increased opportunities for monitoring. Also, given the possibility that clients will deal with multiple bureaucrats, coworkers can now identify agents whose denial rates are higher or lower than the norm. In these ways, automation of the UI system has been not entirely detrimental to the unemployed.

The public administration literature has also begun paying attention to bureaucratic error as a critical performance measure. Unlike most programs, the UI program has systematically collected performance data and independently audited those data to determine error responsibility (employer, employee, or agency). In a recent analysis of these data, Sangyub Ryu, Jeffrey Wenger, and Vicky Wilkins (2012) examine the probability that a bureaucrat will make an error and theorize about the reasons for bureaucratic errors. They find that the previous UI office error rate is a good predictor of current error rates, demonstrating that poor performers remain poor performers. This finding is somewhat disheartening for UI claimants, in that low performance is systematic and often leads to their being wrongfully denied benefits. Additionally, local offices with high error rates account for a disproportionate percentage of the errors, indicating a need to examine agency management.
Second, errors are more commonly made on cases involving white UI claimants and claimants with a college education. In the cases studied by Ryu, Wenger, and Wilkins, white claimants and college-educated claimants were more likely to be wrongfully denied benefits. The authors indicate that bureaucrats may work from “rules of thumb,” or preconceived ideas, about whose application needs additional scrutiny. When claims conform to the expectations of bureaucrats (when the situation is “normal”), the bureaucrat can safely rely on shortcuts and easily adjudicate the claim. This kind of assessment is often optimal: bureaucrats must process many claims, and paying strict attention to details cannot be sustained over the course of months and years. In cases that are outside the norm, the bureaucrat is less likely to rely on rules of thumb and will more heavily scrutinize the claim; the extra scrutiny, in turn, lowers the likelihood that the claim will be wrongfully denied. The bureaucrat may provide additional scrutiny to a claim by an African American, thereby reducing the likelihood of making a wrongful denial; this is the same as making more errors for white claimants by providing less scrutiny to those claims. Finally, we find that claimants who have higher self-valuation are less likely to experience agency errors. Taken together, these results point to the presence of systematic agency errors in UI programs. Public managers and the unemployed would be better served if training efforts and performance targets were developed with these systematic error effects in mind.

STATE-TO-STATE DIFFERENCES AND THE CHANGING NATURE OF UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

Trends in UI Recipiency Before and After Welfare Reform

Figure 9.2 presents a picture of state-level recipiency rates for UI benefits. In this figure, we examine state-to-state differences in UI recipiency. The recipiency rate is the percentage of unemployed receiving UI benefits relative to total unemployment. For reference, the U.S. average recipiency rate (not shown) in 2011 was 28 percent. We should note that no state has a recipiency rate higher than 53 percent (Alaska) and that the remainder of the states have recipiency rates below 50 percent. This is a surprising development considering that the national average was 51 percent in April 2009. Even with this low national average, many states have rates significantly below the U.S. average, owing, in part, to the level of discretion that each state exercises in setting UI policy, as well as industrial composition and unionization rates. For example, Arkansas is the only Southern state that has a recipiency rate above 30 percent; Florida and Texas more accurately reflect the regional norm with recipiency rates of...
Figure 9.2  UI Recipiency Rates (by Region), 2011

Source: Author’s compilation based on U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration (various years).
18 percent. Clearly when fewer than one in five unemployed workers is receiving UI, the program is failing to provide temporary income or maintain consumer demand.

Contrasts between adjacent states can be stark as well. In Ohio, for example, only 24 percent of the unemployed are receiving regular state benefits, while 47 percent of the unemployed in neighboring Pennsylvania receive regular state benefits. Meanwhile, in the Southwest, New Mexico’s UI recipiency rate (37 percent) dwarfs Arizona’s (24 percent).

Our examination of the trends in UI recipiency concludes with a look at the percentage of first payments as a fraction of initial claims, using a standard regression framework. For the period prior to welfare reform (1976 to 1995) and the period after welfare reform (1996 to 2011), using monthly data from each state, we estimate the following equation:

\[
\left( \frac{\text{First Payments}}{\text{Initial Claims}} \right)_{i,t} = \alpha + \beta_1 \text{Trend} + \beta_2 \text{Unemployment Rate}_{i,t} + \sigma_i + \mu_{i,t} \quad (9.1)
\]

We also include in each specification a state fixed-effect and month indicator variable to adjust for seasonality. In the first model, we find that, over time, states increased the proportion of first payments made relative to the number of initial claims. For each year that passed before welfare reform, we see an increase in the first payment rate of 0.116 percent. In the years after welfare reform, we find that the trend reverses sign, lowering the first payment rate by 0.047 percent each year. However, this change in the trend is probably not the effect of welfare reform, but rather an effect of the current recession, which has caused states to tighten their fiscal belts.

When we estimate equation 9.1 from 1976 to 2005, the trend variable is still positive and statistically significant. It is only when we estimate the effect from 2005 to 2011 that the coefficient on the trend variable turns negative and becomes statistically significant. It appears that the trend has been for states to make fewer first payments relative to initial claims as a result of the weak recovery and recession. One interpretation is that over time workers have learned not to apply for UI benefits if they are unlikely to receive them, and this would make each applicant more likely to receive benefits but would also lower overall recipiency rates, since fewer people are applying and thus “self-selecting” out of participation.

A second set of evidence gathered from these results is the state-level effects. In each model, we include a state-specific dummy variable that controls for time-invariant effects. Although many state-level parameters are changing (such as benefit generosity, earnings requirements, and labor force demographics), the state indicators tell us about the potential unique effect of each state owing to the other unobserved (and time-invariant
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factors). It is interesting to note that in no case are we able to reject the null hypothesis that the state-level fixed effects are jointly zero. This provides at least tangential evidence that state-specific attributes such as implementation, culture, and the financial soundness of the UI program can determine policy outcomes in a fundamental way. In general we find that Northeastern states have higher recipiency rates and more generous benefits, while states in the South fare considerably worse on both measures.

Multiple researchers have investigated the reasons behind the long-term decline in UI recipiency, which peaked at 49.2 percent in 1975. Daniel McMurrer and Amy Chasinov (1995) investigated the reasons for the long-term decline and concluded that the characteristics of the U.S. labor force have changed in ways that systematically reduce recipiency. Migration from the Midwest to the Southeast and Mountain regions of the country, where UI recipiency rates are lower than the national average, lowered overall recipiency; this finding is similar to the findings of Rebecca Blank and David Card (1991). A second reason for the overall decline was employment reductions in industries with traditionally higher UI recipiency rates (construction, manufacturing, mining) as well as declines in private-sector unionization rates. McMurrer and Chasinov also determined that the shift in demographics to a younger, more mobile, and more female workforce led to lower UI recipiency rates.

Monetary Eligibility

Did differences among states make a difference in UI uptake? When we examined whether states with illness and caregiving “good cause” exemptions are more likely to pay benefits to workers, we found that these states paid a small proportion of first payments as a fraction of initial claims. This result held for the whole sample (1990 to 2010) and for the 2005 to 2010 subsample. The difference between take-up rates in states with hard-to-satisfy good cause exemptions compared to states with more liberal good cause exemptions was statistically significant at better than the 1 percent level.

Table 9.1 provides summary information about the earnings requirements for UI eligibility in each state for the 2010 calendar year. As discussed earlier, UI earnings requirements differ dramatically across the states. Although some states have week- or hours-based requirements, states typically require earnings in multiple quarters. The base year constitutes the four quarters of earnings that determine eligibility, with one of the four quarters in the base period marked as the “high quarter” (that is, the quarter during which the worker earned the most money during the base period). Some states require relatively large earnings within the high quarter in order to achieve eligibility; these high-quarter requirements are often more difficult to satisfy.
Table 9.1 State-Level Earnings Requirements and Median Wages, 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>High Quarter (HQ)</th>
<th>Base Period (BP)</th>
<th>Median Hourly Wage (Women, High School or Less)</th>
<th>Hours Required to Qualify for Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>&gt;$1,157 (in two HQs)</td>
<td>&gt;$2,314</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>115.70 231.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td>$12.35</td>
<td></td>
<td>202.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$2,250</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>136.4 204.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>$2,187</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>— 218.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>$900</td>
<td>$1,125</td>
<td>$10.75</td>
<td>83.7 104.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>$1,084 (in two HQs)</td>
<td>$2,500</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>98.5 227.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$12.60</td>
<td></td>
<td>— 47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>$720</td>
<td>$12.57</td>
<td></td>
<td>— 57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>$1,300</td>
<td>$1,950</td>
<td>$12.15</td>
<td>107.0 160.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>$2,267</td>
<td>$3,400</td>
<td>$11.08</td>
<td>204.6 306.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>$567</td>
<td>$1,134</td>
<td>$10.25</td>
<td>55.3 110.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>$130</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>— 10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>$1,872</td>
<td>$2,340</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>187.2 234.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>$1,600</td>
<td>$10.70</td>
<td></td>
<td>— 149.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>$2,800</td>
<td>$4,200</td>
<td>$10.25</td>
<td>273.2 409.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>$1,290</td>
<td>$1,940</td>
<td>$10.89</td>
<td>118.5 178.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>$2,542</td>
<td>$3,240</td>
<td>$10.25</td>
<td>248.0 316.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>$1,963</td>
<td>$2,944</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>196.3 294.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>$1,200</td>
<td>$9.80</td>
<td>81.6 122.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>$1,383 (in two HQs)</td>
<td>$4,148</td>
<td>$10.90</td>
<td>127.2 380.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>&gt;$576</td>
<td>$900</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>48.0 75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>$3,500</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>— 291.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>$2,871</td>
<td>$4,307</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>261.0 391.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$1,250</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
<td>87.0 108.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>$780</td>
<td>$1,200</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>78.0 120.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$2,250</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>136.4 204.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table continues on p. 261.)
Table 9.1  (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>High Quarter (HQ)</th>
<th>Base Period (BP)</th>
<th>Median Hourly Wage (Women, High School or Less)</th>
<th>Hours Required to Qualify for Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>$1,521</td>
<td>$2,305</td>
<td>$10.30</td>
<td>147.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>&gt;$2,807</td>
<td>$10.90</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>$1,400</td>
<td>$2,800</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>116.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,900</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>$1,750</td>
<td>$1,751</td>
<td>$10.25</td>
<td>170.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>$1,600</td>
<td>$2,400</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
<td>139.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
<td>$1,118</td>
<td>$4,558</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
<td>106.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>$1,864</td>
<td>$2,795</td>
<td>$10.65</td>
<td>175.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4,300</td>
<td>$11.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>$375</td>
<td>$1,500</td>
<td>$10.25</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>$667</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>$1,320</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
<td>69.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>$1,480</td>
<td>$2,960</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>134.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>$1,092</td>
<td>$4,455</td>
<td>$10.25</td>
<td>106.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>$728</td>
<td>$1,288</td>
<td>$10.52</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>&gt;$780</td>
<td>&gt;$1,560</td>
<td>$10.20</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>$1,488</td>
<td>$2,220</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>148.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>$2,066</td>
<td>$3,100</td>
<td>$10.68</td>
<td>193.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>$2,203</td>
<td>$3,085</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
<td>191.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>$2,700</td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(in two HQs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>600 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td>$11.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,200</td>
<td>$10.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>$1,350</td>
<td>$1,890</td>
<td>$11.00</td>
<td>122.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
<td>$2,215</td>
<td>$3,100</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td>221.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* Author’s compilation based on Center for Economic and Policy Research (2012) and U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration (various years).

*Note:* Median wages are for all women, with high school diploma or less education. The author thanks John Schmitt for making and updating the CEPR ORG files.
to satisfy for low-income workers than base period earnings requirements. High-quarter earnings requirements range from a high of $2,800 in Indiana to a low of $375 in Oklahoma.

Monetary requirements provide only part of the information necessary to assess how difficult it will be for low-income workers to qualify for UI benefits. To make an accurate assessment we must compare monetary requirements to labor market earnings information. Table 9.1 shows the median hourly wage for women in each state, calculated by using the Current Population Survey (Outgoing Rotation Groups); that median hourly wage is used to determine the number of hours that a woman would have to work in order to satisfy the high-quarter and base period earnings requirements. In general, the states with the highest earnings requirements also require the most hours of work in order to qualify. In Indiana (the state with the highest quarterly earnings requirement), a woman earning the median wage ($10.25 per hour) would have to work 273 hours in a quarter to qualify for benefits. If she earned wages at the twenty-fifth percentile ($9.00 per hour), she would have to work 311 hours in the quarter. In both of these cases, low-income women would have to work more hours for the quarter than a typical part-time schedule allows. Kansas and Michigan would also require that women earning at the twenty-fifth percentile work, on average, more than twenty hours per week (for at least a quarter) in order to qualify for benefits.

Although we have highlighted those states where earnings requirements may be difficult to achieve, fourteen states have earnings requirements necessitating fewer than one hundred hours of work at the median wage in order to meet the state’s high-quarter threshold. In general, the main issue is not workers failing to meet the earnings requirements for monetary eligibility. Anu Rangarajan and her colleagues (2001), in their analysis of welfare-leavers (post-welfare reform), find that most workers achieve monetary eligibility. Their study focused exclusively on New Jersey, a state with relatively low earnings requirements ($2,900 in the base period). But New Jersey also required that a worker have wages in at least twenty weeks to be eligible. Of those who left welfare for employment (that is, they had employment earnings in the three months after leaving welfare), 60 percent attained UI monetary eligibility. The largest percentage of welfare-leavers to attain monetary eligibility occurred five quarters after welfare exit; in no other quarter did eligibility exceed 60 percent. Utilizing national data and the UI eligibility thresholds in all fifty states, Boushey and Wenger (2006) found that, despite a strong labor market in the late 1990s relative to the early 1990s, former welfare recipients were less likely to meet the earnings requirements for UI eligibility, owing largely to an increase in the share of welfare-leavers with little or no earnings. Selection effects (positive selection into leaving welfare prior to reform) played a significant role in Boushey
and Wenger’s conclusion that welfare-leavers in the post–welfare reform era were qualifying for benefits, because many leavers, by dint of not having wages, were not included in the post-reform analyses.

We should exercise caution in inferring too much from any of these studies for today’s labor market. These analyses of welfare-leavers were conducted at a time of historically low unemployment and significant wage gains for the lowest quartile of the earnings distribution. Additionally, this was a time when UI monetary eligibility requirements were relatively low and had not been increased in the recent past. Table 9.2 provides information on the increase in monetary requirements over three periods; only states that raised their monetary eligibility requirements are listed. Immediately

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States That Raised the Base Period Earnings Requirements Faster Than the Median Wage, 1990 to 2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyoming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s analysis of U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration (various years).
prior to welfare reform (1990 to 1995), only thirteen states had raised their earnings requirements at all. Consequently, as wages increased the proportion of workers eligible to receive UI benefits in the event of becoming unemployed also rose. Similarly, only nine states raised their earnings requirements immediately following welfare reform (1995 to 2000). The last period (2005 to 2010) paints quite a different picture—twenty-one states raised their earnings requirement during this five-year span. Given the relatively weak labor market and slow wage growth from 2005 to 2010, these increases were significant. In fact, all of the increases were larger than the median wage growth in the respective state over the same period.

As an example, Massachusetts raised its earnings requirements at a faster rate than the rate of growth in the median wage during all three time periods—from $1,200 to $2,000 between 1990 and 1995, from $2,000 to $2,700 between 1995 and 2000, and from $3,000 to $3,500 between 2005 and 2010. The cumulative increase, when compared with the rate of growth for the average wage of women workers, paints an even bleaker picture. While the earnings requirement nearly tripled ($3,500/$1,200 = 2.92), the median wage of women in Massachusetts increased by less than double (from $9.20 to $17.50; $17.50/$9.20 = 1.90). During the same time period, the median wage of women across the United States also increased at a rate well below that of the earnings requirement in Massachusetts (from $7.50 to $14.50; $14.50/$7.50 = 1.93). Massachusetts is not alone, however, in raising the earnings requirement at a rate greater than wage growth: Utah and New Mexico have also engaged in the practice, despite state politics that are considerably different. The determinants of earnings requirements certainly warrant additional research since research on these factors is virtually nonexistent.

Further increases in earnings requirements are likely to come. As a way to directly cut costs, states can reduce the total number of weeks that individuals are eligible to receive UI, reduce benefit amounts, reduce access to the program, or enact a combination of these approaches. Given the poor fiscal health of the UI trusts, states are likely to reduce access to their UI programs by continuing to raise earnings requirements for eligibility. It is likely that it was more difficult to make changes in 2012 since it was an election year, but steps to reduce access are likely to be taken in 2013. Additionally, raising the earnings requirements directly affects the lowest-wage workers who are the most vulnerable, but as a “technical” issue, it captures scant media or public attention.

Nonmonetary Eligibility and Nonfilers

Although much attention has been focused on monetary eligibility for UI, this is not the most significant barrier to UI receipt for low-income
workers. The biggest barriers to receiving UI benefits are nonmonetary in nature, such as shifts in population and industry, failure to apply for UI benefits, failure to meet nonmonetary eligibility requirements, and inability to retain a qualifying job. Despite the quantity and magnitude of these barriers, they may be the most difficult to overcome in an effort to increase UI recipiency. Luke Shaefer (2010) finds that a large majority of disadvantaged workers in the United States meet UI earning requirements. However, low-income workers face barriers to accessing UI benefits because they assume that they are ineligible or they fail to meet nonmonetary eligibility requirements (for example, having voluntarily quit or having been terminated for cause). These finding are consistent with survey data on why unemployed workers do not receive UI benefits (Vroman 1991; Wandner and Stettner 2000).

Unfortunately, there is limited evidence about the specific reasons why large populations of workers fail to apply for UI benefits when they are eligible. More direct and microlevel evidence about nonfiling comes from Wayne Vroman (1991), who evaluated the responses to the first Current Population Survey supplementary questionnaire on UI nonfiling. The survey was administered to approximately three thousand households where at least one worker was unemployed and inquired as to whether the unemployed person in the household applied for and received UI benefits. If the unemployed person had not received benefits, follow-up questions explored why that person had not applied for, received, or otherwise believed himself or herself to be eligible for benefits. Vroman found that there were three factors that led to the decline of the percentage of the unemployed receiving benefits: the change in the regional composition of unemployment (movement from Rust Belt states to Sun Belt states); a change in the industrial composition of unemployment; and a decline in union membership.

Wandner and Stettner (2000) conducted a follow-up analysis using data collected in 1993 that included 4,500 respondents. The data included more detailed information about job prospects, such as whether the worker was expecting a recall, whether the worker had a job in hand, or whether the worker was confident about finding a job quickly. Wandner and Stettner (2000, 6) found that “between 55 and 65 percent (depending on the business cycle) of experienced unemployed workers do not file for benefits.” Even among job-losers (those most likely to be eligible for benefits), 40 percent of nonfilers chose not to apply for reasons unrelated to their perceived eligibility.

Analysts have long recognized the importance of nonmonetary barriers to UI. Christopher O’Leary and Stephen Wandner (1997) point to important policy changes in the UI system that have made it much more difficult
for certain groups of workers to receive UI benefits, in particular those who left work voluntarily, were discharged for misconduct, or refused suitable work. In 1952 only twelve states disqualified a claimant for the duration of the unemployment spell if the claimant had left employment voluntarily; by 1990 all fifty states had such a policy. Kelleen Kaye (1997, 2001), Rangarajan, Corson, and Wood (2001), and Shaefer (2010) all note that nonmonetary eligibility presents significant barriers for low-income workers to qualify for benefits. For example, Rangarajan and her colleagues (2001) find that among welfare recipients earning enough to achieve eligibility, 50 percent were ineligible for UI because they had voluntarily left their job. In general, only 30 percent of welfare recipients achieved both monetary and nonmonetary eligibility; the largest share (45 percent) earned enough, but their reasons for job separation were likely to have made them ineligible for benefits; 25 percent of welfare-leavers (who had left for employment) did not achieve monetary eligibility.

Luke Shaefer (2010) arrives at a similar set of conclusions using nationally representative data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). Shaefer finds evidence that most workers surveyed had attained monetary eligibility and finds no evidence that restricting UI benefits to full-time workers significantly reduced UI receipt among part-time workers. Perhaps most importantly, he questions whether reforming UI eligibility policies related to part-time work or the alternate base period will significantly reduce disparities between higher- and lower-paid workers. Similar to other findings, Shaefer reports that only half of the workers who are disadvantaged and eligible for benefits actually receive them. This may be largely due to the lack of understanding about the program or the administrative burden of applying for benefits.

Job Retention Programs

Research has consistently found that earnings among the poor are not the most important barrier to achieving UI eligibility. Instead, the reasons for job separation are the single most important factor in disqualifying workers from eligibility. Rangarajan and her colleagues (2001) find that for former welfare recipients who had experienced a job separation, 44 percent had quit their job, 16 percent were fired, and 40 percent were laid off (all self-reported numbers). Of those who quit, more than half (52 percent) quit for job-related reasons. As discussed earlier, health and child care reasons were also important factors: fully 25 percent of those who quit work did so for these reasons. If the definitions of leaving for good cause were systematically expanded and consistently applied by state agencies, many workers might be in a better position to attain eligibility.
However, there are still more than 50 percent of job-quitters who leave work for job-related reasons. Recent research has focused attention on job retention for lower-wage workers; in general, the results have not been encouraging. From 2003 to 2006, a series of experimental studies were conducted in seven regions of the United Kingdom. In the Employment Retention and Advancement Program, workers were provided with advisory and financial incentives to help sustain their employment and promote their job advancement. A rigorous evaluation of the experimental evidence found short-term earnings gains for two of the single-parent treatment groups, generally in the form of a larger proportion of the treatment group working more hours. By year three there were no differences between control and experimental groups on most measures. However, the long-term unemployed treatment group, consisting mostly of men, experienced significant, substantial, and sustained increases in earnings (see Hendra et al. 2011).

Another set of studies in the United States used random assignment design to test the effectiveness of programs designed to help “at-risk” workers stay employed and advance in their jobs. Of the twelve sites evaluated by MDRC, only three had positive impacts. Although this evaluation demonstrates that policy interventions aimed at employee retention can work, it also points to the difficulty of developing, implementing, and maintaining these programs, since 75 percent of them showed no significant improvements. Even among the programs that were successful, differences between experimental and control groups tended to fade over time. Finally, rates of job loss among the at-risk population were high, and staffing the program with qualified candidates was difficult. This second issue was critical, since the actions of the staff were often instrumental in influencing work outcomes for program participants.

Overall, the experimental evidence on job retention is somewhat discouraging. In their review of the policy evaluation literature, Harry Holzer and Karin Martinson (2005, 21) find that “relatively few programs improve retention and advancement with certainty. Many promising efforts have not yet been rigorously evaluated; others have, but their success rate is mixed, and our ability to replicate successes and implement them on a large scale remains uncertain.” They also describe some policies that might be helpful in mending the safety net for low-income workers. In general, financial incentives and supports tend to be more successful than programs without these features. Policies that promote full-time work and longer spells of employment are more likely to enable workers to qualify for benefits if they should be laid off. Despite these attempts to ensure qualification for benefits, however, “voluntary” turnover among the low-paid remains high.
CONCLUSION AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Many analysts of the unemployment system of the United States, arguing that the system is in need of major reform, point to the changes in the demographics of the U.S. labor force, industrial composition, level of trade unionism, and interstate mobility. However, few analysts have commented on the fact that the UI systems of the states have changed a great deal since the program was initiated. Some programmatic changes have tended to reduce access to benefits, while others have expanded access or reduced the cost of applying for, and receiving, benefits. Often left unstudied is the administrative culture of UI programs. In states with low union density and weak worker representation, UI programs may be subject to administrative capture by business interests, which generally seek to make benefits less available and less generous while reducing their tax burden. Companies such as Talx now provide business services to handle UI claims and contest experience-rating assessments, further tilting the balance toward business interests. Most of the resistance by business interests to expanding the UI system is due to the experience rating of UI taxation and the fact that businesses perceive that they “pay” UI taxes, despite the well-known findings that most UI taxes are paid by workers via lower wages.

Given the lack of access and the administrative difficulties discussed in this chapter, there are significant policy changes that could alter the long-run effectiveness of the UI program. I highlight four changes that would be easy (although perhaps politically difficult) to implement. I focus primarily on funding, since that issue is likely to be addressed regardless of administration or political party. Additionally, there is some research linking funding with program generosity (Smith and Wenger 2013). Funding may also lead to reductions in access to the program.

Generate policies that require states to have adequate UI trust fund reserves. In the absence of adequate reserves, states reduce access to the program by raising earnings requirements and making programs less generous by lowering benefit amounts or weeks of benefits available to unemployed workers, or both.

To build adequate trust fund reserves the federal government should raise the wage base used to assess UI taxes to equal the social security wage base and index it to wage growth. This change will make the program considerably more progressive and less tax-distortionary (that is, it will broaden the base and lower the tax).

Reduce employers’ tax burden by shifting the bulk of UI taxes onto workers. Only the firm-specific turnover proportion of UI taxes should be
assessed to the firm. The worker should pay the base tax rate associated with the industry. Changes to this type of financing will result in an experience-rated system, but one that changes the employee’s expectations about benefits and changes the political economy of UI legislation and representation on UI boards. The added advantage of this change is that when the UI trust funds are solvent and legislatures provide a UI tax holiday, workers will see their wages increase in the short term.

The U.S. Department of Labor should analyze—and independent researchers should evaluate—states with low levels of UI recipiency. Do states with low levels of UI recipiency have disparate benefit eligibility for low-income workers? If so, can advocates pressure those states to raise recipiency rates? As discussed at length here, monetary eligibility is not the most significant barrier for most workers. Advocates should focus more attention on getting states to adopt and enforce “good cause” leaving. The penalties for voluntary leaving, discharge for misconduct, and refusal of suitable work have all increased since the 1950s. Instead of disqualifying workers for the duration of the unemployment spell, we could work to make benefits available after a suitable waiting period.

Overall, there are simple and significant changes to UI policy that would make benefits more readily available to low-income workers. Since benefits are unlikely to replace more than 50 percent of lost wages, low-income workers may not receive much in the way of benefits from the UI program. However, in difficult labor markets with limited job openings and high unemployment, a small benefit from the UI system may make a substantial difference in the lives and livelihoods of families.

NOTES

1. With programs in the U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and Washington, D.C., there are actually fifty-three “state” programs. We analyze the performance of all the states and Washington, D.C., in this chapter.

2. In this context, I am using “low-income” to denote both workers who had insufficient earnings to qualify for unemployment benefits and those who worked in historically low-wage industries, such as agriculture and domestic service, who were excluded from UI coverage.

3. In general, filing has become less common among the unemployed, as discussed by Stephen Wandner and Andrew Stettner (2000). Many of the unemployed fail to file for unemployment benefits because they do not believe that they are eligible or that they worked or earned enough to receive benefits. Additionally,
some stated that they voluntarily left their previous employment or that they expect to have a new job soon. However, we do not know if this effect differs by gender, since Wandner and Stettner (2000) do not provide a separate analysis for men and women.

4. Note that in the current recession the peak in the insured unemployment rate (the percentage of unemployed receiving benefits) occurred in June 2009 at 4.8 percent, when the unemployment rate was 9.5 percent.

5. This was the annual average in 1975. The rates shown in figure 9.1 are based on monthly data.

6. All comparisons use nominal median wage growth in the state and nominal increases in UI base period earnings requirements.
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Chapter 10  
Can the Affordable Care Act
Reverse Three Decades of
Declining Health Insurance
Coverage for Low-Wage Workers?

John Schmitt

About half of all U.S. residents without health insurance are workers (Rho and Schmitt 2010a). Indeed, non-elderly workers are less likely to have health insurance than many groups generally viewed as more economically vulnerable. According to the most recent census data, for example, only 2 percent of adults age sixty-five and older and about 10 percent of children under the age of eighteen lacked health insurance coverage in 2010. By contrast, about 20 percent of workers age eighteen to sixty-four—and 15 percent of full-time workers in that age range—had no health insurance in the same year (U.S. Census Bureau 2011, 26–27, table 8).

Yet, we know surprisingly little about workers and their health insurance or how their coverage has changed over the last three decades.¹ In recent years, the annual reports on health insurance coverage produced by the Census Bureau have included a brief mention of the share of workers with health insurance, but these same published data give no breakdowns by workers’ earnings, gender, race, or education level, and no breakdowns by the source of coverage (their own employer, a spouse’s employer, Medicaid, Medicare, directly purchased private insurance, or other sources).² Moreover, consistent, publicly available data for workers’ coverage start only in the late 1990s, long after the decline in overall health insurance rates was well under way.³

The most important attempt to fill this data gap has been the regular estimates produced by the Economic Policy Institute (EPI) for its biennial publication The State of Working America.⁴ The EPI figures, however,
focus exclusively on own-employer-provided coverage for private-sector workers. These data provide important information about compensation, employer costs, and job quality, but do not tell us about the strategies used by workers—especially low-wage workers, who are least likely to have employer-provided insurance—to secure coverage through other means.5

All estimates of health insurance coverage must contend with several important changes over time in the Current Population Survey (CPS), the large, nationally representative survey that is the source of official coverage numbers.6 During the last three decades, the Census Bureau has made improvements to the survey methodology, most of which have increased the ability of the survey to identify health insurance coverage. The improvements are welcome, but can make it much more difficult to track trends. If the Census Bureau were to travel back in time to 1980, the first year the CPS asked respondents about their health insurance, and field the same survey it uses today, it would almost certainly find a higher health insurance coverage rate in that year than what was actually found using the earlier version of the survey. As a result, comparing current coverage estimates with older estimates without adjusting for the methodological changes systematically understates the long decline in health coverage. The Census Bureau typically sidesteps this methodological challenge by reporting coverage rates only over the recent period (since 1999), when the survey design has been stable. The EPI takes a more conservative route and reports the changes as they appear in each year’s survey, which has the effect of underestimating the decline in coverage over time.7

In this chapter, I seek to paint a more complete picture of trends in health insurance coverage for workers, especially low-wage workers. To do so, I first calculate low-wage workers’ coverage rates from all sources of health insurance, including their own employers, other family members’ employers, directly purchased policies, Medicaid, and other public sources, with separate breakdowns for the most important of these categories. I then adjust these data to reflect changes in the survey methodology over time.

To give some idea of the likely future path of coverage rates for low-wage workers, I also summarize outside projections of the impact on coverage rates of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) of 2010. Given the strong similarities between the ACA and health insurance reforms passed in Massachusetts in 2006, I also review the experience of workers in that state.

Based on public and private forecasts of the impact of the ACA—and on the concrete experience of Massachusetts—I conclude that the full implementation of recent health care reforms would substantially increase health insurance coverage for low-wage workers. The main mechanisms for raising low-wage workers’ coverage under the ACA would be expanded eli-
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...gibility for Medicaid for low-wage workers in families below 133 percent of the federal poverty line and federal subsidies for the purchase of private insurance for low-wage workers in families between 100 and 400 percent of the poverty line. If, however, full implementation of the ACA is blocked by federal or state executive or legislative action before 2014, every indication is that low-wage workers will continue to lose access to health insurance.

DATA AND METHODS

The source of all estimates of health insurance coverage presented here is the Current Population Survey, the nationally representative survey of 50,000 to 60,000 households conducted monthly by the Census Bureau. Since 1980, the March version of the CPS has asked respondents detailed questions about their health insurance coverage during the preceding calendar year. These responses serve as the basis for the official annual estimates for health insurance coverage in the United States.

Over the past thirty years, the March CPS has undergone several important methodological changes that have had an impact on the survey’s estimates of health insurance coverage rates. Most of these changes had the effect of raising the reported coverage rate for health insurance, with the result that comparisons of recent coverage rates with those of three decades ago systematically understate the decline in health insurance coverage that actually took place over the period. Hye Jin Rho and I (Rho and Schmitt 2010b) have provided a detailed summary of these changes and proposed a methodology for adjusting results from the raw CPS data to make earlier survey data more directly comparable with the current survey methodology. All estimates here use this recommended adjustment.

The main focus in this chapter is on low-wage workers, defined for simplicity as those in the bottom quintile of the hourly earnings distribution in each year of the survey. For purposes of comparison, all figures also report results for the second quintile of wage earners (the quintile immediately above the bottom quintile), as well as for the top quintile. Following Elise Gould (2009), the analysis is limited to “attached workers,” defined as those who worked at least twenty-six weeks in the year and usually worked at least twenty hours per week. Since the interest here is in low-wage employees, the data exclude self-employed workers.

All reported data refer to workers between the ages of eighteen and sixty-four. Younger workers may be covered under parental plans or through government programs aimed at children (most notably the Children’s Health...
Insurance Program, or CHIP). Almost all workers (and all U.S. residents) age sixty-five and older are covered by Medicare, the universal, single-payer health insurance program for the elderly established in 1965.

COVERAGE LEVELS AND TRENDS, 1979 TO 2010

As figure 10.1 shows, in 2010 only about one-fourth (25.9 percent) of low-wage workers had health insurance through their own employer, down from 42.9 percent in 1979 (see also table 10A.1 in the appendix). The 2010 rates for low-wage workers were well below even those in the next quintile up, where just over half (51.8 percent) of workers had coverage through their own employer (see also table 10A.2). In the same year, 78.9 percent of workers in the top quintile had health insurance through their employer (see table 10A.5).

The last three decades have seen substantial erosion in employer-provided coverage across workers at all pay levels. Low-wage workers saw the biggest decline in own-employer coverage—17.0 percentage points
between 1979 and 2010. But coverage losses were almost as large for workers in the second quintile (down 13.8 percentage points) and the top quintile (down 13.3 percentage points).

A rise in families with second earners, particularly women in married-couple families, could arguably have reduced the need for own-employer coverage, because second earners may be able to obtain coverage through their spouse (or, in some cases, through another family member). Figure 10.2 shows that for low-wage workers, coverage through a spouse’s (or another family member’s) employer has not made up for the decline in own-employer insurance. In fact, for low-wage workers, coverage through a spouse or other family member actually fell ten percentage points between 1979 and 2010. Workers in the second quintile saw a similar, but smaller, decline. Coverage through another family member’s employer, however, did increase for workers in the top quintile (and, to a smaller degree, for workers in the fourth quintile [not shown]).

Nor have low-wage workers been able to make up for the decline in employer-provided coverage through other forms of private insurance—
most importantly, individual policies purchased directly from insurers. As figure 10.3 shows, in 2010 only about one in twelve low-wage workers (8.1 percent) had directly purchased or other private coverage, a rate that had increased only slightly in the preceding thirty years. An even smaller share of higher-wage workers had directly purchased insurance or other private coverage: about 5 percent of second-quintile workers and about 4 percent of those in the top quintile. (The low reliance of workers in the top quintile on non-employer-based private insurance suggests that these policies are probably not as good as employer-provided coverage.)

The only area where low-wage workers have seen any improvement over the last three decades is in coverage through public insurance programs, particularly Medicaid. As figure 10.4 demonstrates, in 2010 about one of every eight low-wage workers (12.8 percent) had some form of public health insurance, up from about one in twelve in 1979 (8.8 percent). And as figure 10.5 illustrates, the vast majority of low-wage workers receiving public health insurance in 2010 were covered by Medicaid. (Higher-wage workers with public insurance were much less likely to be...
Figure 10.4  Health Insurance Among Workers Age Eighteen to Sixty-Four, All Public Sources, by Wage Quintile, 1979 to 2010


Figure 10.5  Health Insurance Among Workers Age Eighteen to Sixty-Four, Medicaid, by Wage Quintile, 1979 to 2010
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on Medicaid and more likely to have coverage through other government programs, including those covering military veterans.) Currently, almost one of every ten low-wage workers (9.6 percent) is covered by Medicaid, more than double the rate in 1979 (4.7 percent).

After counting coverage from all possible private and public sources, almost four in ten low-wage workers (38.5 percent) have no health insurance coverage whatsoever (see figure 10.6). This is more than double the noncoverage rate in 1979 (16.4 percent). By contrast, fewer than 5 percent of high-wage workers have no form of coverage (though that figure is up somewhat from the essentially universal coverage that prevailed for high-wage workers in 1979).

Sample-size limitations make it difficult to obtain corresponding estimates of coverage rates for low-wage workers by race and ethnicity. Data for all workers, however, indicate that coverage problems are particularly severe for Latinos. As figure 10.7 indicates, almost 40 percent of all Latino workers (that is, not just low-wage Latino workers) have no health insurance of any form. Assuming that access to health insurance for low-wage Latinos is below the average for all Latinos, a very high share of low-wage
Latinos workers are likely to be without any coverage. African American workers (about 22 percent) and Asian workers (about 17 percent) are also much more likely than whites (about 12 percent) to be without coverage. In all cases, the noncoverage rates are probably much higher for low-wage workers within each racial and ethnic group.

**FUTURE TRENDS**

The decline in coverage rates has its roots in two long-standing economic processes. The first is the rising cost of health care, which has squeezed workers’ wages and made it less economical for firms to offer health insurance, especially to low-wage workers. In the absence of reforms to the existing health care system, these costs—and implicitly the pressure on workers’ after-health-insurance compensation—are projected to continue rising indefinitely.12

The other force behind falling coverage rates, especially for low-wage workers, is the decline over the last three decades in the bargaining power of most workers. Beginning in the late 1970s, a set of structural changes in the economy significantly reduced the bargaining power of workers,
especially those at the middle and bottom of the wage distribution. These structural changes included: a steep decline in unionization; an erosion in the inflation-adjusted value of the minimum wage; the deregulation of many historically high-wage industries (truckin59, airlines, telecommunications, and others); the privatization of many state and local government functions (from school cafeteria workers to public-assistance administrators); the opening up of the U.S. economy to much higher volumes of foreign trade; a sharp rise in the share of immigrant workers, who often lack basic legal rights and operate in an economy that provides few labor protections regardless of citizenship; and a macroeconomic policy environment that has typically maintained the unemployment rate well above levels consistent with full employment. All of these changes have acted to reduce the bargaining power of workers, especially those at the middle and bottom of the wage distribution. As a result, low- and middle-wage workers have seen their relative (and even absolute) wages fall and the availability and quality of health insurance and retirement plans decline.13

Despite the Great Recession and the ensuing national debate on economic inequality, there are few signs—at least at the time of this writing—that any of these structural factors undermining workers’ bargaining power are likely to change anytime soon. The passage of the Affordable Care Act in 2010, however, holds out the prospect that low-wage workers could see a significant expansion in their health insurance coverage rates—and at least some possibility that the rate of growth of health care costs could be reduced relative to the long-term trend.

THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT OF 2010

The ACA sets in motion a large and complicated restructuring of the nation’s health care system, with a particular emphasis on the public and private health insurance sectors. A full analysis of the ACA—particularly the measures designed to address long-term cost concerns—is beyond the scope of this chapter, which focuses instead on those elements of the ACA that are most likely to affect coverage rates of low-wage workers.

The centerpiece of the ACA is a requirement that most U.S. citizens and legal residents enroll in some form of private or public health insurance.14 When fully phased in, the act will require that those without coverage pay a tax penalty of between $695 and 2.5 percent of taxable income (and indexed, subsequently, to inflation).15

Arguably, the path to coverage preferred by the ACA’s sponsors is through existing employer-provided private insurance. To this end, the ACA establishes a “pay-or-play” system for employers with fifty or more full-time employees. Employers above this size threshold that do not offer
coverage or that have employees who rely on government tax credits to fulfill their personal requirement to maintain coverage will pay a tax penalty. Smaller employers will not face tax penalties, but many will be eligible to receive tax credits for providing coverage and will be permitted to buy insurance through newly created, state-level health insurance exchanges.

However, expansions of coverage through the existing Medicaid program and through new health insurance exchanges for individual and family coverage are likely to provide the biggest boost in coverage to low-wage workers. Low-wage workers who have family incomes above 100 percent of the poverty line and whose employers either do not provide insurance or provide insurance that is deemed too expensive by ACA criteria will be eligible to receive a federal subsidy to buy private insurance through a health exchange, as long as their family income is less than 400 percent of the poverty line.

Two kinds of uncertainty hang over any analysis of the likely impact of the ACA on low-wage workers. The first uncertainty is the exact nature of the final form of the law and related regulations. On the judicial front, the ACA has survived several court challenges centered on the constitutionality of the individual mandate. On the legislative front, however, Republicans in the House and Senate have vowed to repeal all or part of the ACA. At the state level, several Republican governors and Republican-controlled state legislatures have announced their intention to block or slow the implementation of key aspects of the ACA, especially those related to the expansion of Medicaid, which is particularly important for low-wage workers.

The second element of uncertainty is related to the inherent difficulties in predicting individual and institutional responses to large and complex changes in existing systems, an issue compounded by the fact that many particulars of the law—especially those involving the workings of the separate state-level insurance exchanges and the states’ decisions about full implementation of the ACA’s proposed Medicaid expansion—are still evolving. The following analysis assumes that the ACA will be implemented as passed, and it relies on the educated guesses made by health care experts concerning the final features and behavioral responses to the system put in place from 2014 forward.

With these caveats in mind, the Congressional Budget Office (2011, 17) projects that under the ACA, “the share of legal non-elderly residents with insurance coverage in 2021 will be about 95 percent, compared with a projected share of about 82 percent in the absence of that legislation (and an estimated 83 percent currently).” Meanwhile, CBO continues, “about 23 million non-elderly residents will remain uninsured; about one-third of that group will be unauthorized immigrants, who are not eligible to participate in Medicaid or the insurance exchanges; another quarter will be eligible for Medicaid but are not expected to enroll; and the remaining fraction will include
individuals who are ineligible for subsidies, are exempt from the mandate to obtain insurance, choose to not comply with the mandate (and take the risk of paying a penalty), or have some combination of those characteristics.”

Other researchers generally agree with the CBO that the ACA will result in a substantial increase in coverage rates. Disagreements arise, however, around the likely mix of coverage. The CBO, like most analysts, believes that the large majority of the increase in coverage will flow from increases in directly purchased insurance (which is particularly relevant for workers in families between 100 and 400 percent of the poverty line) and Medicaid (particularly relevant for workers in families with incomes below 133 percent of the poverty line), with only a small net decline in employer-provided coverage. The net drop in employer-based coverage, the CBO believes, will reflect declines in employer offers of coverage. Those declines will be made up disproportionately of “smaller employers and employers with predominantly lower-wage workers—people who will be eligible for Medicaid or subsidies through the exchanges,” and will largely offset increases in coverage through other employers responding to the “combined impact of the insurance mandate, the penalties for employers, and the tax credits for small employers” (Congressional Budget Office 2011, 19–20). Other analysts believe that the high costs of providing health insurance to low-wage workers will lead many employers to reduce their provision of coverage, pushing many workers currently covered by employer plans onto Medicaid and the new state-level health exchanges.

For present purposes, however, the exact mix of the coverage is less relevant than the net increase in total coverage for low-wage workers, which by almost all accounts is likely to be substantial. Unfortunately, neither the CBO nor other sources have produced coverage projections for workers specifically, let alone for low-wage workers. The CBO estimate of a 95 percent coverage rate for the non-elderly population in 2016, however, can—with a few assumptions about the distribution of this coverage—give some general guidance about the likely improvement in health insurance access for low-wage workers.

To produce a rough estimate of the share of low-wage workers who will remain without coverage after the implementation of the ACA, let’s start with the CBO’s projection that by 2016 the noncoverage rate for the non-elderly population of the United States will be 5 percent. The CBO does not provide a separate breakdown for children (ages zero to seventeen) and adults (ages eighteen to sixty-four), but we can assume that improvements in coverage will maintain the same (roughly) two-to-one ratio for the noncoverage rates of adults to children. Given the relative size of the child and adult populations in 2010, a 5 percent overall noncoverage rate and the two-to-one ratio imply that the noncoverage rate for all adults will be about 5.8 percent after
the ACA (and 2.9 percent for children). For simplicity, if we assume that all adults—both workers and nonworkers—have the same coverage rate, then under the CBO’s projections, workers as a group will have a 5.8 percent noncoverage rate after the ACA.\textsuperscript{23} By comparison, in 2010 the actual noncoverage rate for all workers was about 17.7 percent. The CBO gives no guidance about how the coverage improvements for workers will be divided across the wage distribution. If, at the extreme, we assume that all of the uncovered workers are low-wage workers by our definition—that is, that all 5.8 percent of the workers remaining without coverage are in the bottom quintile—then the noncoverage rate for low-wage workers will be about 29.0 percent.\textsuperscript{24} This would be a reduction of one-fourth in the share of low-wage workers without coverage relative to the actual noncoverage rate for low-wage workers in 2010 (38.5 percent). A less extreme assumption about the distribution of noncoverage rates by wage level after the ACA produces larger gains for low-wage workers. For example, if instead we assume that the top 80 percent of workers have a frictional 3 percent noncoverage rate, then an overall noncoverage rate for workers of 5.8 percent implies a 17.0 percent noncoverage rate for low-wage workers—well short of universal coverage, but a noncoverage rate that is less than half of the current rate.

**MASSACHUSETTS**

The recent experience of Massachusetts provides an important benchmark for the likely impact of the ACA.\textsuperscript{25} The 2006 Massachusetts reforms included many key elements that would be written into the ACA, including an individual mandate, a (weak) penalty for employers that fail to provide coverage, expanded eligibility for Medicaid, and government subsidies to purchase private insurance for individuals in families with incomes up to 300 percent of the federal poverty line.\textsuperscript{26} Early results suggest that this combination of policies has substantially increased health insurance coverage in the state. Sharon Long, Lokendra Phadera, and Victoria Lynch (2010), for example, find that after the implementation of the reforms, the share of the state’s population between the ages of nineteen and sixty-four without coverage was less than 6 percent, compared to a 15 percent rate for the rest of the nation. Massachusetts had higher coverage rates than the rest of the country even before the 2006 reforms. But as suggested by Sharon Long, Alshadye Yemane, and Karen Stockley’s (2010) comparison of changes in coverage rates in Massachusetts before and after the 2008 implementation of the reforms with the change over the same period in coverage rates in New York State—which also had relatively high coverage rates but was not implementing any reforms—the reforms did substantially increase coverage rates for non-elderly adults. Aakanksha Pande and her colleagues
(2011) reached similar conclusions when they compared adults in Massachusetts with a control group in Connecticut, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont.

Unfortunately, evaluations of the Massachusetts experience have paid little attention to the specific outcomes for workers. The sharp declines in noncoverage rates for all working-age adults, as well as survey evidence that non-elderly workers in Massachusetts have very low noncoverage rates (3 percent in 2008, compared to about 17 percent nationally in the same year), suggest that the various reforms have greatly reduced non-insurance rates for workers, even for those earning low wages.

The experience of Massachusetts, therefore, offers support for the various model-based projections that the ACA will substantially increase coverage rates for non-elderly adults, including non-elderly workers. To put the Massachusetts results into perspective, if we assume that the United States in 2010 had the same 3.0 percent noncoverage rate for workers that Massachusetts achieved in 2008, and even if we assume that all of the workers without coverage were in the bottom quintile of the wage distribution, only 15 percent of low-wage workers nationally would have been without coverage in 2010. As figure 10.6 shows, the actual share of low-wage workers in 2010 was 38.5 percent, more than twice as high. If, instead, we assume that workers at all wage levels experience at least some frictional level of non-coverage, then the Massachusetts results would imply even better outcomes for low-wage workers.

CONCLUSION

Overall, health insurance coverage for low-wage workers has been falling steadily over the last three decades. The drop in employer-provided health insurance coverage is the single most important explanation for this trend. A rise in the share of low-wage workers receiving Medicaid was able to counteract only a small portion of the falloff in coverage for low-wage workers. However, based on reasonable projections of the impact of the ACA, as well as on the experience of Massachusetts with state-level reforms similar in spirit to the ACA, recent reforms to the health insurance system stand a reasonable chance of reversing this long-standing trend.

Low-wage workers are likely to be among the biggest beneficiaries of the ACA, particularly those provisions that seek to increase employer-sponsored insurance, expand access to Medicaid, and subsidize the purchase of private insurance. The coverage gap between low-wage workers and the rest of the workforce will almost certainly fall sharply after 2014.
The ACA does not provide the universal coverage that many health care reformers were seeking before the bill’s passage, but the ACA may also act, in the words of economist Heather Boushey (2012), as a “beachhead” for universal coverage down the line. If, however, full implementation of the ACA is blocked or delayed, every indication is that coverage rates will continue their three-decades-long decline.
**Table 10A.1  Adjusted Health Insurance Coverage of Low-Wage Workers, Age Eighteen to Sixty-Four, 1979 to 2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Health Insurance (Total)</th>
<th>Private Health Insurance</th>
<th>Public Health Insurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Employment-Based</td>
<td>Other Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>83.6%</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>69.7%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>77.3%</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>77.1%</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>75.2%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>75.1%</td>
<td>63.0%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>74.0%</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>73.1%</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
<td>59.1%</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
<td>58.1%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>70.5%</td>
<td>56.2%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
<td>55.1%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Unemployment Rate</td>
<td>Participation Rate</td>
<td>Median Weekly Earnings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>52.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>48.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>62.6</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 to 2010</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Notes:* Low-wage workers are defined as those in the bottom fifth of the wage distribution. “Other private” includes directly purchased insurance; “other public” includes Medicare, Veterans Administration, and other public sources. Raw CPS data are adjusted for survey changes using the procedure described in Rho and Schmitt (2010b).
Table 10A.2  Adjusted Health Insurance Coverage of Second-Quintile Workers, Age Eighteen to Sixty-Four, 1979 to 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Health Insurance (Total)</th>
<th>Private Health Insurance</th>
<th>Employment-Based</th>
<th>Other Private</th>
<th>Other Public</th>
<th>Medicaid</th>
<th>Total Own</th>
<th>Public Health Insurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>91.8%</td>
<td>84.9%</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>67.0%</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>84.9%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>62.1%</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>81.7%</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Other Private (%)</td>
<td>Other Public (%)</td>
<td>Total Private (%)</td>
<td>Total Public (%)</td>
<td>Other Total (%)</td>
<td>Other Private Total (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>73.8</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 to 2010</td>
<td>-14.6</td>
<td>-17.1</td>
<td>-17.9</td>
<td>-13.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: “Other private” includes directly purchased insurance; “other public” includes Medicare, Veterans Administration, and other public sources. Raw CPS data are adjusted for survey changes using the procedure described in Rho and Schmitt (2010b).
Table 10A.3  Adjusted Health Insurance Coverage of Middle-Quintile Workers, Age Eighteen to Sixty-Four, 1979 to 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Health Insurance (Total)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Private Health Insurance</th>
<th>Public Health Insurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Employment-Based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>93.1%</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>89.1</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>73.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>71.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Other private</td>
<td>Other public</td>
<td>Medicaid</td>
<td>Other nonouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>68.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>69.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>70.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>89.0</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>71.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>70.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>87.7</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>67.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>66.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>83.6</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>66.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979 to 2010</td>
<td>–7.7</td>
<td>–9.5</td>
<td>–10.0</td>
<td>–9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: “Other private” includes directly purchased insurance; “other public” includes Medicare, Veterans Administration, and other public sources. Raw CPS data are adjusted for survey changes using the procedure described in Rho and Schmitt (2010b).
Table 10A.4 Adjusted Health Insurance Coverage of Fourth-Quintile Workers, Age Eighteen to Sixty-Four, 1979 to 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Health Insurance (Total)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Private Health Insurance</th>
<th>Employment-Based</th>
<th>Other Private</th>
<th>Public Health Insurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>87.3%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Other Private</td>
<td>Other Public</td>
<td>Medicare</td>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Other Public</td>
<td>Other Public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>74.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1979 to 2010: -5.2, -6.0, -8.3, -12.7, 2.3, 0.4, 0.4, 0.0

Notes: “Other private” includes directly purchased insurance; “other public” includes Medicare, Veterans Administration, and other public sources. Raw CPS data are adjusted for survey changes using the procedure described in Rho and Schmitt (2010b).
Table 10A.5  Adjusted Health Insurance Coverage of Top-Quintile Workers, Age Eighteen to Sixty-Four, 1979 to 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Health Insurance (Total)</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Employment-Based</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Public Health Insurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Own</td>
<td>Other Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>99.7%</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>100.2</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>98.0</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>96.6</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Other Private</td>
<td>Other Public</td>
<td>Medicare</td>
<td>Veterans Administration</td>
<td>Veterans Health Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>93.2</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979-2010</td>
<td>−4.2</td>
<td>−4.7</td>
<td>−6.7</td>
<td>−13.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: “Other private” includes directly purchased insurance; “other public” includes Medicare, Veterans Administration, and other public sources. Raw CPS data are adjusted for survey changes using the procedure described in Rho and Schmitt (2010b). The adjustment procedure yields a coverage rate above 100.0 percent in 1982.
NOTES
1. For a brief introduction to the origins and development of the employer-provided health insurance system in the United States, see Blumenthal (2006).
2. See, for example, U.S. Census Bureau (2011, 27, table 8). The census, instead, devotes extensive analysis to health insurance coverage by age (particularly for the population zero to seventeen and eighteen to sixty-four) and other demographic characteristics.
4. The State of Working America has been published biennially for two decades. The most recent data are available at: http://www.stateofworkingamerica.org/ (accessed May 2013).
6. See Rho and Schmitt (2010b) for a review of changes in the CPS methodology related to health insurance coverage.
7. I use the same approach (Schmitt 2008). Using unadjusted CPS data, Hye Jin Rho and I (Rho and Schmitt 2010b) find a 7.5-percentage-point decline between 1979 and 2008 in overall coverage rates for workers age eighteen to sixty-four (see our table 10A.2); after adjusting for survey changes, we estimate that the decline was 10.2 percentage points—about 36 percent higher than the unadjusted estimate.
9. Hourly wages are calculated in the standard way by dividing each worker’s annual earnings from work by the product of the worker’s total number of weeks worked in the year and his or her usual hours per week. The upper
limit for hourly wages received by workers in the bottom wage quintile in 2010 was $10.10; the upper limit for the second wage quintile in the same year was $14.96; and workers in the top quintile made at least $30.77 per hour (all in 2010 dollars).

10. A worker is covered if the employer offers a plan and the employee participates in that plan. Low-income workers are both less likely to be in a job that offers health insurance and less likely to accept coverage when it is available (Clemans-Cope et al. 2007, 1).

11. For details on coverage for workers in the fourth quintile, see table 10A.4. Coverage through a spouse’s or other family member’s employer was basically unchanged for workers in the middle quintile (see table 10A.3).


13. For a longer discussion of these structural shifts, see, among others, Baker (2007), Bivens (2011), Mishel, Bernstein, and Shierholz (2009), and Schmitt (2009). For a discussion of the importance of full employment, see Bernstein and Baker (2003).


15. As the Kaiser Family Foundation (2011, 1) notes: “Exemptions will be granted for financial hardship, religious objections, American Indians, those without coverage for less than three months, undocumented immigrants, incarcerated individuals, those for whom the lowest cost plan option exceeds 8% of an individual’s income, and those with incomes below the tax filing threshold (in 2009 the threshold for taxpayers under age 65 was $9,350 for singles and $18,700 for couples).” See also Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Rhode Island, “Federal Healthcare Reform,” available at: https://www.bcbsri.com/BCBSRIWeb/pdf/Individual_Mandate_Fact_Sheet.pdf, p. 2 (accessed May 2013); and U.S. House of Representatives, Office of the Legislative Counsel, “Compilation of Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.”

16. The tax penalty will apply (but differently) in both the case where the employer does not provide coverage and the case where the employer provides coverage but the employee does not accept it.


18. For a summary of state-level actions to challenge the ACA, see Cauci (2013).

19. As passed, the ACA made all legal residents under the age of sixty-five eligible for Medicaid if their family income is less than 133 percent of the federal poverty line. The Supreme Court’s June 2012 ruling on the constitutionality of the ACA, however, allowed states to opt out of this requirement. States may decline...
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to expand Medicaid coverage, but in doing so they stand to lose some federal support for their Medicaid program. In the discussion of future projections, I assume that states will (eventually) agree to the proposed ACA Medicaid expansion, on the assumption that cash-scrapped states will not long leave free money on the table (federal funds cover up to 90 percent of states’ added costs). This assumption is consistent with state behavior after the initial creation of Medicaid and Medicare in 1965. For a discussion of the Supreme Court’s decision and the implications for implementation of the ACA’s proposed Medicaid expansion, see Kaiser Family Foundation (2012a, 2012b).

20. The CBO cites studies by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (Foster 2010), the Urban Institute (Buettgens, Garret, and Holahan 2010), the Lewin Group (2010), and RAND (Eibner, Hussey, and Girosi 2010).

21. The CBO estimates that by 2019 the ACA will have reduced offers of employer-provided health insurance about 4 percent relative to what the figure would have been in the absence of the legislation.

22. See, for example, Holtz-Eakin and Smith (2010) and Pizer, Frakt, and Iezzoni (2011). A more recent CBO analysis has also suggested that a higher number of workers will lose employer-provided health insurance; see also Congressional Budget Office, staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, “CBO’s February 2013 Estimate of the Effects of the Affordable Care Act on Health Insurance Coverage,” available at: http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/attachments/43900_ACAInsuranceCoverageEffects.pdf (accessed May 2013).

23. In fact, non-elderly workers in 2010 had a slightly lower noncoverage rate (19.5 percent) than nonworking adults (21.8 percent). If we were to adjust for this difference, the results for workers under the ACA would be somewhat better than appears under the assumption of a uniform rate for non-elderly adults.

24. Imagine that there are exactly one hundred workers divided into five groups by wage level, each with twenty workers. If six of the total are without insurance (rounding up from 5.8 percent), and if they are all in the bottom group, then six of twenty members of that group, or 30 percent, are without coverage.

25. In 1974 Hawaii passed a law requiring employers to provide health insurance coverage to all full-time employees. Legal challenges delayed implementation until the mid-1980s, but the law has been in place and enforced since then. The lack of an individual mandate in Hawaii significantly reduces the usefulness of the Hawaiian experience for projecting the likely effects of the ACA. For a recent and comprehensive review of the Hawaiian experience, see Buchmueller, DiNardo, and Valetta (2011).

26. For a brief overview of the Massachusetts reforms, see Dorn, Hill, and Hogan (2009) and Gruber (2008).

27. The Massachusetts figure is from Long, Cook, and Stockley (2009, 11); the national figure is from Rho and Schmitt (2010b, table 4).
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28. Long, Phadera, and Lynch (2010) also note that those non-elderly adults who remain uncovered are less likely to be employed than those with coverage—though this does not rule out that low-wage workers are even less likely than the non-employed to have coverage.
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Chapter 11 | Low-Wage Workers and Paid Family Leave: The California Experience

Ruth Milkman and Eileen Appelbaum

As family and work patterns have shifted over recent decades, the demand for time off from work to address family needs has grown rapidly.1 “Work-family balance” has become an urgent but elusive priority for millions of Americans, driven by high labor force participation rates among mothers as well as the caregiving needs of an aging population. Women—and increasingly men as well—often find themselves caught between the competing pressures of paid work and family responsibilities, especially when they become parents or when serious illness strikes a family member. Affluent families can often fill the gap with paid caregiving services, but their low-income counterparts can rarely afford to do so.

The United States is notoriously lacking in public policies that support workers who need time off to attend to family needs. Across the industrialized world, long-standing government-sponsored programs provide mothers—and, in many countries, fathers as well—with wage replacement and job security for extended periods immediately before and after the birth of a new child. Paid sick leave and vacation policies are universal in most industrialized nations, and some governments make provision for elder care as well (see Gornick and Meyers 2003).

By contrast, the only major federal legislation to address these issues in the United States was the 1993 Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), which guarantees up to twelve weeks of job-protected leave, with continuing fringe benefits, for both men and women who need time off from work to attend to their own medical conditions or for family care. However, FMLA’s coverage is limited to only about half of the nation’s workers, and...
to less than one-fifth of all new mothers (Ruhm 1997; Waldfogel 2001). And because the leaves that FMLA provides are unpaid, even those workers who are covered often cannot afford to take advantage of it.

In the absence of government provision for wage replacement during family leave, U.S. workers typically rely on a patchwork of employer-provided benefits to make ends meet, such as paid sick leave, vacation, disability insurance, and/or parental and family leave. However, such employer-provided benefits are by no means universally available. Managers and professionals, as well as public-sector workers and others covered by collective bargaining agreements, often have access to benefits that provide some form of wage replacement during a family leave. But vast sectors of the U.S. workforce have little or no access to paid sick days or paid vacation, and paid parental or family leave is even rarer. The situation is particularly acute for low-wage workers as well as for the growing number of “precarious workers”—independent contractors, freelancers, and others who lack any stable connection to an employer.

Against this background, California’s passage of the nation’s first comprehensive paid family leave (PFL) program on September 23, 2002, was a historic breakthrough. Only two other states (New Jersey in 2009 and Rhode Island in 2013) have established such programs. Both programs were enacted into law as a result of sustained campaigns led by broad coalitions of paid leave advocates, including women’s organizations, advocates for children, senior citizens’ groups, medical practitioners, and critically, organized labor, which supplied much of the necessary lobbying expertise and political clout. Although the business lobby opposed these programs (in both states) and succeeded in scaling them back to some extent, the advocates of paid leave prevailed, in part owing to the broad public support for the issue.

California’s PFL benefits became available on July 1, 2004. Unlike the FMLA, California’s PFL program covers the entire private sector, regardless of employer size. Self-employed workers are not automatically covered, but can opt into the program; unionized public-sector workers can also opt in through the collective bargaining process. Workers need not have been with their current employer for any specific period of time to be eligible for PFL; they need only to have earned $300 or more in a job covered by state disability insurance (SDI) during any quarter in the “base period,” which is five to seventeen months before they file a PFL claim. With this very minimal earnings requirement, most part-time workers are covered by the program. In short, with its near-universal coverage, the California PFL program presented a pathbreaking opportunity to address the issue of inequality in access to paid leave.

The program offers partial wage replacement for covered workers who go on leave to bond with a new biological, adopted, or foster child; this benefit is available to fathers as well as mothers during the first year after
a child is born or placed with the family. The program also offers wage replacement during leaves to care for certain seriously ill family members (a parent, child, spouse, or registered domestic partner). For both bonding and caring leaves, covered workers can receive up to six weeks of wage replacement at 55 percent of their usual weekly earnings, up to a maximum benefit of $987 per week in 2011. (The maximum is indexed in relation to the state’s average weekly wage.) The six weeks of leave can be continuous or intermittent.

The PFL program is funded by an employee-paid payroll tax, with benefit levels indexed to inflation. It builds on California’s long-standing state disability insurance system, which has provided income support for medical and pregnancy-related leaves for many years. PFL is available to biological mothers for six weeks in addition to the SDI benefits they may receive during pregnancy leave. Unlike SDI payments, however, PFL benefits have been deemed taxable income by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.

The PFL program is structured as an insurance benefit, like SDI. There are no direct costs to employers: the wage replacement benefit is funded entirely by an employee payroll tax. (Currently a 1.0 percent tax on the first $95,585 in earnings finances both SDI and PFL.) All California private-sector wage and salary workers, except for the self-employed (unless they opt in), pay this modest tax. Workers can claim PFL benefits after a one-week waiting period by submitting appropriate documentation, including certification from a health care provider, to the state’s Employment Development Department. Employers may require workers to take up to two weeks of earned (unused) vacation before collecting PFL benefits; in such cases, this vacation period runs concurrently with the one-week waiting period required under the PFL program.

The PFL program does not provide job protection, although in many cases leave-takers have such protection under the FMLA or the California Family Rights Act (CFRA), a state law that took effect in 1992, a year before the federal FMLA became law, but which has broadly similar provisions. For those who are covered by these laws, the PFL leave and the FMLA/CFRA leave must be taken concurrently.

In operation for nearly eight years now, the California program has a track record of sufficient length to permit a serious evaluation of how well it is working and the extent to which its potential to improve the access of low-wage workers to paid leave has been realized. How well has the program served the growing numbers of low-wage workers, many of them female, who have limited access to employer-sponsored fringe benefits providing paid time off? How widespread are awareness and usage of the program? What has been the experience of workers who have used the program, and how has it affected their families? These are among the questions we address in this chapter.
To explore these issues we have conducted a series of surveys of California employers and workers since 2004. Here we focus primarily on a screening survey, with telephone interviews in both English and Spanish, conducted between December 2009 and February 2010. It included five hundred employed respondents who had experienced an event in the preceding four years (becoming a parent or having a close family member become seriously ill) that could have triggered a paid family leave. Although the screening survey did not attempt to capture a representative sample but rather screened for individuals who were eligible for PFL, the 2009–2010 survey sample proved demographically diverse in regard to age, gender, race and ethnicity, and immigrant status, like the California population. It includes workers across the economic spectrum, with varied levels of education and income. One of the most useful features of the sample, and one that we exploit extensively here, involves the contrast between respondents with what we call “high-quality jobs,” defined as those that pay more than $20 an hour and include employer-paid health insurance, and those who have “low-quality jobs” that fail to meet this standard. In our sample of 500 workers, 30 percent (149 respondents) held high-quality jobs and 70 percent (351 respondents) held low-quality jobs—that roughly similar to the proportions in other studies of California workers that differentiate between good and bad jobs. Comparing and contrasting their experiences with family leave offers insight into the on-the-ground effect of the California PFL program and allows us to assess its effectiveness as a social leveler in particular.

We also briefly discuss the findings of a more recent national survey regarding the FMLA that was conducted for the U.S. Department of Labor in 2012 and focused on the situation of low-income and non-college-educated workers. These additional data are especially valuable for the broader perspective they provide on our analysis of California, situating it in the context of the United States as a whole.

PAID FAMILY LEAVE AND THE PROBLEM OF INEQUALITY

Inequalities between “haves” and “have-nots” in the United States have grown steadily in recent decades, along with rapid expansion in the ranks of low-wage workers whose jobs not only provide minimal pay but also have few or no benefits; such workers often lack employer-provided health insurance coverage, for example. At the other end of the spectrum, professional and managerial workers not only are paid relatively well but also typically have access to an array of employer-provided benefits.

This growing polarization among workers is also manifested in the availability of employer-provided wage replacement during parental
and other family-related leaves. As many commentators have pointed out (see, for example, Heymann 2000; Williams and Boushey 2010), benefits that can be used to support family leaves—from paid sick leaves and paid vacations to short-term disability benefits and explicitly defined paid parental leave benefits—are offered disproportionately to well-paid workers like managers and professionals, while low-wage workers frequently are offered few or no such benefits. Ironically, although women typically continue to have far greater family caregiving responsibilities than men do, employers tend to provide male employees with more extensive wage replacement for family-related absences or leaves from work than female employees receive—not because they are men but because they are concentrated in the better jobs. More generally, because many employers are especially interested in retaining their most highly trained workers and are aware that providing income support during leaves from work increases retention, they are disproportionately inclined to offer professional and managerial workers wage replacement during family-related leaves. In contrast, employers tend to view low-wage workers as dispensable and are less concerned about reducing their high turnover rates.

The resulting disparities in access to the range of employer-provided benefits that can be used during family leaves are now well documented. For example, a 2011 report from the U.S. Census Bureau (Laughlin 2011) covering the 2006 to 2008 period found that, among women who worked during the pregnancy preceding the birth of their first child, the percentage of those with a bachelor’s degree who received some type of wage replacement during their maternity leave (66.3 percent) was more than double that of high school graduates (31.6 percent) and more than triple that of those with less than a high school education (18.5 percent). Similarly, the National Compensation Survey of Employee Benefits (2011) conducted by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics found that in 2010 the top 25 percent of private-sector wage-earners had access to paid family leave at four times the rate of the bottom 25 percent.7

Our 2009–2010 screening survey of California workers who experienced life events that might qualify them for the state’s PFL program offers further confirmation of the inequality in employer-provided benefits. Whereas 93.5 percent of respondents who had high-quality jobs (with pay over $20 per hour and employer-provided health insurance) also had access to employer-provided paid sick days and/or paid vacation, only 62.1 percent of those with low-quality jobs had such access, a statistically significant difference ($p < 0.001$, using a two-sample independent Z-test).8

The U.S. Department of Labor’s 2012 survey on family and medical leave shows that workers who lack access to paid leave often are unable to afford to go on leave even when they have a need to do so. Among respondents who reported that they needed family or medical leave but did not take it,
by far the most common reason reported—by 42.7 percent—was that they “couldn’t afford to take an unpaid leave.” For non-college-educated respondents, this figure rose to 53.8 percent, compared to 36.6 percent for those with at least some college education. Similarly, for those whose household incomes were below $40,000, 50.6 percent reported that they did not take a needed leave because they could not afford to do so, compared to 38.9 percent of those with household incomes between $40,000 and $74,999 and 32.6 percent of those with household incomes of $75,000 or more.9

California’s PFL program, with its nearly universal scope, was designed in part to address these unmet needs. The state’s professionals, managers, and others whose employers already provide them with paid time off can now draw on PFL as well as the benefits they had before. For this group, indeed, access to wage replacement historically has been as good as or better than what the new state program offers. By contrast, low-wage workers who previously had limited or no access to wage replacement during leaves stood to gain far more from the PFL program, which promised to narrow or even close the gap in access to paid leave between the “haves” and “have-nots.”

As we show later, those low-wage workers who take advantage of PFL do benefit greatly from the new program, both economically and in terms of its impact on their health and well-being, as well as that of their family members. The program remains largely ineffective, however, in reducing inequality. One reason for this is that many Californians remain unaware of the program’s existence. Although Californians, like most Americans, strongly support the concept of paid family leave (see Milkman and Appelbaum 2004), public awareness in California of the PFL program remains limited nearly eight years after it began operations. Moreover, those Californians who need the program most—low-wage workers and other disadvantaged groups—are the least likely to be aware of it.

Another factor limiting the effectiveness of PFL as a social leveler is that it often operates as a subsidy to those employers that have historically provided benefits of their own for workers who go on family leaves. Most of those employers now coordinate their benefits with the state PFL program, which gives them an incentive to encourage their employees to access the state program. In contrast, low-wage workers with no employer-provided benefits receive no such encouragement. As a result, the preexisting inequality in access to wage replacement is reproduced in a new form rather than eliminated.

Inequality in Awareness of PFL

Over the past decade, we have conducted a series of surveys to assess the extent of public awareness of the program in California. The first of
these surveys was fielded in late 2003, a year after the PFL legislation was passed (but prior to the program’s implementation). At that time, we found that only 22.0 percent of California adult respondents were aware of PFL (for details see Milkman and Appelbaum 2004). Awareness rose somewhat after benefits became available: our mid-2005 follow-up survey of California adults found that 29.5 percent of respondents were aware of the program a year after its initial implementation, and about the same proportion (28.1 percent) were aware of it in mid-2007, when we conducted another awareness survey. In all three of these surveys, we found that low-income respondents, those with less education, young workers, Latinos, and immigrants had substantially lower levels of awareness of PFL than the state’s adult population as a whole.

In 2011, this time in association with the California Field Poll, we once again assessed Californians’ awareness of the state’s PFL program. The Field Poll included 1,001 registered voters and was conducted September 1–12, 2011. Well under half (42.7 percent) of the Field Poll respondents had “seen, read [about], or heard [of]” the PFL program. As in the previous surveys, awareness varied by ethnicity, gender, and age, as figure 11.1 shows, and once again awareness of PFL was substantially lower among economically disadvantaged groups such as those with lower household incomes, those with limited education, and renters.

The Field Poll methodology differed somewhat from that of our earlier surveys, but a systematic comparison to the results of our initial 2003 survey shows that awareness has increased by about 50 percent over the past eight years, as shown in table 11.1. Here the comparison is limited to respondents who voted in the last general election (the 2008 election for the 2011 poll, and the 2000 election for the 2003 survey), so the data do not correspond to those shown in figure 11.1.

Although fewer than half of these voters (44.9 percent) were aware of PFL in 2011, this is a dramatic and significant increase over 2003, when the figure was only 29.7 percent. Awareness grew even more among female voters, from 25.9 to 51.2 percent. For men, however, there was very little change. Awareness nearly doubled among Latinos and Asians who voted in the 2008 election. (It is important to note, however, that immigrant non-citizens are not part of this group.)

Awareness of FMLA is far higher than awareness of PFL, but the patterns of inequality are similar. Overall, 64.2 percent of respondents in the 2012 U.S. Department of Labor survey were aware of FMLA’s existence, and awareness was higher among women—71.1 percent, compared to 57.5 percent for men. As with PFL, the sharpest disparities in awareness were by education and income: 82.9 percent of college graduates were aware of FMLA, compared to only 44.2 percent of those with no college
Figure 11.1  Awareness of Paid Family Leave Among Registered Voters in California, by Selected Respondent Characteristics, September 2011
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*Source:* Authors’ analysis of 2011 Field Poll data (N = 1,000).

*Notes:* The categories Asian/others, whites, and African Americans do not include Latinos. For these race-ethnicity groups, using whites as the reference group, the only statistically significant difference is for Latinos (p < 0.05). The gender differences shown are statistically significant (p < 0.001). Using age forty to forty-nine as the reference group, the only statistically significant differences are for ages eighteen to twenty and sixty-five and older (for both p < 0.001). For household income, the differences between the top two and bottom two categories and the reference group (the middle category, $40,000 to $59,999) are statistically significant (p < 0.05). For education, with college graduates as the reference group, the only statistically significant difference is for the high school graduates, which includes respondents with less than high school education (p < 0.001). The difference between renters and homeowners is also statistically significant (p < 0.001).
education. Among respondents with household incomes over $75,000, 71.0 percent knew about FMLA, compared to only 47.7 percent among those with household incomes below $40,000. Race disparities were also present: 72.2 percent of white respondents were aware of FMLA, compared to 53.8 percent of blacks and 40.7 percent of Hispanics.10

Our 2003 and 2011 PFL surveys did not probe in any detail the extent to which respondents were familiar with the details of the PFL program, nor how they learned about it. However, we were able to include questions about those topics in the 2009–2010 screening survey. Not surprisingly, because all five hundred screening survey respondents were employed and all had experienced a life event that the PFL program was designed to cover (a new child or a seriously ill family member), their awareness of PFL was greater than in the representative surveys, with nearly half (48.6 percent) indicating that they were aware of PFL’s existence.

Among PFL-aware respondents to the screening survey, knowledge of the details of the program followed a similar pattern of inequality to that of the overall awareness data, as table 11.2 shows. Respondents with high-quality jobs consistently knew more about the details of the PFL program than those with low-quality jobs; although these differences are more modest than those in overall awareness, all but one of them is statistically significant.

The screening survey also explored how PFL-aware respondents had learned about the program. As figure 11.2 shows, the most common source of information was employers: 63.4 percent of respondents employed in the private or nonprofit sector indicated that they had learned about the program from their employer—twice the proportion for any other information source except family or friends. Of particular interest for

### Table 11.1  Paid Family Leave Awareness Among Respondents Who Voted in the Previous General Election, 2003 and 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage Aware of Paid Family Leave</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All respondents</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>44.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>51.2***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>37.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinos</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>40.8***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whites</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>45.7***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asians/other</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>49.3***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Authors’ analysis of 2011 Field Poll data (N = 1,000).
***p < 0.001*
Table 11.2   Knowledge ofPaid Family Leave Program Details Among Respondents Aware of PFL, by Job Quality, 2009 to 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Information About Paid Family Leave</th>
<th>All Respondents</th>
<th>Respondents with High-Quality Jobs</th>
<th>Respondents with Low-Quality Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can be used for bonding with a newborn</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
<td>82.9%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be used for bonding with an adopted or foster child</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>63.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available to both fathers and mothers</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>88.1</td>
<td>72.2***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can be used to care for a seriously ill family member</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>62.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ 2009–2010 screening survey (N = 246).
*p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001

Figure 11.2   How Respondents Learned About Paid Family Leave, 2009 to 2010

Source: Authors’ 2009–2010 screening survey (N = 178).
Note: Includes only respondents who were aware of paid family leave and who were employed in the private or nonprofit sector; total adds to more than 100 percent because respondents could cite more than one information source.
***p < 0.001
our purposes here, 78.0 percent of respondents in high-quality jobs had learned about PFL from their employers, compared to only 56.6 percent of those in low-quality jobs, a statistically significant difference.

This disparity reflects the reality, as noted earlier, that employers that provide paid time off to their workers have an economic incentive to inform those employees about the existence of PFL: if such workers draw benefits from the state PFL program in lieu of some part of what the employer would otherwise provide, the employer enjoys a cost savings. Since employers are more likely to provide wage replacement to higher-paid workers, it follows that those workers are more likely to receive information about PFL from their employers. As one manager we interviewed just before PFL benefits became available predicted, “Paid family leave in California was intended to help people who don’t have any pay during maternity leave or other family leaves. But in fact the main beneficiaries will be higher-paid workers who already have paid sick leave and vacation and who will use the state program to top off their current benefits.”

Indeed, among PFL-aware respondents to our 2009–2010 screening survey, half (49.8 percent) of those with high-quality jobs who were eligible for the program had used PFL, but only 36.6 percent of those in low-quality jobs had done so, a statistically significant difference ($p < 0.05$). Similarly, an analysis of PFL claims data by the California Senate Office of Research (Sherriff 2007) found that low-wage workers were underrepresented among PFL claimants.

Why PFL-Aware Workers Did Not Take up the Program Benefits

Limited awareness has obviously contributed to what has thus far been a lower-than-expected take-up rate for California’s PFL program. Our screening survey suggests some other factors that also help explain the low take-up. Among respondents to that survey who were aware of PFL, some were ineligible because they worked in the public sector, others were eligible but believed that they were not, and still another group received full wage replacement from their employer and thus had no reason to draw on PFL benefits.

But even after eliminating all these groups from consideration, about one-fifth of the total screening survey sample (those who were aware of PFL, worked in the private or nonprofit sector, believed they were eligible for the program, and did not receive full wage replacement from employer-provided sources while on leave) still did not use the PFL program for a covered life event. When asked why they did not apply for PFL when they needed to go on a family leave, these respondents cited a variety of concerns, summarized in figure 11.3.
Caution should be used in interpreting these data, as the sample is limited and unrepresentative. Nevertheless, it is striking that many of the reasons cited involve concerns that taking advantage of PFL would have negative consequences for them at work: that their employer would be unhappy, that using PFL might hurt their chances for advancement, or, at the extreme, that they might actually be fired for doing so. In all, 36.9 percent of the subset of respondents who were asked why they did not apply for PFL cited at least one such concern.

This highlights one key limitation of the PFL program, namely, that it does not include job protection—an unfortunate result of the fact that PFL was established through an amendment to California’s preexisting SDI program, which does not explicitly offer job protection to workers on
disability leaves. At the time PFL was won, advocates feared that including a job protection provision in the program legislation would provoke insurmountable opposition from employers. Some PFL-covered workers do have job protection under other statutes, such as the federal FMLA. But for the rest, taking a PFL leave could mean that they would not have a job to return to, or that they would suffer other negative consequences. Fear of these outcomes appears to be another important reason—apart from lack of awareness of the PFL program—for the low take-up rate.

Finally, almost one-third of the PFL-aware respondents who were asked why they did not use the program pointed to the limited wage replacement it provides. Indeed, the PFL program provides only 55 percent of workers’ usual pay, which for many workers—especially those in low-wage jobs—may make it unaffordable.

THE IMPACT OF PFL on LOW-WAGE WORKERS AND THEIR FAMILIES

For those workers who did use PFL, however, our data show that the program made a highly positive contribution to their well-being and that of their families. Respondents to the 2009–2010 screening survey who utilized the PFL program when they took a leave from work to bond with a new child or to care for a seriously ill family member reported far better economic, social, and health-related outcomes than those who did not use the program. PFL users had significantly higher levels of wage replacement, were able to take longer leaves, and were more satisfied with the length of their leaves. In addition, using PFL enhanced workers’ ability to care for their children or ill family members and, for those in low-quality jobs, increased the likelihood of returning to work with the same employer.

As noted earlier, workers in low-quality jobs had the most to gain from the introduction of PFL but were less likely to be aware of its existence and (among those who were aware of it) less well informed about the details of the program than workers in high-quality jobs. But for the minority of workers in low-quality jobs who not only were aware of PFL but actually used it during their family leaves, outcomes were greatly improved over those for workers in low-quality jobs who did not use PFL.

Wage Replacement During Family Leave

Most importantly, use of PFL made a significant difference in the level of wage replacement. Over one-fourth (28.4 percent) of all workers who did not use the PFL program during their leave, as table 11.3 shows, received no wage replacement at all. In contrast, the vast majority (91.7 percent)
Table 11.3   Wage Replacement During Family Leave, by Paid Family Leave Use and Job Quality, 2009 to 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proportion of Usual Pay Received During Leave</th>
<th>All Workers</th>
<th>High-Quality Jobs</th>
<th>Low-Quality Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Used Paid Family Leave</td>
<td>Did Not Use Paid Family Leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No pay</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>28.4%***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than half</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About half</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>14.1***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than half</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>13.1***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full pay</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>31.9***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’ 2009–2010 screening survey (N = 204).

Note: Columns may not add to 100.0 percent due to rounding.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001
of those who used PFL while on leave received at least half their usual weekly pay, a much higher proportion than among those who did not use PFL (59.1 percent) ($p < 0.001$).\footnote{12}

All workers who used the program benefited from PFL with regard to wage replacement, whether they were in high-quality or low-quality jobs. Among respondents with high-quality jobs, all of those (100.0 percent) who used PFL drew at least half their usual pay while on leave, compared to only 76.6 percent of those in high-quality jobs who did not use the program, a statistically significant difference ($p < 0.001$). However, many workers in high-quality jobs can draw on accumulated paid sick days, paid vacation, or other paid leave benefits for wage replacement when they go on leave. Indeed, in our sample, half (exactly 50.0 percent) of those in high-quality jobs who did not use PFL nevertheless received full pay from such sources. These employees, with access to generous employer-provided benefits, may not need PFL. But for all other respondents employed in high-quality jobs (that is, those who did not receive full pay), PFL sharply boosted the level of wage replacement, as table 11.3 and figure 11.4 show.

Workers in low-quality jobs received even greater economic benefits from PFL. Among respondents in this group who did not use PFL, 50.7 percent received either no wage replacement at all or less than half their usual pay. In sharp contrast, among those in low-quality jobs who used PFL, only 16.2 percent received less than half their income, a statistically significant difference ($p < 0.001$). All the other respondents in low-quality jobs

---

Source: Authors’ 2009–2010 screening survey (N = 204).
who used PFL (83.8 percent) received at least half of their usual income while on leave, compared with only 49.2 percent of those who did not use PFL; this also is a statistically significant difference (\( p < 0.001 \)). For those low-wage workers who actually use it, then, the PFL program is a critically important source of income support when they go on leave from work to attend to their families’ needs.

### Length of Leaves

Although PFL made a substantial difference in access to wage replacement during leave, especially for those in low-quality jobs, its effects on the length of family leaves were more complex. As table 11.4 shows, the median length of baby bonding leaves taken by all new parents in our sample was nine and a half weeks. Mothers took significantly longer bonding leaves than fathers, regardless of job quality, and in most subgroups these gender differences were statistically significant. (Those in low-quality jobs who used PFL were the only exceptions.) However, for leaves to care for an ill family member, there was no significant gender difference in median leave length. Among mothers in low-quality jobs, the median length was
the same whether or not they used PFL. Mothers in high-quality jobs took longer bonding leaves, however, with a median length of eighteen weeks for those who used PFL, compared to only twelve weeks for those who did not take advantage of the program.

Most respondents (79.3 percent) reported being “very satisfied” or “somewhat satisfied” with the length of their family leaves. Among workers in high-quality jobs, many of whom had access to income from employer benefits while on leave, satisfaction with the length of leave was similar regardless of whether they used PFL or not; as figure 11.5 shows, about four-fifths of these workers reported that they were very satisfied or somewhat satisfied with the length of their leave.

For workers in low-quality jobs, however, the use of PFL made a striking difference in satisfaction with the length of leave. Among workers in these jobs, nearly all (96.8 percent) of those who used PFL were very satisfied.
satisfied or somewhat satisfied with the length of their leave, compared with only 72.7 percent of those who did not use PFL, a statistically significant difference ($p < 0.001$).13

**Turnover and Retention**

More than 95 percent of screening survey respondents who took a family leave returned to work at the end of their leave, and more than four-fifths returned to the same employer they had worked for prior to the leave. As figure 11.6 shows, the proportion of workers returning to the same employer was highest among respondents in high-quality jobs who did not use PFL. This probably reflects the more generous employer-provided pay these workers received during leave—as noted earlier, nearly half the workers in high-quality jobs who did not use PFL received full pay from their employers.
Those workers in low-quality jobs who used the PFL program, however, were slightly more likely to return to the same employer after a family leave. Within this group, the retention rate was 88.7 percent for those who used the PFL program compared with 81.2 percent for those who did not. This difference is not statistically significant, but it suggests the possibility that California’s PFL program provides an important benefit for employers, especially smaller employers that hope to retain workers who need to take a family leave but that are unable to afford high levels of wage replacement for them.

PFL’s Effects on Caregivers and on Those Receiving Care

The screening survey data also offer insight into the impact of family leaves on outcomes for caregivers and care recipients. Relevant outcomes include the ability of respondents to care for their new children and for seriously ill family members, new mothers’ ability to initiate and to sustain breastfeeding, parents’ ability to make child care arrangements, and the effects on the ill family member’s health. Table 11.5 summarizes our key findings regarding these outcomes.

About four-fifths (82.3 percent) of respondents who took leaves reported that the leave had a positive effect on their ability to care for their child or seriously ill family member. Among respondents in low-quality jobs, 87.0 percent of workers who used PFL reported that the leave positively affected their ability to care for the new child, compared with 72.2 percent of those who did not use PFL, a statistically significant difference.

Most new mothers in our sample (85.2 percent) reported that they had breastfed their new baby. Nearly all new mothers in low-quality jobs who used PFL (94.0 percent) had initiated breastfeeding, and the rate was nearly as high (89.1 percent) among those who did not use PFL. However, PFL use had no impact on the duration of breastfeeding for workers in low-quality jobs, whereas for those in high-quality jobs the duration of breastfeeding more than doubled (a statistically significant difference). Previous research suggests that longer leaves for new mothers are associated with longer duration of breastfeeding of the infant (Guendelman et al. 2009); our results confirm this, but also suggest that there may be important variation by social class (Blum 2000).

Leaves were also helpful in enabling parents of a new child to make child care arrangements. Among all parents, 62.5 percent reported that PFL had a positive effect on their ability to arrange child care. Among parents in low-quality jobs, 70.0 percent of PFL users reported a positive effect, compared to 58.3 percent who did not use PFL; however, this difference is not statistically significant.
Table 11.5  Family Leave Effects on Caregiving Ability and Health of Care Recipients, by Job Quality and Use of Paid Family Leave, 2009 to 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects of Leave</th>
<th>All Respondents</th>
<th>High-Quality Jobs</th>
<th>Low-Quality Jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Used Paid Family Leave</td>
<td>Did Not Use Paid Family Leave</td>
<td>Used Paid Family Leave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Said that leave had positive effect on ability to care for new child or ill family member (N = 164)</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>91.8%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New mothers who initiated breastfeeding (N = 67)</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>88.5%</td>
<td>89.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median months of breastfeeding (N = 57)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>4.5**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Said that leave had positive effect on ability to arrange child care (N = 92)</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Said that leave had positive effect on ill family member’s health (N = 49)</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Authors’ 2009–2010 screening survey.

Note: For median months of breastfeeding, the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test was used.

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01
CONCLUSION

In some respects, California's PFL program provides a pathbreaking and positive example, one that might be replicated by policymakers in other states and nationally. At the same time, however, the California case is a cautionary tale about the key obstacles such programs must overcome. These obstacles are different from those so often highlighted by the business organizations that routinely oppose efforts to create new programs to address work-family needs. Indeed, as we have documented elsewhere (Appelbaum and Milkman 2011), the alleged negative impacts of such programs on business are largely nonexistent. But the California PFL experience does expose other serious challenges that policymakers must address if they wish to provide access to paid leave to workers who have no other means of obtaining it.

On the one hand, our findings strongly suggest that public policy initiatives like PFL that support workers who need time off to care for their families can make a real and positive difference—even programs like California's PFL, which by international standards offers minimal benefits. As we have seen, PFL use is associated with better economic, social, and health outcomes for both workers and their families. Wage replacement levels were significantly higher for workers who used PFL than for those who did not, especially for workers in low-quality jobs. Among that group, the proportion receiving half or more of their usual weekly pay rose to 83.8 percent for those who used PFL, compared to just 49.2 percent for those who did not use the program. Moreover, workers in low-quality jobs who used PFL were more likely than those who did not to return to the same employer after a family leave, were more satisfied with the length of their leave, were better able to care for newborns and ill family members, and were better able to make child care arrangements.

As we have also shown, however, the problem of unequal access to paid time off remains a serious challenge in this case. Not only is general public awareness of the PFL program woefully limited, but those who stand to benefit most from it are the least likely to be aware of it. Low-wage workers, Latinos, blacks, and young workers—the very groups that have limited access to other sources of wage replacement during family leaves—have especially low levels of awareness of the program.

The main source of information about PFL—for those workers who are aware of it—is employers. Whereas employers who provide some form of paid leave themselves and are now coordinating the benefits they provide with the state program stand to gain if employees use PFL, those who provide no company-paid benefits have little incentive to inform employees of the state program. This employer behavior has combined with unequal awareness to re-create a new form of the previous inequality in access to wage replacement during leaves.
Among workers who were aware of PFL, some did not apply for the program when they needed a family leave because the level of wage replacement was too low. And many of them feared that taking PFL would lead to negative consequences on the job, perhaps even causing them to be fired. The lack of job protection in the PFL program is another key concern.

Thus, the promise of California’s new program to extend access to paid leave to all the state’s workers, including those who previously lacked access to wage replacement, has yet to be fulfilled, as awareness of the program remains unacceptably low among the groups who need it most. Until awareness of PFL spreads more widely, especially among low-wage workers and other disadvantaged groups, and until the issues of job protection and more extensive levels of wage replacement are addressed, the program will not achieve its intended effect of reducing the long-standing disparity between the workers, most of them well-paid managers and professionals, who have access to paid leave through employer-provided benefits and the less-privileged workers who lack such access. Instead, this pattern of inequality has been reproduced in a new form. The challenge ahead is to ensure that PFL benefits are universally accessible in practice as well as in theory.

NOTES

1. The authors thank Laura Braslow and Sara Jane Glynn for assistance with the data analysis in this chapter. The chapter also draws on material from chapter 5 of Milkman and Appelbaum (2013), which offers a more comprehensive analysis of California’s PFL program.

2. FMLA covers all public-sector workers and private-sector workers who work for organizations with fifty or more employees on the payroll at or within seventy-five miles of the worksite. In addition, to be eligible for FMLA leave, one must have been with the same employer for at least twelve months and have worked 1,250 hours or more in the year preceding the leave.

3. Washington State passed a paid family leave law in 2007, but to date no funding has been provided to implement it.

4. SDI benefits for pregnancy typically cover up to four weeks before delivery and an additional six to eight weeks afterward, at the doctor’s discretion. For biological mothers, the PFL benefit supplements the pregnancy disability benefits previously available under SDI. Although it does not increase the amount of job-protected leave available to women who have given birth, it provides six additional weeks of partial wage replacement.

5. Fifty of the five hundred respondents lived in households whose only telephone was a cellular one; on average, they were younger and had lower incomes than the rest of the sample. All results are weighted to adjust for the number of telephones per household, which affects the probability of selection in random digit dialing.
6. See, for example, Neil Fligstein and Ofer Sharone’s (2002, 91–92) analysis of the California workforce in 2001–2002, which found two worlds of work: one at the top, “with lots of pressures but many rewards ... in income ... job satisfaction, paid benefits and more security on the job,” that comprised 34 percent of the workforce; and another where 66 percent of respondents worked at jobs that were “more onerous ... with fewer paid benefits and ... more insecurity.” By the time we conducted our 2009–2010 survey, almost a decade later than Fligstein and Sharone’s and immediately following the Great Recession, the proportion of desirable jobs was presumably lower.

7. These data are for paid family leave as such—in contrast to the Census Bureau report (Laughlin 2011)—and do not include paid sick leave and vacation benefits, which are often used as wage replacement during family leaves. The National Compensation Survey found sharp disparities in access to paid sick leave and paid vacation benefits between high earners and low earners as well.

8. All significance levels reported later in the chapter are based on Z-tests unless otherwise noted.

9. These differences by education and household income are statistically significant ($p < 0.05$). For this question in the 2012 survey, $N = 410$.

10. All these differences were statistically significant ($p < 0.001$). $N = 2,824$.

11. Eligible respondents are those employed in the private or nonprofit sectors (since most public-sector workers are not eligible for the state PFL program). Take-up rates did not vary much by race and ethnicity or between U.S.-born and immigrant workers.

12. The figure is 91.7 percent rather than 100 percent because some respondents took leaves longer than the six weeks for which they could receive wage replacement through the state PFL program.

13. The other differences in satisfaction levels (shown in figure 11.2) are not statistically significant.

14. This is much easier in the few states (Hawaii, New York, Rhode Island, and Puerto Rico) that already have temporary disability programs (as the New Jersey and Rhode Island cases exemplify) than elsewhere, because the necessary administrative machinery is already in place.

15. Specific recommendations for expanded outreach include requiring hospitals, clinics, and pediatricians’ offices to inform new parents about PFL (see Milkman and Appelbaum 2013, 113).
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